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Foreword 

The Andhra Pradesh State Council of Higher Education, in line with the 

directions of the Hon'ble Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh, introduced English 

Medium in all Degree programmes from this academic year 2021-22. As part of 

empowering the students joining Degree programmes from vernacular medium, 

the AP State Council of Higher Education is bringing out podcasts, video casts 

and notably the bilingual text books. These bilingual books are written in 

English, with the gist of the content in Telugu to  enable the students to  compre- 

hend the content in their mother tongue. The bilingual text book is envisioned on 

the core concept of Outcome Based Education, highlighting the learning 

outcomes for every chapter. These are better called as bilingual resources rather 

than textbooks, as the APSCHE has developed a template for the bilingual 

textbooks designing them with concepts and frameworks going beyond the usual 

reading material. M3j +kt.; -,o $ 1  
Furthering the detailed descr~ption of the topics, as per the common syllabus 

of the Redesigned Curricular Framework for Choice Based Credit System, the 

bilingual text book contains Glossary, where certain important terms which the 

student might be unfamiliar with are identified and explained in one or two 

sentences, which is not a mere dictionary meaning. Links to  online videos or 

audios which will be useful for further reading and understanding of the topics are 

given under the Interactive links. To foster further reading, information on online 

resources, articles or another text book pertaining to  the content are provided. To 

make the text book more of a resourceful book, Curricular Activities, wherein 

suggested activities that could be taken up in realization of the outcomes are 

provided for the benefit of students. To help the students to  assess understanding 

of the content, Self Assessment instruments are provided. For Advanced Learn- 

ers, caters to  the needs of advanced learners providing them with additional 

\ 
material about the topics. Finally, for every chapter References are provided. 
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I sincerely appreciate the Authors and the Editors for taking pains in bringing out

this bilingual text book in a record time, replete with knowledge which fosters the

academic progression of students. I earnestly thank my Academic Officers, Dr.

B. S.Selina, Sri. Srirangam Mathew, Dr. P. Anil Kumar for their coordinating ac-

tivities and Prof. K. Rama Mohana Rao, the Vice-Chairman of APSCHE under

whose guidance the publication is brought out.

K. Hem~~eddY
Chairman APSCHE



Preface

Bilingual undergraduate textbook preparation is a path breaking initiative by

the APSCHE in the bachelor degree education. It is our privilege to be a part ofthis

prestigious project.

The textbook has been prepared keeping English as the primary language. Telugu

translations have been made without translating the technical words as much as

possible, which is the entire essence ofthis project. Hence for all purposes English

version may be considered as standard text.

The book provides enough insights for both faculty and students to implement

Bloom's taxonomy for undergraduate physics in a smooth manner at teaching and

learning levels. Implementation of it at evaluation level may need further improve

ments.

Every chapter is provided with outcomes specific to programs and also with wide

range of applications which may bridge the gap between industry and academia to

some extent.

We hope that the innovative attempt made here may reach the expectations and

serve the needs of every stake holder associated with the project.

- Authors and Editor
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Learning Resources 
Sl No Resource Link QR Code 
1. Hyper Physics: HyperPhysics is an 

exploration environment for concepts in 
physics which employs concept maps. 
http://hyperphysics.phy-
astr.gsu.edu/hbase/hframe.html  

 

2. Physics Hyper Textbook: The Physics 
Hypertextbook is the intellectual property of 
Glenn Elert   https://physics.info/   

3. Lumen learning: Lumen Learning provides 
a simple, supported path for faculty 
members to adopt and teach effectively with 
open educational resources (OER) 
https://courses.lumenlearning.com/physics/  

 

4. Libre texts: Optics, 
 https://phys.libretexts.org/@go/page/931 

 
5. Libre Texts: Wave Optics. 

 https://phys.libretexts.org/@go/page/1467  

 
6. Internet Archive: The Internet Archive, a 

501(c)(3) non-profit, is building a digital 
library of Internet sites and other cultural 
artifacts in digital form. https://archive.org/  

 

7. National Digital Library: National Digital 

Library of India (NDLI) is a virtual repository 
of learning resources which is not just a 
repository with search/browse facilities but 
provides a host of services for the learner 
community. https://ndl.iitkgp.ac.in/  
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LEARNING 
RESOURCES 
Video Lectures: 

SN Title and Link QR Code 
1. Optics Prof. George Barbastathis Dr. Se Baek 

Oh Prof. Colin Sheppard 
https://ocw.mit.edu/courses/2-71-optics-
spring-2009   

2. Optics Nicholas X. Fang. 
https://ocw.mit.edu/courses/2-71-optics-
spring-2014  
 

 
3.  IIT Delhi – Optics and Photonics Center 

https://opc.iitd.ac.in/learn  

 
4. Optical Engineering – IIT Madras 

https://nptel.ac.in/courses/108106161  

 
5. Applied Optics 

https://archive.nptel.ac.in/courses/115/107/1
15107131/  

 
6. Fourier Optics in Python 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QeNHF-
H_ANM  

 
7. Optics lecture notes and MATLAB codes 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=13hHCwc
7Scc  

 
8. Anveshika Andhrapradesh 

https://www.youtube.com/@anveshikaandhra
pradesh  
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Simulation resources: 

Sl 
No 

 Title and Link QR Code 

1. Amrita V Lab 
https://vlab.amrita.edu/ 

 
2. JAVA Lab 

https://javalab.org/en/category/light_wave_en/  

 
3. Wolfram Demonstrations  

https://demonstrations.wolfram.com/topic.html?
topic=Optics  
  

4.  
 

 MATLAB Interactive simulation toolbox for optics 
https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/filee
xchange/40093-interactive-simulation-toolbox-
for-optics   

5. Physics Classroom 
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Physics-
Interactives  

 
6. PhET Simulations 

https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulations/filter?s
ubjects=light-and-radiation&type=html,prototype 
  

7. O-Physics 
https://ophysics.com/  

 
8. Edumedia 

https://www.edumedia-sciences.com/en/node/67-
optics-and-waves  

 
9. J-Optics 

http://nsdl.oercommons.org/courses/joptics/view 
  

 
10. Polarizer Program 

http://nsdl.oercommons.org/courses/polarizer-
program/view  
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INTRODUCTION 
TO OPTICS 
దృ���� 

ప�చయ�  



        
 

ప�చయం 

�ం� అ�� ���దయ��ంత ��రణం, ఇ� �నవ కం�� దృ��  �� ��� క���� ం�. 

���దయ��ంత ��రణం �క� ఇతర క��ంచ� ��ల� ��� తరం��, ఇ����� 

�ర��, అ��ల��త (అ�� � వ���) �ర��, X-�ర�� మ�� �� �ర�� 

�ద�ౖ న� ఉ���. ���, �మ� మ�� ��� ఇతర జం��� ఇ����� �ర�ల� 

గ� �ం� కం� ������ క�� ఉం��. కటక�� ��ం� కం� ���ణం క��న ��� �ట�� 

మ�� �య�� అ��ల��త �ర�ల� గ� �ంచగల�. 

����ల �ం� స���॓ (పర���క�� �న�) క�ల ప��ణం వర� ఉన� వ�� �ల 

మధ� �ం� స��ర �హకం� ప���� ం�. 

�ం�-ప�ర�  పరస�ర చర� ప�ర� ం �క� ల��ల అధ�య��� అ�� �ం� 

అధ�య��� ఉప�గప��ం�. �ం� ప�ర�  పరస�ర చర� సమయం� �ం� ల��ల 

అధ�య��� సంబం�ం�న ��క �స�  �ఖ� ఆ�� ॓� అ� ���� � మ�� ప�ర� ం �క� 

ల��ల అధ�యనం� ��ప�న ��� ���� ���� అం��. 

 

 
Fig: Samkhya School Tanmatras 
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INTRODUCTION 
TO OPTICS 

Introduction 
Light is an electromagnetic radiation that causes the sense of 

vision to the human eye. Other  non-visible forms of electromagnetic 
radiation include the radio waves, infrared rays, ultraviolet rays, X-
rays and gamma rays etc. Snakes, mosquitoes and some other 
animals have eye structure that senses infrared rays. Some insects 
and shrimp that do not have eye structure with lenses can sense 
ultraviolet rays. 

Light acts as an information carrier between objects of the size 
ranging from galaxies to subatomic particles. 

Light-matter interaction encompassses the study of properties 
of matter as well as that of light. The branch of Physics that deals 
with the study of properties of light during light matter interaction 
is called optics and the discipline that deals with the study of 
properties of matter is called spectroscopy. 

In ancient India, Sun (the light source) is considered as the 
visible god as it is solely responsible for the entire life on earth and 
its sustenance. Around 6th century BC in India, Samkhya school of 
philosophy proposed 5 fundamental elements of nature namely 
Ether, Air, Fire, Water and Earth. They cause five Tanmatras or 
potential experiences for human beings namely Sabda, Sparsa, 
Roopa, Rasa and Gandha or Sound, Touch, Vision, Taste and Smell.  

During the same time Vaiseshika school proposed that every 
entity in nature is composed of four fundamental elements namely 
earth (prthivı), water (apas), fire (tejas), and air (vayu). Out of these 
light is assumed to be streams of fast moving Tejas.  

During 1st century AD, Vishupurana depicted the sun as riding a 
chariot of seven horses which possibly signify the seven days of the 
week.                             
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A
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��తన �రత�శం�, ���� (�ం� జనకం) క��ం� ���� ప�గ�ంచబ�� �, 

ఎం�కం� ఇ� ���ౖ  ఉన� �త� ం ����� మ�� �� �వ���� ���  �ధ�త వ��� ం�. 

�రత�శం� �� �� �ర�ం 6వ శ�బ� ం�, �ంఖ� ��� ఆ� ��స� ఈథ�, ఎ��, �ౖ �, �ట� 

మ�� ఎ��  అ� ప� కృ� �క� 5 �� థ�క అం�ల� ప� ���ం�ం�. అ� శబ� , స�ర�, �ప, రస 

మ�� గంధ �� ధ��, స�ర�, దృ�� , �� మ�� �సన అ� ఐ� త��త� � �� �న�ల� 

సం�వ� అ�భ�ల� క���� �. 

అ� సమయం� �ౖ ��క �ఠ�ల ప� కృ��� ప� � అ�� త�ం �� (పృ��), �� (అ��), 

అ�� (�జ�) మ�� �� (��) అ� ��� �� థ�క అం�ల� �� ఉం�ంద� 

ప� ���ం�ం�. ��� �ం� �గం� క���న� �జ� ప� ���� ��ంచబ��ం�. 

 
1వ శ�బ� ం AD�, ��� ��ణం ���� ఏ� ��� ల ర��� న���న���  ��� క�ం�ం�, 

ఇ� బ�� �రం�� ఏ� ��ల� ���� ం�. 

�� �� �ర�ం 5వ శ�బ� ం�, ఎం����� అ� �� � తత��త�  ప� కృ� అ��, ��, �� మ�� �� 

అ� 4 �ల�ల� �� ఉం�ంద� ప� ���ం��. �ం� ఏ� కద�క� ఉంద�, అం�వల�  

ప� ��ంచ��� �ంత సమయం అవసరమ� �� అత� �వ�ం��. త��త, అ��� �� �ం� 

అ�� ప�ర� ం మ�� కద�క� సంబం�ం�న� �ద� ��ం��. 

ఎం���� � ప� ���ం�న ఉ�� ర ��� ంతం ప� �రం, ఆ�� �ౖ � ��� �నవ క��� ��� 

�ల�ల� సృ�� ం�� మ�� దృ�� � �రణమ�� కం�� మంట� ���ం��. ���  

సమ���  మనం �డ�� �బ�� , దృ�� � కం� �ం� వ�� �ం� మ�� �హ� వ�� �ల �ం� 

వ�� �ం� మధ� పరస�ర చర� అవసరమ� �� అత� ప� ���ం��. 

అత� ప� �రం, ��� � ���  సమయం� �� �డగల� ఎం�కం� �� కళ�� ఎ��వ �ం� 

ఉం�ం�. కం� �ం� వ�� �ం� �� దృ�� � �రణ�ౖ �, ఒ� వ�� �� ఒ��� ఎ��వ మం�  

      https://www.ayurvedacollege.com/blog/advanced-topics-

ayurveda-tanmatras/  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_optics  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speed_of_light#History  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Light  
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In 5th century BC, Empedocles, a greek philosopher proposed that the 
nature is composed of 4 elements namely fire, air, earth and water. 
He also described that the light is something in motion and thus 
requires some time to travel. Later, Aristotle argued that light is 
matter and not related to movement.  

The emission theory proposed by Empedocles mentions that the god 
Aphrodite has created the human eye with the four elements and lit 
fire in the eye which is responsible for vision. Since we can’t see 
during night times, he also proposed that the vision requires an 
interaction between the light from the eye and the light from the 
external source. 

According to him, cats are able to see better during night times is 
because they have more light in their eyes. This theory has got a 
counter argument that if light from the eyes is also responsible for 
vision, then the vision of people should improve if multiple people 
observe the same object at a time as more light will be incident on the 
object. But that is not what is happening in reality. 

 

Fig: Emission theory of vision. 

Around 300BC, Euclid and Ptolemy developed that theory  in the 
book of Optics, and improved it by saying that the square shaped 
objects at a distance look circular because of the shape of the eye. But 
still the light from the eye is responsible for vision.  

They have also developed the concepts of reflection and refraction 
based on the emission theory of vision. 
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వ��� � గమ���  వ��� ల దృ��  ���ప��ంద� ఈ ��� ం��� ప� ��దం వ��ం�, ఎం�కం� 

వ�� ��ౖ  ఎ��వ �ం� ప��ం�. �� �స� వం� జ���న�� అ� ��. 

300BC�, ��� � మ�� ��� ఆ�� ॓� �స� కం� ఆ ��� ం��� అ�వృ��  ��� మ�� 

కం� ఆ�రం �రణం� �రం� ఉన� చ�ర�� �ర� వ�� �� వృ�� �రం� క���� య� 

�ప�డం ��� ��� ���ప���. �� అప��� కం� �ం� వ�� �ం� దృ�� � �ధ�త 

వ��� ం�.  

�� దృ��  �క� ఉ�� ర ��� ంతం ఆ�రం� ప�వర� నం మ�� వ�� భవన �వనల� �� 

అ�వృ��  ���. 

అ��� ం�� �� �ం�న ��� ప� �రం మన కళ�  �ం� వ�� �ం� అనంత�ౖ న �గం� 

ప� ���� ం� �బ��  మనం క�� ���న�� �ంట� న��� ల� �డగ������. 

�� 1వ శ�బ� ం AD� అ�� �� �ం� జనకం �ం� వ�� �ల�ౖ  �ం� ప� ��ం�ంచడం వల�  దృ��  

�� నం క���ంద�  ప� ���ం��. ఇ� దృ��  �క� ప� �శన ��� ం��� త��� ���ం�. 

ఈ ��� ంతం ఆ��క ��� �� �� ఆ�ద�గ��ౖ న�. 

 

Fig: Alhazen’s Intromission theory of light. 

�� ���� � అ� �� ం� గ�త �స� �� � 1637� �ం� ఒక దట� �ౖ న �ధ�మం�� 

ప� ��ం�న�� �� �గం ధ�� తరం�ల ����� ����ంద� ప� ���ం��. �ం� 

�క� కణ స��వం�ౖ  ���ం� �క� ప� ��దన ఆ�రం�, ��ట� �ం� �క� �ర���ల� 

��� ం��� ప� ���ం��. అత� ప� ��దన ప� �రం �ం� దట� �ౖ న �ధ�మం�� 

ప� ��ం�న��, ప�ర� ం� పరస�ర చర� �రణం� అ� మంద��� ం�. �ం� క�� ��య��  

��� �� ప� వ�� �� య� ��ం��. ఎ�� రం� �ద�  బం� ప��ణం� �లం� ����  �ద�  

��ంటం మ�� త��వ �చలనం క�� ఉం�ం�. అం�వలన వ�� భవనం �ర���ల� 

��� ం��� ఉప��ం� �� �వ�ంచబ�ం�. 
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Heron of Alexandria stated that we are able to see stars immediately 
when we open eyes because the light from our eyes travels with 
infinite speed.  

But Alhazen in 1st Century AD proposed that vision is due to the 
reflection of light on objects from the light source. This opened doors 
for intromission theory of vision. This theory is accepted by modern 
science as well. 

Rene Descartes, a french mathematician, proposed in 1637 that 
when light enters a denser medium it’s velocity increases just similar 
to sound waves. Later based on Gassendi’s proposal on particle 
nature of light, Newton has proposed Corpuscular theory of light. 
According to his proposal when light enters denser medium, it slows 
down due to interaction with matter. The light particles were 
assumed to behave like billiard balls. Red being larger ball size will 
have larger momentum and lesser deviation compared to blue. Thus 
refraction is explained well using corpuscular theory. 

The only problem with Newton’s corpuscular theory was that it 
couldn’t explain the simultaneous reflection and refraction. It also 
could not expain the diffraction patterns produced by light. Newton 
also proved, using prisms and the famous Newton’s wheel,  that the 
sun light consists of 7 colors.  

  

Fig: Newton’s concept of white light dispersion. 

 

Further Huygens introduced wave theory of light, followed by 
improvements made by Fresnel, Poisson, Kirchoff, Young and others 
and it was successful in explaining the phenomena like Interference, 
Diffraction and Polarization. 
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��ట� �క� �ర���ల� ��� ంతం� ఉన� ఏ�ౖ క సమస� ఏ�టం� అ� ఏక�ల ప�వర� నం 

మ�� వ�� భవ��� �వ�ంచ�క��ం�. ఇ� �ం� ��� ఉత���  �యబ�న �ౖ �� �� 

న��ల� �� �వ�ంచ�క��ం�. ��ట� �� జ�� మ�� ప� �ద�  ��ట� చక� ం 

ఉప��ం�, �ర��ం� 7 రం�ల� క�� ఉం�ంద� ���ం��. 

త��త ����� �ం� తరంగ ��� ం��� ప� �శ��� �, �� ���, ��స�, ����, యం� 

మ�� ఇత�� ��న ���దల� మ�� ఇంట�����, ��� �� మ�� �ల�ౖ �ష� 

వం� దృ��ష�ల� �వ�ంచడం� ఇ� �జయవంత�ౖ ం�. 

తదనంతరం, ����� ���� మ�� అయ��ంత ��� ల� ఏ�కృతం ��� మ�� �ం� 

�క� ���దయ��ంత ��� ం��� అ�వృ��  ���. ఇక�డ �న�ం� �� ఏ�ౖ � �ధ�మం� 

�ం� �గం �ధ�మం �క� ప����� మ�� ప��య��� �ౖ  ఆ�రప� ఉం�ం�. 

�న�ం� �ం� �గం� = 1/����� 

ప�ర�  �ధ�మం� �ం� �గం� = 1/√�� = 1/��������� 

అం�వలన �ధ�మం �క� ��� �� � ఇం�॓� ఇ� ఇవ�బ��ం� 

� =
�

�
=

1/�����

1/���������

= ����� 

�� ����॓ ���య� �,� = √��  

త��త ఐ��� �, ��� � ����  రచన� అ�స�ం� �ం�� సంబం�ం�న ��� ��� ం��� 

ప� ���ం��. సమ��నం� �ంప� � ప� �వం �� �ం� ��� వం� ప� వర� న� క�� 

ఉం�ంద� ���ం�ం�. 

ఆ��క ��క �స� ం �క� ప��మం మ�� ��ంటం ���॓� అ�వృ�� �, ఆ�� ॓� �క� 

అధ�యనం ��ంట� ఆ�� ॓� �ౖ � �త�  �ంత� ���ం�. ఇ� ప��ధ� రంగం� అ�క ర�ల 

అవ��ల� మ�� బ�రంగ స�ళ� � �ర��ం�.. 

�ం� ప�ర�  పరస�ర చర� సమయం�, �ం� జనకం �క� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం� వ�� � �క� 

ప�����  ����  ఏ ��� ం��� ప�గ�ం�� �ర� �ంచ వ��. 

ఉప��ం�న �ం� జనకం �క� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం� ����  వ�� � �క� ప��ణం �� �ద� � 

అ�నట� ��, �ం� �క� ��� ��య� �ష� ప�గ�ంచబ��ం�. ��� �ం� �రణ 

��� ంతం అ� �� అం��. సంబం�త ఆ�� ��� ���� ॓ ఆ�� ॓� అం��. ఈ పద� �� 

ఉప��ం�, ��� ��, ��� ��  మ�� �ట� ఇంటర�� ��� �� ప� �� యల� �జయవంతం� 

�వ�ంచవ��. �స�ర� �,  ��ట�ం� �ద�ౖ న దృ��ష�ల� �� �వ�ంచవ��. 
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Subsequently, Maxwell unified electric and magnetic fields and 
developed electromagnetic theory of light.  Here the velocity of light 
in vacuum or in any medium depends on the permittivity (�) and 
permeability (�) of the medium.  

 

Fig: Electromagnetic wave 

Velocity of light in vacuum is � = 1/����� 

Velocity of light in material medium is � = 1/√�� = 1/��������� 

Thus the refractive index of the medium is given by 

� =
�

�
=

1/�����

1/���������

= ����� 

For nonmagnetic material media, � = √�� 

Later Einstein, followed by the works of Heinrich Hertz, proposed the 
photon theory of light. Contemporarily Compton Effect also has 
established the photon like behaviour of light.  

With the evolution of modern physics and the development of 
quantum mechanics, optics has took a new leap into quantum optics. 
This opened a wide variety of possibilities and open challenges in the 
research field. 

During the light matter interaction, which model to be considered is 
decided by the size of the object compared to the wavelength of the 
light source. 

If the size of the object is very large compared to the wavelength of 
the light source used, rectilinear motion of light is considered. This is 
also called the ray model of light. The corresponding optics is called  
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��� �� , ��� �� సమయం� �ం� �క� ప� వర� న �� ���� అ� ���  ��� ��� 

�ర� �ంచబ��ం�. ఈ �త� ం ����  క��, అయ��ంత ���� �� మ�� �� వ�� �ల 

మధ� ఆకర� ణ మ�� �కర� క శ�� ల� �యం�� ం� �త� ం. 

��-�కం� ��� � క��న ��క ��� ��� అం��. వ�� � �క� ��ష� � 

��ంటం �� వ�� � �క� ప� �ణ సమయం� శ��  �� వ�� � �క� �ం�ల� 

���� ��ం� � �ం�ల� ��ంటం� ��ంచడం ��� ��� �ందవ��. 

��� �� జ�� సమయం�, �ం� �ర�� ఒ� �ధ�మం� ప� ���� � �బ�� , �గం �� రం� 

ఉం�ం�. �గం �� రం� ఉం�ం� �బ�� , ��ంటం �� రం� ఉం�ం�. అం�వలన ���  ��� 

కం�ష� ���  ��� �� � ��ంచబ��ం�. ఆ �ధం� ��� �� సమయం� �న��ౖ న �ర� ం ఉత� మ 

�ర� ం అ��ం�. 

అ� �ధం� �ం� ప��� ల స�హ�� � (�ండ� వద� ) �ం� ��� �� జ��న��, �ం� తరంగం 

�ండ� � ఇ��ౖ �� క��� � � ఉండ��� �� ���� �� రం� ఉం��. స�హ�� � ఇ��ౖ �� 

తరం�ల �� ���� ��� ఉం�, తరంగం �స���॓  అ��ం�. ��� �� సమయం� �� ���� �� రం� 

ఉండవల� వ�� , �� ం॓ �త� ం E=hν �ం� ��న�� � శ��  �� �� రం� ఉం�ం�. అ�ంట�� 

���  ��� కం�ష� ���  �ౖ ం � ��ంచబ��ం�. అం�వల�  ��� �� �షయం� ఉత� మ �ర� ం 

త��వ సమయం ��� �ర� �ంచబ��ం�. 

��� �� ��� �� ల�ౖ   అవ�హన  త��త  త��త,�ట� ఇంటర�� ��� ��, �స�ర� �, ��ట�ం� 

�ం� దృ��ష�ల� ��క� �వ�ంచవ��.. 

�ం� తరంగ స��వం �క� ప� ��ల� గమ�ంచ���, వ�� � ప��ణం తప��స�� 

ఉప��ం�న �ం� జనకం �క� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం� �ల�ద�న�� ఉం��. ఉ�హరణ�, డ�� 

�� � ఇంట����� ప� �గం �షయం�, ప��  �డ�� �త� ం � = ��/2�  , �  �� �� మ�� 

���� మధ� �రం, 2� �ం� ��కల మధ� �రం మ�� � �ం� జనకం �క� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం. 

ఉ�హరణ�, � = 1�� , � = 532�� = 532 × 10���� , మ�� 2� = 1�� = 1 ×

10���� , అ�� � = 0.532��  అ��ం�. ఆ �ధం� �/2� = 0.5321��  అ�న�� 

అన�, �� ���  �� � ���  � �ల�దగ�  ప��ణం� ఉం� , ���� 1cm �రం� ఉం�న�� ఏర�� 

ఇంట����� �ట�� ప��  �డ�� 0.532cm ఉం�ం�.  

అ��ధం� ��� �� �ట�� గమ�ంచ���, �� �ం��ౖ  �జ� ��� �� ప� ���� ప�గ�ంచం�. 

��రణ ��� �� �� �ం� 15000 ����� ��� ���ℎ క�� ఉం�ం�. అన�; ��� �� ఎ��ం� 

�క� �డ�� 
�

�����
���ℎ =

�.��

�����
�� = 1.693 × 10����.  �ం� జనకం �క� 

తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం 532�� = 532 × 10����  అ��, 100��  �రం వద�  ఉంచబ�న �����ౖ  

గమ�ం�న �ధం� �ంట� � �� ం� �క� �డ�� sin � = 1�/(� + �) = 532 × 10����/

1.693 × 10���� = 0.314235ఉం�ం�.  
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the geometric optics. Using this model, the reflection, refraction and 
total internal reflection processes can be explained successfully. One 
may also explain the phenomena like dispersion, scattering etc. 

The behaviour of light during reflection and refraction can be 
determined by the principle of least action, which is the governing 
principle for the attractive and repulsive forces between charged 
particles, magnetic dipoles and massive objects.  

The physical quantity that has the dimensions of Joule-second is 
called Action. This can be obtained by multiplying momentum with 
the position of the object or Energy with time of travel of the object 
or Angular momentum with the angular displacement of the object.  

In the case of reflection, since the light rays travel in the same 
medium, velocity remains constant. Since velocity remains constant, 
momentum will remain constant. Thus minimum action condition 
reduces to minimum distance. Thus the shortest path will become the 
best path during reflection. 

Similarly in the case of refraction of light across a boundary, the 
frequency must remain constant in order to keep the wave connected 
across the boundary. If the frequency of wave on either side of the 
boundary varies, the wave gets disconnected. Thus if the frequency 
has to remain constant during refraction, energy also remains 
constant as seen from Planck’s formula � = ℎ� . In that case the 
condition on minimum action reduces to the condition on minimum 
time. Thus in the case of refraction the best path is decided by the 
shortest time. 

Once the conditions on reflection, refraction are well established, one 
can explain the phenomena of total internal reflection, dispersion, 
scattering and the others in a convenient way. 

To observe the effects of wave nature of light, the size of the object 
must be comparable to the wavelength of the light source used. For 
example, in the case of double slit interference experiment, the fringe 
width formula is � = ��/2�, where � is the distance between slits 
and screen, 2� is the separation between the two slits and � is the 
wavelength of light source.  
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అ��  � = 18°18� ��  tan � = �/1 = 0.331 ��� = 0.331�� అ��ం�. అం�వల�  

ప�ర� ం �క� ప��ణం� �ల�ద�న తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం మ�� ���� �రం 1�� ఉన���, ��� �� 

�ట�� �క� �డ�� 0.332�� ఉం�ం�. ఇ� ఇంట����� దృ��షయం �షయం� �ం�న 

ఫ���� �� ఉం�ం�. 

�ం� సమ�ం� వ�� �ల� ప���ంచ��� ��� �� ��� అ� ��వబ� �జ��ష� ప� �ణం 

ఉం�. వ�� �ల మధ� �రం �ం� జనకం �క� సగం తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం కం� ఎ��వ� ఉన��� 

�త� � ఏ�ౖ � �ం� వ�� �ల� స�ష� ం� ��� ంచవ��. ��� ��� �� ��� �� ����ం� 

పవ� అం��. 

 
Fig: Diffraction limit on resolving power. 

ఇక�డ �ం� తరంగం �క� ప� � �ఖరం (ప� � సగం తరంగం� ఒక�) వ�� � ��ం� ఒక ���� 

స����� క�� ఉం�ం�. �ం� వ�� �� ఒక సగం అల� కప�బ�న ప� �శం� ���ం�, అ� 

ఒక�� క���� �. అం�వల�  ���� �ౖ � � �ౖ �� ���॓ �జ��ష��ౖ  ప��� ఉం�. ��రం� 

�ం�� ఉప��ం�నప���, 1900Å �త� � ����ష� ఉం�ం�. 

�ం� జనకం �క� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం� ����  వ�� � ప��ణం �� త��వ� ఉన���, �ం� 

�క� ��� న��� ప�గణన�� ���వల� ఉం�ం�. ఉ�హరణ�, �ం� అ���� 

ఎల�� ��� ఇంట��� �ం��, �� ��� స����� ప�గణన�� �����. 

ఎల�� �� అ�క శ��  �� � �ం� త��వ శ��  �� �� ��న�� ��� ��దల��ం�. ���

� �� ���� �� ��ంటం (����) శ�� � ప�గ�ంచవ��. 

��ఎ��� �॓ ప� �వం�, మన సహజ �� నం ప� �రం �ం� �వ� త ���దల�, ��ఎ��� �� గ� శ��  

�ర�ల� మ�� ��ఎ��� �న�  సంఖ� �� ���� ���దల� ����ంద� అ���� ం�. �� 

�స� వం� అం�� ��ద� ం� జ���ం�. ��� �క� �� ���� ���దల�, ��ఎ��� �� 

�క� గ� శ��  ����ం� మ�� �వ� త ���దల�, ��ఎ��� �న�  సంఖ� ����ం� 

మ�� ఈ ప��లనల� �ం� �క� ��� ��� �� ఉప��ం� ఐ��� � �జయవంతం� 

�వ�ం��,�� �సం ఆయన 1921� ��� బ�మ�� అం�����. 
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For example, for � = 1�� , � = 532�� = 532 × 10���� , and 
2� = 1�� = 1 × 10����, we have � = 0.532��. Thus for �/2� =

0.532. i.e.; for wavelengths comparable to the slit size and for 1�� 
screen separation, one can observe an interference pattern with 
width of 0.532��. 

Similarly to observe the effects of diffraction pattern, consider a laser 
diffraction experiment on a grating. A usual diffraction grating has 
15000 ����� ��� ���ℎ. i.e.; the width of the diffraction element is 

�

�����
���ℎ =

�.��

�����
�� = 1.693 × 10����. If the wavelength of the 

light source is 532�� = 532 × 10���� , then the width of the 
central fringe as observed on a screen placed at 100�� distance is 
sin � = 1�/(� + �) = 532 × 10����/1.693 × 10���� = 0.314 
Then � = 18°18�.  Or tan � = �/1 = 0.331 or � = 0.331�� . Thus 
for wavelength comparable to the size of the material and for a screen 
distance of 1��, the width of the diffraction pattern is 0.332��. 
This is similar to the result obtained in the case of interference 
phenomenon. 

There is a resolution criterion, known as the diffraction limit, for the 
observation of objects in the presence of light. Any two objects can be 
clearly distinguished only when the separation between the objects is 
more than half the wavelength of the light source. This is called 
diffraction limit or resolving power. 

Here each peak of the light wave (one in each half wave) carries one 
pixel of information about the object. If two objects sit in a place 
covered by one half wave, they will be seen as one. Thus there is a 
limit on microscopic resolution for visible light. Even if blue light is 
used, one can resolve up to 1900Å only. 

When the object size is negligibly small compared to the wavelength 
of the light source, then one may need to consider the photon model 
of light. For example when light interacts with the electron in an 
atom, then one needs to consider its photon nature. 

Photon is emitted when an electron jumps from a higher energy level 
to a lower energy level. Photon may be considered as a wave packet 
or a quantum (packet) of energy.  
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�� ���� �క� ��రణ అర� ం ��� సమ��� ఏ� ఒక సంఖ�. ఉ�: ఒక �ర� ం� బ��ల 

�� ����. అ��, ఇక�డ మనం ఒ� ఎల�� �� �క� �� ���� ��ం� ��� ���. అం� ఏ��? 

ఇ� ����� �� ���� �క� �� ����. ��� అ�క శ��  ��� �� ��ష� �ం� ఉత���  

�యబ��, �� �� ���� ఎ��వ� ఉం�ం� మ�� త��వ శ��  ��� �� ��ష� �ం� ఉత���  

�యబ��, �� �� ���� త��వ� ఉం�ం�. 

అ�� ఒ� ��� �వ� త� ఎ� �ం��? �� ������ �� �ం�� ��� ���� � �వ� త �ం॓ 

�యబ�ం�. కంస� ��� � ఇంట����� ఉం�, �ం�� ���� ��ంచబడ��. ��� �వ� త 

��� ���  ���నట� ��, అ� �స� ��� కంస� ��� � � �ప��� �యబ�న �ం� ���ల� 

క�� ఉం�ం�. 

ఈ ����  ��� �క� �ంత �గం �� గ� �ంచబ�ం�, ఇక�డ ��ధ �నః���� క��న 

���� ఒక �ం��॓  �� ����� ���ంచ��� �ప��� �యబ�� �. 

ఇ� ఆ�� ॓�� అ�� ����  ప�� �జ�� అ� �త�  �ఖ� �� రం�ం�ం�. ప� �� తం ప� జ� అ��కం� 

�జ�� అ�వృ��  ���. అన�; సగ� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం 10,000Å  మ�� �నః�న�ం 3 ×

10����   ఉన� ��ధ ప��ణ �ం� తరం�ల �ప���ష� త��త, ఉత���  �యబ�న ��

���� 300 �����������  �ల వ�వ�� క�� ఉం�ం�. అన� 300 × 10������  �త� � 

ప�� ఆ� అ��ం�. ఆ త��వ సమయం�, �ం� � = � × � = 3 × 10� × 300 × 10��� =

900 × 10��� �రం �త� � ప� ���� ం�. ��� ఉప��ం� ��యం పర��� �ం� 

ఎల�� �� బయట� వ��ట�వం� �� �యబ�ం�.  

 

Fig: Photograph of Electron ejecting out of Helium atom. 

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-
news/physicists-record-smallest-slice-time-yet-
180961085/  
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In photoelectric effect, our general intuition says that with the rise in 
intensity, the photoelectron kinetic energy should increase and with 
the rise in frequency number of photoelectrons should increase. But 
in reality opposite is happening. With the rise in frequency of photon, 
kinetic energy of photoelectron increases and with the rise in 
intensity, number of photoelectrons increase and these observations 
were successfully explained by Einstein by using the photon picture 
of light, for which he received Nobel prize in 1921. 

The general meaning of frequency is number of something per unit 
time. Eg: the frequency of buses in a route. However, here we talk 
about frequency of a single photon. What does that mean? It is the 
frequency of the wave packet within the photon. If the photon is 
generated from a high energy gap transition, its frequency will be 
more and if it is generated from a low energy gap transition, its 
frequency will be less. 

 
Fig: High frequency and low frequency photon. 

Then how to increase the intensity of a single photon? The intensity 
is linked with the square of the amplitude of the wave in the wave 
packet. If there is a constructive interference, amplitudes will add up. 
Thus if a photon intensity rises by four times, it actually carries two 
photons which are superimposed constructively. 

 
Fig: Rise in intensity by constructive interference. 

Nowadays a fraction of the photon also has been realized where 
photons with different frequencies are superimposed to construct a 
compact wave packet in time.  
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��క�  శ��  �� �� మ�� ��� �వనల� స�ష� ం� అర� ం ���న� త��త, ���ల �క� 

�ప���ష�� అధ�యనం �య��� ఒక� సం��� � �వ��. అ�� �� థ�క ప� �జ�ల 

�సం ఆ�� ॓�� ��య� �ప���ష� ప�గ�ంచబ��ం�. అన�; �ం� �� అంతకం� 

ఎ��వ తరం��  �ప� ఇం�� అ�న�� ��  �ం�� ��� � �ద� �తం �� 

��ంచబడ��. 

అన�;� = �� + �� + �� + ⋯ 

�ప���ష� వ��� గత �ం�� ���ల �క� అ�క �తం � జ���, అ� "��-��య� 

ఆ�� ॓�" అ� ఆ�� ॓� �క� �త�  �ఖ� �� ��� ం�. ఆ అ�క ఆర� � �ప���ష�ల� 

గమ�ంచ���, �ం� జన��  �� ఎ��వ �వ� త� క�� ఉం��. అ�క శ��  �జ�ల 

ఆ�ష�రణ� ఇ� �లభ�ౖ న ప�� ��ం�. 

���� మ�� శ��  �� �ల ��క�  స��వం �క� మ�క �ౖ � ��ంటం ఆ�� ॓� రంగం అ�వృ�� � 

�� ��� ం�, ఇక�డ ��� ఉత��� , �షణ మ�� �నఃసం��� ��క�  ప��ణ పద� �� 

జ����. ఇ� అత�ంత సం�� ష� �ౖ న �జ� వ�వస� � మ�� ఆ�� క� ��॓ ��� , ఆ�� క� 

కం��ట��  �ద�ౖ న ఆ�� క� �స� �ల అ�వృ�� � �� ��� ం�. 

 
https://uncw.edu/phy/documents/raphael_06.p
df  

 
�ం� �క� మ�క �ఖ��ౖ న �ౖ � ��� ���॓�� ఉం�, ఇక�డ ఇ� �ం� ���ల మధ� 

�ర�� ప���� ం�, ��� ప�ర�  క�� వ�స� �ం� �గం కం� త��వ మ�� �ం� �గం 

కం� ఎ��వ �గం� ప� ���� �. 

మనం ���� న� ��క ప� పంచం కణ �గం �ౖ  ప���� �ం� ���� క�� ఉం�ం�. కణం �క� 

��� ��ంటం ��� ఇవ�బ�ం� 

� =
��

�1 − ��/��
 

ఎ�� � = � అ��ం�  � = ∞  అ��ం�. ఊ�త�కం� �ం� �గం కం� వ�� �ల ��� 

ఎ��వ� ఉం� మ�క ��క ప� పంచం ఉం�ం�. మన ప� పంచం � అ�వృ��  �ం�న 

���య��� ॓ �� �� ఆ వ�వస� ల� ప�గట� ��. ఇక�డ �ం� ����॓ ప� పం��� మ�� 

మన ప� పం��� మధ� ఉన� ఏ�ౖ క వం�న.  

అంత�� �హ�ల� నడప��� �ం� ఇంధనం� ప��� ఎల�� �����॓-�ౖ �� ఇం��ల� �� 

�స� �త� � అ�వృ��  ��� ���. ఇక�డ ���ష� �డనం �దక శ�� � ప���� ం�. ఈ EM-�ౖ �� 

�ం��కత� �ౖ �� ం�కం� అంత�� �హ�ల� �ం� ���� ���వడం �ధ�మ��ం�. 
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Fig: Wave packet 

This opened a new branch in optics namely ultrashort pulse lasers. At 
present people have developed an attosecond laser. i.e.; after 
superposition of various infrared light waves, with average 
wavelength around  10,000Å  and frequency 3 × 10���� , the 
wavepacket generated has 300 �����������  time period. i.e.; the 
pulse will be on only for 300 × 10������. In that short time, the light 
will travel only a distance of � = � × � = 3 × 10� × 300 × 10��� =

900 × 10����. Using that an electron ejecting out of Helium atom 
was photographed. 

Once the discrete energy levels and photon concepts are clearly 
understood, one may then graduate to study the superposition of 
photons.  In optics for all basic purposes linear superposition has 
been considered. i.e.; when two or more waves are superimposed, 
their amplitudes will add up in the powers of unity. 

i.e.; � = �� + �� + �� + ⋯ 

where ��, ��, ��, …  are the individual components. If the 
superposition takes place in the higher powers of individual 
amplitudes, then it leads to a new branch of optics called “Non-linear 
Optics”. To observe those higher order superpositions, the light 
sources must have very high intensity. With the invention of high 
power lasers this has become an easy task. 

The other side of discrete nature of energy levels and photons led to 
the development of the field of Quantum Optics where photon 
generation, absorption and recombinations take place in discrete 
quantized manner. This led to the development of highly complex  
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Fig: Electromagnetic Drive technology. 

అం�వల�  �ం� ప�ర� ం �క� ల��ల� అర� ం ���వడం� మ�� అ� స���॓ క�ల 

వం� అ� �న� వ�� �ల �ం� �శ� ప��ణం�� �� �ద�  వ�� �ల �క� అ���ంచబడ� 

����ల� గ� �ంచడం� �లక �త�  ���� ం�. అం�వల�  �ం� �క� ల��ల అధ�యనం, ప� కృ� 

రహ��ల �����ల� ��ట�, �ం� �క� �జ�ౖ న �మ�� ��� గ� �ం�ట� 

ఉప�గప��ం�. 

ఈ ప�చయం�, మన� ఆ�� ॓� అధ�యనం�� ��ధ �ఖల �� థ�క వ�� కరణ� �ం�పర�న 

త��త �స� కం �క� త�ప� ����� ��� �. 

 

 

Fig: Sub-branches of Optics  
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Laser systems and optical systems like optical logic gates, optical 
computers etc. 

 Another most important genre of light is in the relativistic 
mechanics, where it acts as a bridge between the two universes in 
which the material particles travel with velocities less than the speed 
of light and more than the speed of light respectively.  

The physical realm we are living in has a light velocity as the upper 
limit on the particle velocity. The relativistic momentum of the 
particle is given by 

� =
��

�1 − ��/��
 

When � = �, � = ∞. Hypothetically there would be another physical 
realm where velocities of objects are more than the speed of light. The 
materialistic probes developed in our realm can’t sense those 
systems. Here light is the only bridge between the tachyonic world 
and our world. 

Scientist are also developing ElectroMagnetic-drive engines where 
light acts as a fuel to run the space vehicles. Here the radiation 
pressure acts as the driving force. With this EM-drive technology 
theoretically it is possible to attain near the light velocity to space 
vehicles.  

Thus light plays a crucial role in understanding the properties of 
matter and realizing the unexplored realms of extremely large objects 
of cosmic size to extremely small objects like nuclear subatomic 
particles. Hence the study of properties of light makes us to explore 
the true potential of light in order to unravel the secrets of nature.  

With this introduction, we will give a basic classification of branches 
in the study of optics and go into the further course of the book. 
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UNIT-1 
INTERFERENCE 

OF LIGHT 
�ం� �క� 

ఇంట����� 



             �ం� �క� 

          ఇంట����� 

��ణ ల��� 

ఈ అ��యం� ����� � ఈ �� ం� �ష�� ����ం��, 

1.  ఇంట����� �క� �� థ���, ఇంట������  షర��. 

2. ��ధ ర�ల ఇంట����� మ�� ��� �� � �� ���న� �� ॓ ప�చర�. 

3. ��� అద� ం. 

4. ప�చ� �రల� ఇంట����� మ�� రం��, ��ట� �ం�� 

5. �ౖ �ల��  ఇంట����ట�. 

అభ�సన ఫ��� 

అ��యం ��� సమ���,����� � ఈ �� ం�� �యగల�  

1. �ం� తరం�ల �� ర�ౖ న ఇంట����� �సం ��ధ ప��� �ల� �వ�ంచగల� . 

2. �ం� �క� ��ధ ర�ల ఇంట�����ల� �వ�ంచగల� . 

3. సన�� ���ల� & ��� �ర� ��ౖ  ఇంట������  ప� ద��ంచగల� . 

4. ��ట� �ం� �క� ��సం�ౖ  �� �-�ం��ర ��� �క� ��� �� � ఇం�॓� మ�� 

వక� త ���ర� ం �క� ప� ��ల� ��� �ంచగల� . 

5. �� ॓ ��త�� ఉప��ం� ప�చ� �రల� ����త�క మ�� �ధ�ంసక 

ఇంట������  సంబం�ం�న ప��� �ల� సమ�� ంచగల� . 

6. ��ధ రం�ల� ఇంట������  అ��   �య��� �� ��ౖ � న��ల� అ�వృ��  

�యగల� .  
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  INTERFERENCE  

OF LIGHT 
Syllabus 
Introduction,  Conditions  for  interference  of  light, Interference  of  
light  by  division  of  wave  front  and  amplitude,  Phase  change  on  
reflection - Stokes’ treatment, Lloyd’s single mirror,  Interference in 
thin films: Plane parallel and wedgeshaped  films,  colours  in  thin  
films,  Newton’s  rings  in  reflected  light-Theory  and  experiment, 
Determination  of  wavelength  of  monochromatic  light,  Michelson  
interferometer  and determination of wavelength. 

Learning Objectives 
In this chapter students would learn about, 

1. Basics of interference, conditions for interference. 
2. Various types of interference and Stokes’ treatment of phase 

changes upon reflection. 
3. Lloyd’s mirror. 
4. Interference and colors in thin films, Newton’s rings 
5. Michelson Interferometer. 

Learning Outcomes 
By the end of the chapter, student would be able to 

1. Describe various conditions for sustainable interference of 
light waves. 

2. Explain various types of interference of light. 
3. Demonstrate interference in thin films & on Lloyd’s mirror. 
4. Analyze the effects of refractive index and radius of curvature 

of plano-convex lens on Newton’s ring diameter. 
5. Justify the conditions for constructive and destructive 

interference in thin films using Stoke’s treatment. 
6. Develop prototype models for application of interference in 

various fields. 
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��ధ �� �� ం ల� �ం�న ��� ష�  ఫ��� మ�� భ�ష�� 

����� శ�� 
ఈ అ��యం ��� సమ��� ��� ష�  �� �� � ల �ం� ����� � �� ం� రం�ల� �ం� 

ఇంట����� �క� అవస��� ��� ంచగల�. 

1. 1. ��॓�: ఇంట������  ���॓ ���� ����, ఖ�ళ �స� ం, ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ��, ���య� 

�ౖ ��� �� అ�� �ష�ల� క��ఉం�. 

2. ర�యన �స� ం:���� ����॓ పద� �� ఇంట������ � ఉప���� � మ�� 

అదనం�, ద� వ న��ల ��� �� � ఇం�॓� , ��గ� త, కణ ప��ణం �ద�ౖ న��� 

ఇంట����� పద� �ల� ఉప��ం� ��� �ంచవ��. 

3. కం��ట� �ౖ ��:ఆ�� క� కం���ం� అ�� గణన రంగం� ఒక అ�ర� �ం��కత, 

ఇక�డ �ంప� �య ఎల�� ��॓ ��॓ ��ల� బ��� �ం� �క� ����త�క 

మ�� �ధ�ంసక ఇంట����� ��� ��॓ �ర�క��� ��ంచబడ��. 

4. �గర� �స� ం: ��� ల� మ�� ����క� న��� ఇంట������ ॓ ���॓ 

��� వ�� క�ంచబడ��. 

5. ఎల�� ��॓�:��ధ ఆ�� ఎల�� ��॓ ����� , ఆ�� ��� ॓ �ధ�� మ�� ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ�

ల� �ద, Lifi �ద�ౖ న� �ం� ఇంట����� �త� ం�ౖ  ఆ�రపడ��. బ�అ��� � 

����  మభ����  ప��� �, �ౖ �క అవస�ల �సం ఇంట����� �� నం అవసరం. 

6. �న���దక శ�� :��� ����� �॓ మ�� ��� థర�� �స� ��� ఉప��ం� 

��ధ ����� �� � మ�� ���� � �షక �త� సన�� ��� ల� ఇంట����� �క� 

మం� �� నం అవసరం. 

7. గ�ం��:��ధ ఆ�� క� �ధ�ల �ం� ఇంట����� న��ల గ�ంక ��� షణ �� 

క� �ంకనం� అవసరం. 

.�ప��తం �ం� అప��తం �� 

� 12వ తరగ�� �� �� ఆ�� ॓� ����� , �ప���ష� �త� ం, తరం�ల �ం��ౖ న 

మ�� అసంబద� �ౖ న �ప���ష�, �ం� తరం�ల ఇంట������  యం� �క� డ�� �� � 

ప� �గం మ�� డ�� �� � ప� �గం� �����ౖ  �వ� తల ����   ��ం� ����� ఉండవ��. 

ఈ అ��యం�, �ం� ��న� ర�ల ఇంట����� ఉత���  మ�� ���� �ర� �, ��ట� 

�ం�� మ�� �ౖ �ల��  ఇంట����ట� వం� ��� ప� ��త�క �ట��, ఇంట����� 

�క� అ�� �ష�� �వ�ంచబడ��. 
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Course Outcomes specific to program and Future 
directions 

By the end of this chapter students from specific programs would 
be able to identify the need of Interference of light in the following 
fields.  

8. Physics: Interferometry technique finds its applications in 
spectroscopy, astronomy, optical fibers, materials science.  

9. Chemistry: spectroscopic techniques use interferometry and 
in addition, the refractive index, viscosity, particle size etc. of 
liquid samples can be analysed by using interference 
techniques. 

10. Computer Science: Optical computing is a novel technique in 
computational field where logic operations are achived 
through constructive and destructive interference of light 
instead of conventional electronic logic gates. 

11. Geology: Metrology and geological samples are characterized 
by interferometric technique.  

12. Electronics: Various optoelectronic sensors, optometric 
instruments and noise in optical fibers, Lifi etc. rely on light 
interference principle. Bioadaptive smart camouflage 
materials for military needs require interference knowledge. 

13. Renewable energy: Various nonreflective and selective 
absorbing coatings used in solar photovoltaic and solar 
thermal systems require a sound knowledge of  interference 
in thin films. 

14. Statistics: Statistical analysis of interference patterns from 
various optical instruments is essential in their calibration. 

Familiar to Unfamiliar 
In your 12th class you might have learned about the concept 

of wave optics, principle of superposition, coherent and incoherent 
superposition of waves, Young’s double slit experiment for 
interference of light waves and distribution of intensities on the 
screen in the double slit experiment. In this chapter, two different 
types of producing interference pattern and a few experimental 
setups like Lloyd’s mirror, Newton’s rings and the Michelson 
interferometer, as applications of interference will be described. 
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1.1 ఉ��� త� 

ఇంట����� అ� ప��� �మ� యం� 1801� తన �ప�� "ఆ� � ���జం ఆ� � ఐ"� 

ప� �శ��� � మ�� "ఆ� � �య� ఆ� �ౖ � అం� కల��" అ� �ప�� �� �వ�ంచబ�ం�. 

1700ల �వర�, యం� సం�త ����ల �గల� అల� మ�� �� న��ల �ప���ష�

�ౖ  ప� ��� ���. �ం� తరం�ల� ప� మ�ంత �స� �ంచబ�ం�. అత� ప� �ద�  డ�� �� � 

ప� �గం ఒక �ౖ ���� ���� ం�, ఇ� క�న�ౖ న ఆ�చనల� ���� ం� చర�ల� మ�� 

��ంటం ���॓� అ� �త�  ��క �స� ం అ�వృ�� � త��� ���ం�. 

�ం� తరం�� �ప��� ��న��, �ం� ర�ల ఇంట����� �ధ�మ��ం�: అ� 

����త�క ఇంట����� మ�� �ధ�ంసక ఇంట�����. ����త�క ఇంట������, �ం� 

�ప����  తరం�� ��� ��  వ������ క�� ఉం��. �ధ�ంసక ఇంట������ అ� 

ఒక���క� 180° �� � �� స���  వ���క �� � ఉం��. 

 

యం� �క� డ�� �� � ప� �గం�, �ం� �� �ల �ం� ���� ���� బ�� , 

����త�క �� �ధ�ంసక ఇంట������  అవ�శం ఉం�. ఆ �ధం� మనం �����ౖ  పక�పక� �ల� � 

మ�� నల� � ��ం�� �ం���. ఇక�డ మధ��న� ��ం� ప� �శవంతం� ఉం�ం� 

ఎం�కం� ఇ� �ం� ��కల �ం� స�న �రం� ఉం�ం�. 

అం� �డ�� ఇ� ఇవ�బ�ం� 

� =
��

2�
 

ఇక�డ మన� �ం� ��కల �ం� ఉద��ం� తరం�ల మధ� 0° మ�� 180°  �� 

వ������ �త� � ప����� �. ��� అర� ం ���వ���, 1x, 10x మ�� 100x �నః���ల 

�సం ��ం�ం�న �ౖ � క��� ప�గ�ంచగల� . �� ���� �� త��వ� ఉన���, 0 �ం� 1 

మధ� ఉన� �ౖ � ఫం�� �క� వ����� స�ష� ం� క���� �. �నః�న�ం మధ�స� ం� ఎ��వ� 

ఉన��� అంద� �డగ��� 0 మ�� 1 �త� �. �నః�న�ం �� ఎ��వ� ఉన���, 

�డగ��� 1 �క� ఏక�� ����  �త� �. ఇంట����� అం�ల ���ౖ న దృశ��నత �సం, 

తరం�ల �� ���� మధ�స� ం� ఉం��. �� ��క ప��ణం� �ల�వ��. �� � �డ��� క�ష� ం� 

ఉంచడం ��� మ�� �� ం� ఆ�� �� �� �ల మధ� �భజన� స�� �� �యడం ��� ��� 

ధృ�క�ంచవ��. (ఇక�డ ��� �� ప� ��ల� అ����ం�� ��క �డ�� త��వ� 

ఉంచబ��ం�.) 

Think …                       Constructive and destructive interference 

are the two extreme cases of interference. Why don’t we 

bother about other intermediate cases of superposition? 

Do they really exist or not? 
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1.1 Introduction 
 The word interference was introduced by Thomas Young in 
1801 in his paper entitled “On the mechanism of the eye” and was 
well explained in the paper entitled “On the theory of light and 
colours”. During the late 1700’s, Young was working on the 
superposition of waves and beat patterns in the strings of musical 
instruments. The work was further extended to light waves. His 
famous double slit experiment stands as a landmark work which 
opened doors for rigorous thought provoking discussions and for the 
development of a new branch of physics namely quantum mechanics. 

When two waves superimpose, two types of interference are 
possible: namely constructive interference and destructive 
interference. In constructive interference, the two superposed waves 
have zero phase difference.  In destructive interference they are 180° 
out of phase or exactly opposite in phase with each other. 

 

Fig: Constructive interference and Destructive interference. 

 

In Young’s double slit experiment, depending on the distance 
of the screen from the two slits, there is a possibility of constructive 
or destructive interference. Thus we get alternate bright and dark 
bands on the screen. Here the central fringe is bright because it is at 
equal distance from both the slits. 

The fringe width is given by 

� =
��

2�
 

Here we consider only the case of  0°  and 180°  phase 
difference alternately between the waves emerging from the two 
slits. To understand this, consider a sine curve plotted for 1x, 10x and 
100x frequencies. 
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Fig: Youmg’s Double slit experiment. 

https://javalab.org/en/double_slit_e
n/ 

https://phys.libretexts.org/
@go/page/27765  

 
https://openstax.org/books/universit

y-physics-volume-3/pages/3-1-
youngs-double-slit-interference  

 
https://iu.pressbooks.pub/openstaxc

ollegephysics/chapter/youngs-
double-slit-experiment/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig: Sine waves with frequency 1x, 10x, 100x 

��కల మధ� �భజన �� త��వ� ఉం�, ప�� �  మసక���� మ�� �భజన ������ , 

ప�� � స�ష� ం�  ����. 
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When the frequency is very low, the vaiations of sine 
function between 0 to 1 are clearly visible. When the frequency is 
moderately high all one could see is only 0 and 1. When the frequency 
is extremely high, all one could see is only a uniform spread of 1. For 
better visibility of interference fringes, the frequency of waves must 
be moderately high or comparable to the size of the slit. This can be 
verified by keeping the slit width minimal and adjusting the 
separation between the slits in the following applet. (Here slit width 
is kept minimal to supress the diffraction effects.) 

 

If the separation between slits is very low, fringes are smudged and 
as the separation increases, fringes become sharper. 

1.2 Conditions for interference of light 
The expression for fringe width in Young’s double slit experiment is 
given by 

� =
��

2�
 

Here �  is the separation between slits and the screen; �  is the 
wavelength of the light source and 2� is the separation between the 
two slits. 

 

Fig: Young’s double slit experiment 

1. Condition for sustainability: 

Usually light sources emit light in the form of pulses of waves where 
each pulse is a result of some atomic transition. The interference  
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1.2 �ం� ఇంట����� �సం షర�� 

యం� �క� డ�� �� � ప� �గం� ప��   �డ�� ఇ� ఇవ�బ�ం�  

� =
��

2�
 

ఇక�డ ��క� మ�� ���� మధ� � ఉం�; � అ�� �ం� జనకం �క� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం మ�� 

2� ఇ� �ం� ��కల మధ� �రం. 

1. �� రత�ం �సం షర��: 

��రణం� �ం� వన�� తరం�ల ప�� ల �పం� �ం�� ��దల ��� �, ఇక�డ ప� � ప�� 

ఒక పర�� ప�వర� న ఫ�తం� ఉం�ం�. �ం� జనకం ప�� ల� బ��� �రంతర తరం�ల� 

��దల ��న�� మ�� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం, �� ���� సమ��� �� రం� ఉన��� �త� � 

ఇంట����� �ట�� �� రం� (ఎప���) ఉం�ం�. ఈ ప��� �ల�� "�����" అ� ఒ� పదం� 

��॓ �యబడవ��. అన�; ఇంట����� న��� �� రం� �ర��ంచ��� �ం� �ం� 

వన�� తప��స�� ����� � ఉం��. 

2. ప��లన �సం షర��: 

ప�� ల న�� గణ�య�ౖ న �డ��� �త� � స�ష� ం� క���� ం� 

a. , �ం� ��కల మధ� �భజన2�త�నంత�త��వ � ఉన���, 

b. D, �� �� మ�� ���� మధ� �ప�ష� త�న �ధం� ఎ��వ� ఉన��� 

మ�� 

c. �,�ం� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం త�న �ధం� ఎ��వ� ఉన���. 

3. దృశ��నత �సం షర��: 

a. మం� �ం�� �� � అం�ల దృశ��నత �సం షర�� �ౖ �ల��  సగ� 

�వ� త� �లన �వ� త �క� �ష��� � అం�ం��, అన�; 

� =
�

�̅
=

(���� − ����)/2

(���� + ����)/2
=

���� − ����

���� + ����
 

b. ఇక�డ ���� = (�� + ��)�  మ�� ���� = (�� − ��)� ; 

�� and �� ఇ� వ�స� �� �-1 మ�� �� �-2 �ం� �ం� తరం�ల 

�ం�� ���. 

c. ��క �డ�� క�ష� ం� త��వ� ఉం�, ప� � ��క వద�  ��� ��   ప� �వం 

త�� ంచబ��ం� మ�� ��� ��   న�� �క� అ�����  ��ం� 

స�చ��ౖ న ఇంట����� న�� ఏర���ం�. (మ��� �వ�� త�ప� 

అ��యం� �డవ��.) 
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pattern will remain sustainable (forever) only when the light source 
emits continuous waves instead of pulses and also the wavelength, 
frequency should remain constant in time.  All these conditions may 
be packed into a single word called “Coherence”. i.e.; the two light 
sources must be coherent to maintain the interference pattern 
sustainably. 

4. Condition for observation: 

The fringe pattern will be visible clearly with considerable width only 
when  

a.  2� , the separation between the two slits is 
sufficiently low,  

b. D, the Seperation between the slits and screen is 
suitably high and 

c. �, the wavelength of light is suitably high. 
5. Condition for Visibility: 

a. The condition for visibility of fringes with good 
contrast was given by Michelson as the ratio of 
oscillating intensity to average intensity i.e.; 

� =
�

� ̅
=

(���� − ����)/2

(���� + ����)/2
=

���� − ����

���� + ����
 

b. Here ���� = (�� + ��)�  and ���� = (�� − ��)� ; 
�� and ��  are the amplitudes of light waves from 
slit-1 and slit-2 respectively. 

c. If the slit width is minimally low, then the effect of 
diffraction at each slit will be minimized and pure 
interference pattern will be formed without the 
overlap of diffraction pattern.  (Further details may 
be found in the next chapter.) 

1.3 Types of interference 
The best possible way to obtain two coherent light sources is by 
deriving them from a single light source. There are two possible 
ways to achieve this.  
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1.3 ఇంట����� ర�� 

�ం� �హ�ం� �ం� జన�ల� �ం�ం�� ఉత� మ�ౖ న �ర� ం ��� ఒ� �ం� జనకం �ం� 

�ందడం. ��� ��ంచ��� �ం� ��� � ఉ���. 

1. �� ఫ� ం� �భజన ���: 

ఈ వర� ం�, ��రణ �ం� జనకం �ం� ఉద��ం�న ��ఫ� ం�� �భ�ంచడం ��� �హ�ం� 

�ం� జన�� �ందబడ��, అ�� �, �ౖ  �� జ��, ���� �� ��క� వం� ��ధ దృ� 

ప�క�� ఉప��ంచడం ���. ఈ పద� �� ��ం� �ం� జనకం �� సన�� ��క �ం� జనకం 

అవసరం. �� ��  �క� �� ��� ంతం ప� �రం, ��ఫ� ం� అ�� ఒ� �ం�� ��� � ఉన� ��ంట�  

�క� మ�� ��ఫ� ం��� ప� � ��ం� ���య ��ఫ� ం�� �లం� ప���� ం�. 

ఈ వర� ం �క� �� �॓ ఉ�హరణ� యం�� డ�� �� �, �� ��  �క� �ౖ  �� జ�, ���� �ర� �. 

2. ����  �క� �భజన ���: 

ఈ వర� ం�, ఒ� �ం� జనకం �ం� వ�� �ం� �ంజం ��క ��� �� �� ��� �� ��� �ం� 

�� అంతకం� ఎ��వ ���� �భ�ంచబ�ం�. ఈ �ర�� ���� ��� ��  ప� ���� � 

మ�� �వర� ఇంట����� న��� ఉత���  �య��� క�� ఉం��. ఈ పద� �� 

�స� �ం�న �ం� జనకం అవసరం. 

ఉ�హరణ: ప�చ� �ర�, ��ట� �ం��, �ౖ �ల��  ఇంట����ట� �ద�ౖ న�.  

1.4 ��� �� � �� ���న� �� ॓ ప�చర� 

�ం� �ధ��ల� ���� స�హ�� �ౖ  �ం� ప�న��, ��� �ంత �గం ప� �రం 

�యబ��ం� మ�� �ంత �గం ప� ��ం��� ం�. �ం� �ధ��ల� ���� 

ఇంట� �� � ప�గ�ంచం�. r,t అ�� �ధ�మం – 1 �క� ప� ��ంబం మ�� ప� �ర 

�ణ��� ఉండ�వ�ం� మ�� r^',t' వ�స� �ధ�మం – 2� ఉండ�వ�ం�. 

��యం �ం� ఇంట� �� �ౖ  ప� a  అ� �ం�� ��� క��న  �ం� �ర��� ప�గ�ంచం� - 1. 

అ�� ar అ�� ప� ��ం�ం� �రణం �క� �ం�� ��� మ�� at  ప� �రం �యబ�న 

�ర�ల �ం�� ��� అ��ం�. 

ప��� �� �వ�� ��� ం. అం�; ��యం- 1 �ం� ఇంట� �� �ౖ  ���ౖ � �ం� ar �ం�� ���  

� ��న �ర��� ప�గ�ంచం�  మ�� ��యం - 2 �ం� ఇంట� �� �ౖ  ప�ట�� at  

�ం�� ��� � ��న �రణం. అ�� �ద� �ర��� ప� ��ం�ం� మ�� ప� �రం 

�యబ�న �ర�ల సంబం�త �ం�� ��� arr మ�� art  మ�� �ండవ �ర��� వ�స� 

atr' మ�� att' ఉం�ం�. 

3. By division of wave front: 
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In this category, the coherent sources are obtained by dividing the 
wavefront, originating from a common source, by employing various 
optical elements such as mirrors, biprisms, lenses or slits. This 
method requires a point source or a narrow slit source.  According to 
Fresnel’s wave theory, wavefront is the locus of points with same 
amplitude and every point on the wavefront acts as a  source of 
secondary wavefront. 

Classic examples of this category are Young’s double slit, Fresnel’s 
biprism, Lloyd’s mirror. 

Fig: Interference by division of wavefront. 

4. By division of amplitude: 

In this category, the incident beam from a single source is divided 
into two or more parts by partial reflection or refraction. These 
beams travel different paths and finally are brought together to 
produce interference pattern. This method requires extended source.  

Example: Thin films, Newton’s rings, Michelson interferometer etc. 

Fig: Interference by division of amplitude. 

�ద� ���త� ం� OD �గం �నం�న, �ండవ ����� �� ఉప��ం� . 

atr+atr'=0⇒r+r'=0⇒r'=-r -(1) 

OA ���� స��ల�డం మ�� �ౖ  స�కర��� ఉప��ంచడం ��� , 
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att'+ar^2=a⇒tt'+r^2=1⇒tt'=1-r^2=1-r^'2 -(2) 

Eq (1) �ం�. , �ంద�   - �రళ స�హ��  వద�  �� �రళ-�ంద�  స�హ��  వద�  ప� ��ం�ం�న�� 

180° దశ ��� ఉన���  �డవ��. ప� ��త�కం�, దశ ��� �రళ-�ంద�  స�హ�� � 

సంభ��� ంద� ��� �ంచబ�ం�. 

ఒక �వరన ఒక దృఢ�ౖ న మద� �� మ�� �వర �ం� � ��ప� ఉన� �� �ం� � �ం� ��ల  

�క� ��రణ ��ప�త� �డవ��. మ�� �ౖ �� ష� � �� �యవ��. తరంగం దట� �ౖ న 

�ధ�మం� ప� ��ం�ం�న��, �� ర�ౖ న తరం�� ఏర�డ��. అం�, దట� �ౖ న �ధ�మం�ౖ  

ప� ��ంబం �రణం� 180˚ దశ ��� సంభ��� ం�. �� అ��ౖ న �ధ�మం� 

ప� ��ం�ం�న��, దశ ��� జరగ�. 

 

Fig: Phase change up on reflection on denser and rarer media. 

The 
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1.4 Phase change on reflection - Stokes’ 
treatment 
When light falls on a boundary separating two media, a part of it  will 
be transmitted and a part will be reflected. Consider an interface 
separating two media. Let �, �  be the reflection and transmission 
coefficients of medium – 1 and let ��, �′  be for  the medium – 2 
respectively. 

Consider a light ray with amplitude � falling on the interface from 
medium – 1. Then ��  will be the amplitude of reflected ray and 
�� will be the amplitude of transmitted ray. 

 
Fig: Phase change on reflection 

Let us reverse the situation. i.e.; consider a ray with amplitude �� 
falling from right on the interface from medium – 1 and a ray with 
amplitude ��  falling on the interface from medium – 2. Then the 
corresponding amplitudes of reflected and transmitted rays for the 
first ray will be ��� ��� ���  and that for the second ray will be 
������� ���′ respectively.  

Since there is no �� component in the first diagram, using second 
diagram. 

��� + ���� = 0 ⇒ � + �� = 0 ⇒ �� = −�    − − − (1) 

Comparing the �� component, and using above equation, 

���� + ��� = � ⇒ ��� + �� = 1 ⇒ ��� = 1 − ��

= 1 − ���    − − − (2)  

From Eq. (1), one can see that there is a phase change of 180° upon 
reflection at the  denser – rarer boundary or at rarer – denser  
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boundary. Experimentally it was confirmed that the phase change 
occurs at the rarer – denser boundary. 

One can make a simple analogy of two cases with one end of a string 
tied to a rigid support and to a ring, set into vibration. When the wave 
reflects on a denser medium, stationary waves are formed. i.e., a 
phase change of 180˚ occurs due to reflection on denser medium. 
When the wave reflects on a rarer medium, no phase change occurs. 

1.5 Lloyd’s mirror 
The experimental arrangement of Lloyd’s mirror consists of a 
monochromatic light source, glass plate and screen as shown below. 
Light from the source falls on the mirror at a grazing angle. The 
incident ray and the reflected ray undergo superposition and produce 
interference pattern on the screen.  

Here the zeroth order fringe is dark. This is because, the first ray 
reaches the screen directly travelling in air and the second ray 

reaches the screen after a reflection on a denser medium (mirror).  

 

Fig: Lloyd’s mirror arrangement. 
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The ray after reflection from the mirror seems to be emerging from a 
virtual source �′. Here the sources �   and �′ are derived from the 
same source by division of wavefront. Hence the condition  for 
coherent sources is satisfied and interference  pattern is produced on 
the screen. The fringe width in this setup is given by 

� =
��

2�
 

Here 2�  is the separation between the two sources, �  is the 
separation between sources and the screen and � is the frequency of 
the monochromatic light source. 

Further,  the condition for destructive and constructive interference 
are given by 

�� − ��� = ��  (�����������) 

�� − ��� = �� +
1

2
� �  (������������) 

1.6 Interference in thin films 
Plane parallel thin film interference in reflection: 
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1.5 ��� అద� ం 

��� అద� ం �క� ప� ��త�క అమ�క �� ంద ��న �ధం� ఏకవర�  �ం� �లం, �� పలక 

మ�� ����� క�� ఉం�ం�. �లం �ం� �ం� ���న� �ణం� అద� ం �ద ప��ం�. 

సంఘటన �రణం మ�� ప�వర� నం �ం�న �రణం �ప���ష�� �న��� మ�� ����

�ౖ  ఇంట����� న��� ఉత���  ��� �. 

ఇక�డ ��� ఆర� � ప��   �క�� ఉం�ం�. ఎం�కం�, �ద� �రణం ��� ��� ప� ����  

�ర�ౖ � ���ం� మ�� �ండవ �రణం దట� �ౖ న �ధ�మం (అద� ం)�ౖ  ప� ��ం�ం�న త��త 

�ర�ౖ � ���ం�ం�. 

అద� ం �ం� ప� ��ంబం త��త �రణం వ��వ� �లం �ం� ఉద���� న���  క���� ం�. ఇక�డ 

��� మ�� ��ఫ� ం� �భజన ��� అ� �లం �ం� ఉద��ంచబ�� �. అం�వల�  

���ం� ��� షర� సంతృ�� కరం� ఉం� మ�� �����ౖ  ఇంట����� న�� ఉత���  

�యబ��ం�. ఈ �ట��� ప��  �డ�� �� ��� ఇవ�బ�ం��′��′ 

� =
��

2�
 

ఇక�డ �ం� ��ల మధ� �భజన 2�, ��� మ�� ���� మధ� �భజన �మ�� ఏకవర�  

�ం� జనకం �క� �� ����.� 

ఇం�, �ధ�ంసక మ�� ����త�క ఇంట������  షర�� ఇవ�బ�� � 

�� − ��� = ��  (�����������) 

�� − ��� = �� +
1

2
� �  (������������) 

1.6 ప�చ� �రల� ఇంట����� 

ప� ��ంబం� �� � స�ంతర ప�చ� �రల� ఇంట�����: 

మందం t మ�� ��� �� � ఇం�॓� μ క��న ఒక �రదర�క ��� � ప�గ�ంచం�. SA సంఘటన 

�రణం� ఉండ�వ�ం�. A వద� , �రణం ��కం� AT �ంట ప� ��ం��� ం� మ�� ��కం� AB 

�ంట వ�� భవనం �ం��ం�. B వద�  ���� �గం BC �ంట ప� ��ం��� ం� మ�� �వర� 

CQ �ంట ఉద���� ం�. AT మ�� CQ మధ� �� వ������ గ�ంచ���, CN, లంబం  �ం� 

AT మ�� AM, లంబం  �ం� BC వర� �యం�. P వద�  క��� AE మ�� CB� �స� �ంచం�. 

i సంభవం �ణం మ�� r వ�� భవన �ణం అ��, అ�� ∠APC=r, ∠NCA=i మ�� 

∠CAM=r. 

AT మ�� CQ మధ� ఆ�� క� �� వ���సం x ��� ఇవ�బ�ం� 

x=μ(AB+BC)-AN   
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Consider a transparent film of thickness � and refractive index �. Let 
�� be the incident ray. At �, the ray is partly reflected along �� and 
partly refracted along ��. At � part of it is reflected along �� and 
finally emerges out along �� . To calculate the path difference 
between �� and ��, draw ��, normal to �� and ��, normal to ��. 
Extend ��  and ��  to meet at � . If �  is angle of incidence and �  is 
angle of refraction, then ∠��� = �, ∠��� = � and ∠��� = �. 

The optical path difference x, between �� and �� is given by 

� = �(�� + ��) − �� 

From the polygon ����, � =
��� �

��� �
=

�� ��⁄

�� ��⁄
=

��

��
  ⇒  �� = � �� 

� = �(�� + ��) − � �� = �(�� + �� − ��) = �(�� − ��)

= � �� 

In ∆���,  

cos � =
��

��
  ⇒ �� = �� cos � = 2� cos �  ⇒ � = 2�� cos � 

Here the ray ���  reflects from a denser medium which causes an 

additional path difference of �
�
 and the ray ���� reflects from a rarer 

medium which causes no additional path difference.  

Hence the true path difference is given by 

� = 2�� cos � + �0 −
�

2
� = 2�� cos � −

�

2
 

Thus, condition for constructive interference is  

2�� cos � −
�

2
= ��,      � = 0, 1, 2, 3 ⋯ 

Condition for destructive interference is 

2�� cos � −
�

2
= �� +

1

2
� �,      � = 0, 1, 2, 3 ⋯ 
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బ��� ���� �ం�,� =
��� �

��� �
=

�� ��⁄

�� ��⁄
=

��

��
  ⇒  �� = � �� 

� = �(�� + ��) − � �� = �(�� + �� − ��) = �(�� − ��) = � �� 

∆��� �, 

cos � =
��

��
  ⇒ �� = �� cos � = 2� cos �  ⇒ � = 2�� cos � 

ఇక�డ �రణం ��� దట� �ౖ న �ధ�మం �ం� ప� ��ం��� ం�, ఇ� అదన� �ర�  వ������ 
�

�
 

�రణమ��ం� మ�� ����  �రణం �రళ �ధ�మం �ం� ప� ��ం��� ం�, ఇ� అదన� 

�ర�  వ������ క��ంచ�. 

అం�వల�  �జ�ౖ న �ర� ం వ���సం ఇ� ఇవ�బ�ం� 

� = 2�� cos � + �0 −
�

2
� = 2�� cos � −

�

2
 

అం�వలన, ����త�క ఇంట������  షర� 

2�� cos � −
�

2
= ��,      � = 0, 1, 2, 3 ⋯ 

�ధ�ంసక ఇంట������  సంబం�ం�న షర� 

2�� cos � −
�

2
= �� +

1

2
� �,      � = 0, 1, 2, 3 ⋯ 

వ�� భవనం� �� � స�ంతర ప�చ� �రల� ఇంట�����: 

మందం t, ��� �� � ఇం�॓� μ �క� �రదర�క ��� � ప�గ�ంచం�. SR సంఘటన �రణం� 

ఉండ�వ�ం�. R వద� , �రణం RA �ంట ��కం� వ�� భవనం �ం��ం�. ��� �ంత �గం AT 

�ంట వ�� భవనం �ం��ం� మ�� ��� �ంత �గం AB �ంట ప� ��ం��� ం� మ�� 

�వర� CQ �ంట ఉద���� ం�. AT మ�� CQ మధ� �� వ������ గ�ంచ���, CN� 

�యం�, ఇ� ��రణం �ం� AT మ�� AM వర� ఉం�ం�, ఇ� BC� ��రణం. P వద�  

క��� AE మ�� CB� �స� �ంచం�. i సంభవం �ణం మ�� r వ�� భవన �ణం అ��, అ�� 

∠APC=r, ∠NCA=i మ�� ∠CAM=r. 

AT మ�� CQ మధ� ఆ�� క� �� వ���సం x ��� ఇవ�బ�ం� x=μ(AB+BC)-AN 

బ��� ���� �ం�,� =
��� �

��� �
=

�� ��⁄

�� ��⁄
=

��

��
  ⇒  �� = � �� 

� = �(�� + ��) − � �� = �(�� + �� − ��) = �(�� − ��) = � �� 

∆��� �, cos � =
��

��
  ⇒ �� = �� cos � = 2� cos �  ⇒ � = 2�� cos � 
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Plane parallel thin film interference in refraction: 

 

Consider a transparent film of thickness �, refractive index � . Let 
�� be the incident ray. At �, the ray is partly refracted along ��. At 
� part of it is refracted along �� and part of it is reflected along �� 
and finally emerges out along ��. To calculate the path difference 
between �� and ��, draw ��,  the normal to �� and ��,  which is 
the normal to �� . Extend ��  and �� to meet at �. If � is angle of 
incidence and �  is angle of refraction, then ∠��� = � , ∠��� = � 
and ∠��� = �. 

The optical path difference x, between �� and �� is given by 

� = �(�� + ��) − �� 

From the polygon ����, � =
��� �

��� �
=

�� ��⁄

�� ��⁄
=

��

��
  ⇒ �� = � �� 

� = �(�� + ��) − � �� = �(�� + �� − ��) = �(�� − ��)

= � �� 

In ∆���,  

cos � =
��

��
  ⇒ �� = �� cos � = 2� cos �  ⇒ � = 2�� cos � 

Here the ray ���� reflects from a rarer medium which causes no 
additional path difference.  

Hence the true path difference is given by 

� = 2�� cos � 
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బ��� ���� �ం�,� =
��� �

��� �
=

�� ��⁄

�� ��⁄
=

��

��
  ⇒  �� = � �� 

� = �(�� + ��) − � �� = �(�� + �� − ��) = �(�� − ��) = � �� 

∆��� �, 

cos � =
��

��
  ⇒ �� = �� cos � = 2� cos �  ⇒ � = 2�� cos � 

ఇక�డ ����  �రణం �రళ �ధ�మం �ం� ప� ��ం��� ం�, �� వలన అదన� �ర� ం �� 

ఉండ�. 

అం�వల�  �జ�ౖ న �ర� ం వ���సం ��� ఇవ�బ�ం� 

� = 2�� cos � 

అం�వలన, ����త�క ఇంట������  షర� 

2�� cos � = ��,      � = 0, 1, 2, 3 ⋯ 

�ధ�ంసక ఇంట������  సంబం�ం�న షర� 

2�� cos � = �� +
1

2
� �,      � = 0, 1, 2, 3 ⋯ 

��క ఆ�ర� �ర: 

�  �ణం� ఉంచబ�న �ం� �� � �� � �� ట�  మధ� ఏర��న ��� ��న ��క ఆ�ర� ���� 

ప�గ�ంచగల� . ��క�ౖ  �ం� పతన �ర�ల �క� స�ంతర �ం��� ప�గ�ంచగల� .��క 

ఆ�ర� ��� �సం ����త�క మ�� �ధ�ంసక ఇంట������  షర� ఇవ�బ�ం� 

2�� cos(� + �) = ��  (������������) 

2�� cos(� + �) = �� +
1

2
� �  (�����������) 

�ర ��� సంబం�ం�న� �బ��  � = 1, ��క �క� �ణం � �� త��వ� ఉం� �బ��  

మ�� �ట� ��� పతన �ర��� � , వ�� భవన �ణం �� �� త��వ� ఉం�ం�. ఈ 

�ధం�cos(� + �) ≃ 1 

O �ం� వ�స� X_1 మ�� X_2 �రం� ���  �� �ౖ  P,Q అ� �ం� ��ంట� � 

ప�గ�ంచం�. ఈ �ం� ��ం��  �� సంబం�త �� ��� మందం t_n మ�� t_(n� n^th 

మ�� (n+1)^th ప� �శవంత�ౖ న అం�ల� అ��ణం� ఉండ�వ�ం�. +1).అ�� 

����త�క ఇంట������  ప��� � ఏర���ం�,  

2�� = �� ⇒ 2�� tan � = �� 

2���� = (� + 1)� ⇒ 2�� tan � = (� + 1)� 

����న త��త,  
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Thus, condition for constructive interference is  

2�� cos � = ��,      � = 0, 1, 2, 3 ⋯ 

Condition for destructive interference is 

2�� cos � = �� +
1

2
� �,      � = 0, 1, 2, 3 ⋯ 

Wedge shaped film: 

Consider a wedge shaped film composed of air formed between two 
plane glass plates kept at an angle of �. Consider parallel beam of 
light rays incident on the wedge.  

 

Fig: Wedge shaped film 

 

The condition for constructive and destructive interference for 
wedge shaped film is given by 

 

2�� cos(� + �) = ��  (������������) 

2�� cos(� + �) = �� +
1

2
� �  (�����������) 

Since the film is of air, � = 1 and since �, the angle of the wedge is 
very small, and for near normal incidence, angle of refraction � is also 
very small . Thus cos(� + �) ≃ 1 
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2(�� − ��) tan � = �, 

�� 

�ℎ� ������ ����ℎ = �� − �� =
�

2 tan �
≃

�

2�
 

అం�వల�  ప��   �డ�� ��క �క� �ణం�ౖ  మ�� ఏకవర�  �ం� జనకం �క� �� �����ౖ  �త� � 

ఆ�రప� ఉం�ం�. ఇ� n �ౖ  ఆ�రపడనం�న, ���  మ�� �ం� జనకం �క� ఇ��న ���� 

ప��   �డ�� �� రం� ఉం�ం�. 

1.7 ప�చ� �రల� రం�� 

��ం� ��� �ం� �ం� స�ంతర ప�చ� �ర�ౖ  ప�న�� మ�� ��ధ ప� ��ల �ం� 

గమ�ం�న�� (��) �స� �ం�న �లం �ం� �ం� ���ౖ  ప�న�� మ�� �� ర �� నం 

�ం� గమ�ం�న��, పతన �ణం � మ�� వ�� భవన �ణం �  ���ం�. 

�ల� � �ం�� ఉప��ం�నట� ��, ����� ప� � ��ం� ��� ష�  తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం �సం ����త�క 

ఇంట������  షర�� సంతృ�� ప��� ం�, ఎం�కం� ����ౖ  ��ం� �ం� ��ం�� � 

��వ ���ం�. 

అం�వలన � మ�� � �త� ం� ��య��� అ���..2�� cos � = �� 

తరంగ�ౖ �� �ల స��� కవ� ��న త��త, � = 2 �  షర�� మ��  అ� రం�ల �సం సంతృ��  

�ం��ం�. ఆ �ధం� ప�చ� ����ౖ  �న�వృతమ�� రం�ల స���� �డవ��. ���ౖ  

ఉం� ఆ�� ���ల�ౖ  రం��, స�� �డగల �ద�ౖ న ప�చ� ���ల రం�ల� ఇ� �ధ�త 

వ��� �. 

 

 

Fig: Colors in thin films 
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Consider two points �, � on the wedge base at a distance of ��and �� 
respectively from  �.  Let these two points correspond to  ��� and 
(� + 1)��  bright fringes with their respective air film thickness �� 
and ����. 

Then the condition for constructive interference becomes,  

2�� = �� ⇒ 2�� tan � = �� 

2���� = (� + 1)� ⇒ 2�� tan � = (� + 1)� 

Upon subtraction, one obtains 

2(�� − ��) tan � = �, 

or 

the fringe width = �� − �� =
�

2 tan �
≃

�

2�
 

Thus the fringe width depends only on the angle of the wedge and on 
the frequency of the monochromatic light source. Since it is 
independent of �, fringe width remains constant for a given angle of 
wedge and light source. 

1.7 Colors in thin films 
When light from a point source falls on a parallel thin film and is 
observed from different locations (or) when light from extended 
source falls on it and is observed from a fixed location, angle of 
incidence � and angle of refraction � vary from point to point on the 
film.  

Fig: Point source and Extended source 
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1.8 ��ట� �ం�� 

ఎ��వ  �క� �ం��  ఉన� �� �-���॓� ���� �� � �� � �� ��ౖ  ఉం�న��, �� � �� � 

ఎ�వ ఉప�తలం మ�� ��� ��వ ఉప�తలం మధ� సన�� �� �ర ఉం�ం�. 

ఇ� ��క ఆ�ర� �� �ర� ఏర���� ం�. ��� �క� మందం స�ర� �ం�� వద�  

��� ��� మ�� క� మం� బయ�� ����ం�. �� �ర  �క� �� ర�ౖ న మందం �క� 

�ం�పథం  ఒక వృ�� �� ఏర���� ం�. 

����త�క �� �ధ�ంసక ఇంట������  సంబం�ం�న షర�� మందం 

స���న��, ఇంట����� ప��  � ఏర�డ��. �ౖ న �వ�ం�న�� �, ప��  � వృ�� �రం� 

ఉం�� మ�� ��� ��ట� �ం�� అం��. 

ప� ��త�క అమ�క: 

 ఏకవర�  �ం� �లం  �  స�ంతర �ంజం ఉత���  �య��� ��� ��  �క� వద�  

ఉంచబ��ం�. �   వద�  45° �  ఉంచబ�న �� పలక�ౖ  �ం� �ర�ల స�ంతర �ంజం 

వ�� ం�. �� � �� � �ం� ప� ��ం�ం� �ర�� ���  �  మ�� �� � �� � �� � �  మధ� ఉన� 

ఎ�� ����ౖ  పడ��. �� ��� �క� ఎ�వ మ�� ��వ ��ల �ం� �ం� 

ప� ��ం��� ం�, ఇ� ఇంట����� న��� ఉత���  ��� ం�. ఇ� �ౖ �� ��� �  ��� 

గమ�ంచబ��ం�.  

ప�వర� నం �ం�� ��ట� �ం��: 

��� �క� వక� త �క� ���ర� ం R మ�� �� చలన�త� ం O సంపర� �� నం �ం� OQ=r 

�రం� t మందం� ఉంద� అ��ం�ం. 

ఇక�డ ఇంట����� ప� ��ం�ం� �ం� �రణం� ఉం�ం�. అం�వల�  ప� �శవంత�ౖ న �ం�ల 

�సం షర� ఇవ�బ�ం�:  2�� cos(� + �) = �� −
�

�
� � ,      � = 1, 2, 3, ⋯ 

�ట� ��� పతన �ర�ల� � = 0 మ�� ��� �క� �ద�  �క� ���   �, ��క ఆ�ర� ��� 

�క� �ణం �� త��వ� ఉం�ం� cos(�) ≈ 1 మ�� అం�వల� , . �� �సం, .� = 1 

�బ��  ప� �శవంత�ౖ న ప��  ల షర� 

2� = �� −
1

2
� �,    � =  1, 2, 3 ⋯ 

అ��ధం�, �క� ప��  ల షర� అ��ం�, 

2� = ��,     � = 1, 2, 3, ⋯ 

�ౖ  ���త� ం �ం�, 

�� × �� = �� × (2� − ��) 

⇒  �� = (2� − �) × � ≈ 2��       ��� � ≫ � 
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If white light is used, each point on the film satisfies condition for 
constructive interference for a particular wavelength as � value varies 
from point to point on the film. 

Thus � and � become variables in the formula 2�� cos � = ��. 

After one set of wavelengths are covered, the condition again gets 
satisfied for � = 2 for the same set of colors. Thus one can see a 
bunch of repeating colors on the thin film. These are responsible for 
colors on oil films on water, colors in soap bubbles etc. thin films. 

1.8 Newton’s rings 
When a plano-convex lens of long focal length is placed on a 

plane glass plate, a thin air film is enclosed between the upper surface 
of the glass plate and lower surface of the lens.  

This forms a wedge shaped air film. The thickness of film is 
almost zero at the point of contact and increases gradually outwards. 
The locus of constant thickness of air film forms a circle.  

When the thickness matches with the condition for either  
constructive or destructive interference, interference fringes are 
formed. As explained above, the fringes are circular and are called 
Newton’s rings. 

Experimental arrangement: 

 A monochromatic light source � is placed at the focus of a 
lens �� to generate parallel beam. The parallel beam of light rays falls 
on a glass plate �  placed at 45°. The reflected rays from the glass 
plate fall on the air film enclosed between the lens � and the plane 
glass plate �. Light reflects from the top and bottom portions of the 
air film producing interference pattern. This is observed through a 
microscope �. 
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�� 

� =
��

2�
 

�  �� �ద� � �నట� ��, వర�  ప�� �� గణ�య�ౖ న సహ���� అం��� �, ఇ� �ం� 

������ �� ష� తరం ��� ం�. 

అం�వలన ప� �శవంత�ౖ న �ం� �సం, 

�� = �� −
1

2
� ��,     � = 1, 2, 3, ⋯ 

� = ��� −
1

2
� �� 

�������� =  � = 2� = 2��� −
1

2
� �� = �2(2� − 1)�� 

��� �ం� �సం, 

�� = ���,     � = 0, 1, 2, 3, ⋯ 

� = √��� 

�������� = � = 2� = 2√��� 

ప��   �డ��: 

ప� �శవంత�ౖ న ��ం�:���� − �� = ��� +
�

�
� �� − ��� −

�

�
� �� 

��� ��ం�:���� − �� = �(� + 1)�� − �(�)�� 

�� ంతం: 

ప� �శవంత�ౖ న ��ం�: 

�����
� − ���

� = � ��� +
1

2
� �� − �� −

1

2
� ��� = ��� 

��� ��ం�:�����
� − ���

� = ��(� + 1)�� − (�)��� = ��� 

ఆ �� ంతం �ౖ �ల�ం అ�� ��ం�ల� �� ���ర� ం� సంబంధం ��ం� �� రం� ఉండటం  

��షం. మ� �ట� ���లం�, ��ం� �క� ���ర� ం ������  ప��   �డ�� త�� �ం�. ఆ 

�ధం� మనం మం��� త�� ం� �ం�� కృత వృ�� ల� �ం���. 
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Fig: Newton’s rings experimental arrangement. 

Newton rings by reflection of light: 

 Suppose the radius of curvature of lens is � and the air film 
is of thickness � at a distance �� = � from the point of contact �. 

Here the interference is due to reflected light. Therefore the 
condition for bright rings is given by: 

2�� cos(� + �) = �� −
1

2
� � ,      � = 1, 2, 3, ⋯ 

For normal incidence, � = 0 and for large focal length of lens, the 
angle of wedge shaped film is negligible and hence, cos(�) ≈ 1. For 
air, � = 1.  

 

Thus condition for bright fringes becomes,  

2� = �� −
1

2
� �,    � =  1, 2, 3 ⋯ 
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���� మ�॓ �ౖ � ��� �క� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం �క� ��� రణ: 

�� �-�ం��ర ��� �క� వక� త ���ర� ం �  మ�� ప� ��ంబం� ఉన� ��� ���, (� +

�)���ం�ల ���� ��
�, ����

�   � ఉండ�వ�ం�. అ��, 

��
� = 4��� 

����
� = 4(� + �)�� 

⇒ ����
� − ��

� = 4��� 

�� 

� =
����

� − ��
�

 4��
 

�ం�ల ���ల వ�� ��, n � �� � �యబ�ం�.  

అ�� �� ��� ఇవ�బ��ం� 

����
� − ��

�

 �
=

��

��
 

�� �-�ం��ర ��� �క� వక� త �క� ����� �� � ����ట� అ� ��వబ� ఒక ప�కరం 

�క� స�యం � �ందవ��, ���� ఉప��ం� 

� =
��

6ℎ
+

ℎ

2
 

Fig: Spherometer 

�ౖ  �త� ం�, ����ట� �క� �ం� �ళ�  మధ� �రం l మ�� ఇ� �� �-�ం��ర ��ౖ�� 

ఉం�న�� మ�� �� � �� � �� �ౖ � ఉం�న�� ����ట� ��ంగ� � �� h. ఈ ��వల� 

భ��  �యడం ���, �ం� �క� ��య� �లం �క� తరంగ�ౖ �� ��� ��� ంచవ��. 
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Similarly, the condition for dark fringes becomes, 

2� = ��,     � = 1, 2, 3, ⋯ 

From the above diagram,  

�� × �� = �� × (2� − ��) 

⇒  �� = (2� − �) × � ≈ 2��       ��� � ≫ � 

or 

� =
��

2�
 

If �  is not very large, then quadratic terms also give considerable 
contribution which will complicate the ring structure. 

Thus for bright ring, 

�� = �� −
1

2
� ��,     � = 1, 2, 3, ⋯ 

� = ��� −
1

2
� �� 

�������� =  � = 2� = 2��� −
1

2
� �� = �2(2� − 1)�� 

For dark ring, 

�� = ���,     � = 0, 1, 2, 3, ⋯ 

� = √��� 

�������� = � = 2� = 2√��� 

Fringe width: 

Bright band: ���� − �� = ��� +
�

�
� �� − ��� −

�

�
� �� 

Dark band:   ���� − �� = �(� + 1)�� − �(�)�� 

Area: 

Bright band: �����
� − ���

� = � ��� +
�

�
� �� − �� −

�

�
� ��� = ��� 
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Dark band:  �����
� − ���

� = ��(� + 1)�� − (�)��� = ��� 

It is interesting to note that the area remains constant for all the 
bands, irrespective of their radius. In other words, fringe width 
decreases as the radius of the band increases. Thus we get concentric 
circles with reducing thickness. 

 

Fig: Newton’s rings in reflection. 

Determination of wavelength of monochromatic light source: 

Let �  be the radius of curvature of the plano-convex lens and ��
� , 

����
�  are the diameters of ��� and (� + �)�� dark rings in reflection. 

Then, 

��
� = 4��� 

����
� = 4(� + �)�� 

⇒ ����
� − ��

� = 4��� 

or 

� =
����

� − ��
�

 4��
 

A graph is plotted by measuring the squares of the diameters of (� −

2), (� − 1), ��� , (� + 1), (� + 2), ⋯ (� + �), (� + � + 1)��  rings 
vs. number of the rings.  
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Fig: plot of n Vs D2 

Then the slope is given by  

����
� − ��

�

 �
=

��

��
 

The radius of curvature � of the plano-convex lens can be obtained 
with the help of an instrument, known as the spherometer, using the 
formula 

� =
��

6ℎ
+

ℎ

2
 

In the above formula,  � is the distance between the two legs of the 
spherometer and ℎ is the difference in readings of the spherometer 
when placed on the plano-convex lens and when placed on a plane 
glass plate. Substituting these values, one can determine the 
wavelength of unknown source of light. 

Newton rings in refraction/Transmitted rays: 

Fig: Newton’s rings in transmission 
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వ�� భవనం/ప� �ర �ర�ల� ��ట� వల��: 

ప� �రం �యబ�న �ం� �షయం�,�-2దట� �ౖ న �ధ�మం�ౖ  �ం� ప�వర� �ల�  

���ం�ం�, ఇ� అదన� ��  ���2� �� .� �ం�ం�  

అం�వలన ప� �శవంత�ౖ న మ�� �క� ప��  ల షర� �� ం� �ధం� ఉండవ��: 

ప� �శవంత�ౖ న ప��  : 

2� = ��       � = 0, 1, 2, 3, ⋯ 

�� �� = ��� 

� = √��� 

� = 2√��� 

�క� ప��  : 

2� = �� −
1

2
� �,    � = 1, 2, 3, ⋯ 

�� = �� −
1

2
� �� 

� = ��� −
1

2
� �� 

� = 2� = 2��� −
1

2
� �� = �2(2� − 1)�� 

అం�వల�  ప�వర� నం� ప� �శవంతం� క��ం� ప��  � ప� �రం� �క�� క���� �. మ� 

�ట� ���లం�, ప� ��ంబం మ�� వ�� భవనం� ప��   న��� ఒక���క� 

�ం�� �ంట�� ఉం��. 

ద� వ ��� �� � ఇం�॓� �క� ��� రణ: 

��� �� � ఇం�॓� ,(�) � �లవవల�న ద� వం ��� మ�� �� � �� � మధ� ��� �. ఇ�� 

��ట� �ం�ల� ఏర��� �� ���� బ��� ���� ��� �ం� �ం� ప� ��ం��� ం�. �� �-

�ం��ర ��� �క� వక� త ���ర� ం � మ�����, (� + �)��   , �క� ���� ��
�, ����

�  

మ�� �� ���� ప� ��ం�ం� ��� వల��. అ��  

��
� = 4��� 

����
� = 4(� + �)�� 

⇒ ����
� − ��

� = 4��� 
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In the case of transmitted light, ray-2 takes two reflections on denser 
medium which gives an additional phase change of 2� or �. 

Thus the conditions for bright and dark fringes can be obtained as 
follows: 

Bright fringe: 

2� = ��       � = 0, 1, 2, 3, ⋯ 

�� �� = ��� 

� = √��� 

� = 2√��� 

Dark fringe: 

2� = �� −
1

2
� �,    � = 1, 2, 3, ⋯ 

�� = �� −
1

2
� �� 

� = ��� −
1

2
� �� 

� = 2� = 2��� −
1

2
� �� = �2(2� − 1)�� 

Thus whatever fringes that appear bright in reflection look dark in 
transmission. In other words, fringe patterns in reflection and 
refraction are complimentary to each other. 

Determination of refractive index of a liquid: 

The liquid whose refractive index (�)  to be measured is poured 
between the lens and the glass plate. Now the light will be reflected 
from the liquid film instead of the air film forming Newton’s rings. 
Let �  be the radius of curvature of the plano-convex lens and ��

� , 
����

�  are the diameters of ��� and (� + �)�� dark rings in reflection 
with air film. Then, 
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���� ���� ��� ��� ���, (� + �)�� ��� �ం�� మ�� డ��ట��� ��
��, ����

��  

ఉండ�వ�ం�. అ��, 

��
�� =

4���

�
 

����
�� =

4(� + �)��

�
 

⇒ ����
�� − ��

�� =
4���

�
 

��� �� � ఇం�॓� � ఇ� ���ంచవ��: 

� =
����

� − ��
�

�′���
� − ��

�� 

1.9 �ౖ �ల��  ఇంట����ట� 

�ౖ �ల��  ఇంట����ట� �ం�� ���  �క� �భజన ��� ఇంట����� న��� ఉత���  

��� ం�. 

�ం� జనకం �ం� ఏకవర�  �ం� స�ంతరం� త�� �యబ��ం� మ�� సంఘటన 

�ం� �ర�ల� 45˚ �ణం� �� �యబ�న ఒక �� ��� ట��� పంపబ��ం�. 

�� ��� ట� అ�� ��కం� �ం� అద� ం. �ం� �� ��� ట� �క� ��వ ఉప�తలం�ౖ  

ప� ��ం��� ం� మ�� �ం� పరస�రం లంబం� ఉం� �ర��� ����ం�. 

���� ప� ��ం� �రణం క�� అద� ం �� ��� ప� ��ం��� ం� మ�� అడ� ం� ప� ��ం� 

�రణం కదల� అద� ం �� ��� ప� ��ం��� ం�. 

మ�� ��  ��  �ం� ప� ��ం�ం� �ర�� �� ��� ట� ��వ ఉప�తలం వద�  మ�� 

క����  ఇంట����� న�� ఏర���� �. ���  .����� T � �డవ��. 

���� ప� ��ం� �రణం �ం����  �� ��� ట� �ం� ���ం� మ�� ��జ 

స�ంతరం� ప� ��ం� �రణం ఒక��� �త� � ప� ���� ం� �బ�� , ��జ స�ంతర �రణ 

�ర� ం� ప��ర అద� ం B ప� �శ�ట� బ�ం�. 

ప� �� ��నం: 

అ�� � ��  మ�� ��  �� ��� ట� �ం� స�న �రం� ఉంచబడ��. అ�� �క� 

వ��వ� ఇ�� ��, ��
�  వద�  ఏర���ం�. 

��జ స�ంతర �రణం ఇంట����� న�� ఏర�డ��� �ం� �� ��� ట��ౖ  ప� ��ం��� ం� 

�బ�� , �ధ�ంసక ఇంట������  ���� అదన� �ర� ం వ���సం �/2 ఏర���ం�. 
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��
� = 4��� 

����
� = 4(� + �)�� 

⇒ ����
� − ��

� = 4��� 

Let ��
�� and ����

��  be the diameters of ���  and (� + �)��  dark rings 
in reflection with liquid film. Then, 

��
�� =

4���

�
 

����
�� =

4(� + �)��

�
 

⇒ ����
�� − ��

�� =
4���

�
 

The refractive index can be calculated as: 

� =
����

� − ��
�

�′���
� − ��

�� 

1.9 Michelson interferometer 
Michelson interferometer produces interference pattern by division 
of amplitude.  

 

Fig: Michelson’s interferometer 
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అద� ం �� �ౖ � తర�ంచబ��, అ� � = 1 � 2�� cos � = �� ప� �రం స�ంతర సన�� �� �ర 

ఇంట������  ఏర���� ం�. 

అద� ం �క� ��ధ �� �� ������ ��ధ ��ల� క���� � �బ�� , �ౖ  స�కరణం� 

cos � ��� ఉం�ం� మ�� �ం�� కృత వృ�� �ర ప��  � ఏర�డ��. 

అద� ం �� �ం�ం వం� ఉం�, అ� ��క ఆ�ర� �� ���� ఏర���� ం� మ�� ప��   న�� 

వృ�� ల� బ��� సరళ �ఖల� ���ం�. 

�ం� జనకం తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం �క� ��� రణ: 

ఇ��న ���� మ�॓ �ౖ � ��� �క� తరంగ�ౖ �� ��� �ర� �ంచ���, అ�� � ��మ�� ��
�  

స���  స�ంతరం� మ�� స�న �రం� అమర�బ� ఉం��. అ�� �ర� ం వ���సం �/2  

మ�� �ంట� � ��� �� ం� ఏర���ం�. 

�� అద� ం �/4 �రం క���� , �ం� �రణం �� �ౖ � మ�� �� ం�� ప� �ణ సమయం� అదన� 

�రం �/2 ప� ���� ం�. అ�� �త� ం �ర� ం వ���సం �  అ��ం� మ�� �ంట� � ప��   

ప� �శవంతం� ���ం�. 

ఆ �ధం� ప� ��ం� ప� � .�/4 ����, �ంట� � ప��   �� రం�� ���� ం�. �� అద� ం � 

�రం క�� సమ���, � ప��   � ���  అ��, అ��  

� =
��

2
 

��య� �ం� జనకం �క� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం ఇ� ఇవ�బ��ం�.� = 2�/� 

 

For Further reading: 

https://egyankosh.ac.in/handle/123456

789/29380  

https://egyankosh.ac.in/handle/123456

789/80990  

https://egyankosh.ac.in/handle/123456

789/82374  

https://phys.libretexts.org/@go/page/4
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Construction: 
The experimental arrangement consists of two highly polished plane 
glass  mirrors �� and �� , kept perpendicular to each other. 

Monochromatic light from a light source is made parallel and sent 
onto a beam splitter A set at an angle 45˚ to the incident light rays. 

 The beam splitter is a partially silvered mirror. Light reflects on the 
bottom surface of the beam splitter and splits into two mutually 
perpendicular beams. 

The vertically travelling ray is reflected by a movable mirror �� and 
horizontally travelling ray is reflected by an immovable mirror ��. 

The reflected rays from ��  and ��  meet at the bottom surface of 
beam splitter and interfere. 

The interference pattern can be seen in the telescope T. 

Since the vertically travelling ray passes through beam splitter twice 
and horizontally travelling ray travels only once, a compensating 
mirror B is introduced in the path of horizontal ray. 

Working: 
The mirrors ��  and ��  are kept at equal distance from the beam 
splitter. Then a virtual image of �� will be formed at ��

� . 

Since the horizontal ray reflects on beam splitter before interference 
pattern formation, there occurs an additional path difference of �/2 
that leads to destructive interference. 

If mirror �� is moved above, it forms a parallel thin air film 
interference according to 2�� cos � = �� with � = 1. 

Since different locations of the mirror are seen at different angles in 
the telescope, cos �  varies in the above equation and concentric 
circular fringes are formed. 

If the mirror �� is tilted a bit, it forms a wedge shaped air film and 
fringe pattern changes to straight lines instead of circles. 
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Fig: Formation of circular fringes. 

 
Fig: Types of Fringes. 

Determination of wavelength of light source: 

To determine the wavelength of the given monochromatic light 
source, the mirrors ��  and ��

�  are arranged exactly parallel and at 
equal distance. Then the path difference is �/2 and central dark 
fringe is observed. 

If the mirror �� is moved by a distance of �/4, the light ray travels 
an extra distance of �/2 during its up and down journey. Then the 
total path difference becomes � and central fringe becomes bright.  

 

Fig: Fringe shift with movement of mirror ��. 
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Thus for each �/4 distance travelled by ��, central fringe changes its 
color.  Let there be � fringe shifts, by the time the mirror �� moves 
by a distance of �. 

Then they are related by  

� =
��

2
 

The wavelength of unknown light source is given by � = 2�/�. 

 

Solved Problems and Exercises 
 

1. Arrange the following telescopes, where D is the telescope 
diameter and λ is the wavelength, in order of decreasing 
resolving power: I. � = 100� , � = 21��   II. � = 2� , � =

500��  III. � = 1� , � = 100��   IV. � = 2� , � =

10��  

a)III, II, IV,I  b) II,III, I,IV   c) IV ,III, II,I d) III, II,I, IV 

 IITJAM 2021 

 

Ans: d) 

Solution: �� = 1.22
�

�
, ��� = 2.56 × 10��; ���� = 3.05 ×

10������� = 1.22 × 10��; ���� = 6.1 × 10�� 

Resolving power = �

��
 ⟹ ��� >  �� > � > �� 

2. The condition for maxima in the interference of two waves 

                                                     ���(
��
�

√����) and  ��
�(

��
√�

���) 

           is given in terms of the wavelength � and m, an integer, by 
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IITJAM 2021 

Ans: a 

3. A thin film of alcohol is spread over a surface. When 
light from a tuneable source is incident normally, the 
intensity of reflected light at the detector is maximum 
for � =640nm  and minimum for 512nm  . Taking the 
refractive index of alcohol to be  

� = 1.36 for both the given wavelengths, the minimum 
thickness of the film would be __________ nm (Round off to 
two decimal places). 

IITJAM 2021 

 

  Ans. : 470.58  nm 
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Solution:  

4. An experiment with a Michelson interferometer is 
performed in vacuum using a laser of wavelength 610nm. 
One of the beams of the interferometer passes through a 
small glass cavity 1.3cm long. After the cavity is completely 
filled with a medium of refractive index n, 472 dark fringes 
are counted to move past a reference line. Given that the 
speed of light is 3 × 10��/�,  

    the value of n is      
       IITJAM 2021 

a) 1.01  b)1.04  c)1.06  d)1.10 

Ans:a) 

Sol: Change in optical path ∆� = �� ⟹ (� − 1)� = ��  

� − 1 =
��

��
=

���×���×����

�×�.�×����  => � − 1 = 0.011 ⟹ � = 1.011 

5. A collimated beam of laser light of wavelength 514 nm is 
normally incident on a smooth glass slab placed in air. Given 
the refractive indices of glass and air are 1.47 and 1.0, 
respectively, the percentage of light intensity reflected back 
is     IITJAM 2020 

 (a) 0   (b) 4.0   (c) 3.6   (d) 4.2  
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Ans. : (c)  

Solution: � = �
�����

�����
�

�
= (

���.��

���.��
) = 0.036 =3.6% 

6. Consider a thin bi-convex lens of relative refractive 
index� = 1.5. The radius of curvature of one surface of the 
lens is twice that of the other. The magnitude of larger 
radius of curvature in units of the focal length of the lens is 
________ (Round off to 1 decimal place)   IITJAM 2020 

a)  1  b) 1.5   c)1.3  
 d) 1.6 

Ans: b 

1

�
= ( μ − 1) �

1

��
−

1

��
� =>

1

�
= (1.5 − 1) �

1

�
−

1

−2�
�

= 0.5 (
1

�
+

1

2�
) 

 
�

�
=

�.� ×�

��
  =>  4� = 3� =>2� =

��

�
= 1.5� 

7. The intensity of the primary maximum in a two-slit 
interference pattern is given by ��and the intensity of the 
primary maximum in a three-slit interference pattern is 
given by  �� . Assuming the far-field approximation, same slit 
parameters and intensity of the incident light in both the 
*cases,  ��and  �� are related as     
   IITJAM 2020 

(a)  �� =
�

�
 ��  (b)  �� =

�

�
 ��   (c) �� =

�

�
��  (d) �� =

�

�
�� 

Ans. : (d)  

Solution: For two slits,  �� = (� + �)� = 4�� 

                 For three slits,  �� = (� + � + �)� = 9�� 

 �� =
�

�
�� 
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8. In Young's double slit interference arrangement, 
introduction of a thin transparent glass plate of thickness t, 
in the path of one of the beams, has resulted in a shift of 0.2 
cm in the central bright fringe. It is given that the distance 
between the two slits is 0.1 cm, the distance between the 
source plane and image plane is 50 cm, the wavelength of the 
light is 630 nm and the refractive index of 'glass is 1.5. What 
is the thickness of the thin glass plate?  

              A. 0.02 cm        B. 0.002 cm    C. 
0.0008 cm   D. 0.004 cm 

HCU 2021 

            Ans: c 

     Sol: We have the displacement of nth maxima  by introducing a 
sheet of thickness t, is 

   S =  
�

��
(μ − 1)�  => 0.2 =  ��

�.�
(1.5 − 1)�  => t 

= 0.0008 

(Note : Here S does not depends on wavelength and order of the 
spectrum) 

9. Three sinusoidal waves have the same frequency with 
amplitude A, A/2 and A/3 while their phase angles are 

0, �

�
 , ��� �  respectively. The amplitude of the resultant 

wave is 

a)  ���

�
    b) ��

�
  c) ��

�
  d) ��

�
 

Ans: c 
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10. A thin air film of thickness d is formed in a glass medium. 
For normal incidence, the condition for constructive 
interference in the reflected beam 
is(� �� ���������ℎ ��� � �� �������)  

a) 2� = �� −
�

�
� � b) 2� = �� c)  2� = (� − 1)�

 d) 2� = �� −
�

�
� � 

Ans: a 

Solution: For constructive interference, 

11. Two beams of light in the visible range (400 nm – 700 nm) 
interfere with each other at a point. The optical path 
difference between them is 5000 nm. Which of the following 
wavelengths will interfere constructively at the given point? 

a) 416.67 nm    b) 555.55 nm    c) 625 nm       d) 666.66 

IIT JAM 2020 

Ans: a, b and c 

Solution:  For constructive interference , Phase difference = 2�� 

We know, Phase difference = (��

�
 )Path difference 

 2�� =  (��

�
) X 5000 

 � =
����

�
       ,  

 For n= 8 , � = 625 �� ; For n= 9 , � = 555.55 �� 

 For n= 10 , � = 500�� ; For n= 11 , � = 454.5 �� 

 For n= 12 , � = 416 .67 �� 
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MCQs 
 

1. Two coherent sources whose intensity ratio is 81:1 produce 
interference fringes. The ratio of maximum intensity to 
minimum intensity 

a) 16/25  b)25/16  c)5/4 
  d)4/5 

AKNU 2020 

Ans:  

 

2. Colour of thin films is due to interference of light wave. This 
interference is due to 

a) Refraction b) Division of wave front c) Division 
of amplitude  d)both b&c 

AUCET 2020 

Ans: 

3. In the case of Newton rings by reflected light, the 
diameter(D) of the bright ring is proportional to 

a) D∝ √�  b) D∝ √2� − 1    c) D∝ 2� − 1 
 d) D∝ �   

AUCET 2020 

Ans: 

4. In Young’ double slit experiment all fringes are of  

a) Different widths  b)equal width  c) Both can 
exist  d)We can not say 

Ans: b 

5. The width of Newton’s rings decreases from the centre due 
to 
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a) Increase in thickness of air film from centre   b)  extended 
source 

b) Plan lower surface        d) 
Monochromatic light 

Ans: a 

6. To get bright ring in Newton’s ring experiment, the distance 
between flat surface and curved convex surface equals to (λ 
is wavelength of light used) 

a)  λ/4   b) λ/2   c) λ 
  d) 2λ  

Ans: b 

7. In Young’s double slit experiment, the openings of two slits 
are related as 

      a)Different and are greater than λ/2  b) Same and are 
greater than λ/2 

      c)Same and are less than λ/2   d) Different and are 
less than λ/2 

Ans: c 

8. The condition for visibility to get clear fringe pattern in the 
interference of the light waves 

Is  

a) The interfering sources must be near enough 

b) The slit width must be high 

c) The wavelength should be low 

d) All 

Ans: a 

9. Study of reflection and refraction comes under which of the 
following branch 

a) Wave Optics b)  Ray Optics            c)Physical Optics
      d) Quantum Optics 
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Ans:    b 

10. For two different light sources, we might not directly sense 
interference because 

a) They are in Phase during a period longer than the 
response time of our eye 

b) They are out of Phase during a period longer than the 
response time of our eye 

c) They are in Phase during a period shorter than the 
response time of our eye 

d) None of above 

Ans: a 

11. A collimated white light source illuminates the slits of a 
double slit interference setup and forms the interference 
pattern on a screen. If one slit is covered with a blue filter, 
which one of the following statements is correct?  

  (a) No interference pattern is observed after the slit is covered with 
the blue filter   

  (b) Interference pattern remains unchanged with and without the 
blue filter    

  (c) A blue interference pattern is observed    

  (d) The central maximum is blue with coloured higher order maxima  

 Ans. : (c)   

12. The refractive index    n of the entire environment around a 
double slit interference setup is changed from 1 n   to 2 n   . 
Which one of the following statements is correct about the 
change in the interference pattern?  

  (a) The fringe pattern disappears  

  (b) The central bright maximum turns dark, i.e. becomes a minimum  

  (c) Fringe width of the pattern increases by a factor 2   

(d) Fringe width of the pattern decreases by a factor 2  
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Ans. : (d)   

13. Consider two coherent point sources (  S1 and S2 ) separated 
by a small distance along a vertical line and two screens P1 
and P2 as shown in Figure. 

 

Which one of the choices represents the shapes of the interference 
fringes at the central regions on the screens?  

(a) Circular on P1 and straight line on P2  

(b) Circular on P1 and circular on P2  

(c) Straight lines on P1 and straight lines on P2 

 (d) Straight lines on P1 and circular on P2 

Grade your understanding 
Grade your understanding 

1. We can directly sense interference effect created by 
separated independent LASER sources 

[ ] 

2. Young’s double slit experiment is the first evidence for 
the wave nature of light 

[ ] 

3. To get sharp interference fringes , we need a moderately 
high frequency light source 

[ ] 

4. We can get diffraction without interference effect but We 
cannot get interference without diffraction effect 

[ ] 

5. Division of wave front needs an extended source [ ] 
6. When the wave reflects on a rarer medium, no phase 

change occurs 
[ ] 

7. The true path difference in thin films is nλ for 
constructive interference in all cases 

[ ] 

8. Wedge method needs monochromatic light [ ] 
9. The thickness of a fringe gives its fringe width [ ] 
10. A thin air film  enclosed between a Plano-concave lens 

and a plane glass plate, can also form interference fringes 
[ ] 
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11. Fringe pattern in reflection and refraction in thin films 
are complimentary to each other 

[ ] 

12. If we introduce a thin glass in the path of  one of 
interfering beams in Young's double slit experiment, the 
fringe width will be changed 

[ ] 

  
Check: 1. Yes  2. No  3. Yes  4.No  5.Yes  6. Yes 7.Yes  

8.No 9.Yes  10.Yes  11.Yes 12. No 
 

  Glossary   
Glossary 

Fringe 
A band of contrasting brightness or darkness 
produced by Interference/diffraction 

Biprism 
A thin single prism with one of its angles 1790    

and other two of 0.50 

Constructive To be Combined 

Destructive To be Cancel out 

Extended 
source 

A source of angular size greater than the 
resolution of the instrument used to observe it 

Fringe width 
The distance between any two consecutive 
dark or bright fringes 

Fringe Order 
A number denoting the additional bright spots 
on either side of central maxima 

Grazing angle 
The angle at which the ray ‘skip’ on the 
reflecting surface 

Interfere Interact 

Interferometer  
A device(Meter) that extracts information 
from interference.Also it can produce the 
interference pattern 

Monochromatic 
light Single coloured light having single frequency 
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Oscillating 
Intensity  

Pattern A repeated design 

Path difference 
Difference between two waves in terms of  
distance they travel or linear position 

Phase 
difference 

Difference between two waves in terms of 
angular position 

 Rarer medium 
Medium with lesser refractive index when 
compared with other medium 

Radius of 
curvature 

The radius of a circle which fits the given curve 

Thin film 
A layer of material ranging from nanometer to 
several micrometers 

Virtual source 
A light source that do not exist in reality but 
light rays seems to be come from it 

Wave front  
Locus of all points having same phase in the 
field of optical disturbance 

Wedge 
A triangular shape piece of wood/glass that 
hold objects between its two inclined faces  
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��ణ ల��� 

ఈ అ��యం� ����� �  �ష�� ����ం�� 

1. �ం� ర�ల ��� �� మ�� �� వ���సం. 

2. �ం�� �� � ��� ��, ��� �� �� �ం� మ�� �� ���గం. 

3. �� ��  సగం �లం మండ��. 

4. �� ��  �క� �� �� � మ�� �ం��ర ��� � �� ��క. 

 

అభ�సన ఫ��� 

అ��యం ��� సమ���, ����� � ఈ �� ంద� �యగల� 

1 ��ధ ర�ల ��� �� ల� ��� ంచగల�. 

2. �� �� � �క� ��ధ ��� �� న��� మ�� ప�� �వ�ంచగల�. 

3. �ం� ��ల తరంగ�ౖ �� ��� �లవ��� ��� �� దృ��ష��� వ�� ంప�యగల�. 

4. ��ధ ��� �� ర�� మ�� ��� �� న��ల� వ�� క�ంచగల�. 

5. అ�� �ష� ఆ�రం� త�న ��� �� ���॓ � ఎం��గల�. 

6. ప��� ల ��పణ ��� షణ �సం �� ��ౖ � న��ల� అ�వృ��  �యగల�.. 
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DIFFRACTION 
Syllabus 
Introduction, Types of diffraction: Fresnel and  Fraunhoffer 
diffractions, Distinction between Fresnel and Fraunhoffer 
diffraction,  Fraunhoffer diffraction at a single slit, Plane diffraction 
grating,  Determination of wavelength of light using diffraction  
grating,  Resolving power of grating,  Fresnel’s  half  period  zones,  
Explanation  of  rectilinear  propagation  of  light,  Zone plate, 
comparison of zone plate with convex lens. 

Learning Objectives 

In this chapter students would learn about 
1.  Two types of diffraction and their distinction. 
2. Single slit diffraction, diffraction grating and its usage. 
3. Fresnel half period zones. 
4. Fresnel’s zone plate and its comparison with convex lens. 

Learning Outcomes 
By the end of the chapter, student would be able to 

1. Identify various types of diffraction. 
2. Describe various diffraction patterns and working of zone 

plate. 
3. Apply diffraction phenomenon to measure the wavelength of 

light sources.  
4. Classify various diffraction types and diffraction patterns. 
5. Select suitable diffraction technique based on the 

application. 
6. Develop prototype models for diffraction analysis of 

materials.
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��ధ �� �� ం ల� �ం�న ��� ష�  ఫ��� మ�� భ�ష�� 

����� శ�� 

ఈ అ��యం ��� సమ��� ��� ష�  �� �� � ల �ం� ����� � �� ం� రం�ల� �ం� 

��� ��  �త� � ��� ంచగల�. 

ఎ) ��॓�: �జ� ��� �� ���॓� ���య� �����ష� మ�� ���య� ���క� �ౖ �ష� 

ప� �జ�ల �సం ఉప��ంచబడ��. �� ��  ���� �ం��॓  ఆ�� క� �స� �� �సం 

ఉప��ంచబడ��. 

�) ���� �: ద� వ ర�యన న��ల వ�� కరణ �సం ��� �� �ట��  ఉప��ంచబడ��. 

�) �గర� �స� ం: ��ధ �కంప సం��ల �క� ��� �� ��� షణ ఇంట����� ��� షణ� 

�� మ�ంత స��రం� ఉం�ం�. ����క� ��� �� ��గ� � ����క� ����ల� 

అధ�యనం ��� ం�. 

d) ఎల�� ��॓�: ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ� క����ష� �, �� �ం��  ��జ� మ�� �� ��ం� (WDM) ���ల�� 

��ధ తరంగ�ౖ �� �ల� ��న బ�ళ తరం�ల� కల�� మ�� ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ� ��� పం��. 

ప� �జనం �సం ��� �� �� �ం� � ఉప��ంచబడ��. �� �ం� �ౖ � ��� (GLV), 

�� �క� ర� � ఉప��ం� �ౖ ��  �� ��� ���ల�. �� �ౖ �� -ఆ�� -ఎల�� �-���క� �స� �� 

(MOEMS)� ఉప���� �. 

ఇ) కం��ట�� : కం���షన� ��గ� � అ�� గణనపరం� ���� �॓ ��� ల ���ణం 

మ�� �న����ణం �సం �� ��  ��� �� ��� ఉప��ం� ఒక �ఖ. ��ధ కం���� 

��గ� � ��� ��� �� ��� షణ అవసరం. 

f) REM: ��� ���� ఉప�త�� గ�ష�  �మ�� ��� ��ంచ��� �� �ం� ల ఆ�రం� 

��ం�ంచబ�� �. 

g) గ�ం��: �� ��య� �జ� ��� �� �స� � ల ��� �క�ంచబ�న ��ధ �� �క� 

గ�ంక ��� షణ �ంప� ��క �వరణల పద� �� �ఫల�ౖ న�� �� �క� �వరణ �సం ఒక 

��� �� అం��� ం�. గ�ంక �వరణ� AI �స� � ��ణల �సం �� ఉప��ంచవ��. 

�ప��తం �ం� అప��తం వర� 

� 12వ తరగ��, �� ��� �� �క� దృ��షయం, �ం�� �� � ��� �� �క� సర�కృత 

��� షణ, డ�� �� � ��� ��, ��� �� ���� � �సం ఐ� కం�ష�  మ�� ����ం� పవ�  

�వన ��ం� అధ�యనం �� ఉండవ��. ఈ అ��యం� �� �ం�� �� � ��� ��, �� ��  

మ�� �� � �ఫ� ��� ��, ��� �� �� �ం� మ�� �� �� � �����  ల �క� �వర�త�క 

��� షణ� �డవ��.  
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Course Outcomes specific to program and Future 
directions 
By the end of this chapter students from specific programs would be 
able to identify the role of light diffraction in the following fields. 

a) Physics: Laser diffraction techniques are used for material 
manipulation and material characterization purposes. 
Fresnel lenses are used for compact optical systems. 

b) Chemistry: diffractometers are used for the characterization 
of liquid chemical samples.  

c) Geology: Diffraction analysis of various seismic signals is 
more informative in addition to the interference analysis. 
Geophysical diffraction tomography studies the geophysical 
structures. 

d) Electronics: In optical fiber communication, wavelength 
division multiplexing (WDM) technology where multiple 
waves with different wavelengths are to be mixed and sent 
through the optical fiber. For the purpose diffraction 
gratings are used. Grating Light Valve (GLV), a micro 
projection technology used in projectors. They use micro-
opto-electro-mechanical systems (MOEMS). 

e) Computers: Computational holography is a branch that uses 
Fresnel diffraction data for construction and reconstruction 
of holographic images computationally. Various computed 
tomography data requires diffraction analysis. 

f) REM: Solar panel surfaces are designed in the shape of 
gratings in order to achieve maximum efficiency. 

g) Statistics: Statistical analysis of various data collected by 
nonlinear laser diffraction systems gives a way out for 
interpretation of data where conventional methods of 
interpretations fail. The statistical interpretations may also 
be used for AI system trainings. 

Familiar to Unfamiliar 
In your 12th class, you might have studied about the phenomenon of 
diffraction, simplified analysis of single slit diffraction, double slit 
diffraction, airy condition for diffraction maxima and the concept of 
resolving power. In this chapter you will come across a detailed 
analysis of single slit diffraction, Fresnel and Fraunhoffer diffraction, 
diffraction grating and zone plate concepts.   
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2.1 ప�చయం 

��� ��  అ�� �� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం� �ల�ద�న ప��ణం� ఉన� అడ� ం� ���  �ం� �ర�ల� 

వంగడం. అడ� ం� ���  �దృ��క �శల� ఉద��ం� �ం� తరం�ల �ప���ష� �రణం� 

వంగడం ప� �వం ఏర���ం�. తరం�ల స�హం �క� �ప���ష� �క� గ�త �స�  

అధ�యనం�, తరం�ల కద�క �శ ప�గ�ంచబడ�, అ�� తరం�ల మధ� ��  ��� 

�త� � ప�గణన�� ���బడ��. 

�ం�� ���� �క� �క� � ��ం�: 

 � �క� �� �క� స��� ప�గ�ంచం� ప� � �డ� � , �� ర�ౖ న �నః�న�ం క��న, n 

�ర�ల� ���� � �� ప� � ఒక�� ఒక �  ��  ��� �న�ం� ఉం��. ఈ �క� �ల��ం� 

�క� ��య� �ప� ��ష� �ం� ఏర��న ఫ�త �క� � �� ��� ఇవ�బ��ం�, 

� cos(�� + �) = cos(�� + 0�) + cos(�� + 1�) + cos(�� + 2�) + ⋯

+ cos(�� + [� − 1]�) 

�క� ��  �క� బ���� ��� ���  ���ర� ం .� �క� వృ�� �� ���ంచడం ��� ఫ�త ��� � 

�ం�� ���  మ�� �� � �ందవ�� 

� = 2� sin
�

2
 ⇒ � =

�

2 sin
�
2

 

సమ���� �� �జం ∆��� �ం�, 

� = 2� sin
��

2
= � 

sin �� 2⁄

sin � 2⁄
 

ఫ�తం� ��  �ణం ఇవ�బ�ం� 

� = ∠��� − ∠��� = �90° −
�

2
� − �90° −

��

2
� = [� − 1]

�

2
 

ఈ �ధం� �  �క� �� �క� �ప���ష� ఫ�తం�, �� ర�ౖ న �నః�న�ం �క� ప� � ఫ�తం, 

వ�స �క� �ల మధ� ��  వ���సం� ఇవ�బ��ం�� 

� cos(�� + �) = � 
sin �� 2⁄

sin � 2⁄
cos ��� + (� − 1)

�

2
� 

���� �॓��  �॓�� ఇ� అ�-�ల�ౖ ��  �ౖ � �� �� వ�� ంచబ�ం�, ఇ� ఒ� �ం�� 

�ం� అ�� �శల� ��ం� �క� �� స�హం� ��ంచబ��ం�. అ� ఇ��న �ం� 

తరంగం� ���� �త�  ప� కంపనల �శ�� ప�గ�ంచబడ��. 

��� �ఠ� �స� �ల�, ఒ� ��క వద�  ��� ��  �క� గ�త ప�చర��, ��క �ం� ��వ� 

�ర�� �పబ�� � మ�� �ౖ న అం�ం�న �ధం� ��ధ �� ల� ��న తరం�ల �క� � 

��ం� ప�గ�ంచబ��ం�. 
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2.1 Introduction 
The diffraction is the bending of light rays around an obstacle of size 
comparable to its wavelength. The bending effect is due to the 
superposition of light waves that are emerging in random directions 
around the obstacle. In the mathematical study of superposition of 
group of waves, the direction of motion of the waves is not 
considered but only the phase differences among the waves are taken 
into account.  

Vector addition of amplitudes: 

 Consider a set of � vectors each of length �, representing n 
rays of constant frequency but each differing by a phase of �. The 
resultant vector formed from a  linear combination of all these 
vectors is given by, 

� cos(�� + �) = cos(�� + 0�) + cos(�� + 1�) + cos(�� + 2�)

+ ⋯ + cos(�� + [� − 1]�) 

The resultant vector amplitude and phase can be obtained by 
constructing a circle of radius � enclosing the polygon of vectors. 
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Fig: vector addition of amplitudes. 

From the isosceles triangle ∆���, 

� = 2� sin
�

2
 ⇒ � =

�

2 sin
�
2

 

From the isosceles triangle ∆���, 

� = 2� sin
��

2
= � 

sin �� 2⁄

sin � 2⁄
 

The resultant phase angle is given by 

� = ∠��� − ∠��� = �90° −
�

2
� − �90° −

��

2
� = [� − 1]

�

2
 

Thus the resultant of superposition of � vectors, each of constant 
frequency, with a phase difference of � between successive vectors, is 
given by 

� cos(�� + �) = � 
sin �� 2⁄

sin � 2⁄
cos ��� + (� − 1)

�

2
� 

In a majority of the text books  it was depicted like an un-polarized 
light wave that can be represented as group of vectors which are 
pointing in all directions from a single point. They are considered to 
be the directions of electric field vibrations in the given light wave. 

 

In some of the text books, in the mathematical treatment of the 
diffraction at a single slit, the rays emerging out of the slit have been 
shown and a vector addition of waves with different phases has been 
considered, as presented above. 
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Fig: Diffraction at a single slit. 

An immediate question to ask now is: Are the arrows shown above to 
be considered as light rays or electric field vibrations of the light 
wave? If they are considered as just light rays, then why do they not 
spread on the screen uniformly? If they are considered as the electric 
field vibrations, then are we considering only upper half of vectors to 
represent the intensity in the upper position? Then how to 
mathematically represent the vectors superimposing in the 
downward direction of the slit? In the entire mathematical analysis 
we are considering a mathematical expression that is obtained by 
adding the vectors that are oriented gradually along the upward 
direction and using the same expression to represent the intensity 
pattern at the bottom portion of the slit. How to understand this 
discrepancy? 

To understand it clearly one must have a clear idea of what a wave 
front is. By definition, wave front is a locus of points with constant 
amplitude of light waves. 
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ఇ�� అడగవల�న త�ణ ప� శ� ఏ�టం�: �ౖ న ��న ��ల� �ం� �ర�� �� �ం� 

తరంగం �క� ���� �త�  �ౖ �� ష��� ప�గ�ం��? ��� �వలం �ం� �ర��� 

ప�గ��� , అ� �ర�ౖ  ఏక��� ఎం�� ���ంచ�? అ� ఎల�� �॓ ���  �ౖ �� ష��� 

ప�గ�ంచబ��, ఎ�వ �� నం� ఉన� �వ� త� ��ంచ��� మన�   �క� ��� ఎ�వ స��� 

�త� � ప����� ���? అ�� ��క �క� �� ం� �శ� �ప��� �� �క� ర� � గ�త�స� ం� 

ఎ� ��ం��? �త� ం గ�త ��� షణ� మన�   క� మం� �ౖ � �శ� ఉన� �క� �ల� ��ంచడం 

��� �ం�న గ�త వ��� కరణ� ప����� ��� మ�� ��క �క� ��వ �గం� �వ� త 

న��� ��ంచ��� అ� వ��� కరణ� ఉప���� �. ఈ �ౖ ����� ఎ� అర� ం �����? 

��� స�ష� ం� అర� ం ����లం� �� ఫ� ం� అం� ఏ�� స�ష� �ౖ న ఆ�చన ఉం��. �ర�చనం 

ప� �రం, �� ఫ� ం� అ�� �ం� తరం�ల �� ర�ౖ న �ం�� ��� � ఉన� ��ంట�  �క�. 

�� ఫ� ం�� �య���, ���� తరం�ల�ౖ  ఒ� �ం�� ��� � ��ంట� � ���. అన�, 

ప� క�� ఉన� తరం�ల �క� అ�� �ఖ�ల� �� ప� క�� ఉన� తరం�ల అ�� పత�ల� ఒక �� 

ఫ� ం�� �య��� కలపవ��. అం�వల�  ��ం� �ౖ � ��� �సం, �� ఫ� ం� ���రం� 

ఉం�ం� మ�� ఎల�� �క� ���  �ౖ �� ష�� �� �త� ం ���� కవ� ��� �. ���ౖ న 

అవ�హన �సం, �ౖ  �త� ం� ���� �త�  �ౖ �� ష�� డ�� ���  ��  ���� �పబ�� �. 

అ�� �ౖ న ��న �ం�� �� � ��� �� ప� �గం�, �క� �� ఎల�� �॓ ���  �ౖ �� ష� �శ� 

���� � �� �� �క� కద�క �శ� ���� �? �బ��  ��� �� అధ�యనం� �క� �� �� 

�క� కద�క �శ� ���� , ఒ� �శ� చలనం �సం, ���� �త�  కంప�� ��వ ��న 

�ధం� చలన �శ� లంబం� �త� ం త���  కవ� �� ఏ�ౖ � �శ� క�� ఉం��. 

అం�వల�  ��� ��  అధ�యనం�, ��� � సం�� �నం �సం ���� �త�  �ౖ �� షన�  �శ 

ప�గ�ంచబడద� స�ష� ం� అర� ం �����. అ�� అ� అల �క� కద�క ��? అ� అ��, 

గ�త వ��� కరణ� ��� ��� ��� మ�� ����� ఓ�యం�ష�ల� ��ం� ��� ఫం��

ల� క�� ఉం��. �� �త� ం గ�త వ��� కరణ� సమయం మ�� ��  �త� � క�� ఉం��. 

అ�� �� �క� �� � ��� �స� ��� �� �క� స��వం� ��� ���� ం�? 

��� అర� ం ���వ���, సమయం �క� ఫం��  � sin �� మ�� sin(�� + �) , � =

45° ��� ��న �� �� ప�గ�ంచం�. 

అం�వల�  ���ల ��  ��� �స� ��� సమయ అ�ం �ంట తరం��� �న�� ���ం�. 

అన�; ఇ� �స� ��� �ద� �� �ం� �/4  సమయ ���� ��ల �ం� �� రంభ�ౖ న 

తరం��� ���� ం�. ఆ �ధం� ��� �� అధ�యనం�, �లం �ం� ఒ� �శ� �� 

ఒక���క� �  సమయ ���� �� రంభ�ౖ న తరం�ల �క� �ప���ష�� మన�   

�స� వం� ప�గ��� �. ఇ� ��ధ �శల� ప� ��ం� అలల �ప���ష� �� (???) 
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Fig:  Wave front. 

In order to draw a wave front, one needs to join the points with same 
amplitude on different waves. i.e., either all the crests of adjacent 
waves or all the troughs of adjacent waves can be joined to draw a 
wave front. Thus for a point light source, the wave front is spherical 
and the electrical field vibrations also will be covering the entire 
sphere. For better understanding, the electrical field vibrations in the 
above figure are shown as double headed blue arrows. 

Then in the single slit diffraction experiment shown above, do the 
vectors represent the electric field vibration direction or the direction 
of motion of the wave? Thus if the vectors in diffraction study 
represent the direction of motion of the wave, for a single direction 
of motion, the electric field vibrations can have any direction 
covering the entire plane perpendicular to the direction of motion as 
shown below. 

 

Thus one must understand that in the study of diffraction, it is clear 
that the direction of electric field vibrations is not considered for  
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�ప���ష� త��త, ఫ�త తరంగం �క� �ం�� ���  �� రం� ఉండ� �� � �క� ఫం��  

� ఉం�ం�. అన�; ఫ�త �ం�� ���  ��  �క� ఫం��   �త� �. సమయం �� స� లం �క� 

ఫం��  � �వ� త ���ంద� �� ఆర� � ? మనం �వ� త� ���� సమయం �క� ఫం��  � 

ఎం�� �డ�� �� ��� స� లం �క� ఫం��  � �త� � ఎం�� ��� ���? మ� 

�ట� ���లం�, �����ౖ  ఉన� ��� �ఆ�� ��ల� ��  స��రం�� �ౖ ���ల� ఎ� క��॓  

���? 

��� అర� ం ���వ���, వ�� � �క� వృ�� �ర కద�క సమయం� వృత� ం �క� ��సం�ౖ  

�త� ం �క� కద�క �రణం� ఉత�న�మ�� తరం��� ప�గ�ంచం�. 

OA �ం� OB� క���న� వ�� �� ప�గ�ంచం�.  అ� �  అ� �రం క�� �� �  అ� 

���� వృత�  �ంద� ం వద�  ��� ం�.  వ�� � ఒక 2� ���� ��� ��� , ఆ సమ���, వ�� � �రం 

��� � క���ం�. అ�� � మ�� � సంబంధం క�� ఉం�� 

� =
2�

�
�     ��   � =

�

2�
� 

�స� � �ౖ � ��ౖ �� అధ�యనం �యబ��, ఏకప� �రం � ప� ��ంచ��� ప��  సమ��� 

� మ�� �త� ం �ల వ�వ� � � ��ంచం�. అ�� � మ�� � సంబంధం క�� ఉం�� 

� =
2�

�
�    ��    � =

�

2�
� 

ఈ �ధం� ఒక ��  ��� � సమయం� �� ప� ��ం�న ���� � �ందవ��. 

��ం� �లం �ం� ఉద��ం� �ం� తరం�ల మధ� ������ ��య �� నభ� ంశం � 

ప�గ�ంచం�. అ�� �����ౖ  ప��ల�� తర�ం�న అదన� ���� �  సంబం�ం� 

� ఉం�ం�  

� =
2�

�
�     ��   � =

�

2�
�. 

ఈ �ధం� ఒ� �� �ౖ �� సమయం ఆలస��ౖ న తరం�ల� ���� �శల� ప� ��ం� �� 

�ౖ ళ� � �ల�వ��. ఇ� �� ఫ� ం��� ���య ���ట�  సందర�ం. అన�; �ం� �ర�� 

�ర� చ�ర�� �రం� �ంత �రం ప� ��ం�న త��త ��, ఇ��న �� �ౖ ��� ��� సమయం 

ఆలస��ౖ న తరం�� ఉం�, అ� త�ణ� స�న�ౖ న ��య ���� �ర��� ఉత���  

�యగల�. ఈ �ధం� �ం�� క�� �ం� �రణం ఇతర �శల� �ర�ల� �� ఉత���  

��� ం�. 

https://www.geogebra.org/m/aCduUPv4    
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vector notation. Then is it the direction of motion of the wave? If that 
is the case, the mathematical expressions should have some space 
components and some functions that represent the orientations in 
space. But the entire mathematical expressions contain only time and 
phase. Then what does a change in phase of the wave actually 
represent in the nature of the wave? 

To understand that, consider a plot of sin �� and sin(�� + �) with 
� = 45° as a function of time.  

 

Fig: ��� �� and ���(�� + �/�) Vs. �. 

Thus a positive phase shift actually pulls back the wave along the time 
axis. i.e.; it actually represents a wave that started from the sources 
with a time gap of �/4 from the first wave. Thus in the study of 
diffraction, we actually consider the superposition of waves that have 
started from the source in the same direction but with a time gap of 
�  from each other. It is not the superposition of waves that are 
travelling in different directions? 

After superposition, the amplitude of the resultant wave is not a 
constant but a function of �  in the above derivation. i.e.; the 
resultant amplitude is a function of phase only. Does it mean the 
intensity varies as a function of time or space? Why can’t we see a 
change in intensity as a function of time but only see it as a function 
of space? In other words, how to connect the variations in phase 
information with the space coordinates on the screen? 

To understand that, consider the wave generated due to the motion 
of the image on the diameter of the circle during the circular motion 
of an object. 
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Fig: Wave generated in Simple harmonic motion. 

Consider the object moving from OA to OB by a distance of � and let 
the angle swept at the origin be �. If the object sweeps an angle of 
2�, by that time, the object moves by a distance of �. Then � and � 
are related by 

� =
2�

�
�     ��   � =

�

2�
� 

If the system is studied in time domain, then let � be the time taken 
to travel the arbitrary distance � and � be the total time period. Then 
� and � are related by 

� =
2�

�
�    ��    � =

�

2�
� 

Thus one can obtain the distance � travelled by the wave during a 
phase change of �. 

Consider an angular displacement of � in the orientation between 
two waves originating from a point source. Then the extra distance � 
moved by the observer on the screen can be related to � as  

� =
2�

�
�     ��   � =

�

2�
�. 

 

Fig: Phase difference and Path difference. 
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Thus one can relate the time delayed waves in a single wave train to 
the wave trains travelling in different orientations. This is the case of 
secondary wavelets on the wave front. i.e.; even after the light rays 
travel rectilinearly for some distance, if they have time delayed waves 
in the given wave train, they can readily generate a ray with an 
equivalent angular shift. Thus a forward moving light ray can also 
produce rays oriented in other directions.  

 
Fig: Secondary wave front. 

In other words one can say that the wave trains originating from the 
source with a time delay in a same direction are equivalent to the 
wave trains originating at the same time with an angular shift. This 
concept of secondary wave front revolutionized the entire phase of 
wave optics. The relation between the time delay and spatial tilt is 
given by 

� =
2�

�
�    ��    � =

�

2�
� 

      

Fig: Time delayed and spatially tilted wave trains are equivalent. 

In the rest of the chapter for all mathematical purposes we consider 
time shifted waves and impart the end results to spatially tilted 
waves. 
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మ� �ట� ���లం�, ఒ� �శ� సమయ ఆలస�ం� �లం �ం� ఉద��ం� �� �ౖ ��  ��య 

���� అ� సమయం� ఉద��ం� �� �ౖ ళ� � స�నం అ� �ప�వ��. �కండ� �� ఫ� ం� �క� 

ఈ �వన �� ఆ�� ॓� �క� �త� ం �� � �ప� �త�కం� ���ం�. సమయం ఆలస�ం మ�� 

�� ��క వం� మధ� సంబంధం ��� ఇవ�బ�ం� 

� =
2�

�
�    ��    � =

�

2�
� 

అ�� గ�త ప� �జ�ల �సం ���న అ��యం� మన�   సమయం ��న తరం�ల� 

ప�గ��� � మ�� అం�మ ఫ��ల� �� ��కం� వం����న తరం�ల� ఆ���� �. 

2.2 ��� ��  ర�� 

��� ��� �ం� ర�� ఉ���. ��� ఒక� �ర వర� ప��� అధ�యనం ��� న��� 

గమ�ం�న �� ��ఫ� ��� ��. మ�క� ప� �గ�ల ��వరణం� గమ�ం�న �� ��� ��� ��. 

�� మధ� ప� �న వ����� �� ం� �ధం� ఉ���. 

�� ��ఫ� ��� �� �� ��� ��� �� 

1. ఇక�డ �లం మ�� ���� 

��� �� ం� ఎ��ం� �ం� 

అనంత�ౖ న �రం� ఉ���. 

2. ప� �గ�ల� ఈ దృ��ష��� 

అధ�యనం �య��� ���� 

అవసరం. 

3. పతన �� ఫ� ం� చ��� ఉం�ం�.  

4. ఈ ��� �� దృ��షయం �క� గ�త 

అధ�య��� ఉ�� �ం�� 

అవసరం ��. 

5. ఉ�: �ం�� �� � వద�  ��� ��, 

డ�� �� �, �� �ం�. 

 

1. ఇక�డ �లం మ�� ���� ��� �� ం� 

ఎ��ం� �ం� ప��త �రం� 

ఉం��. 

2. ప� �గ�ల� ఈ దృ��ష��� 

అధ�యనం �య��� ���� అవసరం 

��. 

3. పతన �� ఫ� ం� ���రం� �� 

�� ��రం� ఉండవ��. 

4. ఈ ��� �� దృ��షయం �క� గ�త 

అధ�య��� ఉ�� �ం�� అవసరం. 

5. ఉ�: వృ�� �ర ఎపర��, వృ�� �ర 

వ�� � మ�� సరళ అం� వద�  

��� �� . 
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2.2 Types of Diffraction 
There are two types of diffraction. One of them is the Fraunhoffer 
diffraction observed while studying solar spectrum. Other one is 
Fresnel diffraction observed in laboratory environment. The main 
distinctions between them are as follows. 

Fraunhoffer diffraction Fresnel diffraction 
1. Here the source and 

screen are at infinite 
distance from the 
diffracting element. 

2. Lenses are necessary to 
study this phenomenon in 
the laboratory. 

3. The incident wave front is 
plane. 

4. Mathematical study of 
this diffraction 
phenomenon needs no 
approximations. 

5. Eg: Diffraction at Single 
slit, double slit, grating. 

 

1. Here the source and screen 
are at finite distance from 
the diffracting element. 

2. No lenses are needed to 
study this phenomenon in 
the laboratory. 

3. The incident wave front may 
be spherical or cylindrical. 

4. Mathematical study of this 
diffraction phenomenon 
needs approximations. 

5. Eg: Diffraction at circular 
aperture, circular object and 
straight edge. 

 

 

 We next list the major distinguishing features  between interference 
and diffraction, both of which result from a superposition of light 
waves, in the following. 
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ఇంట�����  ��� ��  

1. ఈ దృ��షయం �ం� �ం��ౖ న ��ల 

�ం� ఉద��ం�న ���య తరం�ల 

�ం� వ�� ం�. 

2. ఇంట�����  ప�� �  స�న �డ��� 

ఉం��. 

3. అ�� ప� �శవంత�ౖ న ప�� ల �వ� త ఒ� 

�ధం� ఉం�ం�. 

4. అ�� �క� ప�� ల �వ� త ���. 

1. ఈ దృ��షయం ఒ� �లం �ం� 

ఉద��ం�న ���య తరం�ల �ం� 

వ�� ం�. 

2. ��� �� ప�� �  ఎ�� స�న 

�డ��� ఉండ�. 

3. �ంట� � ప��  �త� � గ�ష�  �వ� త� 

క�� ఉం�ం� మ�� ప��  �క� 

క� మం� �వ� త త�� �ం�. 

4. అ�� �క� ప�� ల �వ� త ��� ��. 

2.3 ఒ� ��క వద�  �� ��ఫ� ��� �� 

�డ�� � ఉన� ఇ��ౖ న ��క �� � ప�గ�ంచం� మ�� ���ౖ  లంబం� ప� ఏకవర�  �ం� 

�క� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం.� �క� స�ంతర �ం��� ప�గ�ంచం�. ��క �ం� ��� ��  �ం�న 

�ం� �ర�� ఒక ��� ��� �����ౖ  �ం�� క�ంచబడ��. ��క� లంబం� ప� ��ం� 

���య తరం�� ��  �క� � ����బడ�� మ�� ��క �క� లం���  �  �ణం� 

ప� ��ం� ���య తరం�� �� వద�  �క� � ����బడ��. 

�శ �  �ం� �  మ�� �  �ంట ఉన� ���య తరం�ల మధ� �ర�  వ���సం (pd) ��� 

ఇవ�బ�ం� 

�. �. = �� = �� sin � = � sin � 

�ℎ��� ���������� =
2�

�
� sin � 

��క � స�న ���� �భ�ంచబ��, ��  వ���సం ��� ఇవ�బ��ం� 

� =
2�

��
� sin � 

�క� � సంకలనం �క� పద� �ల� ఉప��ంచడం ���, ��క �ం� ఉద��ం� తరం�ల �క� 

ఫ�త �ం�� ���  ఇ� �ందబ��ం� 

� = �
sin ��/2

sin �/2
= �

sin(�� sin � /�)

sin(�� sin � /��)
 

ఈ �ధం� � → ∞� = (� − 1)�/2 ≈ ��/2. ఇ� �� ���� ం�, . � → 0   ⇒ sin �/

2 ≈ �/2 

� = �
sin ��/2

sin �/2
= �

sin �

�/�
= ��

sin �

�
= � 

sin �

�
  . 

�వ� త ��� ఇవ�బ�ం� 
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Interference Diffraction 

1. This phenomenon results 
from the secondary 
wavelets originating from 
two coherent sources. 

2. Interference fringes are of 
equal width. 

3. Intensity of all bright 
fringes is the same. 

4. Intensity of all dark fringes 
is zero. 

1. This phenomenon results 
from the secondary 
wavelets originating from a 
single source. 

2. Diffraction fringes are 
never of equal width. 

3. Only central fringe will 
have maximum intensity 
and intensity reduces with 
the order of the fringe. 

4. Intensity of all dark fringes 
is not zero. 

2.3 Fraunhoffer diffraction at a single slit 
 

 
Consider a narrow slit �� of width � and consider a parallel beam of 
monochromatic light of wavelength �  falling normally on it. The 
diffracted light rays from the slit are brought to focus by a lens onto 
a screen. The secondary wavelets travelling normal to the slit are 
brought to focus at ��  and the secondary wavelets travelling at an 
angle � to the normal of the slit are brought to focus at ��.  
The path difference (p.d.) between the secondary waves from � and 
� along the direction � is given by  

�. �. = �� = �� sin � = � sin � 
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� = �� = ��
sin� �

��
 

ప� �న గ�ష� ం: 

మన�  ��� lim
�→�

��� �

�
= 1     ⇒   � = ��. 1 = ��  

ఇ� సంభ�ం� గ�ష�  �ం�� ���  మ�� ��� ప� �న గ�ష� ం అం��.� = 0 

�కండ� గ�ష� ం: 

���య గ��� �� �ం�ం��, మన�   �వ� త � wrt �  �ఫ��� �� ��, ��� ���� 

స�నం� ��� �. 

��

��
=

�

��
���

sin� �

��
� = 0 

�� 

��
(�� ⋅ 2 sin � cos � − sin� � ⋅  2�)

��
= �� ⋅  

2 sin �

�
⋅

(� cos � − sin �)

��
= 0 

⇒   � = 0,   � = tan � 

� = �, � = tan �   ఖండన ��ంట� � �� � �యడం మ�� �క�ంచడం ��� ఈ 

స�కర��� �� �క�� ప�ష��ంచవ��. 

ఖండన ��ం��  

� = 0, ±
3�

2
, ±

5�

2
, ⋯ 

ఇక�డ � = 0 ప� �న గ��� �� అ��ణం� ఉం�ం�. ���య మ�� ఇతర గ�ష�  �వ� త� �� 

��� ఇవ�బ�� �, 

�� = �� �
sin(3�/2)

(3�/2)
�

�

≈  
��

22
 

�� = �� �
sin(5�/2)

(5�/2)
�

�

≈  
��

62
 

��� �� ���:��� �సం షర� ఇవ�బ�ం� (ఇక�డ ��� ��) � = ±��, � =

�, �, �, ⋯ 
ప� �న గ�ష�  �డ��: 

�క� �ం��  � ఉన� ��� ఉప��ంచబ� ఉం� మ�� ,� �� ��ప� ���� మ�� �ద� 

��� మధ� �రం అ��, �క� ���  �� �ద� � అ�� 

sin � =
��

�
=

�

�
≈

�

�
  ⇒ � =

��

�
  ⇒ ����ℎ = 2� =

2��

�
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Phase difference =
2�

�
� sin � 

If the slit is divided into � equal parts, the phase difference is given 
by 

� =
2�

��
� sin � 

By using the methods of vector addition, the resultant amplitude of 
waves originating from the slit is obtained as 

� = �
sin ��/2

sin �/2
= �

sin(�� sin � /�)

sin(�� sin � /��)
 

For � → ∞  � = (� − 1)�/2 ≈ ��/2.   This also implies, � → 0   ⇒

sin �/2 ≈ �/2.   Thus 

� = �
sin ��/2

sin �/2
= �

sin �

�/�
= ��

sin �

�
= � 

sin �

�
  . 

The intensity is given by 

� = �� = ��
sin� �

��
 

Principal maxima: 

We know  lim
�→�

��� �

�
= 1     ⇒   � = ��. 1 = ��  

This is maximum amplitude occurring at � = 0  and is called the 
principal maxima. 
Secondary maxima: 
To obtain the secondary maxima, we differentiate the intensity w.r.t. 
� and make it equal to zero. 

��

��
=

�

��
���

sin� �

�� � = 0 

Or 

��
(�� ⋅ 2 sin � cos � − sin� � ⋅  2�)

��

= �� ⋅  
2 sin �

�
⋅

(� cos � − sin �)

��
= 0 

⇒   � = 0,   � = tan � 
This equation can be solved graphically by plotting � = � and � =

tan � and collecting the intersection points. 
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Fig: Graphical solution of linear equation. 

The points of intersection are  

� = 0, ±
3�

2
, ±

5�

2
, ⋯ 

Here � = 0 corresponds to the principal maxima. The intensities of 
secondary and other maxima are given by, 

�� = �� �
sin(3�/2)

(3�/2)
�

�

≈  
��

22
 

�� = �� �
sin(5�/2)

(5�/2)
�

�

≈  
��

62
 

Diffraction minima: The condition for minima is given by � =

±��, � = �, �, �, ⋯  (no zero here) 
 
The intensity distribution is as shown: 

 
Fig: Single slit diffraction intensity distribution. 
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Width of principal maxima: 
If � is the focal length of the lens used and � is the distance between 
principal maxima and first minima, then, if focal length is very 
large, 

sin � =
��

�
=

�

�
≈

�

�
  ⇒ � =

��

�
  ⇒ ����ℎ = 2� =

2��

�
 

 
Double slit diffraction: (Additional input) 
Let �� and �� be two slits of width � each and separated by a distance 
�. Then the separation between the midpoints of the slit is (� + �). 
Consider a parallel beam of monochromatic light of wavelength � 
falling normally on them. The diffracted light rays from the slits are 
brought to focus by a lens onto a screen. The secondary wavelets 
travelling normal to the slits are brought to focus at ��  and the 
secondary wavelets travelling at an angle � to the normal of the slit 
are brought to focus at ��.  

 
The path difference between the secondary waves from �� and �� 
along the direction � is given by  

�. �. = ��� = ���� sin � = (� + �) sin � 

�ℎ��� ���������� � =
2�

�
(� + �) sin � = 2� (���) 

The resultant amplitude at each slit due to diffraction is obtained by 
vector addition of amplitudes as 

�
sin �

�
     �ℎ���   � =

� � sin �

�
 

The resultant amplitude at �� due to the light from �� and �� is 
obtained by vector addition as shown below 
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డ�� �� � ��� ��: (అదన� ఇ���) 

ప� � �డ�� �  ఉన� �ం� ��క� �� మ�� �� మ�� �� మధ� �రం � . అ�� ��క 

�క� మధ� �ం��ల మధ� �భజన (� + �). ���ౖ  ��రణం� ప� ఏకవర�  �ం� �క� 

తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం �  �క� స�ంతర �ం��� ప�గ�ంచం�. ��కల �ం� ��� ��  �యబ�న 

�ం� �ర�� ఒక ��� ��� �����ౖ  �ం�� క�ంచబడ��. ��క� లంబం� ప� ��ం� 

���య తరం�� ��  �క� � ����బడ�� మ�� ��క �క� లం���  �  �ణం� 

ప� ��ం� ���య తరం�� �� వద�  �క� � ����బడ��. 

�శ �  �ం� �  మ�� �  �ంట ఉన� ���య తరం�ల మధ� �ర�  వ���సం (pd) ��� 

ఇవ�బ�ం� 

�. �. = ��� = ���� sin � = (� + �) sin � 

�ℎ��� ���������� � =
2�

�
(� + �) sin � = 2� (���) 

The resultant amplitude distribution is as shown below. 

 
Fig: Double slit diffraction intensity distribution. 
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 � = �� = (��)� = (��)� + (��)� + 2(��)(��) cos � 

 = ��
sin� �

��
+ ��

sin� �

��
+ 2 ⋅ �

sin �

�
⋅ �

sin �

�
⋅ cos � 

= 2��
sin� �

��
(1 + cos �)                                                  

       = 2��
sin� �

��
(1 + 2 cos� �/2 − 1)                                       

= 4��
sin� �

��
cos� �                                                         

Here �� ���� �

��  represents the diffraction effect due to a single slit 

and cos� � represents the interference effect due to two slits. 

The diffraction term �� ���� �

��  gives a principal maxima at � = 0, 

secondary maxima at � = ±
��

�
, ±

��

�
⋯ and minima at � =

±��, � = 1, 2, 3, ⋯ 
The interference term cos� � gives maxima at cos� � = 1 ⇒ � =

±��,   � = 0, 1, 2, 3, ⋯ and minima at cos� � = 0 ⇒ � =

±(2� + 1)�/2,   � = 0, 1, 2, 3, ⋯ 
N-Slit diffraction: (Additional input) 
 A diffraction grating is an arrangement which consists of a 
large number of slits of equal width separated by equal opaque spaces. 
This is obtained by scratching parallel lines on a glass plate with equal 
width and separation. Here the scratches act like opaque spaces and 
the clear pane between them acts like slit. This was first devised by 
Fraunhoffer by placing parallel wires on a glass plate. This is also 
called “Plane transmission grating”. If the lines are scratched on a 
glass mirror, then it is called “Plane reflection grating”. IF they are 
scratched on a concave mirror, then it is called as “Concave reflection 
grating”. 
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��� �� �రణం� ప� � ��క వద�  ఫ�త �ం�� ��� � �ం�� ���ల �క� � ��ం� ��� 

�ందబ��ం� 

�
sin �

�
     �ℎ���   � =

� � sin �

�
 

�� ంద ��న �ధం� ��, �� ��� �ం� ��� � ��ం� మ�� �� ఫ�తం� వ�� 

�ం�� ��� �� వద�  

� = �� = (��)� = (��)� + (��)� + 2(��)(��) cos � 

 = ��
sin� �

��
+ ��

sin� �

��
+ 2 ⋅ �

sin �

�
⋅ �

sin �

�
⋅ cos � 

= 2��
sin� �

��
(1 + cos �)                                                  

       = 2��
sin� �

��
(1 + 2 cos� �/2 − 1)                                       

= 4��
sin� �

��
cos� �                                                         

ఇక�డ ఒ� ��క �రణం� ��� �� ప� ���� .�� ���� �

��   ���� ం� మ�� �ం� ��కల 

�రణం� ఇంట�����  ప� ���� cos� � ���� ం� 

��� �� పదం �� ���� �

��
 ప� �న గ��� �� ఇ�� ం�� = 0 వద� , �కండ� ��� � � =

±
��

�
, ±

��

�
⋯ వద�  మ�� క��� �� � = ±��, � = 1, 2, 3, ⋯ వద�  ఇ�� ం� 

ఇంట�����  పదం cos� � గ�ష� ం cos� � = 1 ⇒ � = ±��,   � = 0, 1, 2, 3, ⋯ వద�  

మ�� క�ష�  cos� � = 0 ⇒ � = ±(2� + 1)�/2,   � = 0, 1, 2, 3, ⋯ వద�  ఇ�� ం� 

N-�� � ��� ��: (అదన� ఇ���) 

 ��� �� �� �ం� అ�� ఒక అమ�క, ఇ� స�న అ�రదర�క ��ల� �� �యబ�న 

స�న �డ�� గల �ద�  సంఖ�� ��కల� క�� ఉం�ం�. స�న �డ�� మ�� �భజన� �� 

పలక�ౖ  స�ంతర �ఖల� �కడం ��� ఇ� �ందబ��ం�. ఇక�డ �త� అ�రదర�క ��ల 

వ� ప� ��� � మ�� �� మధ� స�ష� �ౖ న �� ��క వ� ప���� ం�. �� � �� ��ౖ  స�ంతర 

�గల� ఉంచడం ��� ��� �దట �� ��ఫ� ��ం�ం��. ��� "�� � �� ���ష� �� �ం�" 

అ� �� ���� �. �� � �ర� ��ౖ  �త� ��నట� ��, ��� "�� � ��� �� �� �ం�" అం��. 

అ� ���ర అద� ం�ౖ  ��నట� ��, ��� "���ర ప� ��ంబం �� �ం�" అం��. 

��� ంతం: 

 తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం � �క� ఇ���ం� �� � ���� మ�॓ �� ఫ� ం�� లంబం� ఉంచబ�న 

�� � �� ���ష� �� �ం� (N-�� ��)� ప�గ�ంచం�. ప� � ��క �క� �డ�� .� మ�� �� 

మధ� అంతరం � ఉండ�వ�ం�. ఇక�డ (� + �) �� �ం� �లకం అం��. ��కల �ం� ��� ��  

�యబ�న �ం� �ర�� ఒక ��� ��� �����ౖ  �క�  �ం�� క�ంచబడ��. ��క� లంబం� 

ప� ��ం� ���య తరం�� �� �క� � ����బడ�� మ�� ��క �క� లం���  � 

�ణం� ప� ��ం� ���య తరం�� �� వద�  �క� � ����బడ��. 
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Theory: 
 Consider a plane transmission grating (N-slits) placed 
perpendicular to an incident plane monochromatic wave front of 
wavelength �. Let � be the width of each slit and � be the spacing 
between them. Here (� + �)  is called the grating element. The 
diffracted light rays from the slits are brought to focus by a lens onto 
a screen. The secondary wavelets travelling normal to the slits are 
brought to focus at ��  and the secondary wavelets travelling at an 
angle � to the normal of the slit are brought to focus at ��.  

 
Fig: N-slit diffraction 

If there are � slits, the phase difference between any two consecutive 
slits along the direction � is given by  

�ℎ��� ���������� � =
2�

�
(� + �) sin � = 2� (���) 

The resultant amplitude at each slit due to diffraction is obtained by 
vector addition of amplitudes as 

�
sin �

�
     �ℎ���   � =

� � sin �

�
 

By the method of vector addition of amplitudes,  

� = �
sin ��/2

sin �/2
 

In this case, � = �
��� �

�
, � = �, � = 2�; thus 

� = �
sin �

�
⋅

sin ��

sin �
 

Or, the intensity is given by 
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�  �� �� ఉన�ట� ��, �  �శ� ఏ�ౖ � �ం� వ�స ��కల మధ� ��  వ���సం �� ��� 

ఇవ�బ��ం� 

�ℎ��� ���������� � =
2�

�
(� + �) sin � = 2� (���) 

��� �� �రణం� ప� � ��క వద�  ఫ�త �ం�� ��� � �ం�� ���ల �క� � ��ం� ��� 

�ందబ��ం� 

�
sin �

�
     �ℎ���   � =

� � sin �

�
 

�ం�� ���� �క� �క� � ��ం� పద� � ���, 

� = �
sin ��/2

sin �/2
 

ఈ సందర�ం�, � = �
��� �

�
� = �� = 2� 

� = �
sin �

�
⋅

sin ��

sin �
 

��, �వ� త ��� ఇవ�బ��ం� 

� = �� = ��
sin� �

��
⋅

sin� ��

sin� �
 

ఈ పదం �� ���� �

��
� = 0 ప� �న గ��� �� � = ±

��

�
, ±

��

�
⋯ వద� , మ�� �కండ� ��� � 

� = ±��, � = 1, 2, 3, ⋯వద�  క��� �� ఇ�� ం� 

ప� �న గ�ష� ం: 

 ప� �న ��� � �సం షర�sin � = 0 ⇒ � = ±��, � = 0, 1, 2, ⋯ 

��
�

�
(� + �) sin � = ±��    ⇒   (� + �) ��� � = ±�� 

అ�� 

lim
�→±��

sin ��

sin �
= lim

�→±��
�

�
��

sin ��

�
��

sin �
� = lim

�→±��
�

� cos ��

cos �
� = ±� 

⇒ lim
�→±��

�
sin ��

sin �
�

�

= ��  

గ�ష�  �వ� త ��� ఇవ�బ�ం�� = ���� ���� �

��
 

�కండ� గ�ష� ం: 

���య గ��� �� �ం�ం��, మన�   �వ� త � wrt � �ఫ��� �� ��, ��� ���� 

స�నం� ��� � 

 
��

��
=

�

��
��� ���� �

�� ⋅
���� ��

���� �
� = �� ���� �

�� ⋅

(���� �⋅�⋅� ��� ��⋅��� ������� ��⋅� ��� �⋅��� �)

���� �
 

= ��
sin� �

��
⋅ 2 ⋅

sin ��

sin �
⋅

(� cos �� sin � − sin �� cos �)

sin� �
= 0 

�� ��� cos �� sin � − sin �� cos � = 0� tan � = tan �� 
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� = �� = ��
sin� �

��
⋅

sin� ��

sin� �
 

The term �� ���� �

��  gives a principal maxima at � = 0, secondary 

maxima at � = ±
��

�
, ±

��

�
⋯ and minima at � = ±��, � = 1, 2, 3, ⋯ 

Principal maxima: 
 The condition for principal maxima is sin � = 0 ⇒ � =

±��, � = 0, 1, 2, ⋯ 
Or �

�
(� + �) sin � = ±��    ⇒   (� + �) ��� � = ±�� 

Then 

lim
�→±��

sin ��

sin �
= lim

�→±��
�

�
��

sin ��

�
��

sin �
� = lim

�→±��
�

� cos ��

cos �
� = ±� 

⇒ lim
�→±��

�
sin ��

sin �
�

�

= ��  

The maximum intensity is given by � = ���� ���� �

��  

Secondary maxima: 
 To obtain the condition for secondary minima, one needs to 
differentiate the intensity expression w.r.t. � and make it equal to 
zero. 

��

��
=

�

��
���

sin� �

��
⋅

sin� ��

sin� �
�

= ��
sin� �

��

⋅
(sin� � ⋅ � ⋅ 2 sin �� ⋅ cos �� − sin� �� ⋅ 2 sin � ⋅ cos �)

sin� �
 

= ��
sin� �

��
⋅ 2 ⋅

sin ��

sin �
⋅

(� cos �� sin � − sin �� cos �)

sin� �
= 0 

Or    � cos �� sin � − sin �� cos � = 0 or � tan � = tan �� 
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�� �ం�,sin �� =
�

�������� �
 

�� 

sin� ��

sin� �
=

��

(�� + cot� �) sin� �
=

��

(�� sin� � + cos� �)
=

��

(�� − 1) sin� � + 1
 

�� �కండ� ��� � �క� �వ� త �� ��� ఇవ�బ��ం� 

��
sin� �

��
⋅

��

(�� − 1) sin� � + 1
 

�� 

��������� �� ��������� ������

��������� �� ��������� ������
=

1

(�� − 1) sin� � + 1
 

అం�వల�  �  �� �ద� � అ�� , ���య గ�ష� ం అ�త��వ �వ� త� క�� ఉం�ం�. 

��� �� ���: 

��� �� న�� క�ష� ం� ఉం�sin �� = 0అ�� �� ,sin � ≠ 0 

అన�;�� = ±��, � = 0, 1, 2, ⋯    ⇒ �
�

�
(� + �) sin � = ±��  ⇒ �(� +

�) ��� � = ±�� 
�వ� త పం�� ��న �ధం� ఉం�. 

 

Fig: N-slit diffraction intensity distribution. 
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From this, sin �� =

�

�������� �
 

Or 
sin� ��

sin� �
=

��

(�� + cot� �) sin� �
=

��

(�� sin� � + cos� �)

=
��

(�� − 1) sin� � + 1
 

Or the intensity of secondary maxima is given by 

��
sin� �

��
⋅

��

(�� − 1) sin� � + 1
 

Or 
��������� �� ��������� ������

��������� �� ��������� ������
=

1

(�� − 1) sin� � + 1
 

Thus for very large �, secondary maxima will have negligible 
intensity. 
Diffraction minima: 
 The diffraction pattern will have minimum if sin �� = 0 
even if sin � ≠ 0, 

 i.e.; �� = ±��, � = 0, 1, 2, ⋯    ⇒ �
�

�
(� + �) sin � = ±��  ⇒

�(� + �) ��� � = ±�� 
The intensity distribution is as shown. 

2.4 Diffraction grating 
 
 On a grating usually there will be 3000 − 5000 number of 
lines per inch. We already know that if  � be the width of the line  
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2.4 ��� �� �� �ం� 

 

 �� �ం��ౖ  ��రణం� అం���� పం�� ల సంఖ� 3000 − 5000  ఉం�ం�. �ౖ � 

�క� �డ�� � మ�� ��క �క� �డ�� � అం���� N పం�� � ఉం�, అ��, �� �ం� 

ఎ��ం� (� + �)  �� యవ�� 

 

�(� + �) = 1" = 2.54 �� 
�� (అం���� పం�� � ఇ��నట� ��) 

� + � =
2.54

�
 �� 

మ�� �ం��ట�� పం�� � ఇ��నట� ��, 

(� + �) =
1

�
 �� 

�� �ం�� ప� �న ��� � �సం షర� ఇవ�బ�ం� 

(� + �) sin � = �� 
��� �� �ం� స�కరణం అ� �� అం��. ఈ �� �ం� స�కరణం �ం�, ఈ �� ం� ప��లనల� 

�యవ��. 

1. ఒక ��� ష�  తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం � �సం, ��న� ఆర� �ల ప� �న గ��� �� ��� ��   �ణం �(�) 

�న�ం� ఉం�ం�. 

2. �� �ం��ౖ  పం�� ల సంఖ� �  ����, .(� + �)  త�� �ం� మ�� గ�ష� ం స�ష� ం� 

మ�� ప� �శవంతం� క���� ం�. 

3. �ల� � �ం� �సం మ�� ��� ష�  క� మం�  �  , �డ�ౖ న తరంగ�ౖ �� �� �ద�  ��� �� 

���� ���ం�� మ�� త��వ తరంగ�ౖ �� �� �న� ��� �� ���� 

���ం��. ఆ �ధం� మనం �ంద� ం �ం� క��ట�� వర� పట రం�� �ౖ �� 

�ం� ఎ�� వర� ఉం��. 

4. �� �వ� త ప� �న గ��� �� ���ం� మ�� ���న� �ంట� � గ��� �� 

ఇ��ౖ �� ఉన� ���య గ�ష� ం మధ� పం�� �యబ��ం�. 

5. మన�   అ�క ఆర� �ల� ��� న��, ��క� �� �ౖ �� మ�ంత �దర�ట� బడ��. 

6. �� �ం� ���� �� గ�ష�  సంఖ�� ఆర� �� ఇవ�బ�� ����� =
(���) ��� ��°

�
=

���

�
=

�

��
 

అం�వలన అ�� (� + �) = �/2  మ�� ���� = 2(� + �) < �/2  ఉం� 

అ�� . అన�; ఒక ఆర� � �త� � గమ�ంచబ��ం�.���� < 2 

�� �ం� �లకం �క� �డ�� �ద� � ఉన�ట� �� ఎ��వ సంఖ�� ఆర� �� గమ�ంచబడ��. 

�� �� �ం� �లకం ప��ణం ����, ��� �� �ణం త�� �ం�. మ� �ట� ���లం�, 

మ��� ఆర� �� �న� �� ంతం� అమర�బడ��, �� ఫ�తం� ఆర� �ల అ��ం�� ���  

మ�� ఏక�� ���� ఏర�డవ��   
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and �  be the width of the slit, then (� + �)  is the 
������� �������.   
If there are N lines per inch, one can write 
 

�(� + �) = 1" = 2.54 �� 
Or (if lines per inch are given) 

� + � =
2.54

�
 �� 

And if lines per centimeter are given, 

(� + �) =
1

�
 �� 

The condition for principal maxima in a grating is given by 
(� + �) sin � = �� 

This is also known as the grating equation. From this grating 
equation, the following observations can be made. 

7. For a particular wavelength �, the angle of diffraction �  is 
different for principal maxima of different orders (�). 

8. If number of lines �  on the grating increases, (� + �) 
decreases and the maxima appears sharper and brighter. 

9. For white light and for a particular order � , longer 
wavelengths take bigger diffraction angle and shorter 
wavelengths take smaller diffraction angle. Thus spectral 
colors will be from violet to red as we move from the center. 

10. Most of the intensity goes to principal maxima and the rest 
will be distributed among the secondary maxima on either 
side of the central maxima. 

11. As we go to higher orders, spectral lines are more dispersed. 
12. The maximum number of orders in the grating spectra is 

given by ���� =
(���) ��� ��°

�
=

���

�
=

�

��
 

Thus if (� + �) = �/2 then ���� = 2 and if (� + �) < �/2 
then ���� < 2. i.e.; only one order will be observed. 

13. Thus more number of orders will be observed if the width of 
the grating element is larger. But if the size of grating 
element increases, diffraction angle reduces. In other words 
more orders will be fitted into smaller region which may 
result in overlapping of orders and uniform illumination. 
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Fig: Transmission grating orders of spectrum. 

 

2.5 ��� �� �� �ం� ఉప��ం� �ం� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం �క� 

��� రణ 

�జ� �ం� �క� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం �క� ��� రణ 

ప� ��త�క అమ�క �� ం��ౖ  ఉంచబ�న ��� �� �� �ం�� క�� ఉం�ం�. 

�జ� �ౖ �, మ�క �� ం��ౖ  ఉంచబ��ం� మ�� ��రణం� �� �ం��ౖ  స���  స�� �� 

�యబ��ం�. ఫ�త ��� ��   న�� �� �ం� ఉప�త��� స�ంతరం� D �రం� 

ఉంచబ� �����ౖ  �క�ంచబ��ం�. 

�ం� �లం �క� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం �� ��� ఇవ�బ��ం� 

� =
(� + �) sin ��

�
=

2.54 × sin ��

��
 

ఇక�డ ��క� �ం �క� క� మం � మ�� �� �ం��ౖ  అం���� ఉన� పం�� ల సంఖ� �. sin � ��� 

�ందబ��ం� 

sin �� =
��

√��� + ���
=

�

��� + ��
�

 

sin �� =
��

√��� + ���
=

�

��� + ��
�

 

Compare and contrast the spectra produced by a 

prism and a diffraction grating. Why they are opposite to 

each other? 

Activity 
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2.5 Determination of wavelength of light 
using diffraction grating 

Determination of Wavelength of the laser light 
The experimental arrangement consists of a diffraction grating 
placed on a stand.  
Laser light, kept on another stand and suitable adjusted  is incident 
on the grating normally.  
The resultant diffraction pattern is collected on a screen, kept at a 
distance D,  parallel to the grating surface. 

 
Fig: Wavelength of laser light determination using grating. 

The wavelength of the light source is given by 

� =
(� + �) sin ��

�
=

2.54 × sin ��

��
 

Here � is the order of the spectrum and � is the number of lines per 
inch on the grating. sin � is obtained by  

sin �� =
��

√��� + ���
=

�

��� + ��
�

 

sin �� =
��

√��� + ���
=

�

��� + ��
�

 

Here the values of  ��  and ��  are measured on either side of the 
central maxima and averaged for a better accuracy. This is to avoid 
the error due to tilted orientation of the screen with respect to the 
grating surface. 
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ఇక�డ ��వ� ��  మ�� ��  �ంద�  గ��� �� ఇ��ౖ �� ���� � మ�� ���ౖ న 

ఖ��తత�ం �సం సగ�న ���ంచబడ��. ఇ� �� �ం� ఉప�త��� సంబం�ం� ���� �క� 

వం����న ఓ�యం�ష� �రణం� ���� ���ంచడం. 

లంబ  �ం� �క� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం �క� ��� రణ 

ప� ��త�క అమ�క� ���� ��ట�, �ౖ � ��� మ�� ��� �� �� �ం� ఉం��. 

���� ��ట� �క� �� థ�క ��� ం�� �� ం� �ధం� ఉ���. 

a. ���� ��ట��� ��ధ ��� అం� ��, �����, ���ట�, ���య� ���, �� జం 

��� ��జ స�ంతరం� ఉం��. ఆత� �� �� ఉప��ంచడం ��� ��� 

��� �ంచవ��. 

b. ����� �క� ఐ�� �� � �ౖ ర� � �ం�� క�ంచ��� స�� �� �యబ�ం�. 

c. ����� �ర వ�� ��ౖ  �ం�� క�ంచబ�ం�. అం�వలన ����� స�ంతర �ర�ల� 

�త� � �ం�� క��� ం�. ����� ��� �ం� �ర�ల త�ప� వంగ�ం� ఉం�� ఇ� 

జ���ం�. 

d. ���ట��� ��క �డ�� మ�� ఇ��ౖ న�� స�� �� �యబ�ం�. 

e. ���ట� ���� స�� �� �యడం ��� �� � ������ �ం�� క�ంచబ��ం�. 

f. ����� �క� �� � �ౖ ��  ��క� సమ�ఖనం �యబ�� � మ�� ����� ��� �॓ 

�యబ�ం�. 

g. ���య� ���45°, 315° �� �యబ�ం� మ�� ���య� ��� �॓ �యబ�ం�. 

ఇ�� ����� త�ప� ��ం�ల �సం ��దల �యబ�ం�. (�� జం ప� ��� మ�� 

�� �ం�� ఇతర ప� ��ల �సం, ���య� ��� ��రణం� 0°, 360°  ��ం�� �� 

�యబ��ం�.) 

లంబ  పతన ��� �� �ం�� �� ��ట: 

a. ���� ��ట� �క� �� థ�క ��� ం�� �ర� �న త��త, ������ �� �ౖ �� (అం��� ॓

�ౖ �) 90° �ప�ం�. అ�� ���య� ����ౖ  పఠనం 135° మ��45° . 

b. �� జం ���� �ప�ం�, త��� �� �ం� పతన �ంజం� ఒక 45° ���� ��� ం� మ�� 

��క �క� ప� ��ం�ం� �త� ం ����� ��� �డవ��. 

c. ఈ సమయం�, ���ట�� సమ�ఖనం �య��� ������ ��� ���రం� మ�� 

��� �॓ �యం�. 

d. ���య� �॓� ��దల ��, ��� సవ��శ� 45°  �ప�ం� మ�� ��� మ��  �॓ 

�యం�. అ�� ���య� ��ం�� 0° మ�� 360° . ఇ�� �� �ం� లంబ  ఇ����� 

��� �� �యబ�ం�. 

e. ������ ��దల ��, �� � �ౖ �ల� ఏ�ౖ � ��� �� ��� �� సమ�ఖనం �యం� 

మ�� అస� �� ��� సంబం�ం� ���య� ��ం�ల ��� ��� �� �ణం� ����  

�యం�. 

f. �ం� �లం �క� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం �� ��� ఇవ�బ��ం� 

� =
(� + �) sin ��

�
=

2.54 × sin ��

��
 

��క� �� �క� క� మం � ఇక�డ ఉం�. �� �ం��ౖ  అం���� ఉన� పం�� ల సంఖ�.� 
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Determination of Wavelength of the ordinary light 
The experimental arrangement consists of a spectrometer, light 
source and the diffraction grating. 
The primary settings of the spectrometer are as follows. 
h. Various parts of the spectrometer namely base, telescope, 

collimator, Vernier table, prism table must be horizontal. This 
can be ensured by using a spirit level. 

i. The eyepiece of the telescope is adjusted to focus the cross wires. 
j. Telescope is focused to a distance object. Thus the telescope 

focuses only parallel rays. This is to ensure that no further 
bending of light rays is produced by the telescope. 

k. Slit in the collimator is adjusted to be long and narrow.  
l. Slit is focused in the telescope by adjusting collimator screw. 
m. Cross wires of the telescope are aligned with the slit and telescope 

screw is locked. 
n. Vernier scale is set to 45° and 315° reading and Vernier screw is 

locked. Now the telescope is released for further readings. (For 
prism experiments and other experiments with grating, Vernier 
scale is usually set to 0°, 360° reading.) 

Setting Grating in normal incidence mode: 
g. After the primary settings of the spectrometer are done, turn the 

telescope by 90° towards right (anticlockwise). Then the reading 
on the Vernier scale will be 135° and 45°. 

h. Rotate the prism table so that the grating makes an angle of 45° 
with the incident beam and a reflected image of the slit may be 
seen through the telescope. 

i. At this point, bring back the telescope to align in line with the 
collimator and lock it. 

j. Release the Vernier lock and rotate it in clockwise direction by 
45° and lock it again. Then the Vernier readings will be 0° and 
360°. Now the grating is set in normal incidence mode. 

k. Release the telescope and align the cross wires with any of the 
diffraction maxima and record the difference of the Vernier  
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2.6 �� �ం� �భజన శ��  

�� �ం� �క� �భజన  శ�� � ప�ష��ం���న తరంగ�ౖ �� �ల వ������ సగ� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం 

�క� �ష��� � �ర��ంచబ�ం�. 

� =
�

Δ�
 

����ం� పవ� అ�� ఇ��న ఆ�� క� ప�కరం ��� స�పం�� �ం� తరంగ�ౖ �� �� ఎ� �� 

�యబడ�� �ల�నం. 

తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం (�)  ���� �� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం వ���సం (Δ�)  త�� నట� �� అ�క మ�� అ�క 

�భజన  శ�� � అవసరం. 

అం�వలన 10000Å, 10005Å కం� 100Å, 105Å ఇ� �భ�ంచ��� �లభం. అ� �ధం� 

100Å, 101Å కం�  100Å, 105Å. �భ�ంచడం �లభం.. 

�� �ం� స�కరణం 

(� + �) sin � = �� 

తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం� �న� ��� �� � ప�గ�ంచం�, �� ఫ�తం� ��� ��   న�� �క� ���  

�� ��� . అ�� �ౖ  స�కరణం అ��ం�,,  

(� + �) sin(� + ��) = �(� + ��) 
తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం �ర�బ�న �ం� �క� �త�  గ�ష�  ��� � అ� �ద� ���� �� ���య గ�ష�  

�� �� ���న��� �త� � అస� గ�ష� ం �ం� స�ష� ం� �భ�ంచబ��ం�. 

N �� � �� �ం� �సం �కండ� ����� ప� �న గ�ష� ం �ం� �రం �/� వద�  జ���ం�. 

�బ��  � మ�� � + ��  �జ��ష� �క� క�ష�  �రం �సం షర� ఇ� 

� �� = �/� 
మ�� �భజన  శ��  ��� ఇవ�బ��ం� 

�

��
= �� 

��ంశం�, అ�క ఆర� � ��� �� �సం �భజన  శ��  ఎ��వ� ఉం�ం� మ�� �� �ం� �క� 

�ద�  ప����� �� ఇ� �ద� �� ఉం�ం�. (అన�; �� �ం��ౖ  ఉన� �త� ం �ౖ న�  సంఖ��, 

అం���� పం�� ల సంఖ�� సంబంధం ��). �భజన  శ��  �� �ం� �లకం �క� �డ��� 

సంబంధం ��ం� ఉం�ం�. 

2.6 �� ��� �� ��య� ��� 

�� ��� ��� అంత�ళం� ఊ�త�క �� ం��, ఇక�డ ప� � �� �� ర�ౖ న ��  �క� �� నం 

మ�� వ�స ��� �� ర�ౖ న ��  వ���సం � �� �/2 అంత�ళం� ప� ��ం� తరం�ల 

�ర�  వ���సం� �� �యబడ��. �� ��� ��ల� ప� ��క�ౖ న ల�ణం మ�� ప� �జనం 

ఏ�టం�, అవ�� ఒ� తలం� ఉం��. 
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readings with respect to original position as the angle of 
diffraction. 

l. The wavelength of the light source is given by 

� =
(� + �) sin ��

�
=

2.54 × sin ��

��
 

Here � is the order of the spectrum. � is the number of lines 
per inch on the grating. 

 
Fig: Wavelength of light source using spectrometer and grating. 

2.6 Resolving power of grating 
Resolving power of a grating is defined as the ratio of the mean 
wavelength to the difference of the wavelengths that are to be 
resolved. 

� =
�

Δ�
 

Resolving power is a measure of how two nearby wavelengths are 
separated by a given optical instrument. 
Higher and higher resolving powers are required if the wavelength 
(�) increases or if the wavelength difference (Δ�) is lowered.  
Thus it is easier to resolve 100Å  and 105Å  than 10000Å  and 
10005Å. In the same way it is easier to resolve 100Å and 105Å than 
100Å and 101Å. 
The grating equation is 

(� + �) sin � = �� 
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� వద�  ఉన� ప��ల�� ��న�� � తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం � �క� ���� మ�॓ �ౖ � ��� ��� ఉత���  

�యబ�న �� ఫ� ం� �క� ఆ�� �ర�� మ�� �� న� �� � ���� ప�గ�ంచం�. 

ప��ల���, లంబ �రం � = ��  ఉండ�వ�ం�. �త� ం �� � ��� ��  ���� 

� �� రంభమ�� �� ర�ౖ న ��  �క� ���� �భ�ంచబడ�వ�ం�. ���త� ం �ం�, ��ధ 

మండ�ల �ర� ం �డ�� ��� = � + �/2, ��� = � + 2�/2 �ద�ౖ న� ఉం�� 

� �� �క� �ౖ ����� ఈ �� ం� �ధం� ���ంచవ��. 

��-1 �� ంతం: 

�� = � × ���
� = �(�!�

� − ���) = � ��� +
�

2
�

�

− ��� 

�� వం� అ�క ఆర� � �బంధనల� �ర� ��ం �యడం, ఇ� అ��ం�, 

�� = �(�� + �� + �� − ��) ≃ ��� 
��-2 �క� �� ంతం: 

�� = ����
� − ����

� = � �[(� + �)� − ��] − ��� +
�

2
�

�

− ���� 

ఇవ�డం �� వం� అ�క ఆర� � �బంధనల� �ర� ��ం �యడం, 

�� = �[(�� + 2�� + �� − ��) − (�� + �� + �� − ��)] ≃ ��� 
అం�వలన ప� � �� �క� �ౖ �ల�ం �� రం� ఉం�ం�. �� ం��� �� రం� ఉంచ��� సంఖ� 

������  ��ల �డ�� త�� �ంద� ఇ� ���� ం�. 

P వద�  ��ధ మండ�ల �ం� వ�� తరం�ల �ం�� ���  

1. �� �క� �ౖ ����� ��� అ�����తం� ఉం�ం� 

2. ప��లన ��ం� ���� �����తం� ఉం�ం�. 

3. �� �� � మధ�� �  �ం��� క�� �ఖ� మ�� సంబం�త ��� �ఖ �� 

�ం�� �  � మధ� �ణం �  ఎక�డ ఉం�ం� ఆ�� ��� ��క� �� త�� �ం�.(1 +

cos �) 
వ�స� ��-1, ��-2, ��-3 ... �ం� ���న త��త �ం��� �� తరం�ల �ం�� ��� 

��, ��, ��, …  � ప�గ�ంచం�. అ�� అ�� తరం�ల �రణం� ఏర�� �ం�� ���  అ�� 

ఒ��క� మండ�ల� �� � ���న� తరం�ల �క� ��య� �ప���ష�. 

�� సంఖ�ల మండ�ల �ం� వ�� తరం�� ����త�క ����� �హదపడ�� మ�� 

మండ�ల స�సంఖ� �ం� వ��న� �ధ�ంసక ����� �హదం ��� � �బ�� , ఫ�త 

�ం�� ���  �� ��� ఇవ�బ��ం�, 

� = �� − �� + �� − �� + �� … 
ప� � �� �ం� తరంగ �ం�� ���  �రంతరం త�� �ం� �బ�� , ఏ�ౖ � �� వద�  �ం�� ���  

�� ��� మండ�ల �ం� వ�� సగ� �ం�� ���  అ� ��ంచవ��. ఈ �ధం� 

�� =
�� + ��

2
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Consider a small change in wavelength by ��, that results in a shift 
of diffraction pattern by ��. Then the above equation becomes, 

(� + �) sin(� + ��) = �(� + ��) 
The new maxima of the wavelength shifted light will be clearly 
resolved from original maxima only when it just crosses the first 
minima and reaches up to the secondary maxima. 
The secondary maxima for an N slit grating occurs at �/� distance 
from the principal maxima. 
Thus the condition for least distance of resolution of � and � + �� is 

� �� = �/� 
and  the resolving power is given by 

�

��
= �� 

In summary, the resolving power is higher for higher order 
diffraction and it is also larger for larger size of grating. (i.e.; for the 
total number of lines on grating, not necessarily for the number of 
lines per inch). The resolving power is independent of the width of 
the grating element. 

2.7 Fresnel’s half period zones 
Fresnel’s zones are imaginary regions in space where each zone is a 
locus of constant phase and consecutive zones are separated by a 
constant phase difference of �  or a path difference of �/2  of the 
waves travelling in the space. An exclusive characteristic as well as 
advantage with Fresnel zones is that they all can lie in a single plane. 
Consider an orthonormal and planar cross section of a wavefront 
produced by a monochromatic light source of wavelength � as seen 
by an observer located at �.  
For the observer, let � = �� be the normal distance. Let the entire 
cross section be divided into zones of constant phase starting from � 
with a phase change of �/2. From the diagram, the path lengths of 
various zones will be ��� = � + �/2 , ��� = � + 2�/2 etc. 
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Fig: Fresnel’s half period zones. 

The area of each zone can be calculated as follows. 
Area of zone-1:  

�� = � × ���
� = �(�!�

� − ���) = � ��� +
�

2
�

�

− ��� 

Neglecting the higher order terms like  ��, this becomes, 
�� = �(�� + �� + �� − ��) ≃ ��� 

Area of zone-2: 

�� = ����
� − ����

� = � �[(� + �)� − ��] − ��� +
�

2
�

�

− ���� 

Neglecting higher order terms like �� gives, 
�� = �[(�� + 2�� + �� − ��) − (�� + �� + �� − ��)] ≃ ��� 

Thus the area of each zone remains constant. This implies that the 
width of zones reduces as the number increases to keep the area 
constant. 

 
Fig: Amplitude of waves at P due to each zone. 

The amplitude of waves at P reaching from various zones is 
4. Directly proportional to the area of the zone 
5. Inversely proportional to the distance of point of 

observation. 
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6. Decreases with obliquity factor (1 + cos �)  where �  is the 
angle between the line joining the center of zone plate to the 
point � and the line joining point � to the respective zone. 

Consider ��, ��, ��, …  to be the amplitude of waves reaching point � 
after passing through zone-1, zone-2, zone-3 ...  respectively. Then 
the resultant amplitude at �  due to all the waves is a linear 
superposition of the waves crossing individual zones and reach �. 
Since the waves from odd number of zones contribute to constructive 
interference and those from even number of zones contribute to 
destructive interference, the resultant amplitude is given by, 

� = �� − �� + �� − �� + �� … 
Since the amplitude of wave from each zone reduces continuously, 
one can assume that the amplitude at any zone is the average 
amplitude from its neighbouring zones. Thus 

�� =
�� + ��

2
 

Then the resultant amplitude can be rewritten as, 

� =
��

2
+ �

��

2
− �� +

��

2
� + �

��

2
− �� +

��

2
� + �� … 

Here the terms in brackets get cancelled and the resultant amplitude 
for odd number of ��� zone is given by, 

� =
��

2
+

��

2
 

For even number of ��� zone, the resultant amplitude is given by, 

� =
��

2
+

����

2
− �� 

But since the amplitude from higher zones is negligible for larger �, 
one can write the resultant amplitude as, 

� =
��

2
 

Since the intensity varies as square of amplitude, the intensity 
received at point � will have only a fourth of the intensity from zone-
1. 

� =
��

4
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అ�� ఫ�త �ం�� ��� � ఇ� ��� �� యవ��, 

� =
��

2
+ �

��

2
− �� +

��

2
� + �

��

2
− �� +

��

2
� + �� … 

ఇక�డ �� �ట� �� �బంధన� ర��  �యబడ�� మ�� ��� �� �క� �� సంఖ� �సం 

ఫ�త �ం�� ���  �� ��� ఇవ�బ��ం�, 

� =
��

2
+

��

2
 

��� �� �క� స� సంఖ� �సం, ఫ�త �ం�� ���  �� ��� ఇవ�బ��ం�, 

� =
��

2
+

����

2
− �� 

�� �ద�  � �సం అ�క ��ల �ం�� ���  �� త��వ� ఉం�ం� �బ�� , ఫ�త �ం�� ��� 

� ఇ� �� యవ��, 

� =
��

2
 

�వ� త �స� ృ� �క� వర� ం వ� ��� ఉం�ం� �బ�� , � ��ం� వద�  ��క�ంచబ�న �వ� త 

��-1 �ం� �ల� వ వం� �వ� త� �త� � క�� ఉం�ం�. 

� =
��

4
 

��� మ�ంత ���పరచ���, ����త�క �� �ధ�ంసక ��ల� ��� � ���ంచడం ఒక 

అవ�శం. 

2.7 �� �� � 

 

�� �� � అ�� ప� ����య �� ��� ��� �రదర�క ఉప�తలం�ౖ  నల� � ��ం� �యబ�న 

ప�కరం. �ద� �� �రదర�కం� ఉం�, ��� ���� �� �� � అ� మ�� అ�రదర�కం� 

ఉం�, ��� �గ�� �� �� � అ� అం��. �/2 �క� అదన� �ర� ం �డ�� ప�చయం 

�� �రదర�క ప�ర� ం� ప� ����య మండ�ల� ��� ంచడం మ�క ప� ����యం. అ�� �� 

�� � �క� �� థ�క ఆప�ష�� ప� ��తం �య�ం� ప� � �� �ం� �ం� మ�క �వర� 

ప� �రం �యబ��ం�. ��� �� �వర�� �� �� � అం��. 

�ం� �లం � , �� �� � మ�� . �   ప��లన ��ం� �క� ��� �� �-���� 

ప�గ�ంచం�. ���� మ�॓ ��ం� �ౖ � ��� ఇక�డ ఉం�. ��  �� �� � ఎ�వ సగం 

���� ం�. �� �� � �క� �ంద� ం �. �లం �క� స�ష� �ౖ న �త� ం ఏర��న ప��లన ��ం�. 

�ం� �� రంభమ�� �� ��య� ��ల స�హ�� ���, ��, … �� 

ఆ�� �॓  �రం మ�� ఇ�� �రం వ�స� �� = �, �� = � ఉం� ���త� ం �ం�, 

��� + ��� = � + � + �/2 

��� + ��� = � + � + 2�/2 

��� + ��� = � + � + ��/2 
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To improve it further, one possibility is to block either constructive 
or destructive component completely.  

2.8 Zone plate 
 
Zone plate is a device where alternative Fresnel zones are painted 
black on a transparent surface. If the first zone is transparent, it is 
called positive zone plate and if it is opaque, it is called negative zone 
plate. Another alternative is to paint the alternative zones with 
transparent material that introduces an additional path length of 
�/2. Then the light from every zone will be transmitted to the other 
end without effecting the basic operation of zone plate. This is called 
phase reversal zone plate. 

 
Fig: Positive and negative zone plates. 

Working principle: 

 

Fig: Working of zone plate 

Consider a vertical cross-section of a light source, zone plate and 
point of observation. Here �  be the monochromatic point light 
source. �� represents the upper half of the zone plate. � is the center 
of the zone plate. � is the point of observation where a clear  
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���త� ం �ం� �ౖ  స�కరణం �క� LHS� ఇ� �� యవ�� 

��� + ��� = ��� + ��
� + ��� + ��

� 

� మ�� � � ����  �న� �� ��వల� ��పద �స� రణ �� యవ��, 

��� + ��� = � �1 +
��

�

��
�

�
�

+ � �1 +
��

�

��
�

�
�

 

⇒ ��� + ��� ≃ � �1 +
��

�

2��� + � �1 +
��

�

2��� = � + � +
��

�

2�
+

��
�

2�
 

��� ��� ,  

��� + ��� = � + � +
��

2
= � + � +

��
�

2�
+

��
�

2�
 

⇒
��

�

2
�

1

�
+

1

�
� =

��

2
 

�� 

1

�
+

1

�
=

��

��
�  

ఆ�� క� ఇ��ం� �స� � �క� �ౖ � క��న� �� ఉప��ంచడం ���, �ౖ  స�కరణం అ��ం�, 

1

�
−

1

�
=

��

��
�  

�ం��ర ��� �స� � ఈ��ష�� �ల�డం 

1

�
−

1

�
=

1

�
 

ఇ�� ం�, 

� =
��

�

��
 

అం�వలన �� �� � ఒక �ం��ర కటకం వ� ప���� ం�, �� �క� ���  �� ���ర� ం� 

���దల� ����ం� మ�� �ం� �లం �క� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం మ�� �న�  సంఖ� 

���దల� త�� �ం�.��� 

�ౖ � �ం�� ���� (త��వ �క� �ం�� �) �వల� �య���, �న� ���ల� ఎ��వ సంఖ�� 

��ల� అమ��� అ� �స� ��� ఈ చర� ���� ం�. 

 
https://www.pnas.org/doi/10.1073/pnas.1908447116  
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image of the source is formed. ��, ��, … �� be the boundaries of half 
period zones starting from �. 

If �� = �  and �� = �  are the object distance and image distance 
respectively then from the diagram, 

��� + ��� = � + � + �/2 

��� + ��� = � + � + 2�/2 

��� + ��� = � + � + ��/2 

From the diagram the LHS of above equation can be written as 

��� + ��� = ��� + ��
� + ��� + ��

� 

Upon binomial expansion for smaller values of �� compared to � and 
�, one can write, 

��� + ��� = � �1 +
��

�

���

�
�

+ � �1 +
��

�

���

�
�

 

⇒ ��� + ��� ≃ � �1 +
��

�

2��� + � �1 +
��

�

2��� = � + � +
��

�

2�
+

��
�

2�
 

Upon comparison, one obtains, 

��� + ��� = � + � +
��

2
= � + � +

��
�

2�
+

��
�

2�
 

⇒
��

�

2
�

1

�
+

1

�
� =

��

2
 

or 

1

�
+

1

�
=

��

��
�  

By using the sign convention of optical imaging system, the above 
equation becomes, 

1

�
−

1

�
=

��

��
�  

Comparing it with the convex lens system equation 
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2.7 �ం� �క� ��� ��య� ప� �రం  �క� �వరణ 

��ఫ� ం� �క� ����� ��� �� �ం� �� ��ం�ల� ప� ద��ంచవ�� 

1. ��ఫ� ం��� ప� � ��ం� �కండ� ����ల �లం� ప���� ం�. 

2. ��ఫ� ం� ఈ ���య ���ట�  ఎన�ల�� �ం�� క���ం�. 

ఈ �ం� ఊహల�, ����� �త� ం ప� ��ంబం మ�� వ�� భవన దృ��ష��� �� 

�వ�ంచగ��ం�, అ�� ��ఫ� ం� ఎం�� �ం�� �శ� క���ం�, ఎం�� ��క� 

ఎం�� క�ల� �వ�ంచ�క��ం�. అం�వల�  ఇ� ��� ��  దృ��ష��� �వ�ంచడం� �� 

�ఫల�ౖ ం�. 

�కండ� ����� ����� �న��య� �� ��� ఒక అదన� ప� ��దన ��� ����� ��� �� 

�స� �ం��. �� ఫ�తం� �� ��� ��య� �ష� �ం� �ం� అ��రణం� వం� ఉం�ం�. 

త��త,�య�ఆ�� ��� ��క� �� ప� �శ��� ం�. ఆ �ధం� ��క� ���ం� ���య ���ట�  

�సం, ��� ఉం� �రకం �� త��వ� ఉం�ం� మ�� �ం�� క�� ��ఫ� ం�� 

�త� � ����� ం�. 

1819�, �� ం� అ�డ� ఆ� �ౖ ��� ��� �� అ� అంశం�ౖ  �� ం� �� ॓�� ప� క�ం�ం�. �ం� 

�క� �ర���ల� ��� ంతం �క� బ��� �� �ంచడం సందర�ం �క� ల��ం. �� �� ��� 

��� ��  దృ��ష��� �వ�ం� �ం� �క� తరంగ ��� ంతం�ౖ  తన గ�త గణనల� ��� 

దర���  ������. 

��స� స���� ఆ�� క��� �తృత�ం వ�ం��. ��స� �ర���ల� ��� ం��� 

బల�ౖ న మద� ���. అత� �దనల� మద� ��, అత� �� ��� ��� ం��� వృ�� �ర అడ� ం�� 

�స� �ం��. వృ�� �ర అడ� ం� �క� ��గ�త �డ మధ�� ఒక ప� �శవంత�ౖ న ప� �శం 

ఉం�ంద� అత� ఫ�తం� వ���. అత� ��� ���స�దం� ��ం�� మ�� ��� ం��� 

�రస��ం�ల� ������. �� అ�� ఫ���� ప��ం�ల����� మ�� ప� ��త�క 

ఫ��� ��గ�త �డ మధ�� ఒక ప� �శవంత�ౖ న ప� ���� ��ం��. �� ��� ��� 

���� మ�� అత� �ర���ల� ��� ంతం ��� �ౖ �� క�����ౖ  ��ట� �యంత� ణ� 

అ�గ�ంచడం ��� �ం� �క� �� �య�� త��� ����. త�ర� �ర���ల� 

��� ంతం ��� �� �� ��॓� �ం� ����ంచబ�ం�. 

��� ��  దృ��ష��� �వ�ంచడం� �� ��� ��� ంతం �జయవంత�ౖ నప���, ఇ� �స� ృత �� �� 

��ఫ� ం� �క� ��� ��య� �ష�� ప�గ�ం�ం�. త��త ���� ఒక ���  తరంగ స�కరణ 

ఆ��త గ�త �ర����� అ�వృ��  ���, ఇ� �ం� �క� ��� ��  మ�� ��� ��య� 

ప� ���� �వ��� ం�. 
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gives, 

� =
��

�

��
 

Thus zone plate acts as a convex lens whose focal length increases 
with an increment in radius of ���  zone and decreases with an 
increment in number of zones and wavelength of the light source. 

This discussion points to the fact that  to develop a wide angle lens 
(with low focal length), one needs to have more number of zones 
fitted into small radii. 

2.9 Explanation of rectilinear 
propagation of light 
Huygens principle of wavefront can be presented in two statements  
as  

1. Every point on the wavefront acts as a source of secondary 
wavelets.  

2. The wavefront moves forward as an envelope of these secondary 
wavelets.  

With these two assumptions, Huygens principle was able to explain 
the reflection and refraction phenomenon well but could not explain 
why wavefront moves only in forward direction, why not in backward 
direction. Thus it also failed to explain the diffraction phenomenon. 

Fresnel extended the Huygens principle by an additional postulate 
that the secondary wavelets undergo interference. This results in an 
unusual bending of light from its rectilinear motion. Later, Fiat has 
introduced the obliquity factor. Thus for backward propagating 
secondary wavelets, obliquity factor is negligibly low and results in 
only forward moving wavefront. 
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2.8 �ం��ర ���� �� �� � �క� ��క 

��ప�త� 

�ం��ర ��� �� �� � 

1. �ం��ర ��� �క�  �ం�� క�ం� 

చర�� క�� ఉం�ం�. 

 

2. �ం��ర ��� �జ�ౖ న ��� �� 

ఏర���� ం�. 

 

3. �క� �డ� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం�ౖ  ఆ�రప� 

ఉం�ం�. 

 

4. �ం��ర ��� �� ��॓ అ��� ష�� 

�ర��ం�. 

 

5. �క� �ం��  ���� �� �� � ����� 

ఉం�ం�. 

1

�
−

1

�
=

�

�
 

1. �� �� � �� �క�  �ం�� క�ం� చర�� 

ప� ద���� ం�. 

 

2. �� �� � �� �జ�ౖ న ��� �� 

ఏర���� ం�. 

 

3. �క� �డ� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం�ౖ  ఆ�రప� 

ఉం�ం�. 

 

4. �� �� � �� �� ��॓ అ��� ష�� 

�ర��ం�. 

 

5. �క� �ం��  ���� ఒక �ం��ర 

��� ����� ఉం�ం�. 

1

�
−

1

�
=

��

��
�  

 

  

https://www.mathpages.com/home/kmath636/kmath636.htm  

https://wiki.seg.org/wiki/Diffraction/es  

https://mathshistory.st-andrews.ac.uk/Biographies/Fresnel/  

Wave Optics by Suresh Garg, Sanjay Gupta, C. K. Ghosh, PHI 

Learning (2012) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Huygens%E2%80%93Fresnel_p

rinciple  

 
E - Corner 
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In 1819, French Academy of Sciences has announced a grand prix on 
the topic of diffraction. The aim of the context was to establish the 
strength of corpuscular theory of light. But Fresnel applied to the 
contest with his mathematical calculations on wave theory of light 
explaining the diffraction phenomenon. 

The committee was headed by Arago with Poisson as a member. 
Poisson was a strong supporter of corpuscular theory. To support his 
arguments, he extended the theory of Fresnel to a circular obstacle. 
He arrived at a result that there will be a bright spot at the center of 
the geometrical shadow of the circular obstacle. He found this 
ridiculous and wanted to reject the theory. But Arago wanted to test 
the result and the experimental results showed a bright spot at the 
center of the geometric shadow. Fresnel won the contest and opened 
doors to wave theory of light by overcoming  Newton’s control over 
the science community through his corpuscular theory. Soon 
corpuscular theory was eradicated from main stream Physics. 

 
Fig: Poisson spot experiment. 

Though the Fresnel’s theory was successful in explaining the 
diffraction phenomenon, it has considered rectilinear motion of 
wavefront on a broad scale. Later Kirchoff developed a complete wave 
equation based mathematical formalism that explains the diffraction 
as well as the rectilinear propagation of light. 
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���/��ష�  ల��� 

�ం��ర ��� �� �� � 

1. �క� చర� �ం� �ర�ల వ�� భవనం 

�రణం� ఉం�ం�. 

 

2. ���� మ�॓ �ౖ � ��� �సం, �ం��ర 

��� ఒ� �క� � క�� ఉం�ం�. 

 

3. �క� ��ం� వద�  �వ� త గ�ష� ం� 

ఉం�ం�. 

 

4. �ౖ �� �క� �ం��  �ం��ర ���� 

ఎ�� రం� కం� త��వ� ఉం�ం�. 

 

5. క��॓� ��� క��ం� �� ంతం� �త� � 

ప� ��� ం�. 

 

6. �ం��ర ��� ఒక సమయం� వ��వ� 

ఇ�� మ�� �య� ఇ��� ఉత���  

�య�. 

 

 

7. �క� వద� � వ�� అ�� �ర�� ఒ� �� 

� క�� ఉం��. 

1. �క� చర� �ం� తరం�ల ��� ��  

�రణం� ఉం�ం�. 

 

2. �� �� �� మ�� �� ��� ఎ� 

�ద�ౖ న� ఉ���.� =
��

�

��
,

��
�

���
,

��
�

���
 

 

3. అ�క �వ� త� �� థ�క �క� � అ�� fociల 

మధ� �వ� త పం�� �యబ��ం�. 

 

4. �� �� ��� �ౖ �� కం� ఎ�� రం� 

�క� �డ� త��వ� ఉం�ం�. 

 

5. �ౖ �� ��ల �ం� x-�ర�ల వర� అ�� 

��ం�ల �� ����ల �సం �� �� � 

ప���� ం�. 

 

6. �� �� � ���ర ��� ����� 

వ��వ� ఇ��� ఉత���  ��� ం� మ�� 

ఒక సమయం� �జ�ౖ న ఇ��� ఉత���  

��� ం�. 

 

7. ప� ����య మండ�ల �ం� వ�� 

�ర�� ఒక ��  �� �ర�  వ���సం� 

��న�ం� ఉం��.2�� 

 

Further Reading: 

https://egyankosh.ac.in/han
dle/123456789/80992  
https://egyankosh.ac.in/han
dle/123456789/29381  
Diffraction Physics - J. M. 
Cowley 
Fundamentals of Physics – II 
R. Shankar 
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2.10 Comparison of zone plate with 
convex lens 

 Similarities 
Convex lens Zone plate 
1. Convex lens has focusing 
action. 
 
2. Convex lens forms a real 
image. 
 
3. Focal length depends on the 
wavelength. 
 
4. Convex lens suffers 
chromatic aberration. 
 
5. Focal length formula is 
similar to that of zone plate. 

1

�
−

1

�
=

�

�
 

1. Zone plate also exhibits 
focusing action. 
 
2. Zone plate also forms a real 
image. 
 
3. Focal length depends on the 
wavelength. 
 
4. Zone plate also suffers 
chromatic aberration. 
 
6. Focal length formula is 

similar to that of a convex 
lens. 

1

�
−

1

�
=

��

��
�  

 

Differences/distinguishing features 
Convex lens Zone plate 
1. Focusing action is due to the 
refraction of light rays. 
 
2. For a monochromatic light 
source, the convex lens has 
single focus. 
 
3. The intensity at focal point is 
maximum. 
 
4. Focal length of violet is less 
than that of red in a convex 
lens. 
 

1. Focusing action is due to the 
diffraction of light waves. 
 
2. Zone plate has multiple foci 

at � =
��

�

��
,

��
�

���
,

��
�

���
 etc. 

 
3. The intensity is distributed 
among all the foci with primary 
focus at higher intensity. 
 
4. Focal length of red is less 
than that of violet in zone plate. 
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5. Convex lens works only in 
visible region. 
 
6. Convex lens can not produce 
virtual image and real image at 
a time. 
 
 
7. All the rays arrive at the focus 
will have same phase. 

5. Zone plate works for all 
bands of frequencies from 
microwaves to x-rays. 
 
6. Zone plate produces virtual 
image similar to concave lens 
and at a time produces real 
image. 
 
7. The rays arriving from 
alternate zones  differ by a 
phase of 2� or a path difference 
of �. 

Solved Problems and Exercises 
 

1. Consider a monochromatic light of wavelength � incident upon 
a single slit. If the slit   width be 4 �,  calculate the position of 
first minimum 

 
Sol:  We know the intensity distribution for single slit is  � =

�� sin� �/��  

 Where  � =
������

�
  

If   � = ±��   where n=1,2,3…,then I = 0 gives minima  

For first minima, n=1 => � = ±� =  
������

�
     => 

���� =  ±
�

�
=  ±

�

�
   

                                          => � = sin�� ±
�

�
 = 14.5� 

 
2. A plane light wave of wavelength 600�� is incident normally 

on a grating consisting of 5 identical parallel slits a distance d 
apart. Find the ratio of  intensity of principal maximum to the 
intensity obtained for a single slit. 

Sol:  We know the intensity distribution for single slit is  � =

�� sin� �/��  
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And  the intensity distribution for N slit is  �� =

���� sin� �/��  

 
��

�
= �� = 5� = 25 

3. A transmission type grating having 500 lines/mm is illuminated 
with visible light at normal incidence to the plane of the 
grooves. What wavelength appear at a diffraction angle of 45�  
and what colours are they? 

 
Sol : We have condition for principal maxima is 

         (� + �)���� = ±�� where n= 0,1,2,3…. (Grating 
equation) 
Given 1mm grating has 500 lines => 500(� + �) =1mm  

     =>  (� + �) = �

���
= 0.002 �� = 0.0002 �� 

      => At a diffraction angle of 45�, the wavelength are 

                                          � =
(���)����

�
= 0.0002 ×

������

�
=

�.�����

�
 �� =

�����

�
�� 

For visible light , we get following colours 
�� = 7000 �� for n=2  ,red colour 
�� = 4666 �� for n=3  ,green colour 
�� = 3500 �� for n=4 ,red colour 
 

4. Calculate the radius of 50th ring on a zone plate which  behaves 
like a convex lens of focal length 50cm for light of wavelength  
λ=5000 A0 

Sol: The radius of nth ring on a zone plate is rn=��λ� = 

√50 × 5000 × 10�� × 50      =√0.125  = 0.353 cm 
 

5. How many half period elements are contained in circular plane 
wave front of radius 1cm for a wavelength 5 X10 -5 cm with 
respect to a point 50 cm aways. 

Sol. The radius of nth half period zone is given by  

  ��
� = ���   => � =

��
�

��
=

�

��×� �����   
= 400 
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6. Let � be the wavelength of incident light. The diffraction 
pattern of a circular aperture of dimension r0  will transform 
from Fresnel to Fraunhofer region if the screen distance z is  
       IIT JAM 
2021 

a) z >> ��
�

�
 b) z >> �

�

��
  c) z << �

�

��
    

 d) z <<  ��
�

�
 

Ans: a 

Solution: The quadratic phase function for Fraunhofer region is 

�����
�/�  ≈ 1 

This will happen only when  z >> ���
�

�
  => z >> ��

�

�
     as � =  2�/� 

 
7. White light is incident on a grating G1 with groove density 600 

lines/mm and width 50 mm.A small portion of the diffracted 
light is incident on another grating G2 with groove density 1800 
lines/mm and width 15 mm. The resolving power of the 
combined system is      
 IIT JAM 2021 

 
8. The following figure shows a double slit Fraunhofer diffraction 

pattern produced by       two slits, each of width a separated by a 

distance b, a  b . 

     
 

Which of the following statements are correct? 
 (a) Reducing a increases the separation between consecutive 
primary maxima  
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 (b) Reducing a increases the separation between consecutive 
secondary maxima    
 (c) Reducing b increases the separation between consecutive 
primary maxima  
(d) Reducing b increases the separation between consecutive 
secondary maxima Ans.: (a) and (d)    
    IIT JAM 2020 
Sol: The minima condition for double slit Fraunhofer diffraction is a 
sin = n   

    where a is the width of slit. Reducing ‘ a ’ increases the 
separation between diffraction minima i.e. increases the 
separation between consecutive primary maxima. The condition 
of interference maxima is  b sin  = m , where b is the 
separation between slits. The position of interference maxima 
gives the separation between secondary maxima. Reducing ‘b ’ 
increases the separation between consecutive secondary 
maxima. The correct answer is option (a) and (d). 

 
9. For a crystal having 3 nm spacing between the planes of its 

atoms, the maximum number of orders  at the wave length 1nm 
are 

a) 3            b) 4  c)7    d)6 
Ans: d 

Solution: We have 2����� = ��   and ���� ≤ 1 

 
��

��
 ≤ 1  => � ≤

��

�
 = �×�

�
 ≤ 6 

10.  A LASER light is grazing on to a metal scale (Distance between 
two consecutive grooves is 1mm). The light reflects from the 
surface of the ruler and is projected on to a vertical wall 5 
meters away. Find the vertical separation on the wall of zeroth 
order first order spot of the pattern. 

 

Credit : ISBN 81-87169-19-2 by Bai Gui-ru, GuoGuang-can& Lim 
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Sol:  The path difference between reflected light rays from fig., is 
given by 

∆ = �(���� − �����) = �(1 − �����)  (As the light is grazing  � ≈

0�) 

 

For diffraction maxima occur, ∆ = ��   => ����� = 1 −
��

�
 

Zeroth spot occurs when n = 0   =>    ����� = 1    =>  �� = 0 

First order spot occurs when n = 1   =>    ����� = 1 −
�.�×������

�.���
    

   �� = cos��( 0.99937)  = 2.033 
 The vertical separation between zeroth and first 

order spots is 
  � = � × ����� = 10 × tan( 2.033) = 0.35 � 

MCQs 
1. The total number of lines a grating must have, in order to 

separate two wavelengths 8790 A0 and 8810 A0 in the 4th order 
is 

  a. 110   b. 220   c. 440   d. 
880  

HCU 2021 

Ans:a 

2. A monochromatic light of wavelength  � is falling normally on a 
diffraction grating with period d. If the angle between the 
direction to the first and second order of the Fraunhofer 
maxima is Δ�, the wavelength of the light is 

a. ����Δ�/√5 − 4 ���Δ�  b. ����Δ�/√5 − 4 ����Δ� 

c. ����Δ�/ ���Δ�                 d. ����Δ� 

HCU 2019 

     Ans: a 
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3.  Maximum number of orders available with a grating is 
a) independent of grating element.      b) directly proportional 
to grating element 

c) inversely proportional to grating element d) directly 
proportional to wavelength 

AUCET 2020 

   Ans: b 

4. The width of a single slit which produces its first minimum 
at 60° for 6000 A0 wavelength is 

a) 0.2 μ� b) 4 μ�  c) 0.4 μ�  d) 2 μ� 
Ans: d 

5. If e be the slit width of two slits which are at  distance d apart 
and D be the distance between slits and a screen. we observe  
maximum intensity at a distance x on the screen from its center 
when(n is an integer and � is the wavelength ) 

a)� = ���/�  b) � = ���/�  c) � =

���/�        d) None 
Ans:  b 

6. Interference and diffraction of light supports its 
a) Wave nature    b) Quantum nature  

c) transverse nature   d) Electromagnetic character 

Ans: a 
7. The diffraction phenomenon was first interpreted by 

a) Fresnel b)Huygen c)Fraunhofer  d)Gabor 
Ans: a 

8. A ruled metal scale acts as a  
a) Diffraction grating b) Transmission grating   

c)Reflection grating d)both a&c 
Ans: d 

9. In case of a zone plate, the rays are brought to focus by  
a) Diffraction  b) Reflection     c) Refraction  d) All 

Ans: a  
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10. Dispersive power  gives The angular  spacing  between minima 
of  two wavelengths can be given by 

a) Resolving power b) Dispersive power  c) Both 
 d)None 

Ans: b 

11. Which of the following statement is true 
i)The resolving power of a grating spectrograph can be improved 
by recording the spectrum in the lowest order 

ii) If number of lines on grating increases, the angular spacing 
between maxima of two wavelengths increases 

a) Both are true        c)Statement i) is true and ii) is false 
b) Statement i) is false  and ii) is True     d) Both are true   

Ans: b 

12. The number of subsidiary maxima between consecutive 
principal maxima in a diffraction grating is (if N is total number 
of rulings on grating) 

a) N  b) N-1      c)N-2   d) �
�

 

Ans: c 

Grade your understanding 
1. All Fresnel’s half period zones for a circular aperture 

have equal areas 
[ ] 

2. A Plane transmitting grating can be used to determine 
the wavelength of the spectrum of mercury 

[ ] 

3. A Prism forms many number of Spectra of different 
orders 

[ ] 

4. The resolving power of prism is smaller than the 
resolving power of grating 

[ ] 

5. The wave front incident on an obstacle is a plane in case 
of Fraunhofer diffraction 

[ ] 

6. The amount of bending of light increases if the size of 
obstacle increases 

[ ] 
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7. For a point light source, the electric field vibrations of 
light wave are distributed spherically     

[ ] 

8. Lines on a   transmission grating can act as diffraction 
slits 

[ ] 

9. Wave trains from a source, having time delay but in 
same direction are equivalent to those started at same 
time but having phase shift 

[ ] 

10. To produce diffraction at single slit, the direction of 
electric field vibration is parallel to slit     

[ ] 

11. Fraunhofer diffraction is called far field diffraction, 
whereas Fresnel diffraction is called near field 
diffraction 

[ ] 

12. The intensities of subsidiary maxima between 
consecutive principal maxima in a grating are identical 

[ ] 

 1.Yes 2. Yes  3. No  4.Yes  5. Yes 6. No  7.Yes 8. 
No  9.Yes 10. No  11. Yes 12.Yes 

 

 

Glossary 
Glossary 

Amplitude  Maximum extent of a vibration measured from 
equilibrium  

Angular Shift Shift along a curved path 

Concave lens Lens having at least one surface curved inwards 

Convex lens Lens having at least one surface curved outwards 

Grating A multi slit surfaced optical element which 
provides angular dispersion 

Isosceles 
triangle A triangle having two sides of equal lengths 

Path 
difference 

Difference in the physical path traversed by two 
waves 
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Plane 
diffraction 

The diffraction of light caused due to a plane 
optical material 

Point source 
A source of light that is concentrated at a point 
without special extension 

Principal 
maxima 

The brightest fringe formed at center/ along 
normal to the slit 

Ray  

 

A line with fixed starting point but with no end 
point 

Rectilinear Relating to a straight line 

Resolving 
power 

The ability of distinguishing small or closely 
adjacent images 

Slit A narrow /sharp opening 

Superposition Combining of two or more waves at same place 
and same time 

wavelet 
A wave like oscillation start from zero 
amplitude-then increasing to maximum and 
later decreases to zero 

wavefront The locus of points with constant amplitude 

Spatially 
tilted wave 
train 

 

Wave trains travelling in different orientations 
Unpolarized light 

 

Zone plate 
Radially symmetric rings used to focus a light 
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POLARIZATION 
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��ణ ల��� 

ఈ అ��యం� ����� � ఈ  �ష�� ����ం�� 

1. ధృవణ�ం�� ఉత���  �� ��ధ పద� �� మ�� ��� �యం�� ం� చ�� �. 

2. ��� �� జం ���ణం, ప� మ�� అ�� �ష�� . 

3. ��ర� � �� �� �, �� �� �� � మ�� �� అ�� �ష�� . 

4. ఆ�� క� ��� �� �లత మ�� LCD� 

అభ�సన ఫ��� 

ఈ �ఠం �ర� ��స�� ����� � 

1.  ధృవణ�ం�� ఉత���  �య��� ��ధ పద� �ల� ��� �యగల�. 

2. ��� �� జం, ��ర� � �� �� �, �� �� �� � మ�� LCDల ప�� �వ�ంచగల�. 

3. ��ధ ర�ల ధృవణ�ం�� ఉత���  �య��� ��ర� � �� �� �, �� �� �� �, ��� 

�� జం ఉప��ంచగల�. 

4. ధృవణ�ం� ఉత���  మ�� ��� షణ� సగం �డ ప�కరం మ�� ఇతర 

ధృవణప�క�ల అవస��� ��� ంచగల�. 

5. ఇ��న �ం� �లం �క� ధృవణ�� �� ��� ంచ��� ��ర� � �� �� �, �� �� �� � 

మ�� ��� �� జం �క� ��ధ కల�కల� జ�� �ౖ  �యగల�. 

6. ��ధ ర�ల ధృవణ�ం�� ఉత��� ,  ��� ంచడం మ�� ప��� ల ��� ష�  భ� మ��� 

�లవ��� �� ��� ల� అ�వృ��  �యగల�. 
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POLARIZATION 

 
Syllabus 
Polarized light: Methods of production of plane polarized light, 
Double refraction, Brewster’s law, Malus law, Nicol prism, Nicol 
prism as polarizer and analyser, Quarter wave plate, Half wave plate, 
Production and detection of Plane-, Circularly- and Elliptically- 
polarized light.  Optical activity, Laurent’s half shade Polarimeter: 
Determination of specific rotation, Basic principle of LCDs 

Learning Objectives 
In this chapter students would learn about 

1. Various methods of producing polarized light and the laws 
governing them. 

2. Nicol prism construction, working and applications. 
3. Quarter wave plate, half wave plate and their applications. 
4. Optical activity measurement and LCDs. 

Learning Outcomes 
By the end of the chapter, student would be able to 

1. List out various methods to produce polarized light. 
2. Describe the working of Nicol prism, quarter wave plate, half 

wave plate and LCDs. 
3. Use quarter wave plate, half wave plate, Nicol prism to 

generate different types of polarized light. 
4. Identify the need for half shade device and other polarizing 

devices in the production and analysis of polarized light.  
5. Justify various combinations of quarter wave plate, half wave 

plate and Nicol prism to identify the polarization state of 
given light source. 

6. Develop protocols for the production, detection of various 
types of polarized light and for the measurement of specific 
rotation of materials.
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��ధ �� �� ం ల� �ం�న ��� ష�  ఫ��� మ�� భ�ష�� 

����� శ�� 
ఈ అ��యం ��� సమ��� ��� ష�  �� �� � ల �ం� ����� � ఈ �� ం� ��� 

అ�నం�ంచగల�.  

1. 1. ��క �స� ం: ���య� �����ష� మ�� ���య� ���క� �ౖ �ష� 

అ�� �ష� ల �సం �ధ�� మ�� �� ��� ల� అ�వృ��  �యడం� ��ధ 

ధృవణ�ర�ల అ�వృ��  అవసరం. 

2. ర�యన �స� ం: ర�యన ప��� ల ల��ల� అధ�యనం �య��� ధృవణ�ం�� 

ఉప���� �. ���� � �క� ఈ �ఖ� �� ������ � అం��. 

3. కం��ట� �ౖ ��: ఆ�� క� కం��ట� ల� ఆ�� క� ��॓ �� � �లక�ౖ న ���. �ం� 

�క� ధృవణ�� � ఆ�� క� గణనల� ఉప��ం� �ౖ న� స��రం వ� ప���� ం�. 

4. �గర� �స� ం: అ�క ఖ��� �����జం� ప� ద���� �. అన�; �� � �ల�ౖ ��  

�ం�� ��ౖ న�� అ� ���� �శ��  ���� రం�ల� ప� ద���� �. 

5. ఎల�� ��॓�: అ�క ఆ�� క� క����ష� �స� � � ధృవణ�ం�� ఉప���� � 

మ�� ����   �ం��కతల� �� ధృవణ�ం� అవసరం. 

6. �న���దక శ�� : �ల�ౖ �ం� ఆ�� �॓ ����� �॓� అ�� �త�  �ం��కత, ఇక�డ 

ఉప��ంచ� LCD ��॓ �ౖ � ����� �॓ ���ల�� ఉప��ం� శ�� � 

�క�ం�ం�� ఉప��ంచబ��ం�. 

7. గ�ం��: ఆ�� క� క����ష� �స� � ల� �హ���   మ�� �ద �క� 

అధ�యనం గ�ంక ��� షణ� ఉప��ం� �ర��ంచబ��ం�.  

�ప��తం �ం� అప��తం వర� 
� 12వ తరగ�� �� ధృవణత �వన, ధృవణ�ం�� ఉత���  �� ��ధ పద� �� 

మ�� �ల� �యమం  మ�� �� స� � �యమం  ��ం� ����� ఉండవ��. 

ఈ అ��యం� �� ��ధ ర�ల ధృవణ�ం�, ఉత���  మ�� ��� ం� పద� �� 

మ�� ధృవణ�ం� �క� ��� అ�వర� �ల ��ం� ����ం��. 
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Course Outcomes specific to program and Future 
directions 

By the end of this chapter students from specific programs would 
be able to appreciate the following: 

8. Physics: Development of various polarized beams is essential 
in developing instruments and protocols for material 
manipulation and material characterization applications. 

9. Chemistry: Polarized light is used to study the properties of 
chemical substances. This branch of chemistry is called  the 
Stereochemistry. 

10. Computer Science: Optical logic gates are crucial components 
in the optical computers. The polarization state of the light 
acts as the binary information to be used for the optical 
computations. 

11. Geology: Several minerals exhibit paleochorism. i.e.; they 
exhibit different colours in different directions when 
exposed to plane polarized light.  

12.  Electronics: Several Optical communication systems use 
polarized light and the  display technologies also need 
polarized light.  

13. Renewable Energy: Polarizing organic photovoltaics is a new 
technology where unused LCD backlight is used to harvest 
energy using photovoltaic technology.  

14. Statistics: Study of coherence and noise in optical 
communication systems is carried out using statistical 
analysis. 

Familiar to Unfamiliar 
In your 12th class you might have learned about the concept 

of polarization, various methods of producing polarized light and the 
Malus law and Brewster’s law. In this chapter you will learn about 
various types of polarized light, methods of production and detection 
of the same and a few applications of polarized light. 
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1.1 ప�చయం 

�ల�ౖ �ష� అ� ప��� ���� సంద��ల� ���� అ�� � ఉ���. ఉ�హరణ�, 

��॓� � �����హక ధృవణత, ��� �ల�ౖ �ష� �ద�ౖ న �� ��ం� ��� డ��, ఇం�� 

��� � �� ��� � �� �ల� ఏర���� �. అన�; �� ఒక ��� ష�  �చన �శ� సమ�ఖనం 

��� �. తరం�ల �షయం�, అ� �� థ�కం� �ం� ర��� వ�� క�ంచబ�� �: ��మ 

మ�� ��ంశం. �ం� అ�� ఒక ��మ ���దయ��ంత తరంగం, ఇ� ���� మ�� 

అయ��ంత ��� ల కల�క, ఇం�� ���� మ�� అయ��ంత �త�  �క� �� పరస�రం లంబ 

�శల� �లనం �ం��� మ�� కద�క �శ� లంబం� ఉం��. 

�ం� తరం�ల �షయం�, ఎ��� �॓ ���  �క� � �ల�� 360°  ��చ�� ఏ �శ� అ�� 

ఉండవ��, �� అ� ప� �రం �శ� అ�� అయ��ంత �త�  �క� � � లంబం� ఉం��. ఎ��� �॓ 

���  ��� � �క� �ల�ల �శ ఒక ��� ష�  సమత��� ప��తం �యబ��, ఫ�తం� వ�� �ం� 

�� వణం� �ప�బ��ం�. 

�ం� �ర�ల �క� ���� �త�  �క� � �క� కంపన �శ ��� ష�  �శ� ప��తం 

�యబ�న దృ��ష��� ధృవణత అం��. 

����� �� స� � �ం� �ం� ప� స�ం�న��, ఆ�ర��ం� �ంజం �� � �ల�ౖ ��  అ��ం�, �� 

���� �త�  �క� � �క� �లనం �� స� � �క� ఆ�� ॓ అ��� స�ంతరం� ఉం�ం�. ధృవణ�ం� 

�శ� మ�క �� స� � ఉంచబ�� మ�� ఆ�� ॓ అ�ం ధృవణ�శ� స�ంతరం� ఉం�, అ�� 

�ం� �ం� ���ం�. ఆ�� ॓ అ�ం ధృవణ�శ� లంబం� ఉం�, �ం� ���ంచబ��ం�. 

�� � �ల�ౖ ��  �ం�: 

�ం� �క� ���� �త�  ��� � �లనం �క� �శ� ఒక సమత��� ప��తం ��� , 

��� �� � �ల�ౖ ��  �ౖ � అం�� 

వృ�� �ర ధృవణ�ం�: 

 �ం� �రణం �క� ఎ��� �॓ ���  �క� � ప� �రం సమయం� వృ�� �ర 

��� �� ���న�ట� ��, ��� వృ�� �ర ధృవణ�ం� అం�� 

భ� మణ �శ�ౖ  ఆ�రప�, ఇ� �� వృ�� �ర ధృవణ�ం� మ�� ఎడమ వృ�� �ర ధృవణ�ం� 

అ��ం�. 

�ర� వృ�� �ర ధృవణ�ం�: 

 �ం� �క� ���� �త�  �క� � �ర� వృ�� �ర ��� �� ���న�ట� ��, 

��� �ర� వృ�� �ర ధృవణ�ం� అం��. భ� మణ �శ�ౖ  ఆ�రప�, �� �ర� వృ�� �ర ధృవణ�ం� 

మ�� ఎడమ �ర� వృ�� �ర ధృవణ�ం� ఉ���. 
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3.1 Introduction 
The word polarization has different meanings in different 

contexts.  For instance, in Physics one talks about the dielectric 
polarization, spin polarization etc. wherein the charges or spins will 
be forming poles. i.e.; they align towards a particular reference 
direction. In the case of waves, they are basically classified into two 
types: the transverse and the longitudinal. Light is a transverse 
electromagnetic wave, which is a combination of electric and 
magnetic fields wherein  the electric and magnetic field vectors 
oscillate in mutually perpendicular directions and are perpendicular 
to the direction of motion. 

 
Fig: Electromagnetic wave. 

 In the case of light waves, the electric field vector oscillations could 
be in any direction with 360° freedom, still being perpendicular to 
the  direction of propagation as well as the magnetic field vector. If 
the direction of oscillations of electric field vector are restricted to a 
particular plane, then the resulting light is said to be polarized.  

 
Fig: Polarization. 

 
The phenomenon in which the direction of vibration of electric field 
vector of light rays is restricted to a particular direction is called 
polarization. 
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When light passes through tourmaline crystal, the emergent beam 
becomes plane polarized whose direction of oscillation of electric 
field vector is parallel to the optic axis of the crystal. If another crystal 
is placed in the direction of the polarized light and if the optic axis is 
parallel to the direction of polarization, then the light will  pass 
through. If the optic axis is perpendicular to the direction of 
polarization, then light will be blocked. 

Plane polarized light: 

 If the direction of oscillation of electric field vector of light is 
restricted to a plane, then it is called a plane polarized light. 

Circularly polarized light: 

 If the electric field vector of light ray traces a circular path 
during the propagation, then it is called circularly polarized light. 
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Depending on the direction of rotation, it will be right circularly 
polarized light and left circularly polarized light.    

                                             

Right circularly polarized light Left circularly polarized light 

Elliptically polarized light: 

 If the electric field vector of light traces elliptical path, then 
it is called elliptically polarized light. Depending on the direction of 
rotation, there are right elliptically polarized light and left elliptically 
polarized light. 

                                                 

Right elliptically polarized light Left elliptically polarized light 

3.2 Polarization by reflection (Brewster’s 
law) 
It was Malus who observed that when unpolarized light reflects from 
any surface, it is plane polarized. Further it was Brewster who 
identified that when light is incident at a particular angle, the 
reflected light is completely plane polarized. Brewster also 
identified that tangent of that particular angle of incidence is equal 
to refractive index of the material. 

Thus 

� = tan �� =
sin ��

cos ��
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3.2 ��� ��  ��� ధృవణత (�� స� � �యమం ) 

�� వపరచబడ� �ం� ఏ�ౖ � ఉప�తలం �ం� ��� �॓  అ�న��, అ� �� � �ల�ౖ ��  అ��ంద� 

��� గమ�ం��. ఒక ��� ష�  �ణం� �ం� పతనం �ం�న��, ప�వర� నం �ం�న �ం� 

��� � �� � �ల�ౖ ��  అ��ంద� �� స� � ��� ం��. పతన �ణం �క� �ం�ం� ప�ర� ం �క� 

��� �� � ఇం���� స�నమ� �� �� స� � ��� ం��. 

ఈ �ధం� 

� = tan �� =
sin ��

cos ��
 

��� �యమం  �ం�  

� =
sin ��

sin �
 

�ౖ  �ం� స�కర�ల �ం�  

cos �� = sin � 

⇒ sin(90° − ��) = sin � 

⇒ 90° − �� = � 

⇒ �� + � = 90° 

�ౖ  �మ� �ం�, 

∠��� + ∠��� + ∠��� = 180° 

⇒ �� + ∠��� + � = 180° 

⇒  ∠��� = 90° 

అం�, �� స� � �ణం� �ం� పతనం �ం�న��, ప�వర� న �రణం మ�� వ�� భవన �ర�ల 

మధ� �ణం 90° ఉం�ం�. 

�ౖ  చర� �ం�, �� స� � �క� �యమం  ఒక రక�ౖ న ధృవణతరం��� ��� � ప� �రం �య��� 

షర�� ఇ�� ం�, త��� ప�వర� న �గం ��� � మ�క రక�ౖ న� మ�� ప� �రం �యబ�న 

తరంగం �శ� మ ��ల� క�� ఉం�ం�. 
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Fig: Brewster’s law. 

From Snell’s law it is  known that  

� =
sin ��

sin �
 

From the above two equations we obtain 

cos �� = sin � 

⇒ sin(90° − ��) = sin � 

⇒ 90° − �� = � 

⇒ �� + � = 90° 

From the above figure,  

∠��� + ∠��� + ∠��� = 180° 

⇒ �� + ∠��� + � = 180° 

⇒  ∠��� = 90° 

i.e., when the light is incident at Brewster’s angle, the angle between 
reflected ray and refracted ray will be equal to 90°. 

From the above discussion, it is clear that Brewster’s law gives 
condition for complete transmission of one kind of polarized wave so 
that the reflected component is purely of the other kind and that the 
transmitted wave contains mixed components. 
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1.3 వ�� భవనం/ఎం�క �షణ ��� ధృవణత(�ల� �యమం ) 

��మ�ౖ � వం� ��� స���ల�ౖ  అ��ల�ౖ ��  �ౖ � ప�న��, ఎమ�� ం� �ౖ � అ�� స��కం 

�క� ఆ�� ॓ అ��� స�ంతరం� ���� �త�  �ౖ �� ష�ల� �� వపరచబ�న సమతలం. 

ధృవణ�ం� �శ� మ�క �� స� � ఉంచబ�� మ�� ఆ స��కం �క� ఆ�� ॓ అ�ం ధృవణ�శ� 

స�ంతరం� ఉం�, అ�� �ం� �� �ం� ���ం�. అ��, ఆ�� ॓ అ�ం ధృవణ �శ� 

లంబం� ఉం�, అ�� �ం� ��� � ���ంచబ��ం�. ఇక�డ �ద� స����� �ల�ౖ జ� 

అ� మ�� �ండవ ��� ఎన�ౖ జ� అ� అం��. 

�ల�ౖ జ� మ�� ఎన�ౖ జ� �క� ఆ�� ॓ అ�ల మధ� �ణం � అ��, ఎన�ౖ జ� �ం� ��వ� 

�ం� �వ� త �ల�ౖ జ� మ�� ఎన�ౖ జ� �క� ఆ�� ॓ అ�ల మధ� �ణం �క� ��ౖ � వ�� �� 

అ�����తం� ఉం�ం�. 

�ల�ౖ జ� �ం� ���న త��త �ం� �వ� త .��  అ��, మ�� ధృవణకం మ�� ఎన�ౖ జ� 

�క� ఆ�� ॓ అ�ల మధ� �ణం �  అ��, ఎన�ౖ జ� �ం� ��వ� �ం� �వ� త �� ��� 

ఇవ�బ��ం� 

� = �� cos� � 

��� �ల� �యమం  అం��. 

ఎం�కం� స��కం �క� ఆ�� ॓ అ�ం �ంట ఉన� పతన  ధృవణ �ం� �క� �ం�� ��� �క� 

ఒక �గం �� స� � �ం� ���ం�. పతన  ధృవణ �ం� �క� �ం�� ��� �� మ�� స��కం 

�ం� ���న త��త �ం�� ��� �  అ��, �� మధ� సంబంధం ఇ� ఉం�ం�. 

� = �� cos � 

�వ� త �ం�� ���  �క� వర� ం  వ� ��� ఉం�ం� �బ�� , 

� = �� cos� � 

ఇక�డ�� ∝ ��
� 

3.4 డ�� ��� ��/�ౖ ��� ం��� 

�ల�ౖ ��  �ం� �ంజం ��ౖ �� �� �����  వం� అ���� �॓ �� స� ��ౖ  ప�న��, �ం� 

ధృవణమ��ం� మ�� పరస�రం లంబ �� వ�ల� �ం� �� � �ల�ౖ ��  �ర��� ����ం�. 

ఈ దృ��ష��� డ�� ��� �� �� �ౖ ��� ం���  అం��. �ం� �ర�ల� O-� 

( �������� − ���  ) మ�� E-� ( ������������� − ��� ) అ� ���� �, O-� �  

��తం �క� సమతలం� లంబం� మ�� E-� �, ��తం �క� సమతలం� వ�స� 

���� �త�  �ౖ �� ష��  ఉం��.  
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3.3 Polarization by refraction/selective 
absorption (Malus law) 
When unpolarized light falls on certain crystals like tourmaline, the 
emergent light is plane polarized with electric field vibrations 
oriented parallel to the optic axis of the crystal. If another crystal is 
placed in the direction of the polarized light and if the optic axis of 

that crystal is parallel to the direction of polarization, then the light 
will pass through. However, if the optic axis is perpendicular to the 
direction of polarization, then the light will be completely blocked. 
Here the first crystal is called the polarizer and the second one is 
called the analyzer. 

If � is the angle between the optic axes of  the polarizer and analyzer, 
then the intensity of light emerging out of  the analyzer is 
proportional to the square of the cosine of the angle between the 
optic axes of polarizer and analyzer. 

 

If �� be the intensity of light after passing through the polarizer, and 
if � be the angle between the optic axes of polarizer and analyzer, 
then the intensity of light emerging out of analyzer is given by 

� = �� cos� � 

This is known as the Malus law. 
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This is because a component of the amplitude of the incident 
polarized light along the optic axis of the crystal alone will be passed 
through the crystal. If �� is the amplitude of incident polarized light 
and if � is the amplitude after passing through the crystal, then they 
are related by 

� = �� cos � 

Since intensity varies as square of amplitude,  

� = �� cos� � 

Here �� ∝ ��
� 

3.4 Double refraction/Birefringence 

When a beam of unpolarized light falls on  an anisotropic crystal such 
as calcite or quartz, the light polarizes and also splits into two plane 
polarized rays with mutually perpendicular polarizations. This 
phenomenon is known as double refraction or birefringence. The two 
rays are known as �������� − ��� �� O-ray, with electric field 
vibrations perpendicular to the plane of paper and the 
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������������� − ��� or E-ray, with electric field vibrations on the 
plane of the paper respectively. 

 

Optic axis: Any line that passes through the blunt corners of a 
birefringent crystal is known as optic axis.  Any line parallel to that is 
also known as optic axis. 

 

Fig: Optic axis 

Plane of polarization: The plane perpendicular to the direction of 
propagation and the direction of oscillations of electric field vector is 
known as plane of polarization. 

 

Principal section: 

Any plane containing the optic axis and perpendicular to a pair of 
opposite faces of the crystal is known as the principal section. The  
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principal section of calcite is a parallelogram with angles 71°  and 
109°.   

 

The refractive index of O-ray and E-ray in calcite is given by  

�� =
sin � 

sin ��
,    �� =

sin �

sin ��
 

Positive crystal and negative crystal: 

A birefringent crystal in which ordinary ray travels slower than the 
extraordinary ray is known as negative crystal. Eg: Calcite. For this 
crystal  �� < �� or �� > ��. 

A birefringent crystal in which ordinary ray travels faster than the 
extraordinary ray is known as positive crystal. Eg: Quartz. For this 
crystal �� > �� or �� < ��  

 

Along the optic axis of the crystal, both rays will travel with equal 
velocity. The wavefronts of O-ray and E-ray in both positive and 
negative crystal are as shown in the picture. 
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3.5 Nicol prism 
Nicol prism is a device made from calcite crystal used to produce and 
analyze plane polarized light. It is designed in such a way that it 
transmits extraordinary ray and blocks the ordinary ray. It is 
developed by a Scottish physicist William Nicol in 1828. 

Construction: 

The principal section of the calcite crystal is cut into two along the 
optic axis and then joined with Canada balsam, an optical adhesive. 
The faces of the crystal are polished again to make the angle of the 
parallelogram from 71°  to 68° . This is to ensure proper angle of 
incidence over the interface. 

 

The refractive index of ordinary ray and extra ordinary ray in calcite 
for sodium yellow light 5893Å is given by 

�� = 1.6584 

�� = 1.4864 

The refractive index of  canada balsam is given by � = 1.55 

Thus Canada balsam acts as denser medium for E-ray and rarer 
medium for O-ray. If the angle of incidence is managed to be more 
than the critical angle of � − ���, then it will be totally internally 
reflected. 

The critical angle of O-ray is given by 

�� = sin�� �
1.55

1.6584
� = 69.2° 
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ఆ�� ॓ అ�ం:�ౖ ��� ం�ం� �� స� � �క� ��� ��న �లల �ం� ���న� ఏ�ౖ � �ఖ� ఆ�� ॓ 

���� అం��. ��� స�ంతరం� ఉం� ఏ�ౖ � �ఖ� �� ఆ�� ॓ ���� అ� అం��. 

ధృవణ సమతలం:ఎ��� �॓ ���  �క� � �క� ప� �రం �శ మ�� �ల�ల �శ� లంబం� ఉం� 

సమత��� ధృవణ సమతలం అం��. 

ప� �న ��గం: ఆ�� ॓ అ�ం మ�� �� స� � �క� ఒక జత వ���క ��ల� లంబం� ఉం� 

ఏ�ౖ � సమతలం ప� �న ��గం� ��వబ��ం�. ��ౖ �� �క� ప� �న ��గం 71° మ�� 

109° ��ల� స�ంతర చ���జం. 

��ౖ ���� O-ray మ�� E-ray �క� ��� �� � ఇం�॓� ఇ�  ఇవ�బ�ం� 

�� =
sin � 

sin ��
,    �� =

sin �

sin ��
 

���ల �� స� � మ�� ప� ��ల �� స� �: 

అ��రణ �రణం కం� ��రణ �రణం �మ��� ప� ��ం� �ౖ ��� ం�ం� �� స� �� �గ�� �� స� � 

అం��. ఉ�: ��ౖ ��. ఈ �� స� � �సం �� .�� < ���� > �� 

అ��రణ �రణం కం� ��రణ �రణం �గం� ప� ��ం� �ౖ ��� ం�ం� �� స� �� ���� �� స� � 

అం��. ఉ�: ����� . ఈ �� స� � �సం ���� > ���� < �� 

�� స� � �క� ఆ�� ॓ అ�ం �ంట, �ం� �ర�� స�న �గం� ప� ���� �. ���� మ�� 

�గ�� �� స� �� O-ray మ�� E-ray �క� ��ఫ� ం�� �త� ం� ��న �ధం� ఉ���. 

3.5 ��� �� జం 

��� �� జం అ�� �� � �ల�ౖ ��  �ౖ �� ఉత���  �య��� మ�� ��� �ంచ��� ఉప��ం� 

��ౖ �� �� స� �� త�� �యబ�న ప�కరం. ఇ� అ��రణ �ర�ల� ప� �రం �� �ధం� 

మ�� ��రణ �ర��� ���ం� �ధం� ��ం�ంచబ�ం�. ��� 1828� ���� ��క 

�స� �త�  ��యం ��� అ�వృ��  ���. 

���ణం: 

��ౖ �� స��కం �క� ప� �న ��గం ఆ�� ॓ అ�ం �ంట �ం�� క�� �ంచబ��ం� మ�� 

త��త �న� �ల��, ఆ�� క� అం����. �ం� స�ంతర చ���జం �క� ���� 71°,

68° �య��� �� స� � ��� మ��  ��� �యబడ��. ఇ� ఇంట����ౖ  స�ౖ న పతన   ���� 

��� ��� ం�. 
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To make angle of incidence on Canada balsam more than this critical 
angle, the angle of calcite is grounded from 71° to 68° and length is 
made three times the height of the crystal. 

3.6 Nicol prism as polarizer and analyser 
Nicol prism can be used as both polarizer and analyser. When  
unpolarised light passes through Nicol prism, it produces plane 
polarized light. Thus it acts as a polarizer. When polarized light 
passes through a rotating Nicol, light intensity varies between zero 
and maximum. When the principal section of polarizer and analyser 
are aligned parallel, then the light will  pass through. When the 
analyser Nicol is rotated further by 90° , light will be completely 
blocked. This orientation of the Nicol is called crossed Nicol. 

 

 

3.7 Quarter wave plate  
A Quarter Wave plate (QWP) is a thin plate of birefringent crystal 
with  its optic axis parallel to the refracting surface and thickness is 
adjusted in such a way that the O-ray and E-ray will attain a path 
difference of �/4 or a phase difference of 90°. 
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��యం ప�� �ం� 5893Å �సం ��ౖ ���� ��రణ �ర�� మ�� అదన� ��రణ 

�ర�ల ��� �� � ఇం�॓� �� ��� ఇవ�బ�ం� 

�� = 1.6584 

�� = 1.4864 

�న� �ల�� �క� ��� �� � ఇం�॓� ఇ�  ఇవ�బ�ం�� = 1.55 

అం�వల�  �న� �ల�� E-� � దట� �ౖ న �ధ�మం� మ�� O-�� అ��ౖ న �ధ�మం� 

ప���� ం�. పతన �ణం  �� ష� �ౖ న �ణం కం� ఎ��వ� �ర��ంచబ��, అ� ��� � అంతర� తం� 

ప� ��ం��� ం�. 

O-� �క� �� ష� �ౖ న �ణం ఇ�  ఇవ�బ�ం� 

�� = sin�� �
1.55

1.6584
� = 69.2° 

�న� �ల���ౖ  ఈ �� ష�  �ణం కం� ఎ��వ పతన ల ���� �య���, ��ౖ �� �ణం 71° �ం� 

68° �  అరగ�యబ�ం�. మ�� �� స� � �డ� ఎ�� � �� ���  ఉం�ం�. 

3.6 �ల�ౖ జ� మ�� ఎన�ౖ జ�� ��� �� జం 

��� �� జ� � �ల�ౖ జ� మ�� ఎన�ౖ జ� � ఉప��ంచవ��. అ� �ల�ౖ ��  �ం� ��� �� జం 

�ం� ���న��, అ� �� � �ల�ౖ ��  �ం�� ఉత���  ��� ం�. అం�వలన ఇ� �ల�ౖ జ� � 

ప���� ం�. �� వణ �ం� ��� ��� �ం� ���న���, �ం� �వ� త ��� మ�� గ�ష� ం 

మధ� ��� ఉం�ం�. �ల�ౖ జ� మ�� ఎన�ౖ జ� �క� ప� �న ��గం స�ంతరం� 

సమ�ఖనం �యబ�న��, �ం� �� �ం� ���ం�. ఎన�ౖ జ� ��� �  90° ���న��, 

�ం� ��� � ���ంచబ��ం�. ��� �క� ఈ అమ�క� �� ��  ��� అం��. 

3.7 ��ర� � �� �� � 

��ర� � �� �� � (QWP) అ�� �ౖ ��� ం�ం� �� స� � �క� ప�చ� �� �, �� ఆ�� ॓ అ�ం వ�� భవన 

ఉప�త��� స�ంతరం� ఉం�ం� మ�� O-� మ�� E-�� �ర�  వ���సం �/4 �� 

90° దశ వ������ �ం� �ధం� మందం స�� �� �యబ��ం�.  

ఒక �� � �ల�ౖ ��� �వణ �ం� �ౖ ��� ం�ం� �� స� ��ౖ  ప�న��, O-� మ�� E-� �� 

�యబడ��. అ�� �� స� � �పల, O-� మ�� E-� ఆ�� ॓ అ�ం ��ం� ఏ �శ� అ�� 

���� ��ల� క�� ఉం��. స��కం �క� మందం �� స�� �� �యబ�ం�, O-� 

మ�� E-� స��కం �ం� బయట� వ�� సమ���, అ� �/4 �ర�  వ���సం �� 90° దశల 

వ������ �న���. �ర�� స��కం �ం� బయట� వ��న త��త, �ం� ఒ� �గం� 

ప� ���� �.  
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When a plane polarized light falls on the birefringent crystal, O-Ray 
and E-Ray will get separated. Also inside the crystal, O-Ray and E-Ray 
will have different velocities in any direction other than the optic 
axis. The thickness of the crystal is so adjusted that by the time O-
Ray and E-Ray come out of the crystal, they undergo a path difference 
of �/4 or a phase difference of 90°. Once the rays come out of the 
crystal, both will travel with the same velocity. 

 

The thickness of the plate is given by 

|�� − ��| × � =
�

4
     ��   � =

�

4 × |�� − ��|
 

The resultant polarization state of light when O-ray and E-ray with 
90°  phase difference get superimposed will be circular. Similarly 
when a circularly polarized light falls on a QWP, it becomes plane 
polarized. In the same manner if an elliptically polarized light falls on 
a QWP, it also becomes plane polarized. 

3.8 Half wave plate   

A Half Wave late (HWP) is a thin plate of birefringent crystal with  its 
optic axis parallel to the refracting surface and thickness is adjusted 
in such a way that the O-ray and E-ray will attain a path difference of 
�/2 or a phase difference of 180°. 

When a plane polarized light falls on the birefringent crystal, O-Ray 
and E-Ray will get separated.  Further, inside the crystal O-Ray and  
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�� � �క� మందం ఇ�  ఇవ�బ��ం� 

|�� − ��| × � =
�

4
     ��   � =

�

4 × |�� − ��|
 

O-ray మ�� E-ray మ�� E-ray దశల 90° �దం� �ప��� �యబ�న�� ఫ�తం� 

వ�� �ం� ధృవణ �� � వృ�� �రం� ఉం�ం�. అ��ధం� వృ�� �ర ధృవణ �ం� QWP�ౖ  

ప�న��, అ� సమతల ధృవణమ��ం�. అ� పద� �� �ర� వృ�� �ర ధృవణ �ం� QWP �ద 

ప��, అ� �� సమతల ధృవణమ��ం�. 

3.7 �� �� �� � 

�� �� �� (HWP) అ�� వ�� భవన ఉప�త��� స�ంతరం� ఉన� �� ఆ�� ॓ అ�ం� ��న 

�ౖ ��� ం�ం� �� స� � �క� ప�చ� �� � మ�� O-� మ�� E-� �ర�  వ���సం �/2 �� 

180° దశ వ������ �ం� �ధం� మందం స�� �� �యబ��ం�. �క�. 

ఒక �� � �ల�ౖ ��� �వణ �ం� �ౖ ��� ం�ం� �� స� ��ౖ  ప�న��, O-� మ�� E-� �� 

�యబడ��. ఇం�, �� స� � �పల O-� మ�� E-� ఆ�� ॓ అ�ం ��ం� �� �శ� ���� 

��ల� క�� ఉం��. స��కం �క� మందం �� స�� �� �యబ�ం�, O-� మ�� E-

� స��కం �ం� బయట� వ�� సమ���, అ� �/2  �ర�  వ���సం �� 180°  దశల 

వ������ �న���. �ర�� స��కం �ం� బయట� వ��న త��త, �ం� మ��  ఒ�  

�గం� ప� ���� �. 

�� � �క� మందం ఇ�  ఇవ�బ��ం� 

|�� − ��| × � =
�

2
     ��   � =

�

2 × |�� − ��|
 

O-ray మ�� E-ray 180° దశల వ���సం� �ప��� �యబ�న�� ఫ�తం� వ�� �ం� 

ధృవణ �� � మ��  �� � �ల�ౖ ��  ��ం�. అ��ధం� వృ�� �ర ధృవణ �ం� HWP�ౖ  ప�న��, అ� 

ఇప��� వృ�� �ర �� వణం� ఉం�ం�, �� ఎడమ మ�� �� �� వ�� పరస�రం �ర��. 

ఎ��� క� �ల�ౖ ��  �ౖ � �షయం� �� ఇ� జ���ం�. 

3.9 ధృవణ �ం� ఉత���  మ�� ��� ం� 

�ం� �ర�ల� �� థ�కం� �� � �ల�ౖ �ష�, స���ల� �ల�ౖ �ష� మ�� ఎ��� క� 

�ల�ౖ �ష� అ� �� ర�ల �� వ�� ఉ���. 

�� � �ల�ౖ ��  �ం�: 

��� �� జం సమతలం ��� �� వపరచబడ� �ం�� పం�న�� ధృవణ �ం� ఉత���  అ��ం�. 

�� � �ల�ౖ ��  �ం�� ��� ��� �ం� పం�న��, అ� ���� స�న�ౖ న క�ష�  �వ� త� గ�ష�  

మ�� క�ష�  మధ� �వ� త �ౖ ����� ఉత���  ��� ం�. 
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E-Ray will have different velocities in a direction other than the optic 
axis. The thickness of the crystal is so adjusted that by the time O-
Ray and E-Ray come out of the crystal, they undergo a path difference 
of �/2 or a phase difference of 180°. Once the rays come out of the 
crystal, both will again travel with the  same velocity. 

 

The thickness of the plate is given by 

|�� − ��| × � =
�

2
     ��   � =

�

2 × |�� − ��|
 

The resultant polarization state of light when O-ray and E-ray with 
180°  phase difference get superimposed will be again plane 
polarized. Similarly when a circularly polarized light falls on a HWP, 
it will be still circularly polarized but left and right polarizations get 
interchanged. Similar is the case with the elliptically polarized light. 

3.9 Production and detection of Polarized 
light 
There are basically three types of polarizations for light rays namely 
plane polarization, circular polarization and elliptical polarization. 

Plane polarized light: 

When an unpolarised light is passed through Nicol prism plane 
polarized light is produced.  
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వృ�� �ర ధృవణ �ం�: 

�ం� సమతల ధృవణ �ం� �ర�� స�న ���� � �/2  ఒక దశ వ���సం� �ప��� 

��న��, వృ�� �ర ధృవణ �ం� ఉత���  అ��ం�. 

ఒక �� � �ల�ౖ ��  �ం� �� ఆ�� ॓ అ�ం ��రణ పతన  �ంజం� ��ర� � �� �� � �ం� 

���న���, వృ�� �ర ధృవణ �ం� ఉత���  అ��ం�. 

వృ�� �ర ధృవణ �ం� QWP �ం� ���న���, ���� ���ట��, QWP త��త �� � 

�ల�ౖ ��  �ౖ � ఉత���  అ��ం� మ�� ���� ���న త��త, ఇ� క�ష�  �వ� త ���� �వ� త 

�ౖ ����� ఉత���  ��� ం�. 

�ర� వృ�� �ర ధృవణ �ం�: 

ఎ��� క�� �ల�ౖ ��  �ౖ � �ం� �� � �ల�ౖ ��  �ౖ �� అస�న ���� �, 
�

�
 ��ం� �� దశ ��� 

�ప�ఇం�� అ�న�� ఉత���  అ��ం�. ,   

ధృవణ �ం� QWP�ౖ  �� ఆ�� ॓ అ�ం పతన త��� స�ంతరం� �న��, అ� �/2 ��ం� 

ఇతర దశల వ������ ప�చయం ��� ం�. ఇక�డ ఓ�యం�ష� ��ల �రణం� O-ray 

మ�� E-ray �క� �ం�� ��� అస�నం� ఉం�ం�. అం�వలన ఇ� �ర� వృ�� �ర ధృవణ 

�ం�� ఉత���  ��� ం�. 

ఎ��� క� �ల�ౖ ��  �ౖ � భ� మణ ��� �ం� ���న��� క�ష� ం� �� ��� �వ� త� �ౖ ����� 

ఉత���  ��� ం�. ��� ��� �ం� ���న��� ��కం� ధృవణ �ం� �� ఇ�ం� 

ప� ���� ఉత���  ��� ం�. అస�ష� త� ���ంచ���, �ం� �దట QWP ��� పంపబ��ం�. 

అ�� అ� �� � �ల�ౖ ��  �ౖ �� �ర�బ��ం�. అ�� అ� ��� ��� �ం� ���, క�ష� ం� 

���� �వ� త� �ౖ �ధ�ం గమ�ంచవ��. ��కం� ధృవణ �ం� QWP �ం� ���న త��త ���

� �ప�డం ��� �వ� త� �ౖ ����� �� ���ం�. �� ఈ సందర�ం� క�స ��� ఉండ�. 

3.10 ఆ�� క� ��� �� 

ఆ�� క� ��ష� �� వృ�� �ర �ౖ ��� ం��� �� �ల�ౖ �ష� ��ష� అ�� �� � �ల�ౖ ��  �ౖ � 

��� ప��� ల �ం� ���న��� ధృవణ అ�ం �క� ������ భ� మణం �� దృ��షయం. 

భ� మణ �శ�ౖ  ఆ�రప�, ప��� � ���� �-��ట� (�-��ట�) మ�� ��-��ట� (ఎ�-

��ట�) అ� �ం� ర��� వ�� క�ంచబ�� �. 

వృ�� �ర �ౖ �� �జం అ�� వృ�� �ర ధృవణ �ం� �సం �ౖ �� �జం �క� ����  . �ౖ �� �జం అ�� 

���� � �షణ దృ��షయం, ��� ��ధ ధృవణ �� �ల� �ం� �ర�� �� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం 

ఆ�రం� �ం� �ర�ల �భజన� ఉత���  �య��� ��ధ �ట�  వద�  ��ంచబడ��. 

ఇ� వ�� భవనం అంత�� న దృ��షయం� ఉన� �స�ర� � ప� �� య� గందర�ళం �ంద�డ�. 

��ట� ����ర� �ల� RBG రం�ల� �� �య��� �ౖ �� �॓ �� జ�ల� ప� �ఖం� 

ఉప���� �. ఈ ����  RBG �భజన �సం �య� �ల� � వం� మ��� ఎం�క� ఉ���. 

వృ�� �ర �ౖ �� �జం మ�� వృ�� �ర �ౖ ��� ం��� అ�� ప�ర� ం �క� ఆ�� క� ��� ��� 

వ�క� ప�� �ం� దృ��ష��.  
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When the plane polarized light is passed through a rotating Nicol, it 
produces an intensity variation between a maximum and minimum 
with minimum intensity equal to zero. 

Circularly polarized light: 

When two plane polarized light rays with equal amplitudes 
superimpose with a phase difference of �/2, circularly polarized light 
is produced. 

When a plane polarized light passes through a quarter wave plate 
with its optic axis normal to incident beam, circularly polarized light 
is generated. 

When circularly polarized light passes through a QWP followed by 
rotating Nicol,  plane polarized light is generated after QWP and after 
rotating Nicol, it produces an intensity variation with minimum 
intensity being zero. 

Elliptically polarized light: 

Elliptically polarized light is produced when two plane polarized 
lights with unequal amplitudes, but with a phase difference  other 

than   �
�

 ,  superimpose. 

When polarized light falls on a QWP with its optic axis not parallel to 
plane of incidence, then it introduces a phase difference of other than  
�/2 . Here amplitudes of O-ray and E-ray will be unequal due to 
orientation differences. Thus it produces elliptically polarized light. 

Elliptically polarized light produces a variation in intensity with 
nonzero minimum when passed through rotating Nicol. Partially 
polarized light also produces similar effect when passed through 
rotating Nicol. To avoid the ambiguity, the light is first passed 
through QWP. Then it is converted into plane polarized light. Then if 
it is passed through rotating Nicol, a variation in intensity is observed 
with minimum being zero. Partially polarized light will also show a 
variation in intensity after passing through QWP followed by 
rotating Nicol. But the minimum in this case will not be zero. 
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3.10 Optical activity 
Optical rotation or circular birefringence or polarization rotation is 
the phenomenon of rotation of orientation of axis of polarization 
when plane polarized light passes through certain materials. 

Depending on the direction of rotation, the materials are classified 
into two types namely Dextro-Rotatory (d-rotatory) and Levo-
Rotatory (L-Rotatory). 

Circular dichroism is the exhibition of dichroism for circularly 
polarized light. Dichroism is a selective absorption phenomenon in 
which light rays with different polarization states will be absorbed at 
different rates to produce a separation of light rays, based on their 
wavelength.  

This should not be confused with the dispersion process where 
refraction is the underlying phenomenon. 

Dichroic prisms are popularly used to separate RBG colors in digital 
camcorders.  Nowadays there are more options for the RBG 
separation, such as the  Bayer filter. 

Circular dichroism and circular birefringence are the two phenomena 
that manifest the optical activity of the material. 

3.11 Laurent’s half shade Polarimeter 
Polarimeter is a setup used to study the specific rotation of solid and 
liquid samples. Laurent half shade Polarimeter is specifically 
designed for the measurement of specific rotation effects in liquid 
samples. 

The setup consists of a monochromatic light source. The light rays 
from the source are made parallel by using a convex lens. 

 
Fig: Laurent’s Half shade Polari meter. 
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Further plane polarized light is generated by passing it through a 
Nicol prism. 

There exists another Nicol prism which acts as the analyser. The 
sample to be studied is kept in between the two Nicols and the angle 
of rotation for complete cross configuration with and without sample 
is measured on a circular scale. The difference is a measure of the 
specific rotation of the given sample. 

The sample is placed in a glass tube with plane glass plate enclosures. 
The centre of the glass tube is made bulgy to avoid any air bubbles in 
the path of the light rays. 

The problem with this setup without half shade device is in the 
ambiguity in identifying the perfect cross configuration of the two 
Nicols. i.e.; one can’t exactly identify the perfect darkness orientation 
of the two Nicols. 

Half shade device overcomes this difficulty. The device consists of a 
combination of normal glass (ODC) and quartz glass (OBC) cut in two 
half circles and joined together to form a circular disk. Here the 
quartz half disk acts as a half wave plate. 

 

Fig: half shade device. 

When a plane polarized light falls on the half shade device with axis 
of polarization oriented at some angle, say along �� , glass plate 
allows it directly and the quartz plate flips the E-ray by 180°. Thus 
the �� component flips to ��. In other words the  vector �� flips 
to ��. 
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3.11 ��ం� �� �� ����ట� 

����ట� అ�� ఘన మ�� ద� వ న��ల ��� ష�  భ� మ��� అధ�యనం �య��� 

ఉప��ం� �ట�. ��ం� �� �� ����ట� ప� ��కం� ద� వ న��ల� ��� ష�  భ� మణ 

ప� ��ల� �లవ��� ��ం�ంచబ�ం�. 

�ట�� ���� మ�॓ �ౖ � ��� ఉం�ం�. �లం �ం� �ం� �ర�� ఒక �ం��ర ��� 

ఉప��ం� స�ంతరం� త�� �యబడ��. 

��� �� జం �ం� ప� స�ంచడం ��� మ�ంత సమతల ధృవణ �ం� ఉత���  అ��ం�. 

��� ష��� ప��� మ� ��� �� జం ఉం�. అధ�యనం �యవల�న న�� �ం� ���� మధ� 

ఉంచబ��ం� మ�� న��� మ�� ��ం� ���  �� � ���గ�ష� �సం భ� మణ �ణం 

వృ�� �ర ���� ���� �. వ���సం ఇ��న న�� �క� ��� ష�  భ� మణ �లత అ��ం�. 

న�� �� � ���� �� � �� � �� � ఎ��� జ�ల� ఉంచబ��ం�. �ం� �ర�ల �ర� ం� �� 

�డగ� పడ�ం� ఉండ��� �� �ట� ం మధ�� ఉ���� � త�� �యబ�ం�. 

�� �� ప�కరం �� ఈ �ట�� సమస� �ం� ���� �క� ఖ��త�ౖ న �� � ���గ�ష�� 

��� ంచడం� అస�ష� ం� ఉం�. అన�; �ం� ���� �క� ఖ��త�ౖ న �క� �ర�� ఖ��తం� 

��� ంచ��. 

�� �� ప�కరం ఈ క�� �� అ�గ��� ం�. ప�కరం ��రణ �� (ODC) మ�� �����  �� � 

(OBC) కల�క� �ం� సగం వృ�� �� క� ��, ఒక వృ�� �ర ���� ఏర���� ం�. ఇక�డ 

�����  �� ��� �� �� �� �� ప���� ం�. 

ఒక �� � �ల�ౖ ��  �ౖ � �� ధృవణ అ�ం� ఏ� ఒక �ణం� �� �� ��ౖ ��ౖ  ప�న��, , �� � �� � 

��� ��� అ�మ��� ం� మ�� �����  �� � E-�� 180° ���ం�. ఆ �ధం� �� �గం 

�� � �ప�బ��ం�. మ� �ట� ���లం�, �� �క� � ��  � �ప�బ��ం�. 

ఎన�ౖ జ� ��  �శ� ఓ��ం�� అ��, �� � �� � ��� రం�� క���� ం� మ�� 

ఎన�ౖ జ� �� �శ� ఉం� �����  �� � �క�� క���� ం�. 

�� � సగం మ�� �����  సగం �ం� స�న�ౖ న ప� �శం� ప� త���ౖ న �ం� �క� ధృవణ 

సమతలం �� �శ� ఉన��� క���� �. 

�� � �� స��� మ�� �����  �� స��� �క� స�న ప� ���� అం�ం�న �� � �ల�ౖ ��  �ం� 

�క� ధృవణ అ�ం �క� ������ మ�ంత ప� �వవంతం� ��� ంచడం. 

అం�వల�  ఎన�ౖ జ� ��� �� �� ప�కరం �క� ఏక�� ప� �శం �శ� ��ం� మ�� ఆ�ౖ  

న��� ఉం�ం�. భ� మణ �ణం� వ���సం ఇ��న న�� ��� ఉత���  �యబ�న భ� మణ 

�ణం. 
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If the analyser is oriented along ��, glass plate will appear dark and 
if the analyser is oriented along ��, the quartz plate appears dark. 

Both glass half and Quartz half will appear with equal brightness only 
when the plane of polarization of the incident light is along ��. 

Equal brightness of glass half circle and quartz half circle is a more 
effective identification of orientation of axis of polarization of the 
given plane polarized light. 

Thus the analyser Nicol is oriented along the direction of uniform 
brightness of the half shade device without and then with sample. 
The difference in angle of rotation is the angle of rotation produced 
by the given sample. 

The angle of optical rotation produced by the given sample is 
proportional to the concentration C of the sample and the length L of 
the tube in which the sample is kept. 

Thus 

� ∝ � ��� � ∝ � 

Or 

� ∝ ��  ⇒   � = ��� 

Here � is the specific rotation of the given sample. Specific rotation 
is the amount of optical rotation produced by the given sample for 1 
unit concentration of the sample and 1 unit length of the sample 
carrying tube. Thus, 

� =
�

��
 

This is when �  is measured in centimeters and �  is measured in 
��/���. If the length is measured in decimetres (1�� = 10��) 
then the equation changes to 

� =
10�

��
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ఇ��న న�� ��� ఉత���  �యబ�న ఆ�� క� భ� మణ �ణం న�� �క� �ంద� త  C మ�� 

న�� ఉంచబ�న ��� �క� �డ� L� అ�����తం� ఉం�ం�. 

ఈ �ధం� 

� ∝ � ��� � ∝ � 
�� 

� ∝ ��  ⇒   � = ��� 

ఇ��న న�� �క� ��� ష�  భ� మణం �  ఇక�డ ఉం�. ��� ష�  భ� మణ అ�� న�� �క� 1 

��� �ంద� త  మ�� న�� �� ��� �క� 1 ��� �డ� �సం ఇ��న న�� 

��� ఉత���  �యబ�న ఆ�� క� ��ష� �త� ం. ఈ �ధం�, 

� =
�

��
 

ఇ� �  �ం��టర� � మ�� �  �  ��/���   � ���న�� �త� �. ఒక�ళ. �డ�� 

���టర� � ����  అ�� స�కరణం ఇ�  ���ం�(1�� = 10��) 

� =
10�

��
 

3.12 LCD �క� �� థ�క �త� ం 

���� స���� �డ�ౖ న �ం�� య �ౖ � ��మ� ప��� �, ఇ� ద� వ �� �� �� �� స����ర 

క� ��� ఉం���. ��� �రణం �� �డ�ౖ న ��� �����. ���� ��� �� 

ఉప��ంచడం ��� స���ల ������ �యం�� ంచవ��. 

���� �� స� � ����  (LCD) ��వ స��� �� �� �� �ం� ���� క�� ఉం�ం�, �� త��త 

ధృవణ వడ�త ఉం�ం�. ఆ �ౖ న ద� వ స���� �� పలకల మధ� ఉంచబడ��. 

ద� వ స���ల �� � �ౖ న, �రదర�క ఎల�� ��ల� ��న �� �� ఉంచబ��ం�. ఎల�� �డ�  ఆ�రం 

ప� ద��ంచబ� అ��ల ఆ���� �ర� ��� ం�. 

ఎల�� �� �� � �� � మ�క ధృవణ వడ�త� కప�బ� ఉం�ం�. ఎల�� ��ల� వ�� ం� ���� �త� ం 

�న��, ద� వ స���� ఎ�వం� అవ�ధం ��ం� �లం �ం� �ౖ �గం�� వడ�త �ర� 

�ం�� పం� �ధం� ఉం��. 

ఎల�� ��ల� ���� ��� �� వ�� ంప��న��, ద� వ స���� �� �ర�� ���� �, త��� 

���� �త� ం వ�� ం� న�� �ంట �ం� ���ంచబ��ం�. 

��॓ �ౖ � అం�ంచ� ��రణ LCDల �సం, ��వ �ర� ప�వర� న ప�ర� ం ఉం�ం�. �ౖ  �ర 

�ం� �హ� �ం� ��వ �ర� ���ం�ం� మ�� ఎల�� ��ల� ���� �త� ం �న�� 

ఎ�వం� అవ�ధం ��ం� ��� ప� ��ం��� ం�. ఎల�� ��ల� ���� ��� �� వ�� ంప��న��, 

ద� వ స���ల �శ� ��� �రణం� �ం�� ఆటంకం ఏర���ం�.  
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3.12 Basic principle of LCD 
Liquid crystals are the organic long chain polymer materials that keep 
their crystalline order even in liquid state. This is because of their 
long chain structures. The orientation of the crystals can be 
controlled by using electric field. 

The Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) consists of a light source at the 
bottom substrate level followed by a polarizing filter. Above that the 
liquid crystals are kept enclosed in between glass plates.  

Above the liquid crystals array, a glass sheet with transparent 
electrodes is kept. The shape of the electrodes decide the shape of the 
letters to be displayed. 

The electrodes glass plate is covered by another polarizing filter. In 
the absence of the electric field applied to the electrodes, liquid 
crystals are oriented in such a way that the light passes from the 
source to the topmost filter layer without any obstruction. 

When electric field is applied to the electrodes, liquid crystals change 
their orientation so that the light will be blocked along the pattern 
where electric field is applied. 

For normal LCDs where back light is not provided, the bottom layer 
consists of a reflecting material. External light from the top layer 
reaches the bottom layer and reflects back without any obstruction 
in the absence of the electric field to the electrodes. When electric 
field is applied to the electrodes, light will be obstructed due to the 
change in orientation of the liquid crystals. 

 
Fig: Structure of LCD 
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Solved Problems 
1. A beam of unpolarized light of intensity �� falls on a system of 

four identical linear polarizers placed in a line as shown in 
figure. The transmission axes of any two successive polarizers 
make an angle of 30� with each other. If the transmitted light 

has intensity � , the ratio �

��
  is 

                                            
   IITJAM 2020    
   

a) ��

���
  b) �

��
  c)��

��
   d) ��

���
 

Ans. : (d) 

 Solution:  �� =
��

�
, �� =

��

�
cos� 30� , �� = �� cos� 30� =

��

�
cos� 30� 

�� = �� cos� 30� =
��

2
cos� 30� =

��

2
�

√3

2
�

�

=
27

128
�� 

2. Consider a retarder with refractive indices �� = 1.551and 
1�� =  1.542 along the extraordinary and ordinary axes, 

respectively. The thickness of this retarder for which a left 
circularly polarized light of wavelength 600nm will be 

converted into a right circularly polarized light is ______ m. 
(Round off to 2 decimal place)     IITJAM 

2020 
Ans : 33.3 

Solution: (�� − ��)� =  
�

�
=> � =  

�

�(�����)
=

���×����

�(�.�����.���)
� 

 t = 33.33��  
3. A beam of light travelling horizontally consists of an 

unpolarized component with intensity ��  and a polarized 
component with intensity ��  . The plane of polarization is 
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oriented at an angle  with respect to the vertical. The figure 

shows the total intensity ������ after the light passes through a 
polarizer as a function of the angle  , that the axis of the 
polarizer makes with respect to the vertical. Identify the correct 
statements(s) 

a) � = ����                b) �� =
��

��      c)  �� = ��. ��/��     

d) �� = ���/�� ,  �� = ���/��    
IITJAM 2021 

 
Ans: d 

Sol: ������ =
��

�
+ �������, ���� =

��

�
= ��/�� ⟹ �� =

���/�� 
���� =

��

�
+ �� = �� ⇒ �� = ���/��    

 

4. Unpolarized light is incident on a calcite plate at an angle of 
incidence 500 as shown in figure. Take n0 =1.6584 and ne = 
1.4864 for calcite. Find the angular separation between the 
two emerging rays within the plate. 
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Solution: Inside the crystal, incident light split into two 
components, ordinary ray and extraordinary ray 

Using snell’s law, we can obtain, 

 Angle refraction for ordinary ray r0  = sin-1 [sin 500/ne] = sin-1 
[0.766/1.6584] = 27.510 

 Angle of refraction for extra ordinary ray re  = sin-1 [sin 500/n0] = 
sin-1 [0.766/1.4864] = 31.020 

Thus, the angular separation between the o-ray and e-ray is  re -
ro =3.510 

5. In the optical arrangement as shown below, the axes of two 
polarizing sheets P and Q are oriented such that no light is 
detected. Now when a third polarizing sheet R is placed 
between P and Q , then light is detected. Which of the 
following statements are true? 

a. Polarization axes of P and Q are 
perpendicular to each other 

b. Polarization axes of R is not parallel to P 
c. Polarization axes of R is not parallel to Q 
d. Polarization axes of P and Q are parallel to each other 

Ans: a, b and c 

Sol: From Malu’s law 

           I = Io/2 cos2t  where t is angle between polarization axis of P 
and Q 

        Given no light is detected in detector. ie I = 0 => t= 900    Option 
a is correct 

        Now, If R is introduced between P and Q making an angle  t1 
w.r.t to polarization axis of P, then 900 -    t1 is w.r.t to Q 

            I = Io/2 cos2t1  cos2
  (900 -t1) 

Given now light is detected in detector ie neither t1 =zero nor t1 

= 900    Hence option b and c also correct 

6. Three polarizers P , Q and R are placed parallel to each other 
with their planes 
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            perpendicular to the z -axis. Q is placed between P and R . 
Initially the polarizing 

            directions of P and Q are parallel, but that of R is perpendicular 
to them. In this  

            arrangement when unpolaized light of intensity I0 is incident 
on P , the intensity coming 

            out of R is zero. The polarizer Q is now rotated about the z -
axis. As a function of angle 

            of rotation, the intensity of light coming out of R is best 
represented by      .  

    

  

 

 

a.  b. 

 

 

 

c.  d. None 
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Ans: b 

7. A quarter-wave plate is placed in between a polarizer and a 
photo-director. When the optic axis of the quarter-wave plate 
is kept initially parallel to the pass axis of the 

polarizer and perpendicular to the direction 

of light propagation. The intensity of light 

passing through the quarter-wave plate is 

measured to be I0(see figure). If the quarter 

wave plate is now rotated by 450 about an 

axis parallel to the light propagation, what 

would be the intensity of the emergent light 

measured by the photo-director? 

Ans: d        
  IITJAM 2021 

 

After passing through QWP plane polarized light of intensity will 
convert into circularly polarized with intensity I0 

 

8. Unpolarized light of intensity I0 passes through a polarizer P1. 
The light coming out of the polarizer falls on a quarter wave 
plate with its optical axis at 450 with respect to the 
polarization axis of P1 and then passes through another 
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polarizer P2 with its polarization axis perpendicular to that of 
P1. The intensity of light coming out of P2 is I. Find the ratio of 
I and I0   

Ans: 4 

Solution:  

 

 

 

After  P2, the intensity using Malu’s law, I = I0/4 sin2(2t) 

When t = 450 

 I = I0/4 
9. Which of the following arrangement of optical  components 

can be used to distinguish between an unpolarized light and a 

circularly polarized light? 

 

Solution: In the option a and b , out put will be linearly polarized for 
both. So we can not use this configuration 

And in option c, output will be linearly polarized of constant 
intensity if input is unpolarized where as linearly polarized of 
varying intensity from zero to maximum if input is circularly 
polarized. Hence option c is correct 

10. The plan of polarization of a plane polarized light rotates by 
600 after passing through a wave plate. The pass axis of the 
wave plate is at an angle t w.r.t. plane of polarization of the 
incident light. The wave plate and t are 
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a) λ/4, 600   b) λ/2, 300  c) λ/2, 1200       
    d) λ/4, 300 
 

Ans: b 

Solution: When plane polarized light is incident on the π/4 plate, it 
converts it into circularly polarized light, where as the π/2 plate 
rotates by an angle 2t 

Hence 2t = 600 =>t= 300 

MCQs 
1. Consider a beam of light of wavelength  incident on a system 

of a polarizer and an analyzer. The analyzer is oriented at 450 to 
the polarizer. When an optical component is introduced 
between them, the output intensity becomes zero. (Light is 
incident normally on all components). The optical component 
is 
 (a) a full-wave plate    (b) a half-wave plate 
  
(c) a quarter-wave plate    (d)an ordinary glass 
plate  
Ans.: (b) 

2. A beam of unpolarized light incident on a reflecting surface at 
the Brewster angle. Which of the following statements is 
correct?  

A. The reflected light is partially polarized perpendicular to the 
plane of incidence.  

B. The reflected light is 100% polarized perpendicular to the 
plane of incidence.  

C. The transmitted light is 100% polarized perpendicular to 
the plane of incident 

D. The transmitted light is partially polarized perpendicular to 
the plane of incidence.  

HCU 2021 
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Ans:B  

3. The State of polarization of the wave ��⃑ = �����(�� −

��)�̂+�����(�� − �� −
�

�
)�̂ is 

A)Circular 45° with X-axis and clockwise rotating  

B) Elliptical 45° with X-axis and clockwise rotating  

C) Circular 45° with X-axis and counter-clockwise rotating  

D) Elliptical 45° with X-axis and counter clockwise rotating 

HCU 2021 

Ans:D 

4. The thickness of a zero order half-wave plate made using a 
material with a difference of 0.2 between the extraordinary 
and ordinary refractive indices for a light of 600 nm is 
(i�  ��) 

 A. 6.0        B. 3.0      c. 1.5   D. 
1.2  

HCU 2021 

Ans:C 

5. Unpolarized light is incident on a polarizer, followed by a half 
wave plate and then a quarter wave plate. If the axes of all 
these optical components arc parallel to each other, the output 
light is  

A. linearly polarized.    B. 
elliptically polarized.  

C. circularly polarized.                  D. 
unpolarized 

HCU 2020 

6. Ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices of a calcite 
crystal respectively are 1.658 and 1.486. The thickness of this 
crystal, required to convert linearly polarized light at 589 nm 
to circularly polarized light, is  
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     a .0.86 ��  b. 0.96 ��   c. 
0.76. ��   d. 0.66 �� 

HCU 2020 

7. If the polarizer and Analyzer are at an angle of 45°� to each 
other, the intensity of the outcoming beam is 

a) � =
��

�
    b) � =

��

√�
   c) � =

��

�
  d) � = �� 

AUCET 2020 
8. Polarization of light conclusively proves that 

 
a) light waves are longitudinal  b) light waves are 
transverse 
 
c) light waves are stationery  d) light waves are 
longitudinal and transverse 

AUCET 2020 
9. For a quartz �� = 1.533 and for � = 4000�  then the 

thickness of the halfwave plate should be 
       a) 0.5 x 10�� cm  b) 1 cm c)0.1 cm d) 1 

x 10�� cm  
 

AUCET 2020 
10. To convert elliptically polarized light into circularly polarized 

light, we must use 
 
a) two quarter wave plates   c) one quartz wave plate and 
one half wave plate 

 
b) one quarter wave plate.     d) two half wave plates. 
 

AUCET 2020 
11. A glass plate of refractive index 1.5 is used as a polarized.The 

angle of polarization is 
 
a) Cos-1(1.5)  b) Tan-1(1.5)  c) 

Sec-1(1.5)  d) Sin-1(1.5) 
AKNU 2020 

12. When the Young’s experiment is carried out in air, the band 
width is 0.4 mm. If it is carried out in water, then band width 
is 
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a) 3 X 10-5 m  b) 2 X 10-5 m  c) 
4.5 X 10-5 m  d) 0 

AKNU 2020 
13. The radius of the first zone in a plate of focal length 15 cm for 

light of 6000A0 
a)3 X 104 m  b) 3 X 105 m  c) 3 X 10-4 
m  d) 3 X 10-3 m 

AKNU 2020 
14. Two  Polaroids are adjusted so as to obtain maximum 

intensity. The Angle through which one Polaroid be rotated to 
reduce the intensity to ¼ 

a)45°  b) 60°  c) 90°  d) 
180° 

AKNU 2020 
15. A calcite crystal is placed over a dot on a paper and rotated on 

viewing through calcite, one will see  
a) A single dot  b) Two stationary dots 

 c) Two rotating dots d) One dot rotating 
about the other 

AKNU 2020 
 

16. To very that the light beam is either unpolarized or circularly 
polarized one requires to use  

a)a half wave plate and a polarizer  b)a quarter 
wave plate 
c) a quarter wave plate and half wave plate  d) a quarter 
wave plate and a polarizer 

Ans: d 

17. Which of the following optical components is critical to 
differentiate between an unpolarized light and a circularly 
polarized light 

a) half way plate    b) quarter wave plate     c) polarizer    
d) half wave plate and polarizer 

Ans: b 

18. Unpolarized light is incident on a polarizer.The ratio of 
transmitted to incident intensity will be 

a) Zero  b)1/4  c)1/2  d)1 
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Ans: c 

19. The refractive index of a given piece of transparent quartz is 
largest for 

a) red light  b) Violet light   c)yellow 
light  d)green light 

Ans: b 

20. In an anisotropic crystal, the refractive index is 
a) Small in all directions  b) different in different 
directions 
c) not a valid Define  d) Infinity  large 

Ans: b 

21. Unpolarized light is incident on a combination of polarizer, a 
λ/2 plate and a λ/2 and a λ/4 plate kept one after the other. 
What will be the output polarization for the following 
configurations 

1. Axes of the polarizer , the  λ/2 plate and the a λ/4 
plates are parallel to each other 

2. The  λ/2 plate is rotated by 450 w.r.t configuration 1 
3. The λ/4  plate is rotated by 450 w.r.t configuration 1 
a) Linear for configuration 1, Linear for configuration 

2, circular for configuration 3 
b) Linear for configuration 1, circular for configuration 

2, circular for configuration 3 
c) circular for configuration 1, linear for configuration 

2, circular for configuration 3 
d) circular for configuration 1, circular for 

configuration 2, circular for configuration 3 

Ans: b 

Grade your understanding 
1. The plane of oscillation and plane of polarization of the 

polarized light are parallel to each other 
[ ] 

2. Polarization can shows particle as well as wave nature 
of light 

[ ] 
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3. Plane polarized light can be produced by simple  
reflection 

[ ] 

4. Substances that polarize an unpolarized light are called 
Optically active substances 

[ ] 

5. When a light is incident at the polarizing angle, both 
reflected and refracted light is completely polarized 

[ ] 

6. From Brewster’s Law, angle of polarization does not 
depends on wavelength of light 

[ ] 

7. Nicol Prism cannot produce circularly polarized light 
but can analyze it 

[ ] 

8. Refractive index of ordinary and extra ordinary rays 
depends only on the material of crystal used 

[ ] 

9. Sound waves cannot be polarized [ ] 
10. The light from a liquid crystal Display(LCD) is polarized [ ] 
11. We can see smart mobile screen in bright sunlight ,if the 

screen is LCD 
[ ] 

 Check: 1. No  2. No  3. Yes  4. No  5. No 6. No  7.Yes 8. 
No 9. Yes 10. Yes 11.Yes 
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Glossary 

Analyzer An optical devise that analyze whether light is 
polarized or not 

Birefringence Splitting of  a ray in to two rays after entering an 
optical medium (double refraction) 

Circular 
polarization 

Polarization in which the magnitude of light ray 
does not change while rotating ie electric vector 
rotates along a circle 

Critical angle The angle of incidence beyond which it gets 
totally reflected back 

Cross section The shape of slice cut across an object 

Crystals A homogeneous solid piece with symmetrical 
place faces and Natural regular shape 

Elliptical 
polarization 

Polarization in which the magnitude of light ray 
changes while rotating ie electric vector rotates 
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along an ellipse about the direction of 
propagation 

Extra 
ordinary ray 

Light rays that does not obey ordinary laws of 
refraction 

Hexagonal 
structure Honeycomb like structure 
Longitudinal 
Wave 

Wave in which the disturbed particles vibrate 
parallelly to the wave propagation direction 

Obtuse angle An Angle between 90� �� 180� 

Optic axis The unique crystallographic axis having 
refractive index differently from other axes 

Plane 
polarization  

Process restricting the vibration of light(EM 
radiation) to one direction 

Principal 
section A plane passing through optic axis  

Polarizer 
An optical filter that convert unpolarized light 
into polarized light 

Polarimeter 
An instrument that measures the amount of 
polarization/rotation of plane of polarization 

Polariscope The polarimeter which is used for liquids 
especially 

Specific 
Rotation 

A quantity that expresses the intensity of an 
optical activity 

Transverse 
wave 

Wave in which the disturbed particles vibrate 
perpendicularly to the wave propagation 
direction 

Uniaxial 
crystals Crystals having single optic axis 
Unpolarized 
light 

A light wave with its electric field vector 
vibrates in more than one plane 

Wave Plate 
An optical devise that alters polarization 
state of light travelling through it 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

UNIT-4 

ABERRATINS and  

FIBER OPTICS 
ఎబ�ష�� మ��  

ఆ�� క� �బౖ��  



        
 

��ణ ల��� 

ఈ అ��యం� ����� � ఇ�  ����ం��, 

1. ఏకవర�  అ��� ష��  మ�� �� క��� కరణ. 

2. �� ��॓ అ��� ష� మ�� �� క��� కరణ. 

3. ��ధ ర�ల ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ�� మ�� �� ���. 

4. ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ� క����ష� �స� � మ�� �� ప� �జ��. 

అభ�సన ఫ��� 

ఈ �ఠం �ర� ��స�� ����� � 

1.  ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ�� �క� ��ధ అ��� ష��  మ�� ర�ల� ��� ంచగల� . 

2. ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ���� ��ధ అ��� ష��  మ�� ��ల �ర���, ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ� 

క����ష� ��� �� �వ�ంచగల� . 

3. త�న అ��� ష� క��� కరణ పద� �ల� వ�� ంప�యగల� . 

4. ��ధ ర�ల అ��� ష��  మ�� ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ�ల� వ�� క�ంచగల� . 

5. అ��� ష� క��� కరణ పద� �ల� త�న పద� �ల� ఎం��గల�. . 

6. అ��� షన� � త�� ంచ��� ��� ష�  అ�వర� ��� అ��ౖ న న�� వ�వస� ల� 

��ం�ంచగల� . 
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 ఎబ�ష�� మ��  
ఆ�� క� �బౖ��  

 



ABERRATIONS 
and FIBER OPTICS 
Syllabus 
Monochromatic aberrations, Spherical aberration, Methods of 
minimizing spherical aberration, Coma, Astigmatism and Curvature 
of field, Distortion; Chromatic aberration-the achromatic doublet; 
Achromatism for two lenses (i) in contact and (ii) separated by a 
distance. Fiber Optics: Introduction to Fibers, different types of 
fibers, rays and modes in an optical fiber, Principles of fiber 
communication (qualitative treatment only), Advantages of fiber 
optic communication. 

Learning Objectives 
In this chapter students would learn about, 

5. Monochromatic aberrations and their minimization. 
6. Chromatic aberration and its minimization. 
7. Different types of optical fibers and their modes. 
8. Optical fiber communication system and its advantages. 

Learning Outcomes 
By the end of the chapter, student would be equipped with 

adequate knowledge to 

7. Identify various aberrations and types of optical fibers. 
8. Describe the cause of various aberrations and modes in 

optical fibers, principle of optical fiber communication. 
9. Apply suitable aberration minimization techniques. 
10. Classify various types of aberrations and optical fibers. 
11. Select suitable methods of aberration minimization 

techniques. 
12. Design prototype systems suitable for specific 

application to minimize aberrations. 

4 C
H
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��ధ �� �� ం ల� �ం�న ��� ష�  ఫ��� మ�� భ�ష�� 

����� శ�� 
ఈ అ��యం ��� సమ��� ��� ష�  �� �� �ల �ం� ����� � ��� అర� ం���గల�.   

1. ��క �స� ం: ��ధ ఆ�� క� ప�క�ల� �� స�ౖ న �పకల�న మ�� ఆప�ష� �సం 

అ��� షన�  ��ం� స��రం అవసరం. 

2. ర�యన �స� ం: ��ధ ���� ����॓ పద� ��, SEM, TEM �ద�ౖ న� �� ��॓ 

అ��� ష�� �ర���, ��� స�� �� ���. 

3. కం��ట�� : ��ధ ఆ�� క� �ధ�ల ఆ��ష�� అ��� షన�  ఆ���॓ క��� �� �� �

� అవసరం. 

4. �గర� �స� ం: ��ధ ర��ల �ళ�  అధ�య��� ఉప��ం� ఆ�� క� �ధ���  

అ��� ష� ��� ���  అవసరం. 

5. ఎల�� ��॓�: ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ� క����ష� �స� � �త� ం క����ష� వ�వస� ల� 

�ప� �త�కం� ���ం�. 

6. REM: �ం�� కృత ��� థర�� మ�� ����� �॓ �స� �ల� ఉప��ం� �� ��  

���ల� �� ��॓ అ��� ష� క��� అవసరం. 

7. గ�ం��: అ��� ష� ��� �ట�  �క� గ�ంక ��� షణ ���ౖ న ఆ���� �స� � 

అ�వృ�� � ��� �� అం��� ం�, �ఖ�ం� బ�-ఆ�� -ఎల�� ��॓ ����ల� 

సంబం�ం�న�.   

�ప��తం �ం� అప��తం వర� 

� 11వ తరగ�� �� ��� �� � ఇం�॓� మ�� �� ��॓ అ��� ష�ల తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం 

ఆ�రపడటం ��ం� ����� ఉండవ��. �� ��పం మ�� వ�� కరణ �ద�ౖ న �� 

�రణం� ��� ఇతర అ��� షన�  ��ం� �� ����� ఉండవ��. �� ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ�ల 

�� థ�క ప� �త� ం మ�� క����ష� �స� � �క� �� థ�క ���ణం, క����ష� �స� �

� ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ�ల ప� �జనం �ద�ౖ న��� ���  అంతర� త ప�వర� ��� �������. ఈ 

అ��యం� �� ��ధ ర�ల ���� మ�॓ మ�� ���� మ�॓ అ��� ష�� మ�� �� 

క��� కరణ పద� ��, ��ధ ర�ల ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ��, ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ�ల� �గ�� �� ���ష� ���, 

ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ� క����ష� �స� � �క� సరళ�ౖ న ��ౖ � మ�� �� ప� �జ�ల ��ం� 

����ం��. 

.  
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Course Outcomes specific to program and Future 
directions 

By the end of this chapter students from specific programs would 
be in a position to understand that  

1. Physics: Various optical instruments need information about 
aberrations for their proper design and operation. 

2. Chemistry: Various spectroscopic techniques, SEM, TEM etc. 
are prone to chromatic aberration which is to be adjusted. 

3. Computers: Automation of various optical instruments need 
automatic correction programs for aberrations. 

4. Geology: Study of various gem stones require aberration 
corrections in the optical instruments used. 

5. Electronics: Optical fiber communication system has 
revolutionized the entire communication systems. 

6. REM: Fresnel lenses used in concentrated solar thermal and 
photovoltaic systems require chromatic aberration 
correction. 

7. Statistics: Statistical analysis of aberration corrections give a 
pathway to better automated system development, especially 
related to bio-opto-electronic sensors. 

Familiar to Unfamiliar 
In your 11th class you might have learned about wavelength 

dependence of refractive index and chromatic aberrations. You might 
also have learned about a few other aberrations due to diffraction and 
distortion etc. You might have learned total internal reflection as the 
basic working principle of optical fibers and the basic structure of 
communication system, advantage of optical fibers in 
communication system etc. In this chapter you will learn about 
various types of monochromatic and polychromatic aberrations and 
their minimization techniques, various types of optical fibers, modes 
of signal transmission in optical fibers, simple design of optical fiber 
communication system and its advantages. 
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4.1 ప�చయం 

ఆ�� క� అ��� ష�� �క� అధ�యనం ���� ��తం�, ప�శ� మ� మ�� 

ప��ధ� రం�ల� తన స�ల� అవస�� మ�� అ�వర� �ల �సం ఆ�� ॓�� �� స�ంత 

�ఖ� ఏ��� ��ం�. �ం� ��ల తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం� ���� ఉన� వ�� �ల ప��ణం ��� 

ఉన�ం�న ఈ అధ�యనం ��గ�త ఆ�� ॓� �ంద వ�� ం�. 

��గ�త ఆ�� ॓�� ప�గ�ంచబ� ��య� ఉ�� �ం�, ఆ�� క� ప�క�ల ��� 

మ�� �ర� � �స� �ల� ఇ�� ���ష�� అ��� ష�� గణ�య�ౖ న సహ�రం అం��� ం�. 

��ల �క� �న� ��వల �సం, sin � ���� అంచ� �యవ�� 

sin � = � −
��

3!
+

��

5!
−

��

7!
+ ⋯ ≃ � ≃ tan � 

ఈ ఉ�� �ం��, ��� �క� �యమం  అ��ం�.� =
��� �

��� �
≃

�

�
≃

��� �

��� �
 

ఈ ఉ�� �ం�� ���య� �� ����య� ఉ�� �ం� అం�� మ�� ఈ ఉ�� �ం� 

ఆ�రం� అ�వృ��  �యబ�న ఆ�� ॓�� ���య� ఆ�� ॓� �� ����య� ఆ�� ॓� అం��. 

ఈ ఉ�� �ం�� ఉప��ం�, ��� �క� ��� �� ���వ�� 

1

�
= (� − 1) �

1

��
−

1

��
� 

 

 

E - Corner 

    https://demonstrations.wolfram.com/LensmakersEquation/        

https://phys.libretexts.org/@go/page/4495  

   https://phys.libretexts.org/@go/page/18463  

https://hsm.stackexchange.com/q/11957  

https://opg.optica.org/oe/fulltext.cfm?uri=oe-27-14-19712  

Verify the variation of focalpoint as a function of 

refractive index in Wolfram demonstrations. 

Activity 
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4.1 Introduction 
The study of optical aberrations has made its own branch in 

optics for its ever challenging needs and applications in daily life, 
industry and research fields.  This study comes under geometrical 
optics as the size of the objects involved is huge compared to the 
wavelength of the light sources. 

The linear approximation considered in geometrical optics 
makes a considersble contribution to the aberration in the image 
formation in the lens and mirror systems of the optical instruments.  

For small values of angles, sin � may be approximated as 

sin � = � −
��

3!
+

��

5!
−

��

7!
+ ⋯ ≃ � ≃ tan � 

With this approximation, snell’s law becomes � =
��� �

��� �
≃

�

�
≃

��� �

��� �
. 

This approximation is called Gaussian or paraxial approximation and 
the optics developed based on this approximation is called Gaussian 
optics or paraxial optics. 

Using this approximation, one can arrive at the Lens Maker’s formula 
given by 

1

�
= (� − 1) �

1

��
−

1

��
� 

as well as the thin lens equation given by 
1

�
+

1

�
=

1

�
 

The lens maker’s equation shows that for a fixed wavelength (i.e.; for 
a fixed refractive index), focal length depends only on the radius of 
curvature of the refracting surfaces. 
i.e.; when monochromatic parallel beam falls on the lens, all rays will 
be focused on to the focal point. But if the refractive index varies or, 
in other words, if the light wavelength varies, then the focal length 
also varies. Thus light with different wavelengths will be focused onto 
different focal lengths. This error is called chromatic aberration.  
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Fig: Longitudinal chromatic aberration. 

 
Similarly if the object is off the axis, one can observe lateral chromatic 
aberration. In both the cases, one can see that the blue colored ray 
refracts more and focuses first compared to red colored ray. 

 
Fig: Lateral chromatic aberration. 

 
Thus one can conclude that the chromatic aberration can be seen 
within the linear approximation of Snell’s law or within Gaussian 
approximation or within paraxial approximation.  
Further, Seidel in 1856 extended the Gaussian approximation up to 
third order terms and arrived at the possibility of other 
monochromatic aberrations. 
According to Seidel, the location of the image formed in the x-y plane 
of an object produced by a lens system is as given below. 

Δ��� = ��(���) + ��(����) + ��ℎ����(2�)
+ (�� + ��)ℎ�

�(���) 
and 

Δ��� = ��ℎ� + ��(���) + ��(����) + ��ℎ���[2 + �(2�)]

+ (3�� + ��)ℎ�
�(���) + ��ℎ�

� 
Here the study is carried out for an object of height ℎ� in cylindrical 
coordinate system (�, �, �). 
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In the above,  ��  is the coefficient corresponding to transverse 
defocus aberration and ��  deals with lateral magnification in the 
image plane. The terms ��, ��, ��, �� ,and ��  are referred to as the 
Seidel primary ray aberration coefficients of spherical aberration, 
coma, astigmatism, field/Petzval curvature, and distortion, 
respectively. 
If higher order corrections are also considered, one can observe 
oblique spherical aberration, piston etc. types of aberrations. In the 
later part of the chapter, explanation for varous types of aberrations 
and minimization techniques for a few of them are discussed in 
detail. 

When light falls on the boundary separating two different 
media, it may be reflected or transmitted or may be partially reflected 
and partially transmitted.  
The laws of reflection and refraction are stated in the following: 

Fermat Principle of Least Path: Reflection laws of 
Light 

1. Incident Ray, Reflected ray and Normal to the reflecting 
surface lie in the same plane. 

2. Angle of incidence is same as the angle of reflection. 
3. The path taken by the light ray is decided by the least 

distance. This is because velocity remains constant during 
reflection into same medium, the complementary part for 
momentum in the action variable being the position or 
distance. Thus the least distance or least path length 
condition decides the best path. 

Consider a light ray  AO that is incident on a smooth reflecting 
surface and reflects back into the  same medium as OB in the x-y 
plane.  Keeping the origin at the bottom left corner of the image, the 
coordinates of  A, O, B are given by (0, ��) , (�, 0) , (��, ��) 
respectively. Let �  and �  be the angle of incidence and angle of 
reflection respectively. 

 
Fig: Reflection of light. 
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అ�� అం�ం�న సన�� ��� స�కరణం 

1

�
+

1

�
=

1

�
 

��� త���� �క� స�కరణం �� ర తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం �సం (అం�; �� ర వ�� భవన �ణకం �సం), 

�క� ���   వ�� భవన ఉప�త�ల వక� త �క� ���ర� ం�ౖ  �త� � ఆ�రప� ఉం�ం�. 

అన�; ���� మ�॓ స�ంతర �ంజం ��� �ౖ  ప�న��, అ�� �ర�� �ంద�  �ం���ౖ  

�ం�� క�ంచబడ��. �� వ�� భవన �ణకం ��� ఉం� �� మ� �ట� ���లం�, �ం� 

తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం ��నట� ��, అ�� �క� ���   �� ��� ఉం�ం�. అం�వలన ��ధ 

తరంగ�ౖ �� �ల� �ం� ��ధ �క� �న� � �ౖ  �ం�� క�ంచబ��ం�. ఈ ���� �� ��॓ అ��� ష� 

అం��. 

అ� �ధం� వ�� � అ��� �రం� ఉన�ట� ��, �ర�� �� ��॓ అ��� ష� � గమ�ంచవ��. 

�ం� సంద���� , ఎ�� రం� �ర�ల� ����  �లం రం� �రణం ఎ��వ� వ�� భవనం �ం�, 

�దట �ం�� క��� ం�. 

అం�వల�  ��� �యమం  �క� సరళ ఉ�� �ం�� �� ���య� ఉ�� �ం�� �� 

����య� ఉ�� �ం�� �� ��॓ అ��� ష� �డవచ�� ఒక� ��� �ంచవ��. 

ఇం�, ��� 1856� ���య� ఉ�� �ం�� �డవ ఆర� � �బంధనల వర� ���ం�� 

మ�� ఇతర ఏకవర�  అ��� షన� � అవ�శం క��ం��. 

��� ప� �రం, ��� �స� � ��� ఉత���  �యబ�న వ�� � �క� xy తలం � ఏర��న �త� ం 

�క� �� నం �� ంద ఇవ�బ�ం�. 

Δ��� = ��(���) + ��(����) + ��ℎ����(2�) + (�� + ��)ℎ�
�(���) 

మ�� 

Δ��� = ��ℎ� + ��(���) + ��(����) + ��ℎ���[2 + �(2�)]

+ (3�� + ��)ℎ�
�(���) + ��ℎ�

� 
ఇక�డ అధ�యనం ℎ� ఎ�� � ఉన� వ�� � �సం �ర��ంచబ��ం� �� ��ర �ఆ�� �� వ�వస�   

.(�, �, �) � 

�ౖ న ���న����, .��  �� న����  ��క� అ��� ష� � సంబం�ం�న �ణకం మ�� ఇ�� 

�� � � �� �ర�� �����ష� � వ�వహ��� ం�. �బంధన� ��, ��, ��, �� , మ�� �� వ�స� 

���ర అ��� ష�, ��, ఆ�� ���జం, ��� /��� �� వక� త మ�� వ�� కరణ �క� ��� �ౖ �మ� 

� అ��� ష� �ఎ��యం�� � ���� � 

 

�ౖ య� ఆర� � ��� ���  �� ప�గణన�� ���ం�, ��� ఉం� ���ర అ��� ష�, �స� � 

�ద�ౖ న ర�ల అ��� షన� � గమ�ంచవ��. అ��యం �క� త��� �గం�, ��ధ ర�ల 

అవకతవకల� �వరణ మ�� ��� ���ం�� త�� ం� పద� �ల ��ం� �వరం� 

చ��ంచబ�ం�. 

�ం� ���� �ధ��ల� ���� స�హ�� �ౖ  �ం� ప�న��, అ� 

ప� ��ం�ంచవ�� �� ప� �రం �యబ��ం� �� ��కం� ప� ��ం��� ం� మ�� 

��కం� ప� �రం �యబ��ం�. 

ప� ��ంబం మ�� వ�� భవన �య�� �� ం� ��� ���నబ�� �  
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Then time of travel from A to B is given by, 

� =
��

�
+

��

�
 

� =
�

�
=

��� + ��
�

�
+

�(�� − �)� + ��
�

�
 

This time of travel must be independent of point of reflection (�) 

��;
��

��
= 0 ⟹

1

�

2�

2��� + ��
�

+
1

�

2(�� − �) × (−1)

2�(�� − �)� + ��
�

= 0 

⟹
� − 0

��� + ��
�

−
�� − �

�(�� − �)� + ��
�

= 0 ⟹ sin � − sin � = 0 

⟹ sin � = sin �    ��       � = � 

Fermat Principle of least time : Refraction Laws 
1. Incident Ray, Refracted ray and Normal to the refracting 

surface lie in the same plane. 
2. The path taken by the light ray is decided by the least time. 

This is because velocity changes during refraction, frequency 
has to remain constant to keep the wave connected across 
the boundary. If frequency varies across the boundary, wave 
on either side of the boundary will have different oscillation 
rates and gets disconnected. From the least action principle, 
since frequency remains constant, the complementary part 
of frequency or energy being time, leads to the least time 
path to be  the best path.  

 

 
 

Fig: Refraction 
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���  �� ��ప� ఆ� ���  ��: ��� �� �� ఆ� �ౖ � 

1. సంఘటన �, ��� �� ం�  �రణం మ�� ��� �� ం�  ఉప�తలం�ౖ  లంబం ఒ� తలం � 

ఉం��. 

2. పతన �ణం ప�వర� న  �ణం వ� ఉం�ం�. 

3. �ం� �రణం ���� �ర� ం అ� త��వ �రం ��� �ర� �ంచబ��ం�. 

ఎం�కం� అ� �ధ�మం� ��� �� ం�  సమయం� �గం �� రం� ఉం�ం�, చర� 

��య��� ��ంటం �సం ప��రకర�ౖ న �గం �� నం �� �రం. అం�వల�  

త��వ �రం �� త��వ �ర� ం �డ� ప��� � ఉత� మ ��� �� �ర� ��� ం�. 

�ం� �రణం AO� ప�గ�ంచగల� , అ� మృ��ౖ న ��� �� ం�  ఉప�తలం�ౖ  ప�, xy �� �� 

OB వ� ��� అ� �ధ�మం�� ప� ��ం��� ం�. �త� ం �క� ��వ ఎడమ �ల� ���� 

ఉంచడం ���, A, O, B �క� �ఆ�� ���  వ�స� (0, ��), .(�, 0), (��, ��)  ఇవ�బ�� �.. 

పతన �ణం � మ�� ప� ��ంబం �క� �ణం � వ�స� ఉండ�వ�ం� 

అ�� A �ం� B వర� ప� �ణ సమయం, 

� =
��

�
+

��

�
 

� =
�

�
=

��� + ��
�

�
+

�(�� − �)� + ��
�

�
 

ఈ ప� �ణ సమయం తప��స�� ��� �� ం�  ��ం� (�) �ం� స�తంత� ం� ఉం�� 

��;
��

��
= 0 ⟹

1

�

2�

2��� + ��
�

+
1

�

2(�� − �) × (−1)

2�(�� − �)� + ��
�

= 0 

⟹
� − 0

��� + ��
�

−
�� − �

�(�� − �)� + ��
�

= 0 ⟹ sin � − sin � = 0 

⟹ sin � = sin �    ��       � = � 

అ� త��వ సమయం �క�   ���  �త� ం : వ�� భవన చ�� � 

1. సంఘటన �, వ�� భవన �రణం మ�� వ�� భవన ఉప�తలం �ం� లంబం  ఒ� తలం � 

ఉం��. 

2. �ం� �రణం ���� �ర� ం అ� త��వ సమయం ��� �ర� �ంచబ��ం�. 

ఎం�కం� వ�� భవనం సమయం� �గం ���ం�, తరం��� స�హ��  అంత� క��॓  

�య��� �� ���� �� రం� ఉం��. స�హ��  అంత� �� ���� ��� ఉం�, 

స�హ�� � ఇ��ౖ �� ఉన� �� ���� �లన ���  క�� ఉం�ం� మ�� ��

క��॓  అ��ం�. త��వ చర� �త� ం �ం�, �� ���� �� రం� ఉం�ం� �బ�� , �� ���� 

�� శ��  �క� ప��రకర�ౖ న �గం సమయం, ఉత� మ �ర� ం� ఉండ��� త��వ 

సమయ ��� �� ����� ం�.  

�ం� ��� 1 మ�� 2 ల� ���� స�హ�� � �ం� �రణ AO సంఘటన� 

ప�గ�ంచగల� మ�� ��యం 1 మ�� ��యం 2� వ�స� �ం� 

�����, ��  ఉం��. ��  ఉద��ం� �రణం� ప�గ�ంచగల� .  వ�స� సంఘటనల 

�ణం � మ�� వ�� భవన �ణం �. అ�� 
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 Consider a light ray  AO incident on a boundary separating two 
media 1 and 2. Let �� and �� be the velocities of light in medium 1 
and medium 2 respectivly. Consider �� to be the emergent ray. Let 
� , �  be the angle of incidence and angle of refraction respectively. 
Then, 

Time of travel is given by 

� =
��

�
+

��

�
 

� =
�

�
=

√�� + ��

��
+

�(� − �)� + ��

��
 

This time of travel must be independent of point of reflection (�) 

��;
��

��
= 0 ⟹

1

��

2�

2√�� + ��
+

1

��

2(� − �) × (−1)

2�(� − �)� + ��
= 0 

⟹
1

��

�

√�� + ��
−

1

��

� − �

�(� − �)� + ��
= 0 ⟹

sin �

��
−

sin �

��
= 0 

⟹
sin � 

��
=

sin �

��
   ��    

sin �

sin �
=

��

��
 

This is the famous Snell’s law of refraction. 

Snell’s Law of refraction 
Some salient features of Snell’s law: 

 
Fig: Snell’s law. 

 
 To keep the incident ray and refracted ray connected, the two 

waves must have same frequency at the boundary. Then, 
ప� �ణ సమయం 

� =
��

�
+

��

�
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� =
�

�
=

√�� + ��

��
+

�(� − �)� + ��

��
 

ఈ ప� �ణ సమయం తప��స�� ��� �� ం�  ��ం� (�) �ం� స�తంత� ం� ఉం�� 

��;
��

��
= 0 ⟹

1

��

2�

2√�� + ��
+

1

��

2(� − �) × (−1)

2�(� − �)� + ��
= 0 

⟹
1

��

�

√�� + ��
−

1

��

� − �

�(� − �)� + ��
= 0 ⟹

sin �

��
−

sin �

��
= 0 

⟹
sin � 

��
=

sin �

��
   ��    

sin �

sin �
=

��

��
 

ఇ� ప� �ద�  ��� �క� వ�� భవన �యమం 

��� �క� వ�� భవన �యమం 

��� �యమం  �క� ��� �ఖ��ౖ న ల���: 

 పతన  �ర��� మ�� వ�� భవన �ర��� క��॓  �య���, �ం� తరం�� స�హ��  

వద�  ఒ� �నః����� క�� ఉం��. అ��, 

 

sin �

sin �
=

��

��
=

���

���
=

��

��
=

��

��
= ��� 

 �ం� �రణం �� �� ���� ��� వ�� క�ంచబ��ం�. �� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం ��� ��. �  

స�హ�� � ���� �ం��ం� 

 ఉ�: ��యం �ం� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం ��� 5893Å ఉం�ం�. �� �� �� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం 

ఎంత?(� = 1.5Å) 

�� = ��/��� = 5893/1.5 = 3928.67Å 

 ���� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం �ర�� ���� ��ల� ప� ���� � మ�� అం�వల�  

��న� వ�� భవన �ణకం � ఉం��. 

 � ↓  � ↑    � ↑    � ↑   � ↓   � ↓(ఎ��) 

 � ↑  � ↓     � ↓    � ↓   � ↑   � ↑(�లం) 

 అ�� �ం� �క� ఏ రం� �, ప�ర� ం �క� వ�� భవన �ణకం �ర��ంచబ�ం�? 

ఇ� �లం (4000Å) మ�� ఎ�� (7000Å) తరంగ�ౖ �� �ల సగ� అ� అ��వ��, 

అన�; ఆ�పచ� ( 5500Å ). �� ��యం ప�� 5893Å  � వ�� భవన �ణకం 

�ర��ంచబ�ం�, ఆ సమయం� అం���� ఉన� ఏ�ౖ క ఏకవర�  �ం� �లం అ� 

�వ��. 

 వ�� భవన �ణకం అ�� �ం� �రణం� ఉత���  �యబ�న �చలన � �ణకం . 

 ఫ�తం ��ట� �క� �ర���ల� ��� ంత అంచ�ల� ��ద� ం� ఉం�. అం�వల� , 

�స� ���, అ�క శ��  �ర�� మ�ంత �చలనం �ం���. 
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sin �

sin �
=

��

��
=

���

���
=

��

��
=

��

��
= ��� 

 A light ray is characterized by it’s frequency. Not by it’s 
wavelength. � changes across the boundary. 

 Eg: The wavelength of Sodium light is 5893Å in air. What is 
it’s wavelength  in Glass (� = 1.5Å)? 

�� = ��/��� = 5893/1.5 = 3928.67Å 

 Different wavelength rays travel with different velocities and 
hence will have different refractive indices. 

 � ↓  � ↑    � ↑    � ↑   � ↓   � ↓  (Red) 
 � ↑  � ↓     � ↓    � ↓   � ↑   � ↑  (Blue) 
 Then for what color of light, the refractive index of a material 

is defined? One may think that it is the average of Blue 
4000Å and Red (7000Å) wavelenghs i.e.; Green (5500Å). But 
refractive index is defined for Sodium yellow 5893Å as that 
could be the only monochromatic light source available at 
that time. 

 Refractive index is an indicator of the deviation � produced 
in the light ray. 

 The result is in contradiction to Newton’s Corpuscular theory 
predictions.  Hence, in reality, the higher energy rays deviate 
more. 

 To understand this, we must get into little more details of 
electromagnetic theory of refraction given by Feynmann. 

Feynman theory of refraction 
 The electric field vector of light rays interact with the charges 

in the atom. That causes a change in velocity or refractive 
index. 

 The electromagnetic wave causes oscillations in the charges 
of the material. 

 Let the electric field by � = �� exp ��(� − �/�) 
 Consider a material of thickness Δ�  with RI = � is placed in 

the path of the light rays. Then the electric field changes as 
��������� = �� ��� ��(� − (�/� − ��/� + ��/�))

= �� ��� ��(� − (�/� − ��/� + ���/�)) 
 The effect of material can be separated and written as 

��������� = exp −��(� − 1)Δz/c   �� exp ��(� − �/�) 
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 ��� అర� ం ���వ���, ���� అం�ం�న వ�� భవన ���దయ��ంత ��� ంతం 

��ం� మనం �ం�ం ఎ��వ �వ�ల� �ం��. 

���� వ�� భవన ��� ంతం 

 �ం� �ర�ల �క� ���� �త�  �క� � అ���� ��� ల� ఇంట��� �ం��ం�. 

ఇ� �గం �� వ�� భవన �ణకం � ���� �రణమ��ం�. 

 ���దయ��ంత తరంగం ప�ర� ం �క� ��� ల� �ల�ల� క���� ం�. 

 ���� �త� ం � = �� exp ��(� − �/�) 

 �ం� �ర�ల �ర� ం� ఉంచబ�న Δ�  మందం� ��న RI = �  ప��� �� 

ప�గ�ంచగల� . అ�� ���� �త� ం ఇ� ���ం� 

��������� = �� ��� ��(� − (�/� − ��/� + ��/�))
= �� ��� ��(� − (�/� − ��/� + ���/�)) 

 ప�ర� ం �క� ప� ���� �� �� ఇ� �� యవ�� 

��������� = exp −��(� − 1)Δz/c  �� exp ��(� − �/�) 
 Δ� �� �న�� �బ�� , �� యవ��exp −��(� − 1)Δz/c = 1 − ��(� − 1)Δz/

c 
∴ ��������� = �� exp ��(� − �/�) − (��(� − 1)Δz/c)�� exp ��(� − �/�) 

 �� ��త ��� �� ఇ� ���ంచవ�� 

�������� = −
����

����
�������� �� �ℎ�����|�� ���/�  

ఇక�డ � ���  �ంద� త ఉం�. 

 �ం� �క� ���� �త� ం ప�ర� ం� ��రణ ����॓ �ల�ల� క���� ం�. 

� �
���

���
+ ��

��� = � = ��� exp ��� 

 ఈ స�కరణం �క� ప���రం� = �� exp ��� 

 �ౖ  స�కరణం� ��� ��� భ��  ��� , మన� ల��� ం� 

� =
���

�(��
� − ��)

exp ���      ⟹   �������� �� �ℎ����� |
�� ��

�
�

=  [��
���

�(��
� − ��)

] exp(�� �� −
�

�
�)] 

 �� ��త ���  ఇ�� అ��ం�: 

�������� = −
�Δ��

2���
[��

���

�(��
� − ��)

exp(�� �� −
�

�
�)] 

 ప�ర� ం�� ��� ల �ల�ల సహజ �నః�న�ం ఇక�డ ఉం�.�� 

 

 � ��� ��� , మన� ల��� ం��������� = −(��(� − 1)Δz/c)�� exp ��(� −

�/�) 

� = 1 +
���

2���(��
� − ��)

 

ఈ ఫం�� �క� ప� వర� న� �� ంద ��న �ధం� ��� ��రణ ��వల �సం అధ�యనం 

�యవ��. 
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 Since Δ� is very small, one can write exp −��(� − 1)Δz/c =

1 − ��(� − 1)Δz/c 
∴ ��������� = �� exp ��(� − �/�)

− (��(� − 1)Δz/c)�� exp ��(� − �/�) 
 Induced field can be calculated as  

�������� = −
����

����
�������� �� �ℎ�����|�� ���/�   

Here � is charge density. 
 The electric field of light causes simple harmonic oscillations 

in the material. 

� �
���

���
+ ��

��� = � = ��� exp ��� 

 The solution of this equation is   � = �� exp ��� 
 Substituting this back into the above equation, we get 

� =
���

�(��
� − ��)

exp ���      ⟹   �������� �� �ℎ����� |
�� ��

�
�

=  [��
���

�(��
� − ��)

] exp(�� �� −
�

�
�)] 

 The induced field now becomes: 

�������� = −
�Δ��

2���
[��

���

�(��
� − ��)

exp(�� �� −
�

�
�)] 

 Here ��  is the natural frequency of oscillations of the 
charges in the material. 
 

 Comparing  with �������� = −(��(� − 1)Δz/

c)�� exp ��(� − �/�) , we get 

� = 1 +
���

2���(��
� − ��)

 

The behaviour of this function can be studied for some general values 
as shown below. 
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Fig: Plot of refractive index vs. frequency 

Some salient observations of Feynman equation for refractive index: 
 

 For most transparent materials like air, hydrogen gas etc., 
the natural frequency is in UV range. 

 i.e; �� ≫ �, so refractive index is constant for all visible light 
frequencies or all colours travel with same velocity. 

 Crown glass and flint glass also exhibit constant RI for all 
visible light frequencies, the reason they are used for lens 
preparation. 

 If Graphite is shone with x-Rays, then � ≫ �� Then also RI 
is constant. That is why Carbon is transparent to X-rays. 

 For free electron gas, �� = 0  then � < 1 . ie, light travels 
faster than �. This is actually phase velocity. 

 If ��  is comparable to �, ie; �� ≷ � then Refractive Index 
increases with rise in frequency of light. 
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 When � ≃ ��  then material exhibits negative refractive 
index. 

Fresnel theory of reflection and refraction 
When light is incident on an interface separating two different 
media, a part will be transmitted and a part will be reflected. In 
addition to reflection and transmission, polarization of light beam 
also takes place. To understand that, one needs to consider the 
electromagnetic wave model of light. 
There are two types of polarizations namely S-Polarization and P-
Polarization. The German word S stands for Senkrecht that means 
perpendicular and is associated with Electric field vector 
perpendicular to the plane of light ray motion. This is also called TE-
Mode (Transverse Electric field mode). In German, P stands for   
Parallel which is associated with electric field vector parallel to the 
plane of the light ray motion. This is also called TM-Mode 
(Transverse Magnetic field mode). 
 

   
Fig: Fresnel theory of reflection and refraction. 

Consider a light ray which is incident at an angle �� on a boundary 
separating two media of refractive indices �� and �� respectively. Let 
�� be the angle of reflection and �� be the angle of transmission or 
angle of refraction. Then in TE-Mode, magnetic field vector will be in 
the  light ray plane and in TM-Mode, electric field vector will be in the 
light ray plane as shown above. 
 
Boundary conditions are to be applied for E and B across the 
boundary. They are as given below. 

1. Perpendicular component of B is continuous across the 
boundary. 

��� �� � ఇం�॓� �సం ���� స�కరణం �క� ��� �ఖ��ౖ న ప��లన�: 
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 ��, �ౖ �� జ� ��� �ద�ౖ న �� �రదర�క ప��� ల �సం, సహజ �� ���� UV 

ప��� ఉం�ం�. 

 అన�; �� ≫ �  , �బ��  అ�� క��ం� �ం� �నః���ల� వ�� భవన �ణకం 

�� రం� ఉం�ం� �� అ�� రం�� ఒ� �గం� ప� ���� �. 

 �� � �� � మ�� �� ం� �� � �� అ�� క��ం� �ం� �నః���ల �సం �� ర�ౖ న 

RI� ప� ద���� �, అం�� అ� ��� త��� ఉప��ంచబడ��. 

 �� �ౖ � x-�ర�ల� ప� ���� , అ�� RI �� �� రం� ఉం�ం�. అం�� �ర�� ఎ॓�-

�ర�ల� �రదర�కం� ఉం�ం�.� ≫ �� 

 ఉ�త ఎల�� �� ��� �సం �� = 0, అ�� < 1 . అం� �ం� � కం� �గం� 

ప� ���� ం�. ఇ� ���� దశ �గం. 

 ��  � �  �ల�ద�న� అ��, అన�; �� ≷ �  �ం� �క� �� ���� ���దల� 

వ�� భవన �ణకం ����ం�. 

 అ�� ప�ర� ం ప� ��ల వ�� భవన �ణకం � ప� ద���� ం�.� ≃ �� 

��� ��   మ�� వ�� భవనం �క� �� ��  ��� ంతం 

�ం� ���� �ధ��ల� ���� ఇంట����ౖ  �ం� పతనo జ��న��, ఒక �గం ప� �రం 

�యబ��ం� మ�� �ంత �గం ప� ��ం��� ం�.  ��� ��   మ�� ప� �రం� ��, �ం� 

�ంజం �క� �� వణత �� జ���ం�. ��� అర� ం ���వ���, �ం� �క� 

���దయ��ంత తరంగ న��� ప�గ�ం��. 

ఎ�-�ల�ౖ �ష� మ�� �-�ల�ౖ �ష� అ� �ం� ర�ల �� వ�� ఉ���. జర�� పదం S 

అం� ���� ��  అం� లంబం� మ�� �ం� �రణ కద�క సమత��� లంబం� ఉన� ఎల�� �॓ ���  

�క� �� సంబంధం క�� ఉం�ం�. ��� TE- �� (�� ��వ�� ఎల�� �॓ ���  ��) అ� �� 

అం��. జర���, P అం� స�ంతరం� ఉం�ం�, ఇ� �ం� �రణ చలనం �క� సమత��� 

స�ంతరం� ���� �త�  �క� �� అ�బం�ంచబ��ం�. ��� TM-�� (�� ��వ�� ����॓ 

���  ��) అ� �� అం��. 

వ�� భవన �ణకం ��, �� వ�స� క��న �ం� �ధ��ల� ���� స�హ�� � ఒక �ణం� 

�� పతనం �ం�   �ం� �ర��� ప�గ�ంచగల� . ప�వర� న  �ణం .�� � ఉండ�వ�ం� మ�� 

�� ప� �ర �ణం �� వ�� భవన �ణం. అ�� TE-���, ����॓ ���  �క� � �ం� �ర�ల �� �

� ఉం�ం� మ�� TM-���, ఎల�� �॓ ���  �క� � �ౖ న ��న �ధం� �ౖ � � �� �� ఉం�ం� 

స�హ�� � E మ�� B �సం స�హ��  షర��  వ�� ంప�యబడ��. అ� �� ంద ఇవ�బ�న�. 

1. B �క� లంబ �గం స�హ��  అంత� �రంతరం� ఉం�ం�. 

2. E �క� స�ంతర �గం స�హ��  అంత� �రంతరం� ఉం�ం�. 

ఎల�� �॓ ���  �క� � పరం� �వరణ �కర�వంతం� ఉం�ం� �బ��  అయ��ంత �త�  �బంధనల� 

�ల�ంచ��� ఎల�� �॓ ���  మ�� ����॓ ���  �క� �� మధ� సంబం��� ఉప��ం��� 

ఉం�ం�. �బ��  ఒక� ఉప��ంచవ�� 
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3. Parallel component of E is continuous across the boundary. 
Also one may need to use the relation between electric field and 
magnetic field vectors to eliminate magnetic field terms as 
description in terms of electric field vector is convenient. Thus one 
may use 

�

�
= �  ⟹ � =

�

��
�   − − − (1) 

Here � is the refractive index of the medium 1. �� is the velocity of 
light in vacuum. In the medium 2 with refractive index �� , the 
equation becomes, 

� =
��

��
�   − − − (2) 

TE - Mode: 
 
In the TE mode, Electric field is perpendicular to the plane of 
propagation of light and magnetic field is in the field of propagation. 
The application of boundary conditions yield, 

�� + �� = ��      − − − (3) 
�� cos �� − �� cos �� = �� cos ��    − − − (4) 

Replacing  � with � using Eq. (1), (2); Eq(4) becomes 
�(�� cos �� − �� cos ��) = ���� cos ��    

Since angle of reflection is same as angle of incidence, 
� cos �� (�� − ��) = ���� cos ��   − − − (5) 

Substituting Eq. (3) in the above gives, 
� cos �� (�� − ��) = ��(�� + ��) cos �� 

Upon rearrangement, 
��(� cos �� − �� cos ��) = ��(� cos �� + �� cos �� ) 

From this the reflection coefficient is given by 

�� =
��

��
=

� cos �� − �� cos ��

� cos �� + �� cos ��
   − − − (6) 

To calculate transmission coefficient, one needs to eliminate ��  from 
Eq. (5) using Eq. (3) 

� cos �� ��� − (�� − ��)� = ���� cos �� 
Upon rearranging, 

� cos ��  2�� = ��(�� cos �� + � cos ��) 
The transmission coefficient is given by 

One can also substitute �/� = � = �/� and �/�′ 

for the second medium and get similar results in terms of wave 
vecor k. Arrive at that result. 

Activity 
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�

�
= �  ⟹ � =

�

��
�   − − − (1) 

�ధ�మం 1 �క� వ�� భవన �ణకం � ఇక�డ ఉం�. �న�ం� �ం� �గం ��. వ�� భవన �ణకం 

�� � �ధ�మం 2�, స�కరణం అ��ం�, 

� =
��

��
�   − − − (2) 

TE - ��: 

 

TE ���, ఎ��� �॓ ���  �ం� మ�� అయ��ంత �త� ం  ప� �రం  �క� సమత��� లంబం� 

ఉం�ం�. స�హ��  షర�ల�  వ�� ంప�యడం, 

�� + �� = ��      − − − (3) 
�� cos �� − �� cos �� = �� cos ��    − − − (4) 

Eq . (1), (2); � ఉప��ం� భ��  ��� ం� Eq(4) అ��ం��� 

�(�� cos �� − �� cos ��) = ���� cos ��    
 ��� ��   �క� �ణం పతన �ణం� స�నం �బ�� , 

� cos �� (�� − ��) = ���� cos ��   − − − (5) 
Eq� ప� ����యం ��� ం�. (3) �ౖ న ఇ��న ���, 

� cos �� (�� − ��) = ��(�� + ��) cos �� 
�నర��వ�� కరణ త��త, 

��(� cos �� − �� cos ��) = ��(� cos �� + �� cos �� ) 
�� �ం� ప�వర� న  �ణకం ఇవ�బ��ం� 

�� =
��

��
=

� cos �� − �� cos ��

� cos �� + �� cos ��
   − − − (6) 

�� ���ష� �ఎ��యం�� ���ంచ���, Eq �ం� �� �ల�ం��. (5) Eq ఉప��ం�. (3) 

� cos �� ��� − (�� − ��)� = ���� cos ��  
�నర��వ�� కరణ�ౖ , 

� cos ��  2�� = ��(�� cos �� + � cos ��) 
ప� �ర �ణకం  

�� =
��

��
=

2� cos ��

� cos �� + �� cos ��
  − − − (7) 

TM ��: 

ఈ ��� అయ��ంత �త� ం �ం�  ప� �రం  �క� సమత��� లంబం� ఉం�ం� మ�� 

���� �త� ం  ప� �రం  �క� తలం � ఉం�ం�. స�హ��  షర�ల� వ�� ంప�యడం,  

�� cos �� + �� cos �� = �� cos ��    − − − (8) 
�� − �� = ��   − − − (9) 

Eq� ఉప��ంచడం. (1) మ�� Eq. (2), Eq� B ��� � E ��� � �ర�వ��. (9) ఈ �ధం�, 

�(�� − ��) = ����   − − − (10) 
Eq �ం� �� �ల�ంచడం. (8) మ�� Eq. (10), ఇ�� ం� 

(�� + ��) cos �� =
�

��
(�� − ��) cos ��  

�నర��వ�� కరణ త��త, 

��(� cos �� − �� cos ��) = ��(� cos �� + �� cos ��) 
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�� =
��

��
=

2� cos ��

� cos �� + �� cos ��
  − − − (7) 

TM Mode: 
In this mode magnetic field is perpendicular to the plane of light 
propagation and electric field is in the plane of propagation. Applying 
the boundary conditions, one obtains 

�� cos �� + �� cos �� = �� cos ��    − − − (8) 
�� − �� = ��   − − − (9) 

Using Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), one may convert  B field into E field in Eq. 
(9). Thus, 

�(�� − ��) = ����   − − − (10) 
Eliminating �� from Eq. (8) and Eq. (10), gives 

(�� + ��) cos �� =
�

��
(�� − ��) cos �� 

Upon rearrangement, 
��(� cos �� − �� cos ��) = ��(� cos �� + �� cos ��) 

From this the reflection coefficient is 

�� =
��

��
=

� cos �� − �� cos ��

� cos �� + �� cos ��
  − − − (11) 

Eliminating  ��  from Eq. (8) and Eq. (10) yields, 

�� cos �� + �
��� − ����

�
� cos �� = �� cos �� 

Upon rearranging, 
2��� cos �� − ���� cos �� = ��� cos �� 

Thus the transmission coefficient for P-polarized wave is given by 

�� =
��

��
=

2� cos ��

� cos �� + �� cos ��
  − − − (12) 

When �� = 90°, transmission coefficient becomes zero. 
When tan �� = ��/� , �� = 0 .This condition is called Brewster law. 
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�� �ం� ప�వర� న  �ణకం 

�� =
��

��
=

� cos �� − �� cos ��

� cos �� + �� cos ��
  − − − (11) 

Eq �ం� �� �ల�ంచడం. (8) మ�� Eq. (10) ��బ�, 

�� cos �� + �
��� − ����

�
� cos �� = �� cos ��  

�నర��వ�� కరణ�ౖ , 

2��� cos �� − ���� cos �� = ��� cos �� 
అం�వలన P-�ల�ౖ ��  �� �సం ప� �ర �ణకం ��� ఇవ�బ��ం� 

�� =
��

��
=

2� cos ��

� cos �� + �� cos ��
  − − − (12) 

ఎ�� , ప� �ర �ణకం ��� అ��ం�.�� = 90° 

ఎ��, .ఈ ప��� �� �� స� � �యమం  అం��.tan �� = ��/��� = 0 

�ం� �ధ��ల� ���� ఏ�ౖ � ఇంట���� లంబ పతనం జ��న��, ��� అ�� 

సంద����  ఒక �గం ప� �రం �యబ��ం� మ�� ఒక �గం ప� ��ం��� ం�. అ��ౖ న 

�ధ�మం �ం� ��క�� సంఘటన� సంభ�ం�న�� ఒక ప� ��క సందర�ం త��� �ం�. ఆ 

సందర�ం�, �ం� వ�� భవనం త��త లంబం �ం� �రం� వం� ఉం�ం�. అన�; వ�� భవన �ణం 

పతన �ణం కం� �ద� �. అం�వల�  పతన �ణం ������ , వ�� భవన �ణం ఆ �వ� త వద� � వ�� 

సంఘటన కం� �ం��� 90° ���ం�ం�. ఇ� వ�� భవన �ణం �వలం స�నం� �� 

పతన �� ష� �ౖ న �ణం అ� ���� �. పతన �� ష� �ౖ న �ణం 90°  ��, వ�� భవన �రణం 

అదృశ�మ��ం� మ�� ��� �� ం�  �రణం �త� � ఉం�ం�. ఈ ప��� �� �ట� ఇంటర�� 

��� �� (TIR) అం��. 

�ం� అ��ౖ న �ధ�మం� ప� ��ం�ం�న��, దశ ��� జరగ�. �� ఈ సందర�ం� 

ఖ��త�ౖ న  ��� ��   జరగనం�న, �రణం ప�వర� న  �ం�� వద�  �న� దశ ���� క�� 

ఉం�ం�. ఎం�కం� స�హ��  వద�  ��� �� ం�  సమయం� �ం� తరంగం �క� �న� �గం 

అ��ౖ న �ధ�మం�� ప� ���� ం�. 

ఇం�, అ��ౖ న �ధ�మం �క� మందం �� త��వ� ఉన��� ఒక ప� ��క సందర�ం ఉం�. 

అ�వం� సందర�ం�, �రంగం ఏర���ం� మ�� �ం� �రణం �త� ం అంతర� త ప� ��ం��� 

బ��� అ��ౖ న �ధ�మం �ం� బయటప��ం�. ఈ దృ��ష��� ఫ� �� ��� �ట� 

ఇంటర�� ��� �� అం��. అం� అస� �త� ం అంతర� త ��� �� ం�  �రణం (�క�ల �ఖ) ��� 

�ం��ం� / భంగం �ం��ం� మ�� ప�ర� ం ��� / �రం�ల� ప� �రం ��� ం� 

ఈ ఉ��� తం�, ఇ�� అ��యం �క� �వర�త�క అం�ల�� ప� ���� � 
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Fig: Reflection and transmission coefficients Vs. Angle of incidence 
 

 
When light incidents on any interface seperating two media, a part will be 
transmitted and a part will be reflected, in almost all cases. A special case 
arises when light  incidents from the rarer medium.  In that case, light bends 
away from the normal after refraction. i.e.; angle of refraction is larger than 
angle of incidence. Thus as the angle of incidence increases, angle of 
refraction reaches 90°  earlier than the angle of incidence arrives at that  
extreme.  That is called the critical angle of incidence for which the angle of 
refraction just becomes equal to  90°.  Beyond the critical angle of incidence, 
the refracted ray disappears and only reflected ray exists.  This condition is 
called Total Internal Reflection (TIR). 
When light reflects on a rarer medium, no phase change occurs. But in this 
case since no perfect reflection occurs, the ray will have a small phase change 
at the reflection point. This is because a small portion of light wave enters 
the rarer medium during the reflection at the boundary. 

Substitute the Brewster condition and show that p-type 
reflectance is zero. 

Activity 
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Fig: Principle of optical fiber. 

Further, there exists a special case when the  thickness of the rarer medium 
is negligibly small. In such case, tunnelling occurs and light ray escapes out 
of rarer medium, instead of  undergoing total internal reflection. This 
phenomenon is called frustrated Total  Internal Reflection. That means the 
actual total internal reflected ray (dotted line) gets frustrated / disturbed 
and transmits / tunnels through the material. 

 
Fig: Frustrated Total internal reflection (n2<n1,n3). 

With this introduction, one may now dive into the detailed topics of the 
chapter. 

4.2 Monochromatic aberrations 
Monochromatic aberrations occur due to the position of the object 
near the lens/mirror and due to the shape and size of the lens/mirror 
system. This aberration is completely independent of 
color/frequency/wavelength of the light source used. 
There are  5 types of monochromatic aberrations. They are 

1. Spherical aberration    2. Astigmatism    3. Coma 
4. Field curvature   5. Image distortion. 

Out of these, first three will blur the image and next two will distort 
its shape. 

Some times defocus, piston and tilt are also  considered as 
monochromatic aberrations. But they may be eliminated just by 
adjusting the position of the lens. Hence may not be considered as 
mainstream monochromatic aberrations. 
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4.3 Spherical aberration 
The inability of a lens or mirror to focus the paraxial and marginal 
rays from a point monochromatic source to a single point is called 
spherical aberration. 

Consider the angle of refraction for a given angle of incidence in 
degrees for a refracting surface of refractive index 1.5 

� � 
�

�
% 

10 6.64778 66.48 

15 9.93588 66.24 

20 13.1801 65.90 

25 16.3644 65.46 

30 19.4712 64.90 

35 22.4814 64.23 

40 25.374 63.43 

45 28.1255 62.50 

50 30.7102 61.42 

55 33.1 60.18 

60 35.2644 58.77 

65 37.1717 57.19 

70 38.7896 55.41 

75 40.087 53.45 

80 41.0364 51.30 

85 41.6156 48.96 
 

Thus for larger values of angle of incidence, in order to keep the ratio 
sin �/sin � = �  fixed, �  value reduces drastically. Thus when light 
incidents on a plane refracting surface, the rays with smaller angle of 
incidence focus first and the rays with larger angle of incidence focus 
at longer distance, i.e.; marginal rays have longer focal length than 
paraxial rays.  This spread of focal point along the principal axis of 
the system is called longitudinal spherical aberration.   By sign 
convention, paraxial rays being lesser in focal length, it is considered 
as negative deviation. 
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4.2 ఏకవర�  అ��� ష��  

���/అద� ం దగ� ర వ�� � �క� �� నం మ�� ���/అద� ం వ�వస�  �క� ఆ�రం మ�� 

ప��ణం �రణం� ఏకవర�  అ��� ష��  సంభ��� �. ఉప��ం�న �ం� �లం �క� 

రం�/�� ����/తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం� ఈ అ��� ష� ��� � స�తంత� ం� ఉం�ం�. 

5 ర�ల ఏకవర�  అ��� ష��  ఉ���. అ� 

1. ���ర అ��� ష� 2. ఆ�� ���జం 3. �� 4. ���  వక� త 5. �త� ం వ�� కరణ. 

���, �ద� �� ��� �� అస�ష� ం ��� � మ�� త�ప� �ం� �� ఆ���� 

వ�� క��� �. 

��� ���  ��క�, �స� � మ�� ���  �� ���� మ�॓ అ��� ష��� 

ప�గ�ంచబడ��. �� అ� �వలం ��� �� ��� స�� �� �యడం ��� �ల�ంచబడవ��. 

అం�వల�  ప� �న స� వం� ఏకవర�  అ��� ష�� � ప�గ�ంచబడక�వ��. 

4.3 ���ర అ��� ష� 

ఒక �ం�� ఏకవర�  �లం �ం� ఒక �ం�� వర� ����య� మ�� ��� న� �ర�ల� 

�ం�� క�ంచ��� ��� �� అద� ం అసమర� త� ���ర అ��� ష� అం��. 

వ�� భవన �ణకం 1.5 �క� వ�� భవన ఉప�తలం �సం ��� ల� ఇ��న పతన �ణం �సం వ�� భవన 

���� ప�గ�ంచగల�  

అం�వల�  పతన �ణం �క� �ద�  ��వల �సం, sin �/sin � = � �ష��� � �� రం� ఉంచ���, 

�  ��వ �� త�� �ం�. ఆ �ధం� ఒక తలం  వ�� భవన ఉప�తలం�ౖ  �ం� పతనం  

సంభ�ం�న��, �న� పతన �ణం ఉన� �ర�� �దట �క� అ��� మ�� �ద�  పతన 

�ణం ఉన� �ర�� ఎ��వ �రం వద�  �క� అ���, అన�; ఉ�ంత �ర�� ����య� 

�ర�ల కం� ఎ��వ �క� ��� � క�� ఉం��. వ�వస�  �క� ప� �న అ�ం �ంట �ంద�  �ం�� 

�క� ఈ ���� � ��ంశ ���ర అ��� ష� అం��. �ౖ � క��న� � ���, ����య� �ర�� 

�క� ��� �  త��వ� ఉండటం వలన, ఇ� ఋణ ���ర అ��� ష��  ప�గ�ంచబ��ం�. 

�ం��ర ��� �షయం�, �� వక�  ఆ�రం �రణం�, ����య� �ర�ల కం� ఉ�ంత 

�ర�� �దట �క� అ���. అం�వల�  ����య� �ర�� ఎ��వ �క� ��� � క�� ఉన� 

సందర�ం ���ల ���ర అ��� ష��  ప�గ�ంచబ��ం�. 

�� మ��  ��  మధ�� ఎక�� �ధ��ౖ నంత ఉత� మ�ౖ న �క�� గమ�ంచవ��. ఇక�డ �త� ం 

�ం��� బ��� వృత� ం �� �పం� ఉం�ం�. ��� స��� ఆ� ���  క���జ� అం��. 

���ర అ��� ష� �ం� ర�� 

1. ��ంశ ���ర అ��� ష�: ఇ� ఉ�ంత �ర�ల �క� ��ం� మ�� 

����య� � �క� ��ం� మధ� �భజన. 

2. �ర�� ���ర అ��� ష�: ఇ� క�సం గందర�ళం �క� వృత� ం �క� ���ర� ం. 
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In the case of convex lens, because of its curved shape,  marginal rays 
focus first than the paraxial rays. Thus the case where paraxial rays 
have longer focal length is considered to be positive spherical 
aberration. 

 
Fig: Spherical aberration in convex lens. 

Somewhere in between ��  and ��  best possible focus may be 
observed at ��. Here the image will be in the form of a circle instead 
of a point. This is called circle of least confusion. 

Spherical aberration is of two types 

3. Longitudinal spherical aberration: It is the seperation 
between marginal rays focus point and paraxial ray focus 
point. 

4. Lateral spherical aberration: It is the radius of the circle of 
least confusion. 

4.4 Minimization of Spherical aberration 
The spherical aberration can be minimized by using the following 
methods. 

1. By using stops:  Proper size of opaque materials are used to 
block either the marginal rays or the paraxial rays from 
incidenting on the lens/mirror system. Then sharp image will 
be formed at the paraxial focus point or marginal point 
respectively. The only problem with this method is that the 
image formed will be of lower intensity as majority of the 
light rays are blocked. 
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4.4 ���ర అ��� ష� �క� క��� కరణ 

�ం� పద� �ల� ఉప��ంచడం ��� ���ర అ��� ష�� త�� ంచవ��. 

1. �� �ల� ఉప��ంచడం ���:���/�ర� � �స� ��ౖ  పతనం �ం�   ��� న� �ర�� 

�� ����య� �ర�ల� ���ంచ��� అ�రదర�క ప��� ల స�ౖ న ప��ణం 

ఉప��ంచబ��ం�. అ�� ఉత� మ�ౖ న �త� ం వ�స� ����య� �క� 

��ం� �� ��� న� ��ం� వద�  ఏర���ం�. ఈ పద� �� ఉన� ఏ�ౖ క సమస� 

ఏ�టం�, ���� �ం� �ర�� ���ంచబ�నం�న ఏర��న �త� ం త��వ 

�వ� త� ఉం�ం�. 

2. �ం��ర-���ర ��� డ�� ఉప��ంచడం ���:�ం��ర కటకం ��� 

ఉత���  �యబ�న ���ర అ��� ష� ���ల సం�తం మ�� ���ర కటకం 

��� ఉత���  �యబ�న� ప� ��ల సం�తం. అం�వల�  �ం��ర కటకం మ�� 

���ర కటకం �క� స�అ�న కల�క ద�ంద�ం� ఏర�డ��� 

ఉప��ంచబ��ం�, ఇ� ���ర అ��� ష�� �ల�ంచగల�. 

3. �రం� �� �యబ�న �� �-�ం��ర కటక�ల� ఉప��ంచడం ���:�ం� 

�� �-�ం��ర కటక�� �� �క� ���   �క� వ������ స�న�ౖ న �రం� 

�� �యబ�న��, కల�క ���ర అ��� ష�� �ల��� ం�. 

�ం� �� �-�ం��ర ���ల� ��, ��  ప�గ�ంచగల� , �� �ం��ర 

ఉప�తలం మ�ంత స�ంతర �ం��� ఎ���, �  �రం� ���యబ� 

ఉం�ం�. �� మ�� �� �క� �ం�� �.��, ��. 

స�ంతర �ంజం ��  పతనo� ప�గ�ంచగల�. ��  ��� ఉత���  �యబ�న 

�చలనం � మ�� �� వద�  ఉత���  �యబ�న� �� � ఉండ�వ�ం�. 

��  �రణం ��  �న�� సరళ �ఖ ��  �ంట ప� ��ం��. �� ��� ��  �రణం�, 

ఇ� �� �క� �ం�� క�ంచబ��ం�. 

���త� ం �ం� సరళ �ఖ ���� �ం�, 

∠��� = ∠����� = � 

అ�� �� �జం Δ����� �ం� , �ం� ��� స�నం� ఉం�� �బ��  (ఇ� 

�� ��న ఊహ), 

∠����� = ∠�����  ⟹ ��� = ���� 

అ�� ���  �న�� �బ�� , ���� ≃ ���  �� యవ��. మ� �ట� ���లం�, 

���� మధ� �ం�� �� అ��ం�. 

��ం��, 

���� = ���� =
�� − �

2
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Fig: Spherical aberration minimization using stops. 

4. By using convex-concave lens doublet:  The spherical 
aberration produced by a convex lens is of positive sign and 
that produced by the concave lens is of negative sign. Thus a 
suitable combination of convex lens and concave lens may be 
used to form a doublet which can eliminate spherical 
aberration. 

 
Fig: Convex – Concave doublet 

5. By using plano-convex lenses separated by a distance: 
When two plano-convex lenses separated by a distance which 
is equal to the difference of their focal length, the 
combination eliminates the spherical aberration. 

 
Fig: Plano-convex lenses separated by a distance 

Consider two plano-convex lenses ��, �� with their  convex 
surface facing the more parallel beam, separated by a 
distance �. Let �� and �� be their focal lengths.   
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��  ��� ��  వద�  ఏర��న �త� ం ��  వద�  ఒక వ�� �� ప���� ం� మ�� ��  వద�  

వ��వ� ��� �� ��ం��� ం�. �బ��  ��� స�కర��� ఉప��ంచడం ���, 

1

�
+

1

�
=

1

�
⟹ −

1

����
+

1

����
=

1

��
 

⇒ −
1

�� − �
+

2

�� − �
=

1

��
 ⇒ �� − � = �� 

⇒ � = �� − �� 
 

ఈ �ధం� �ం� ���ల మధ� �భజన �� �క� �ం�� ల వ������ స�నం� 

ఉన���, �� ��� ఉత���  �యబ�న �చలనం స�నం� ���ం�. అ�� 

వ�� భవన ఉప�త�ల వద�  ఉత���  �యబ�న �చలనం స�నం� ఉం�, ��� �క� 

ప� � వ�� భవన ఉప�తలం వద�  ఉత���  �యబ�న ���ల మ�� ప� ��ల అ��� ష��  

ర��  �యబడ��. 

4. ఆ�ర �రకం:��� ఆ�రం, మ� �ట� ���లం� ��� �క� ప� � వ�� భవన 

ఉప�తలం �క� వక� త, ��� ఉత���  �� ���ర అ��� ష�� ప� ��తం ��� ం�. 

పతన మ�� ఉద��ం� �ర�ల� మ�ంత స�ంతర �ంజం �ౖ � వక� త ఎ��వ� 

ఉం��. 

ఉ�: ����� �క� ఆ�� �॓  ����ౖ  ��ర వ�� � �ం� �ం� �ర�� పడ��� 

ప�గ�ంచగల� . సమతల  ఉప�తలం పతన �� � ��� ఎ���న�ట� ��, సమతలం   

ఉప�తలం వద�  ఎ�వం� �చలనం జరగ� మ�� �త� ం �చలనం వక�  ఉప�తలం 

వద�  ఉం�ం�. అం�వల�  ఉత�న�మ�� ���ల మ�� ప� ��ల అ��� ష��  

అస�నం� ఉం��. వక�  ఉప�తలం పతన �� � �ం��� ఎ��� ఉం�, ���ల 

మ�� ప� ��ల ���ర అ��� ష��  మ�ంత స�నం� పం�� �యబడ��. 

��� �క� ఆకృ� �� ఉప��ం�న ప�ర� ం �క� వ�� భవన �ణకం ��� 

�ర� �ంచబ��ం�. �ం� షర� సంతృ��  �ం�నట� �� �ం� ఉప�త�ల ��� 

ఉత���  �యబ�న �చలనం స�నం� పం�� �యబ��ం�. 

��

��
=

2�� − � − 4

�(2� + 1)
 

అం�వలన � = 1.5 ఉం� ��/�� = −1/6  , .� = 1.686 ఉం� ��/�� = 0 , . 

అం�వల� , �ద� సందర�ం� ��� వక� త �క� అస�న ���ల� డ�� 

�ం��రం� ఉం��; �ండవ సందర�ం� అ� తప��స�� �� �-�ం��ర ��� 

అ� ఉం�� 

2. అ�సంబంధ GRIN ��� ఉప��ంచడం ���:వ�� భవన �ణం� ���దల త��వ� 

మ�� పతన �ణం ���దల� త��వ� ఉన�ం�న ���ర అ��� ష� ఉత���  

అ��ం�. ��� �క� వ�� భవన �ణకం �� తద��ణం� �ంద� ం �ం� ��య�

� త�� �, ���ర అ��� ష�� త�� ంచవ��. ���� ���య� �� �� ఇం�॓� ��� 

అం��. 
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Consider a parallel beam ��  incident on ��.  Let the 
deviation produced by �� at � be � and that produced by �� 
at � also be �. 
In the absence of �� the ray has to travel along the straight 
line ����. But because of lens ��, it will be focused at ��. 
From the diagram since ���� is a straight line,  

∠��� = ∠����� = � 
Then from the triangle Δ�����, since two angles are equal  
(This is an assumption we made),  

∠����� = ∠�����  ⟹ ��� = ���� 
Also since ��� is negligibly small, one can write ���� ≃ ��� 
. In otherwords, �� becomes the mid point of ����. 
In conclusion, 

���� = ���� =
�� − �

2
 

The image formed by ��  at ��  acts as an object for ��  and 
forms a virtual image at ��. Thus by using the lens  equation, 

1

�
+

1

�
=

1

�
⟹ −

1

����
+

1

����
=

1

��
 

⇒ −
1

�� − �
+

2

�� − �
=

1

��
 ⇒ �� − � = �� 

⇒ � = �� − �� 
 
Thus when the separation between the two lenses is equal to 
the difference of their focal lengths, the deviation produced 
by them will become equal. If the deviation produced at all 
refracting surfaces is equal,  the positive and negative 
aberrations produced at each refracting surface of the lens 
will get cancelled. 

6. Shape factor: The shape of the lens, in otherwords the 
curvature of  each refracting surface of the lens, will affect 
the spherical aberration produced by the lens. The curvature 
should be higher towards the more parallel beam in the 
incident and emergent rays. 
Eg: Consider light rays from distant object fall on the object 
lens of telescope. If the plane surface faces the incident plane 
beam, no deviation occurs at the plane surface and entire 
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deviation is at the curved surface. Thus the positive and the 
negative aberrations produed are unequal. If the curved 
surface faces the incident plane beam, the positive and 
negative spherical aberrations are more evenly distributed.  

 
Fig: Spherical aberration and lens shape. 

The shape of the lens is also decided by the refractive index 
of the material used. The deviation produced by the two 
surfaces will be evenly distributed if the following condition 
is satisfied. 

��

��
=

2�� − � − 4

�(2� + 1)
 

Thus if � = 1.5, ��/�� = −1/6, if � = 1.686, ��/�� = 0 . 
Therefore,  in the first case the lens must be double convex 
with uneven radii of curvature; whereas in the second case it 
must be a plano-convex lens. 

7. By using axial GRIN lens: Spherical aberration is produced 
as the  increment in angle of refraction is lower and lower 
with a rise in angle of incidence. If the refractive index of the 
lens also reduces accordingly away from the centre radially, 
spherical aberration can be minimized. The lens is called the 
axial graded index lens. 

4.5 Coma 
Coma is a monochromatic optical aberration in which a point 

object lies off the axis and the image will be formed in the shape of a 
comet. 
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Fig: Coma optical aberration. 

This is an extension of the spherical aberration in the sense 
that the focus point of marginal rays and paraxial rays differs. The 
only difference is that the point object lies off the axis in coma and 
on the axis in the spherical aberration. 

If spherical aberration is zero, first order coma will also be 
zero. Still higher order terms will contribute to higher order coma 
aberration. 

Abbe’s sine condition gives a mathematical relation to 
eliminate first order Coma aberration. The relation is given by 

���� sin �� = ���� sin �� 

here ��  and ��  are the heights of the object and image from the 
optical axis respectively. Satisfying this condition will also eliminate 
the spherical aberration. 

Other options to reduce comatic aberration are same as that 
for spherical aberration. i.e.; by using stops, by using plano-convex 
lenses separated by a distance, by adjusting the radii of curvature of 
the lenses, by using a combination of convex and concave lens etc. 

4.6 Astigmatism 
Astigmatism is an off-axis monochromatic optical aberration where 
the optical system has different magnifications or focal lengths along 
horizontal and vertical directions.  
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Fig: Astigmatism 

 

This arises due to the variation in the radius of curvature of the 
refracting surfaces in the horizontal and vertical directions. The 
horizontal plane is called Sagittal plane and the vertical plane is called 
as Meridional plane.  

 

Fig: Original, Sagittal and Meridional focused image. 

Here Sagittal image will be in the shape of a horizontal ellipse and 
Meridional image will be in the shape of a  vertical ellipse. The 
distance between these two is called the Astigmatic difference. In 
between those two images a best possible image in the circular shape 
may be found. 

Astigmatism can be eliminated by using stops. 

 
Fig: Stops to eliminate Astigmatism. 
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The Astigmatic difference for convex lens is positive and that for 
concave lens is negative. Hence a suitable combination of convex and 
concave lenses may eliminate the astigmatic aberration. 

The  condition  for convex – concave lens system for the correction of 
astigmatic difference is given by “Petzval condition”,  which is stated 
as  

1

����
+

1

����
= 0      ��       ���� + ���� = 0 

 

here ��, �� are the refractive indices and ��, �� are the focal lengths 
of the convex and concave lenses respectively. 

The image will be formed in a plane that lies in between sagittal image 
and meridional image. The plane is called Petzval plane. This 
Astigmatic correction is highly essential in wide angle photography. 

4.7 Field curvature 
The defect in  a lens system  while forming the image of a flat object 
in a curved shape is called the field curvature aberration.  

 

Fig: Field curvature aberration. 

This defect arises due to the curved shape of the lenses and mirrors 
used in the optical systems. 

This can be eliminated by using a combination of convex and concave 
lens system that satisfies the Petzval condition. 

���� = −���� 

Alternative option is to use curved optical sensors in the image 
recording system. 
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4.5 �� 

�� అ�� ���� మ�॓ ఆ�� క� అ��� ష�, ��� ��ం� ఆ�� �॓  అ�ం �ం� 

�రం� ఉం�ం� మ�� �త� ం ��� ఆ�రం� ఏర���ం�. 

ఉ�ంత �ర�� మ�� ����య� �ర�ల �క� ��ం� �న�ం� ఉం�ం� 

అ� �ణం� ఇ� ���ర అ��� ష� �క� ���ం�. ఒ� �� ఏ�టం�, ��� ��ం� 

ఆ�� �॓  అ�ం �ం� �రం� ఉం�ం� మ�� ���ర అ��� ష��  అ�ం �ద ఉం�ం�. 

���ర అ��� ష� ��� అ��, �ద� ఆర� � �� �� ��� అ��ం�. ఇప��� 

అ�క ఆర� � �బంధన� అ�క ఆర� � �� అ��� ష�� �హదం ��� �. 

అ�� �క� �ౖ � కం�ష� �ద� ఆర� � �� అ��� ష�� �ల�ంచ��� గ�త 

సంబం��� అం��� ం�. సంబంధం ��� ఇవ�బ�ం� 

���� sin �� = ���� sin �� 

ఇక�డ ��  మ�� ��  ఆ�� క� అ�ం �ం� వ�� � మ�� �త� ం �క� ఎ�� � వ�స� 

ఉం��. ఈ ప��� �� సంతృ��  పరచడం వలన ���ర అ��� ష� �� �ల���ం�. 

���॓ అ��� ష�� త�� ంచ��� ఇతర ఎం�క� ���ర అ��� ష�� స�నం� 

ఉం��. అన�; �� �ల� ఉప��ంచడం ���, �రం� �� �యబ�న �� �-�ం��ర 

కట�ల� ఉప��ంచడం ���, ���ల వక� త �క� ���ల� స�� �� �యడం ���, 

�ం��ర మ�� ���ర ���ల కల�క� ఉప��ంచడం ��� �ద�ౖ న�. 

4.6 ఆ�� ���జం 

ఆ�� ���జం అ�� ఆ�-���� ���� ��॓ ఆ�� క� అ��� ష�, ఇక�డ ఆ�� క� �స� � ��జ 

స�ంతర మ�� ��� �శల� ��న� �����ష�� �� �క� �ం�� ల� క�� ఉం�ం�. 

��జ స�ంతర మ�� ��� �శల� వ�� భవన ఉప�త�ల వక� త �క� ���ర� ం� �ౖ �ధ�ం 

�రణం� ఇ� ���ం�. ��జ స�ంతర సమత��� ��ట� � �� � అ� మ�� ��� 

సమత��� ����న� �� � అ� ���� �. 

ఇక�డ ��ట� � �త� ం ��జ స�ంతర �ర� వృ�� �రం� మ�� ����న� �త� ం ��� 

�ర� వృ�� �ర ఆ�రం� ఉం�ం�. ఈ �ం�ం� మధ� ���� ఆ�� ���॓ �� అం��. ఆ �ం� 

��� ల మధ� వృ�� �ర ఆ�రం� �ధ��ౖ నంత ఉత� మ�ౖ న �త� ం క��నవ��. 

�� �ల� ఉప��ంచడం ��� ఆ�� ���జం �ల�ంచబ��ం�. 

�ం��ర ���� ఆ�� ���॓ వ���సం ���లం� ఉం�ం� మ�� ���ర ���� 

ప� ��లం� ఉం�ం�. అం�వల�  �ం��ర మ�� ���ర కట�ల �క� స�ౖ న కల�క 

ఆ�� ���॓ అ��� ష�� �ల�ంచవ��. 

ఆ�� ���॓ వ������ స��య��� �ం��ర - ���ర ��� వ�వస�  �క� షర� “��� �� 

కం�ష�” ��� ఇవ�బ�ం�, ఇ� ఇ� ���నబ�ం� 
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4.8 Distortion 
The monochromatic aberrations studied so far produce a lateral shift 
in the image. i.e.; the defective image will have a focus point out of 
the image plane. Even if all the other monochromatic aberrations like 
spherical aberration, coma, astigmatism, field curvature are absent 
and image is strictly restricted to the image plane, there is still the 
possibility of distortion in the image. 

Distortion is a measure of the deviation produced in the image 
compared to the original object size multiplied by magnification. 

Suppose ℎ is the size of the object and ℎ� = �ℎ be the size of the 
image. Here � is the magnification produced by the optical system. 
Then distortion is defined as 

� =
ℎ��������

� − ℎ��������
�

ℎ��������
� % 

If the lens system is circular in shape or has radial symmetry, then 
the distortion produced will also have radial symmetry. There are two 
types of such distortions. 1. Pin cushion distortion 2.  Barrel 
distortion and the Mustache distortion results from a combination 
of these two.  

 

Fig: Pin cushion, Barrel and Mustache type distortion. 

In pin cushion type distortion, the magnification increases as we go 
away from the optic axis radially whereas in barrel type the distortion  
increases radially. Here pin cushion type distortion is positive and 
barrel type distortion is negative. Mustache type distortion is a 
combination of both pin cushion type and barrel type distortions. 

If the optical system has no radial symmetry, i.e.; if the lenses and 
apertures are not circular, then two other types of distortions are  
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1

����
+

1

����
= 0      ��       ���� + ���� = 0 

ఇక�డ, ��, �� వ�� భవన �ణకం � మ�� , ��, �� వ�స� �ం��ర మ�� ���ర ���

ల �క� �ం�� �. 

�త� ం ��ట� � ఇ�� మ�� ���య� ఇ�� మధ� ఉన� ఒక సమతలం  � ఏర���ం�. ఆ 

����� ��� �� �� � అం��. �ౖ � �ం�� ��గ� �� ఈ ఆ�� ���॓ క��� �� అవసరం. 

4.7 ���  వక� త 

వం� ఆ�రం� �� � ఆ�� �॓  �క� ఇ��� ఏర���� న��� ��� �స� ��� ���� ���  

క��చ� అ��� ష� అం��. 

ఆ�� క� �స� ��� ఉప��ం� ���� మ�� అ�� ల వక�  ఆ�రం �రణం� ఈ �పం 

త��� �ం�. 

��� �� ప��� �� సంతృ�� ప�� �ం��ర మ�� ���ర ��� వ�వస�  కల�క� 

ఉప��ంచడం ��� ��� �ల�ంచవ��. 

���� = −���� 

ఇ�� ���� ం� �స� �� క���  ఆ�� క� ����ల� ఉప��ంచడం ప� ����య ఎం�క. 

4.8 వ�� కరణ 

ఇప��వర� అధ�యనం �యబ�న ఏకవర�  అ��� ష��  �త� ం� �ర�� ���� ఉత���  ��� �. 

అన�; �ప��ష�  �త� ం ఇ�� �� � �ం� �క� ��ం�� క�� ఉం�ం�. ���ర 

అ��� ష�, ��, ఆ�� ���జం, ���  వక� త వం� అ�� ఇతర ఏకవర�  అ��� ష��  �క��� మ�� 

ఇ�� ఖ��తం� ఇ�� �� �� ప��తం �యబ�నప���, ఇ��� వ�� కరణ� అవ�శం 

ఉం�. 

వ�� కరణ అ�� �����ష� ��� ��ంచబ�న అస� ఆ�� �॓  ప��ణం� ����  ఇ��� ఉత���  

�యబ�న �చలనం �క� �లత. 

వ�� � �క� ప��ణం ℎ మ�� �త� ం �క� ప��ణం ℎ� = �ℎ అ� అ��ం�ం. ఆ�� క� 

�స� � ��� ఉత���  �యబ�న �����ష� �  ఇక�డ ఉం�. అ�� వ�� కరణ� 

�ర��ంచబ�ం� 

� =
ℎ��������

� − ℎ��������
�

ℎ��������
� % 
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observed. 3. Keystone distortion 4.Bowing distortion. Here the 
distortion may be positive or negative in both the cases. 

 

Fig: Keystone and Bowing distortions. 

The distortion of 2% or below may produce neglible deviation for 
normal visual inspection. 

Since distortion aberration is purely geometrical, it can be eliminated 
by image manipulation software. However that requires a proper 
calibration of the defect produced by the optical system. 

This can also be eliminated by using two homominiscus convex lenses 
placed with their convex surfaces facing outwards and placing an 
aperture stop in the middle as shown in the figure. The combination 
is called orthoscopic doublet or rapid rectilinear lens. These lenses 
have an added advantage in that they also eliminate field curvature. 

 
Fig: Orthoscopic doublet 

4.9 Chromatic aberration 
The focal length of a thin lens as given by Gaussian approximation is 

1

�
= (� − 1) �

1

��
−

1

��
� 

��� వ�వస�  వృ�� �రం� ఉం� �� ��య� సమ�పత� క�� ఉం�, అ�� ఉత���  

�యబ�న వ�� కరణ �� ��య� సమ�పత� క�� ఉం�ం�. ఇ�వం� వ�� కరణ� �ం� 
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ర��. 1. �� �ష� వ�� కరణ 2. ��� వ�� కరణ మ�� �సం వ�� కరణ ఈ �ం�ం� కల�క 

వలన ఏర���ం�. 

�� �ష� రకం వ�� కరణ�, ఆ�� ॓ అ�ం �ం� ��య�� �రం� ��� న�� �����ష� 

����ం�, అ�� ��� రకం� వ�� కరణ ��య�� ����ం�. ఇక�డ �� �ష� రకం 

వ�� కరణ ���లం� ఉం�ం� మ�� ��� రకం వ�� కరణ ప� ��లం� ఉం�ం�. �సం రకం 

వ�� కరణ అ�� �� �ష� రకం మ�� ��� రకం వ�� కరణ� �ం�ం� కల�క. 

ఆ�� క� �స� �� ��య� సమ�పత ��ం�, అన�; ���� మ�� ఎపర���  వృ�� �రం� 

��ం�, మ� �ం� ర�ల వ�� కరణ� గమ�ంచబడ��. 3. ��� � వ�� కరణ 4. ���  వ�� కరణ. 

ఇక�డ వ�� కరణ �ం� సంద���� � ���లం� �� ప� ��లం� ఉండవ��. 

2% �� అంతకం� త��వ వ�� కరణ ��రణ దృశ� త��� అ�త��వ �చల��� క���� ం�. 

వ�� కరణ అ��� ష� ��� � ��గ�తం �బ�� , ఇ� ఇ�� �����ష� ��� �� ��� 

�ల�ంచబ��ం�. అ�� ��� ఆ�� క� �స� � ��� ఉత���  �యబ�న �పం �క� స�ౖ న 

క� �ంకనం అవసరం. 

�ం� ����స�� �ం��ర కటక�ల� �� �ం��ర ఉప�త�� ��ప�� ఎ��� 

ఉంచడం ��� మ�� �త� ం� ��న �ధం� మధ�� ఎపర�� �� �� ఉంచడం ��� �� 

��� �ల�ంచవ��. ఈ కల�క� ఆ�� ���॓ డ�� �� ��� ��� ��య� ��� అం��. 

ఈ ���� అదన� ప� �జ��� క�� ఉం��, అ� ���  వక� త� �� �ల��� �. 

4.9 �� ��॓ అ��� ష� 

���య� ఉ�� �ం� ��� అం�ంచబ�న సన�� ��� �క� �క� ���  

1

�
= (� − 1) �

1

��
−

1

��
� 

�� �ం� �ం� �క� �క� ���   వ�� భవన �ణకం �క� ��మం వ� ���ంద� �� 

ఊ�ం��. �ం� �క� వ�� భవన �ణకం �� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం వ� ��మం� ���ంద� �� 

మన� ���. అం�వల�  తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం ������ , �క� ���   �� ����ం�. 

అం�వల�  �ల� � �ం� ��� �ం� ���న���, అ�క తరంగ�ౖ �� �� ఎ��వ �రం వద�  

�ం�� క�ంచబడ��. ఈ ��� ���� �� ��॓ అ��� ష� అం��. 
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from which we infer that the focal length of the light varies as the 
inverse of the refractive index. We  also know that the refractive 
index of light varies inversely as its wavelength.  Therefore as the 
wavelength increases, focal length also increases.  

Thus when white light passes through a lens, higher wavelengths will 
get focused at longer distances. This defect of lens is called chromatic 
aberration. 

Chromatic aberration can be classified into two types. 

1. Longitudinal chromatic aberration: In this type, object lies on 
the principal axis of the lens system and the focal length shift 
is also along the principal axis of the system.  

2. Lateral chromatic aberration:  In this type, the object lies off 
the axis and the shift in focal points corresponding to various 
wavelegths is present in the vertical plane of the lens system. 

 

 
Fig: Longitudinal and lateral chromatic aberrations. 
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వర�  �చల��� �ం� ర��� వ�� క�ంచవ��. 

1. ��ంశ �� ��॓ అ��� ష�: ఈ రకం�, వ�� � ��� �స� � �క� ప� �న అ�ం �ద 

ఉం�ం� మ�� �క� �ం��  ���  �� �స� � �క� ప� �న అ�ం �ంట ఉం�ం�. 

2. �టర� �� ��॓ అ��� ష�: ఈ రకం�, ఆ�� �॓  అ�ం �ం� �రం� ఉం�ం� 

మ�� ��ధ తరంగ�ౖ �� �ల� సంబం�ం�న �క� ��ంట� � ��� ��� వ�వస�  

�క� ��� సమతలం� ఉం�ం�. 

వ�� � అనంతం వద�  ఉన��� ��ంశ �� ��॓ అ��� ష�: 

��� త���� �త� ం ��� అం�ంచబ�న �ౖ ��, ఎ�� మ�� సగ� రం� ప�� �సం 

�క� ���   వ��� కరణ 

1

��
= (�� − 1) �

1

��
−

1

��
�    − − − (1) 

1

��
= (�� − 1) �

1

��
−

1

��
�   − − − (2) 

1

��
= (�� − 1) �

1

��
−

1

��
�  − − − (3) 

�ద� �ం� ����� , 

1

��
−

1

��
= (�� − ��) �

1

��
−

1

��
�   

�� 

�� − ��

����
= (�� − ��) �

1

��
−

1

��
�  − − − (4) 

�భజన Eq. (4) Eq ���. (3) ఇ�� ం� 

�� − ��

����
. �� =

�� − ��

�� − 1
= �  − − − (5) 

�ౖ న ���న����, �ధ�మం �క� ����  శ�� . �� యడం ��� మ�ంత సర�కరణ 

�ందబ��ం�, �� ఫ�తం� వ�� ం������ = ��
� 

�� − �� = ���   − − − (6) 

అం�వల�  ��ంశ �� �� అ��� ష� ��� � ��� �క� ప�ర� ం �క� �దర���  శ��  ��� 

�యం�� ంచబ��ం� మ�� సగ� రం� �క� �క� ��� � అ�����తం� 

ఉం�ం�. 
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Longitudinal chromatic aberration when the object is 
at infinity: 
Focal length expression for violet, red and the mean color yellow as 
given by Lens maker’s formula is 

1

��
= (�� − 1) �

1

��
−

1

��
�   − − − (1) 

1

��
= (�� − 1) �

1

��
−

1

��
�   − − − (2) 

1

��
= (�� − 1) �

1

��
−

1

��
�  − − − (3) 

Subtracting the first two gives, 

1

��
−

1

��
= (�� − ��) �

1

��
−

1

��
�   

Or  

�� − ��

����
= (�� − ��) �

1

��
−

1

��
� − − − (4) 

Dividing Eq. (4) by Eq. (3) gives 

�� − ��

����
. �� =

�� − ��

�� − 1
= �  − − − (5) 

In the above, �  is the dispersive power of the medium.  Further 
simplification is obtained by  writing ���� = ��

�, which results in 

�� − �� = ���   − − − (6) 

Thus longitudinal chromati aberration is purely controlled by the 
dispersive power of the material of the lens and is proportional to the 
focal legth of the mean color. 

Longitudinal chromatic aberration when the object is 
at finite distance: 
The Gaussian equation for this lens is given by 

1

�
−

1

�
=

1

�
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వ�� � ప��త �రం� ఉన��� ��ంశ �� ��॓ అ��� ష�: 

ఈ ���� ���య� స�కరణం ఇవ�బ�ం� 

1

�
−

1

�
=

1

�
 

వ�� � �� ర�ౖ న �రం వద�  ఉంచబ�న�� మ�� ��న� రం�ల� సంబం�ం�న �త� ం 

���� ��ల� ఏర��న�� ��� ప�గ�ంచగల� . అ�� �దం �ద, ఒక� 

�ం���� 

−
1

�� �� − 0 = −
1

�� �� 

ప� ����యం , , సగ� �గం మ�� సగ� �క� ���   �ౖ న స�కరణం అ��ం�,�� = �� −

���� = �� − ��� = ��� = �� 
�� − ��

��
� =

�� − ��

��
�  

�� స�కరణం (6) �ం�, �ౖ  స�కరణం అ��ం�,�� − �� = ��� 

�� − ��

��
� =

���

��
�  

�� 

�� − �� =
�

��
��

� 

ఆ �ధం� వ�� �� ప��త �రం వద�  ఉం�న�� ��ంశ �� ��॓ అ��� ష� ��� �క� 

��పణ శ�� � అ�� సగ� రం� �క� ఇ�� ���� ��� అ�����తం� ఉం�ం�. 

4.10 అ�� ��జం 

క�ష�  �� �� �� ��॓ అ��� ష� ఉన� ��� �స� � �� �� అ�� ��జం అం��. అ� �ం� 

ప� �� య� అ�� మ�ౖ �ష� అం��. ��� ��ం� ��� కల�క� అ�� ��॓ డబ��  అం��. 

�ం� ���� �ం��॓ � ఉన���: 

�క� �ం�� � ��, �� ఉన� �ం� ���� మ�� �ం��॓ � ఉన���, ఫ�తం� �క� �ం��  � 

ఇవ�బ��ం�  

1

�
=

1

��
+

1

��
  − − − (1) 

ఆ�� ��జం అ�� ఇ���ం� �ౖ � �క� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం �క� ���� �స� � �క� ఫ�త �క� 

���   ����� �� �. 

ఈ �ధం� 

� �
1

�
� = 0 ⇒ � �

1

��
� + � �

1

��
� = 0  − − − (2) 
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Consider the case when the object is placed at a fixed distance � and 
the image corresponding to different colors is formed at different 
distances. Then upon differentiation, one obtains 

−
1

��
�� − 0 = −

1

��
�� 

Substituting �� = �� − �� , �� = �� − �� , mean velocity � = �� 
and mean focal length � = �� the above equation becomes, 

�� − ��

��
� =

�� − ��

��
�  

But since �� − �� = ���  from equation (6), the above equation 
becomes, 

�� − ��

��
� =

���

��
�  

or 

�� − �� =
�

��
��

� 

Thus the longitudinal chromatic aberration when the object is placed 
at finite distance is directly proportional both to the dispersive power 
of the lens as well as  the image distance of the mean color. 

4.10 Achromatism 
The state of a lens system with minimal or zero chromatic aberration 
is called achromatism.  The process of obtaining the same is called 
achromatization. The lens combination that achieves it is called 
achromatic doublet. 

When two lenses are in contact: 
When two lenses with focal lengths ��  and �� are in contact, the 
resultant focal length � is given by 

1

�
=

1

��
+

1

��
  − − − (1) 

��� �క� ���� �ం� �� క�� ఉ��� 
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1

�
= (� − 1) �

1

��
−

1

��
�   − − − (3) 

�దం త��త, ఒక� �ం��� 

� �
1

�
� = �� �

1

��
−

1

��
�  − − − (4) 

Eq.(4)� Eq.(3)� ���� , ఫ���� �� ంద ఇ��న �ధం� �స���� పవ� పరం� వ��� క�ంచవ��. 

� �
1

�
� =

��

� − 1

1

�
=

�

�
 − − − (5) 

Eq� ప� ����యం ��� ం�. (5) Eq. (2) ఇ�� ం�, 

��

��
+

��

��
= 0  − − − (6) 

స�నం�, 

�� = −
��

��
��  − − − (7) 

ఈ స�కరణం �ం� ���ల �క� �ం�� � వ���క సం��ల� క�� ఉ��య� ���� ం�. 

అన�; ���ల� ఒక� �ం��రం� ఉం�, మ�క� ���రం� ఉం��. 

�� ��॓ అ��� ష�� �ల�ం� ఈ ���ల కల�క� అ�� ��॓ డబ��  అం��. 

�ం� ���� �రం ��� �� �యబ�న��: 

�ం� ���� �క� �క� �ం��  ��మ�� ��  �రం �  ��� �� �యబ�న��, ఫ�త 

�క� ���  � �� ��� ఇవ�బ��ం� 

1

�
=

1

��
+

1

��
−

�

����
  − − − (8) 

ఫ�త �క� ���   �ం� �లం �క� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం�� �ౖ ���ల �ం� స�తంత� ం� ఉం�లం�, 

�(1/�)  తప��స�� ���� స�నం� ఉం��. 

ఈ �ధం� 

� �
1

�
� = � �

1

��
� + � �

1

��
� −

�

��
� �

1

��
� −

�

��
 � �

1

��
� = 0  − − − (9) 

�� ��� �ం��. అం�వలన Eq. (9) అ��ం��(1/�) = �/� 

��

��
+

��

��
−

�

��
 
��

��
−

�

��
 
��

��
= 0 − − − (10)   

��

��
+

��

��
=

�(�� + ��)

����
 ⇒ ���� + ���� = �(�� + ��) 

�� 

� =
���� + ����

�� + ��
  − − − (11) 
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Achromatism is the condition where the resultant focal length of the 
system is invariant under change of wavelength of incident light. 

Thus 

� �
1

�
� = 0 ⇒ � �

1

��
� + � �

1

��
� = 0  − − − (2) 

From lens maker’s formula we have 

1

�
= (� − 1) �

1

��
−

1

��
�  − − − (3) 

Upon differentiation, one obtains 

� �
1

�
� = �� �

1

��
−

1

��
�  − − − (4) 

Dividing Eq.(4) by Eq.(3), the result can be expressed in  terms of the 
dispersive power as given below. 

� �
1

�
� =

��

� − 1

1

�
=

�

�
 − − − (5) 

Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (2) gives, 

��

��
+

��

��
= 0  − − − (6) 

Equivalently, 

�� = −
��

��
��  − − − (7) 

This equation shows that the focal lengths of both the lenses are of 
opposite sign.  i.e.; if one of the lenses is convex, then the other one 
must be concave.  

 

Fig: Achromatic doublet. 
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ఇం�, �ం� ���� ఒ� ప�ర� ం� త�� �యబ�నట� ��, అ�� 

� =
�� + ��

2
  − − − (12) 

ఆ�� ��జం �ం�ం�� �ం� ���ల� �� �క� �ం�� ల సగ�� స�న�ౖ న �రం� �� 

���. 

4.11 ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ�� ప�చయం 

�ౖ బ� ఆ�� ॓� అ� ప��� �ర�య-అ��క� ��క �స� �త�  న�ంద� �ం� క�� 

��ం�ం��. అత� �ౖ బ� ఆ�� ॓� �క� తం�� � ప�గ�ంచబ�� �. అత� ��� బ�మ�� 

అర� �ౖ న ఆ�ష�రణ �సం ���� �త 20వ శ�బ� � 7 �డ� ��ల� ఒక�� ఆయన �� 

��� �. అత�� 2021� మర�నంతరం �రత�శం �క� �ండవ అ��న�త �ర �ర��రం 

పద���ష� ల�ం�ం�. 

ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ� అ�� �� � �� �� �� ॓ ���య� �క� ప�చ� �� �ం�, ఇ� �ం�� �� 

�వ� త� ఎ��వ నష� ం ��ం� �� �లం �ం� గమ��� ��� ������ం�. 

�త� ం 

ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ� �త� ం అంతర� త  ��� ��   �క� �త� ం�ౖ  ప���� ం�; అన�, �ం� ఒక దట� �ౖ న 

�ధ�మం (అ�క వ�� భవన �ణకం �ధ�మం) �ం� అ��ౖ న �ధ���� (త��వ వ�� భవన �ణకం 

�ధ�మం) ప� ��ం�న�� మ�� పతన �ణం �� ష� �ౖ న �ణం కం� ఎ��వ� ఉం�, �ం� 

��� � అంతర� తం� దట� �ౖ న �ధ�మం� ప� ��ం��� ం�. 

ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ� �క� ���ణం 

ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ� �����హక ప�ర� ం �క� �ం� �ం�� కృత �� ��ర �రల� క�� ఉం�ం�, 

అ� �� మ�� �� �ం� త��త ర�ణ �ర� క�� ఉం��. 

��:ఇ� �ం� ప� �రం �� అ�క వ�� భవన �ణకం ప�ర� ం. ఇ� �� �� �� �� ॓ �� �ం�ం� 

�శ� మం� త�� �యబ�ం�. �ం�� �� �ౖ బ�� �� ��సం 5 − 10�� క�� ఉం��. 

మ�� �� �ౖ బ�� ��రణ ��సం 50��, 62.5�� మ��100�� . ��� మ�� �� �ౖ బ�� 

�� ��సం 1000�� అంత �ద� �� ఉం��. 

�� �ం�:ఇ� త��వ వ�� భవన �ణకం ప�ర� ం, ఇ� ప� �న ప��� �� కవ� ��� ం� మ�� �త� ం 

అంతర� త ప�వర� ��� ��� ��� ం�. ఇ� �� �� �� �� ॓ �� �ం�ం� �శ� మం� �� త�� 

�యబ�ం�. లంబం � �� �ం� ��సం ��� 125�� �� ��క ప����� క�� ఉం�ం�. 

ర�ణ �ర:��� పక�ల ప��వరణ ప� ��ల �ం� ర�ంచ��� �త� ం �� మ�� �� �ం� 

���ణం రబ�� �� ��మ� ప�ర� ం� కప�బ� ఉం�ం�. 250�� − 1000�� �ం� ర�ణ 

�ర ��సం ప���. 
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This combination of lenses that eliminates the chromatic aberration 
is called achromatic doublet. 

When two lenses are separated by a distance: 
When two lenses of focal lengths ��  and ��  are separated by a 
distance �, the resultant focal length � is given by 

1

�
=

1

��
+

1

��
−

�

����
  − − − (8) 

For the resultant focal length to be independent of variations in 
wavelength of the light source, �(1/�) must be equal to zero. 

Thus 

� �
1

�
� = � �

1

��
� + � �

1

��
� −

�

��
� �

1

��
� −

�

��
 � �

1

��
� = 0  − − − (9) 

We have obtained that  �(1/�) = �/�. Thus Eq. (9) becomes 

��

��
+

��

��
−

�

��
 
��

��
−

�

��
 
��

��
= 0 − − − (10)   

��

��
+

��

��
=

�(�� + ��)

����
 ⇒ ���� + ���� = �(�� + ��) 

or 

� =
���� + ����

�� + ��
  − − − (11) 

Further, if both the lenses are made of the same material, then 

� =
�� + ��

2
  − − − (12) 

Thus the two lenses must be separated by a distance equal to the 
average of their focal lengths to obtain achromatism. 

4.11 Introduction to Optical fibers 
The term fiber optics was coined by Indian-American physicist 
Narinder Singh Kapany. He was considered as the father of fiber 
optics.  He was named as one of the 7 unsung heros of 20th century 
by Forbes for his Nobel prize deserving invention. He was awarded  
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second highest civilian award of India, Padma Vibhushan 
posthumously in 2021. 

An Optical fiber is a thin strand of glass or plastic material that 
carries light from its source to destination without much loss in its 
intensity.  

Principle 
Optical fiber works on the principle of total internal reflection; i.e., 
when light travels from a denser medium ( high refractive index 
medium) to a rarer medium (low refractive index medium) and if the 
angle of incidence is more than critical angle, light will be totally 
internally reflected into the denser medium.  

 Fig a. Propagation of light from 
denser to rarer medium i<c.                         

Fig b. Angle of i = c, critical 
condition denser medium to 
rarer 

Fig c. Total internal 
reflection when i>c. 

 

Fig: Optical fiber working principle 

Structure of Optical fiber 
Optical fiber consists of two concentric cylindrical layers of dielectric 
material namely core and cladding followed by a protection layer.   

Core: it is a high refractive index material in which the light 
transmits. It is made up of glass or plastic or a mixture of both. Single 
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mode fibers have core diameter of 5 − 10��. Multimode fibers have 
typical diameter of 50��, 62.5��  and 100�� . Some multimode 
fibers do have a  core diameter as large as 1000��. 

Cladding: it is a low refractive index material which covers the core 
material and ensures total internal reflection. It is also made up of 
glass or plastic or mixture of both. Generally the cladding diameter 
has a standard size of about 125��. 

Protecting layer: the entire core and cladding structure is covered 
with rubber or polymer material to protect it from surrounding 
environmental effects. Protective layer diameter ranges from 
250�� − 1000��. 

 

Fig: Structutre of Optical fiber. 

 
 
https://amadaweldtech.com/wp-
content/uploads/2019/02/MBR.pdf  

 
 

4.12 Types of Optical fibers 
The optical fibers are classified based on the following three criteria. 
1. Based on the material used. 2. Based on the refractive index profile 
of core. 3. Based on the number of modes the fiber allows. 
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4.12 ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ�� ర�� 

ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ�� �� ం� �� ప� ��ల ఆ�రం� వ�� క�ంచబ�� �. 1. ఉప��ం�న ప�ర� ం 

ఆ�రం�. 2. �� �క� వ�� భవన �ణకం �� �ౖ � ఆ�రం�. 3. �ౖ బ� అ�మ�ం� ��ల సంఖ� 

ఆ�రం�. 

ఉప��ం�న ప�ర� ం ఆ�రం�: 

�� మ�� �� �ం� �క� ప�ర� ం�ౖ  ఆ�రప�, ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ�� �ం� వ�� �� 

వ�� క�ంచబ�� �. �� మ�� �� �� ॓. ఇ� ��� త�� �యబ�నట� �� (SiO2), GeO2 

�� �� వ�� భవన �ణకం � �ంచ��� ��� ��ంచబ��ం�. ఆ సందర�ం�, �� స�చ��ౖ న 

SiO2 ఉం�ం�. ఇ� �� �� ॓� త�� �యబ�నట� ��, అవసర�ౖ న వ�� భవన �ణకం 

వ������ �ర��ంచ��� స�ౖ న ప��� � ఎం�క �యబడ��. �� � �ౖ బ�� ఖ��ౖ న�, 

త�� �యడం కష� ం �� అ�క .�ద  �� � మ�� నష� ం ���. అ��, �� �� ॓ �ౖ బ�� 

త�� �యడం �లభం, ��ౖ నప��� అ�క .�ద  మ�� స����� ప� �రం �య��� 

నష� �� ����. 

��ల సంఖ� ఆ�రం�: 

తరంగ�ౖ �� �ల ��ల సంఖ��ౖ  ఆ�రప�, ��� అ�మ��� ం�, ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ�� �ం�� 

వ�� క�ంచబడ��: �ం�� �� మ�� మ��  ��. 

�ం�� �� �ౖ బ� ఒక తరంగ�ౖ �� ��� �త� � అ�మ��� ం�, అ�� మ�� �� �ౖ బ� ఒక� కం� 

ఎ��వ �ం� తరంగ�ౖ �� �ల� ప� ��ం�� ��� ం�. 

�ం�� �� �ౖ బ� �క� �� ఇ��ౖ న�, అ�� మ�� �� �ౖ బ� �సం ఇ� �డ��� ఉం�ం�. 

�ం�� �� �ౖ బ�� .�ద  �� �� మ�� న�� � �� త��వ� ఉం��, ఇక�డ బ�ళ 

తరంగ�ౖ �� �ల ఉ�� �రణం� మ�� �� �ౖ బ�� అ� �� ఎ��వ� ఉం��. 

�ం�� �� �ౖ బ�� ఎ��వ నష� ం ��ం� ��� ���టర�  వర� స����� ప� �రం 

�యగల�, అ�� మ�� �� �ౖ బ�� ఎ��వ స��రం ����ం� ��� �ట��  �త� � 

ప� �రం �యగల�. 

�ం�� �� �ౖ బ�� ��ర క����ష� ���ల �సం ఉప��ంచబడ��, అ�� 

మ�� �� �ౖ బ�� LAN (�క� ఏ�� ��వ��) క����ష� �సం ఉప��ంచబడ�� 

మ�� �� �� � ఇం�॓� �ౖ బ� �షయం�, అ�� తరం�� �� మ�� �� �ం� స�హ�� � 

ప� ��ం��� � �� ���� ప� ��ల� �� పతనల �క� ��న� ����  ప� ��ం��� �. 

మ�� �� �� �� ఇం�॓� �ౖ బ��, ��ధ ��� �ౖ �ర� ��ల� �� మధ� �ం� ���� ����  

ప� ��ం��� �. 
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Based on material used: 
Depending on the material of core and cladding, optical fibers are 
classified into two categories. Glass and plastic. If it is made of glass 
(SiO2), GeO2 also will be added to the core to increase its refractive 
index. In that case, core will be of pure SiO2. If it is made up of plastic, 
proper materials are chosen to maintain the required refractive index 
difference. Glass fibers are costly, difficult to manufacture but are 
highly noise proof and lossless. Whereas, plastic fibers are easy to 
manufacture, cheap but highly noisy and lossy channels to transmit 
information. 

Based on number of modes: 
Depending on the number of modes of wavelengths, the cable allows, 
the optical fibers are classified into two: Single mode and multi mode.  

Single mode fiber allows only one wavelength, whereas multimode 
fiber allows more than one wavelength of light to travel. 

The core of single mode fiber is narrow, whereas for multimode fiber 
it is wider. 

Noise levels and losses are very low in single mode fiber where as they 
are very high in the multimode fiber due to the presence of multiple 
wavelengths. 

Single mode fibers can transmit information up to a few kilometers 
without much loss, whereas multimode fibers could transmit only a 
few meters without much loss of information. 

Single mode fibers are used for long distance communication 
channels, whereas multimode fibers are used for LAN ( local area 
network) communication. 

 

Fig: Single mode, multimode optical fibers. 
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�� � ఇం�॓� �ౖ బ� �షయం�, ��న� ��� ���� ��ల� ప� ���� �, ఇ� ఇంట�-

�డ� �స�ర� �� ����� ం�. అ�� �� �� ఇం�॓� �ౖ బ�� అ�� ��� ఒ� సరళ �గం� 

ప� ���� �. 

�� � ఇం�॓� �ౖ బ�ల �షయం�, ��ధ ��ల మధ� �గ వ����ల �రణం� .�ద  �� �� 

ఎ��వ� ఉం��. ��� ��ద� ం�, �� �� ఇం�॓� �ౖ బ��, అ�� ��� ఒ� �గం� 

ప� ���� � �బ��  .�ద  �� �� త��వ� ఉం��. 

4.13 ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ�ల� �ర�� మ�� ��� 

�� �క� ��సం �� �న�� ఉన���, �� �ం� ఇంట����ౖ  ఎ�ం� ప� ��ం�� ��ం� 

�� అంత� ఒక �� �త� � ప� ��ంచగల�. ఆ సందర�ం� �ం�ం� �ణం ���. �� త�నంత 

�ద�  ��సం క�� ఉం�, అ�� �ర�� ��� ��� ల కం� ఇతర వద�  �� �� రం�ంచబడవ��. 

అ�� �ర�� ఇతర �వర� ���వ��� బ�ళ �త� ం అంతర� త ప� ��ం�ల� 

ఎ���ం��. అ�ంట��, ��� మ�� గ�ష�  �ం�ం� ��ల మధ�, ప� � అంతర� త  ��� ��   

�సం ����త�క ����� ���ం��  షర�� సంతృ�� ప�� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం�ౖ  ఆ�రప� ��� ష�  

�ం�ం� ��� �త� � అ�మ�ంచబడ��. అం�వల�  ఒ� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం క��న తరం�ల� 

���� ప� �గ ����  �� ���� ప� �గ ����  ���� తరంగ�ౖ ర� � తరం�ల� 

ప� ��ంచవ��. 

ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ� �ంట �ం� ప� �రం సమయం�, �ం� �క� ���� �త� ం ప� �ర తలం � �� 

ప� �ర సమత��� లంబం� ఉండవ��. ��� వ�స� TM (�� ��వ�� ����॓) మ�� TE 

(�� ��వ�� ఎల�� �॓) ���� �� ��� �. ��� ���  TE మ�� TM ��ల కల�క 

ఉండవ��. ��� �ౖ �� � ఎల�� �॓ ����॓ ��� (HEM) అం��. �ం� ఎల�� �॓ (E) �� 

అయ��ంత (H) ��� ల� ఏ� ప� బలం� ఉం� బ��  ��� HE మ�� EH ���� �� ��� �. 

ఈ అ�క సం�� ��ల� బ���, అ� �వలం LP (��య��  �ల�ౖ �� ) ���� 

��ంచబడ��. 

ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ�� �� ��రం� ఉన�ం�న, �ం� �ంజం �� �-��� వృ�� �ర సమ�పత� క�� 

ఉం�ం�. అం�వల�  ��� �, � ���� ���ంచడం మ�ంత �కర�వంతం� ఉం�ం�. ఇక�డ 

�  �ంజం ���� �ం�� కృత వృ�� ల సంఖ�� ���� ం� మ�� �  ఆ స���ల� ��న 

��� �య� ఇ��ష�ల సంఖ�� ���� ం�. ��వ �త� ం ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ�ల� ఉత���  �యబ�న 

����  న�� ��ల� ���� ం�. ఉ�హరణ� ���� ��� �� ��� �య� ఇ��ష�ల� 

�ం� స���� ఉం��. 
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Based on refractiveindex profile of core: 
Depending on the refractive index of core material, optical fibers are 
classified into two. Step index and graded index. 

In step index fiber, refractive index remains constant throughout the 
core and drops suddenly at the core cladding boundary. In graded 
index fiber, refractive index reduces gradually from the centre of the 
core towards the cladding. 

 
Fig: Step index and graded index optical fibers. 

In the case of multimode step index fiber, all waves will get reflected 
at the core and cladding boundary but at different locations or 
different angles of incidence. In multimode graded index fiber, 
different modes will reflect at different distances from the center of 
the core in spiral paths. 

In the case of step index fiber, different modes will travel with 
different velocities, which leads to inter-modal dispersion.   Whereas 
in graded index fiber all modes will travel with same linear velocity.  

 
Fig: Multimode step index fiber, multimode graded index fiber. 
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In the case of step index fibers, noise levels are high due to velocity 
differences between different modes.  In contrast, in graded index 
fiber, noise levels are less as all modes will travel with the same 
velocity. 

4.13 Rays and Modes in optical fibers 
When the diameter of core is very small, only one wave will be able to 
travel across the core without any reflections on the cladding 
interface. In that case the launching angle is zero. If the core has 
sufficiently larger diameter, then rays may be launched at other than 
zero degrees as well. Then the rays will suffer  multiple total internal 
reflections to reach the other end. In that case, between zero and 
maximum possible launching angles, only specific launching angles 
are allowed depending on the wavelength which satisfies the 
pathlength condition for constructive interference for each internal 
reflection. Thus one can launch waves of the same wavelength at 
different launching angles or different wavelength waves at different 
launching angles.  The one that travels along the axis of the fiber is 
called the zeroth order mode and the others with rising launching 
angle are  denoted with  higher order serial numbers. 

 

Fig: Modes in Optical fiber. 

During the transmission of light along the optical fiber, electric field 
of light may be in the plane of transmission or perpendicular to the 
plane of transmission. They are named as TM (Transverse Magnetic) 
and TE (Transverse Electric) modes respectively. Some times there 
may be a combination of TE and TM modes. They are called Hybrid 
electric magnetic modes (HEM). They are named as HE and EH 
modes depending on which of the two electric (E) or magnetic (H) 
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fields is dominant.  Instead of these many notations, they are simply 
denoted as LP (Linearly Polarized) modes. 

Since the optical fibers are cylindrical, the light beam cross-section 
will have circular symmetry. Hence it is more convenient to number 
them in �, � series. Here � denotes the number of concentric circles 
the the beam splits into and �  denotes the number of sectorial 
insitions made to those circles. The picture below denotes the sample 
���� modes produced in optical fibers. For example ���� mode will 
have two circles with three sectorial insitions. 

 

Fig: Linearly Polarized (����) modes of light in optical fibers. 

https://www.rp-photonics.com/modes.html  
 
https://www.edmundoptics.com/knowledge-
center/application-notes/lasers/laser-
resonator-modes/  
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4.14 �ౖ బ� ఆ�� ॓ క����ష� �స� � 

ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ� క����ష� �స� � తప��స�� �� ��ల� క�� ఉం�ం�, అ�, 

(ఎ) �� �� �ట� (�) ��ట� మ�� (�) ��వ�. 

�� �� �ట� � ����ట�, ఎ� �డ�, �ౖ � ���, �ౖ �� స���� � మ�� కప� � � ఉం��. 

సరళం� ���లం�, �ౖ బ� ఆ�� ॓ �స� � ఒక ఎల�� �క� �గ�� � ఎ� �డ� ��� �ౖ న� ��� 

���� ం�. 

�� ���ట�:�� ���ట�� ��డ� అ� ��వబ� ��ట� (A/D) కన�ర� �� అన�� మ�� 

�ం� �లం ఉం��. A/D కన�ర� � అ�� ��� �� ��� (TV) �గ��ల వం� �రంతర 

అన�� �గ��ల� ��ట� ప��ల �� �� �ర���� ఉప��ంచబ��ం�. ఈ �ౖ న� �� 

ఎల�� �క� ప�� �క� �� ��� వ�� ం� మ�� ఈ ప��� �����ం� �ౖ � ��� ��� ఆ�� క� 

పవ� �క� ప���� �ర�బడ��. �ం� �లం ఒక �ం�-ఉ�� ర డ�� (LED) �� ఒక 

ఇం��� �జ� డ�� (ILD). అ��, �ౖ �� స���� ��� ఎ��� �యబ�న ��ట� �గ��

� �ం� �వ� త� ����� ��� ం�. ఈ ��ట� ఆ�� క� �గ�� ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ� ����� 

�� రం�ంచబ�ం�. �ం�-�ంజం ప���  కప� �ల� ఉప��ం� �ౖ బ�-ఆ�� ॓ ����� 

మృ��� ఉం��, అక�డ అ� �� �రం వర� ప� �రం �యబడ��. 

��ట�: ��ట�� �గ�� బ��� �న��ంచ��� ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ� �స� � � ��� ష�  �రం త��త 

ఉప��ంచబడ��. ��ప� వ�వస� ల�, ��ట� దశ ఆ�� క� �గ�� � ఎల�� �॓ �గ�� � 

�ర�డం, ��� �ంచడం మ�� ఎల�� �క� �గ�� � ఆ�� క� �గ�� � �ర�డం. ఇ� �� శ��  

��ం� ప� �� య. �� �సం అ�వృ��  �యబ�న ఆ��క ప� ����యం ప� త�� ఆ�� క� 

�ం�� ��ష� � క�� ఉం�ం�. త��వ తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం మ�� అ�క శ��  �జ� � పం�ం� 

�జ� � ఉప��ంచడం మ�� ఎ��యం రక�ౖ న అ��ౖ న �� ప��� ల� �ౖ బ� � ��ం� 

�యడం ��� ఇ� ��ంచబ��ం�. �� �ం��  ��జ� మ�� �� ��ం� (WDM) ��� 

ఉత�న�మ�� సం�� ష�  సం��ల� �ర��ంచ��� ఇ� అత�ంత అ��ల�ౖ న పద� �. �వర�, 

ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ� �వ��, �గ�� ��వ� � అం�ంచబ��ం�. 

��వ�:��వ� � �ౖ � ��క� � �� ���� మ�� ��డ� ఉం��. �ౖ � ��క� � �� 

తర�� PIN (p-type-intrinsic-n-type) డ�� �� APD (అ��ం� �����) � 

ఉం�ం�. �ౖ � ��క� �, ��క�ం� �లకం వ� ప���� ం�, అం��న� �ం� పల�� � ��� 

���� ప� �హం �క� ప��� � ���� ం�. ఎల�� �క� ప� � � �స� �ంచబ�� � మ�� ��� 

��ట� �పం�� �ర�బడ��, ఇ� D/A కన�ర� � (��ట� �ం� అన�� కన�ర� �) వం� 

��డ� � అం�ంచబడ��, ఇక�డ అస� ��� �� ��� �న�ద� �ంచబ��ం�. 
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4.14 Fiber Optic communication system 

 

Fig: Optical fiber communication system. 

Optical fiber communication system essentially consists of three 
parts namely, 

  (a) Transmitter (b) Repeater and (c) Receiver. 

 The Transmitter includes modulator, encoder, light source, drive 
circuits and couplers.  Simply put, the fiber optic system converts an 
electrical signal into binary data by an encoder.   

Transmitter: The transmitter consists of an analog to digital (A/D) 
converter called a decoder, and a light source.  The A/D converter is 
used to convert continuous analog signals such as voice or video (TV) 
signals into a series of digital pulses.  This binary data comes out as a 
stream of electrical pulses and these pulses are converted into pulses 
of optical power, by the modulating light source. The light source is 
either a light-emitting diode (LED) or an injection laser diode (ILD). 
Then, the drive circuit directly modulates the intensity of the light 
with the encoded digital signal. This digital optical signal is launched 
into the optical fiber cable. The light-beam pulses are then fed into a 
fiber-optic cable using couplers, where they are transmitted over long 
distances. 

 Repeater: Repeaters are used after certain distance in the optical 
fiber system to keep up the signal strength. In earlier systems the 
repeater stage consisted of a conversion of optical signal into electric 
signal, followed by boosting it and then conversion of  
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4.15 �ౖ బ� ఆ�� ॓ క����ష� �క� ప� �జ�� 

1. అత�ంత �స� ృత ��ం� �డ�� - 1mm OFC ��� ��� ��� 50,000 �� ల� 

ప� �రం �యవ��. 

2. OFC �స� � � ప��ణం� �న��, బ��� ���ౖ న� మ�� �కర�వంత�ౖ న 

ఇం� బలం� ఉం��. 

3. స�ంతర �ౖ బ�� మధ� ఎ�వం� �� � �॓ ఉండ�. 

4. OFC వ�వస� � EMI (���దయ��ంత �క�ం) మ�� RFI (��� �� ���� �క�ం) 

�ం� ��ధక శ�� � క�� ఉం��. 

5. అ�  త��వ ఖ��� �గ�� ల� అం�ంచగల �మర� �ం ���న��. 

6. OFC వ�వస�  అత�ంత �ర�త�ౖ న క����ష� వ�వస� . 

7. �� ��� �డ�� త��వ న�� �� క�� ఉం��. �� ��� ల� ప� � 2 �� వద�  

��ట��  అవసరం అ�� ప� � 100 �� వద�  OFC ��ట� ల� ఇ� �� � �యవ��. 

8. OFC వ�వస� � ఉ�� గ� త మ�� ��� ��ధకత� క�� ఉం��. క�న�ౖ న 

��వర�ల� అ��లం. 

9. అ�క ��� � �� మంటల� ���� ం� ప�క�ల� క�� �నం�న అ� ప� �దకరం 

��. 

10. అ� మ�ంత నమ�ద�న� మ�� �ర��ంచడం �లభం. 

11. OFC �స� � ల� ఉప��ం� ���య� ల� ఎ��వ �గం ప��వరణ 

అ��ల�ౖ న�. 

For Further reading: 

An introduction to fiber optic 
systems by John P. Powers 
 
 
 
http://optdesign.narod.ru/book/Ha
ndbook_of_Optical_Design.pdf  
 
 
 
 
Handbook of Optical Systems 
Edited by Herbert Gross Vol. 3 
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electrical signal into optical signal. This is highly energy demanding 
process. Modern alternative developed for it consists of direct optical 
amplification. This is achieved by using a lower wavelength and high 
power laser as pumping laser and doping the fiber with erbium kind 
of rare earth materials. This is most convenient method to handle the 
complex signals generated by Wavelength Division Multiplexing 
(WDM).  Finally, at the end of the optical fiber, the signal is fed to the 
receiver. 

Receiver: The receiver includes a light detector or photocell and a 
decoder. The light detector is very often either a PIN (p-type-
intrinsic-n-type) diode or an APD (avalanche photodiode). The light 
detector, acting as the receiving element, converts the received light 
pulses back to pulses of electrical current. The electrical pluses are 
amplified and reshaped back into digital form that is fed to a decoder 
such as a D/A converter (digital to analog converter), where the 
original voice or video is recovered. 

4.15 Advantages of Fiber optic communication 
1. Extremely wide band width – Nearly 50,000 calls can be 

transmitted by 1mm OFC cable. 
2. OFC systems are smaller in size, lighter in weight and flexible 

yet strong. 
3. There will be no cross talk between parallel fibers.  
4. OFC systems are immune to EMI (electromagnetic 

interference) and RFI (Radio frequency interference). 
5. They are cost effective- potential of delivering signals at low 

cost. 
6. OFC system is a highly secure communication system.  
7. They have low loss per unit length. Copper cables need repeaters 

at each 2km whereas OFC repeaters can be installed at each 
100km. 

8. OFC systems are resistant to temperature and corrosion. 
Suitable to harsh environments. 

9. They are not hazardous as they do not involve any high voltage 
or fire provoking equipment. 

10. They are more reliable and easy to maintain.  
11. Majority of the materials used in OFC systems are 

environmental friendly. 
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Solved Problems and Exercises 
1. Find the longitudinal chromatic  aberration in white light for a 

biconvex lens whose focal length for yellow light is   20cm  and 
dispersive power is 0.068  

Sol: For a lens , we have dispersive power � =
�����

��
  

Here �� ��� ��   are focal lengths of red and violet colours ; 
�� is the focal length of mean colour ie yellow colour 

 Longitudinal chromatic  aberration �� − �� = ��� =

0.068 × 20 = 1.36 �� 

2.  Calculate the focal length of the lens with dispersive power 0.031 
placed in contact with a convex lens of focal length 84cm and 
dispersive power 0.021 to make a achromatic doublet. 

Sol: The condition for achromatism is  ��

��
+

��

��
= 0 − (1) 

1

��
= −

��

����
= −

0.021

0.031 × 84
= −

0.021

2.604
  

 �� = −124��   

3. Find the focal length of the concave lens  of a convex-concave 
system which satisfies the conditions for minimum Astigmatc 
difference . The focal lengths of convex lense is 15cm and ratio of 
refractive indices of convex and concave are 1.5 

Sol: We have the Condition for correction of astimatic 
difference is  

�

����
+

�

����
= 0 − (1) Petzval condition 

 
��

��
= −

��

��
   and given focal length of convex lens �� =

15��,   
��

��
=1.5  

  From (1), focal length of concave lens �� = −
��

��
× �� =

1.5 × 15 = 22.5�� 
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4. Calculate dispersive powers of lenses of an achromatic doublet 
having focal length 20cm.Refractive indices of red and blue 
colours for first and second lenses are 1.522, 1.514 and 1.629, 
1.612 respectively 

Sol:  Dispersive power of first lens is �� =
�����

���
=

�.�����.���

�.�����
  = 0.0154 

 where n is average of given two colours for first lens �� =
�.�����.���

�
=

�.���

�
 =1.518  

 Dispersive power of second lens is �� =
��

� ���
�

����
=

�.�����.���

�.�����
  = 0.0274 

 where n is average of given two colours for second lens �� =
�.�����.���

�
=

�.���

�
 =1.621  

 

5. Find the separation between lenses of a doublet which satisfies 
the conditions for achromatism and minimum spherical 
aberration. The focal lengths of one of the lenses is10cm  

Sol: We know that condition for achromatism is � =  
��� ��

�
 

And also condition for  minimum  spherical aberration is � =

�� − �� 

 �� − �� =   
��� ��

�
  => �� = 3�� 

 If �� = 10��  �ℎ�� �� = 3.33�� => � = 6.67�� 
 If �� = 10��  �ℎ�� �� = 30�� => � = 20�� 

6. To get free from chromatic aberration,a telescope objective is 
made with an achromatic doublet for the two colours of 
dispersive powers 0.0154 and 0.0242 respectively for two lenses 
of the doublet.Calculate focal lengths of two lenses for mean 
colour if the focal length of telescope objective s 100cm. 

Sol : The condition for achromatism is  ��

��
+

��

��
= 0 − (1) 

 
�

��
= −

��

����
= −

�.����

�.������
= −

�.����

��
 ---(2) 
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   and also we have                               �

��
+

�

��
=

�

�
  ------(3) 

 
�

��
−

�.����

�.������
=

�

���
  => �� = 36.36�� 

 From (2),             => �� = −57.15�� 
7. Find the critical angle for the light ray incident on a glass-air 

interface .Refractive index of glass is 1.48 
Sol: We have the critical angle for light traveling in the glass 
is 

∅� =
��

��
 = �����0.676 = 42.5� 

8. An optical fiber has a core with a refractive index of 1.5 and a 
cladding with a refractive index of 1.4. Calculate the critical angle 
of the fiber. 

Sol: Acceptance angle = sin-1(n2 / n1) 

Substituting the values for n1 = 1.5 and n2 = 1.4,  

we can get, 

Critical  angle = sin-1 (1.4 / 1.5) 

                        = sin-11 0.93 = 69o 

9. An Optical fiber has a core material of refractive index 1.5 and 
the cladding material of refractive index 1.45 and light is 
launched into it in air. Calculate its numerical Aperture. 

Sol: Given that n1=1.5  and n2=1.45 

We know that NA= ���
� −  ��

�   

                     NA= √1.5� −  1.45� 

                     NA= √2.25 −  2.1025 

   NA= √0.1475  = 0.38 

10. Calculate acceptance angle for the fiber in the water. It has core 
and cladding with refractive indices as  1.61 and 1.59 
respectively. 

 

Sol: Given �� = 1.61 and �� = 1.59 
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 Numerical aperture �� =
���

����
��

�/�

��
  =

��.�����.����
�/�

�.��
 = 

0.19 
 Acceptance angle in    is  �� = �� = 0.19 = 10.9� 

11. Calculate acceptance angle for the fiber in the water. It has core 
and cladding with refractive indices as  1.61 and 1.59 
respectively. 

 

Sol: Given �� = 1.61 and �� = 1.59 

 Numerical aperture �� =
���

����
��

�/�

��
  =

��.�����.����
�/�

�.��
 = 

0.19 
 Acceptance angle in    is  �� = �� = 0.19 = 10.9� 

 

12. Find the Numerical aperture and acceptance angle for a 
multimode glass fiber that has core refractive index 1.48 and 2% 
core-cladding index difference 

Sol: If ∆ is core-cladding index difference, then we have ∆=

0.02 

�� = �� − ��∆= ��(1 − ∆) =  1.48(1 − 0.02) = 1.45 

 

 Numerical aperture �� = (��
� − ��

�)�/�   = (1.48� −

1.45�)�/� = 0.296 
 Acceptance angle in air   is  �� = �� = 0.296 = 17.2� 

13. An optical fiber with a numerical aperture of 0.3 and a cladding 
refractive index of 1.4 then find the value of core refractive index. 

           Sol: �� = ���
� − ��

� 

�� = ���� + ��
� 

�� = �0.3� +  1.4� 

�� = 1.43 

14. The refractive indices of core and cladding of a step index optical 
fiber are 1.5 and 1.48 respectively. Calculate (i) numerical 
Aperture, (ii) The acceptant angle (iii) The critical angle at core 
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cladding interface and (iv) Fractional refractive indices change of 
the optical fiber 

Sol: Given that n1=1.5  and  n2=1.48,  n0=1   

(i) We know that NA= ���
� −  ��

�   

                     NA= √1.5� −  1.48� 

                     NA= √2.25 −  2.1904 

             NA= √0.0596  = 0.244 

(ii)                    Sin(im) = ( ���
� −  ��

�  /n0 ) 
                     Sin(im) =0.244 

                                       im=sin-1(0.244) = 14° 7' 

(iii) �� = �����(
��

��
) 

�� = �����(
1.48

1.5
) 

                                                 �� = �����(0.987) 

                                                 �� =80° 45' 

(iv) ∆= n1- n2/ n1 
∆=(1.5-1.48)/1.5 

∆=0.013 

15. The refractive indices of the core and cladding of a step index 
fiber are 1.49 and 1.46 respectively. The diameter of the fiber is 
50 μm. Calculate (i) Numerical Aperture, (ii) The number of 
possible modes at an operating wavelength of 1.5μm and (iii) 
Velocity of light in the core and cladding of the fiber. 

Sol: Given that n1=1.49  and n2=1.46, a=50μm, λ=1.5 μm 

(i) We know that NA= ���
� −  ��

�   

                     NA= √1.49� −  1.46� 

                     NA= √2.2201 −  2.1316 

   NA= √0.0885  = 0.3 

(ii) V ( v-number)=  ���

�
 (��) 
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� =
2� 3.14 �50 

1.5
 (0.3) 

� = 62.8 

                                                     � =
��

�
=

��.��

�
= 1971 

(iii) ����� =
�

��
 

����� =
3 � 10�

1.49
= 2.01 � 10� �/��� 

����� =
�

��
 

����� =
3 � 10�

1.46
= 2.05 � 10� �/��� 

16. A Laser of 2mW is launched into the optical fiber of length 100m. 
If the output power at the other end is 0.5mW, calculate the fiber 
attenuation factor. � = 52.29 dB/km) 

Sol: Given that 

Pin =2mW 

Pout = 0.5mW and  

L=100m 

�� ���� �ℎ��, ������� ����������� ������ (�)

=
10

�
 ��� �

���

����
�  ��/�� 

� =
10

100
 ��� �

2

0.5
� 

� = 0.06 ��/� 

� = 60 ��/�� 

17.  An Optical fiber of 1mW is guided into the optical fiber of length 
100m. If the output power at the other end is 0.1mW, find the 
output power after 200m length of the optical fiber. 

Sol: Given that 

Pin =1mW 

Pout = 0.1mW and  
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L=100m 

�� ���� �ℎ��, ������� ����������� ������ (�)

=
10

�
 ��� �

���

����
�  ��/�� 

� =
10

100
 ��� �

1

0.1
� 

� = 0.1 ��/� 

� = 100 ��/�� 

For  L=200m, the output power is 

                                              Pout = Pin 10-αL/10 

                                              Pout = 1x 10-0.1 x 200/10 

                                                            Pout = 0.01mW 

18. A fiber has a numerical aperture of 0.2 and is transmitting light 
with a wavelength of 1.6 μm. The refractive index of the core is 
1.5 and the radius of the core is 50 μm. Find the number modes 
of the fiber 

Sol: Given that n1=1.5  NA=0.2, a=50μm, and λ=1.6 μm 

V ( v-number)=  ���

�
 (��) 

� =
2� 3.14 �50 

1.6
 (0.2) 

 

� = 39.25 

� =
��

2
=

39.25�

2
= 770 

19. A low loss optical fiber has the attenuation of 6db/km at 
1550nm. Find the at what length of the optical fiber power is 
decreased by 50%. 

Sol:  Given that Pout/ Pin = 50%=  0.5 

L=?    and α = 3 dB/km 

� = −
10

� 
 ��� �

����

���
�  
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� = −
10

6 
 ��� (0.5)  

� = 0.5� 

MCQs 
1. The lateral chromatic aberration can be reduced  

a).By using plano convex lens   b) By combining diverging and 
converging lens 

 c) Increasing the dispersive power of lens     d)By using 
convex lens 

  Ans: b        APPGCET 2022 

 

2. Single mode optical fiber supports propagation of 
a).Meridinal Rays    b) Skew Rays   c) Helical rays    d)All of the above  

    Ans: a     APPGCET 2022 

 

3. Preferable source of light used in optical fiber 
a)LED   b) Sodium light   c) LASER    d)Mercury light 

   Ans: c      APPGCET 2022    

 

4. Which of the following will produce smaller chromatic 
aberration?  

        a)Thick lens      b) Thin lens   c)  both d) Insufficient informaton 

Ans: b     APPGCET 2021 

 

5. Which of the following phenomena is used in optical fibers?  
a)Total internal  reflection   b) scattering  c)diffraction  d)Refraction 

Ans: a    APPGCET 2021 
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6. Spherical Aberrations occurs when light passes through 
a).Centre part of lens    b) A round lens   c) Diverging lens    d)Edge of 
the lens  

   Ans: d       APPGCET 2021 

7. A toy of 7.5 mm tall is on the central axis 100 cm from the front 
face of a bi convex lens of 20 cm focal length. If the image of the 
toy formed on a wall is 30 mm tall, the transverse magnification 
of the lens is  

A. +4   B. - 2   C. - 5   D. - 4  

HCU 2021 

Ans:D 

8. A thin positive lens of refractive index 1.6 in air has a focal length 
of 40 cm. This lens is immersed in an aquarium 60 cm in front of 
a small fish to form an image. The image characteristics of the 
fish are  
A. The image is real,inverted and magnified 2 times 

B. The image is virtual, inverted and magnified 3.6 times  

C. The image is real, inverted and magnified 2 times  

D. The image is virtual, inverted and magnified 2 times   

HCU 2021 

Ans:A,C 

9. A Keplerian telescope operating at infinite conjugates is 
composed of two thin positive lenses separated by 1.55m 
providing an angular magnification of 30. The viewer pulls the 
eyepiece out by 5 cm to clearly see the object with a relaxed eye. 
The location of the object is 
A. 64.50 m   B. 46.50 m   C. 31.55 m  
 D. 55.13 m  

HCU 2021 

Ans:B 
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10. A common lens coating material used for non-reflective coating 
has a refractive index of 1.6. The thickness of a non-reflective 
coating to be used for 800 nm light is 
 A. 125 nm   B. 250 nm   C. 400 nm  

 D. 500 nm 

HCU 2021 

      Ans:A 

11. A lens of focal length 22 mm is being used for imaging an object 
on a screen kept at 25 mm. The object distance, spatial and 
angular magnification, respectively, are 

 A. 183 mm, 0.880, and 1.136.  B. 183 mm, -0.136, and -
7.320.  

 C. 183 mm. -0.880, and -1.136.   D. 183 mm, -1.136, 
and -0.880.  

HCU 2020 

12. Consider two symmetrical thin lenses, one is converging with 
focal length ��and refractive index �� and the other is diverging 
with focal length ��  and refractive index �� . The radius of 
curvature of both the lenses is R. If the lenses are put together 
and submerged in water (refractive index ��), the effective focal 
length of the system is 

A.    �(�����)

���
  B. ����

(��� ��)
  C. ���

�(��� ��)
 

  D. ���

�(�� � ��)
 

HCU 2019 

Ans: D 

13. The size of optical fibers used in Telecommunications ranging 
from 

a)10 - 50 ��    b) 100-125 �� c) 250-300 �� 
 d) 1.32 - 1.55 �� 

AUCET 2020 

Ans: c 

14. Aberrations’ comes under following field of optics 
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a).Physical optics    b) Geometrical topics   c) Ray Optics    
d)None  

     Ans: b 

15. Main types of aberrations are 
a)Chromatic aberration    b) Monochromatic aberration   

c) a and b only          d). a and b along with 
Quasimonochromatic aberration 

    Ans: c 

16. Spherical aberration is minimum for 
a)Plano Convex lens    b) Spherical lens   c) Plano Concave lens    

d)All 

   Ans: a 

 

17. A spherical air bubble is embedded in a glass slab. It will behave 
like a   
(a) Cylindrical lens  (b) Achromatic lens  (c) Converging lens  (d) 

Diverging lens   
Ans.:  (c)  

18. Even when an optical system is free from all aberrations, the 
image of a point object will not be a point . This is because of one 
of the following light property 

a)Interference       b)Reflection        c)Diffraction          
d)Polarization 

   Ans: c 

19. View the given figure with one eye by 
closing other eye, if one set of lines bolder 
than the others you have  
a)astigmatism      b)Sperical aberration       
c)Coma          d)None 

  Ans: a 
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20. In optical fiber, if ��  is refractive index of core and if ��  is 
refractive index of cladding, the condition for light propagation 
is 

a)  �� =  ��      b) �� >  ��        c) �� <  ��     
 d)All 

Ans: b 

21. What type of Laser/Lasers is/are used mostly in fiber optics 
a) ���� �����       b) ������������� �����       c) �� −

�� �����      d)All 

Ans: b 

22. The core diameter of  step index fiber is 
a) 50 -100 ��  b) 8 -10 ��  c) 100 -150 ��    d) 

It depends on mode type not on index type 
Ans: d 

23. An index difference between core and cladding is of the order of 
a)  ∆� ≈ 0.1   b) ∆� ≈ 1  c)  ∆� ≈

0.0001  d) ∆� ≈ 2 

Ans: a 

24. The principle used in optical fiber is  
a) Interference b) Diffraction  c) 

Polarization  d)Total Internal reflection 

Ans: d 

25. Which of the following is widely used in the world 

              a) Single mode step index      b)Multi mode step index   

              c)multi mode graded index    d) Single mode graded index 

Ans: a 

26. An optical fiber can carry approximately 
a) 10 billion TV Channels   b)10  Million TV Channels    c) 

100 TV Channels   d)None 

Ans: a 

27. The refractive index profile for graded index fiber from center of 
core is as following manner 
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a) Straight line  b) Parabolic  c) 
constant   d) a and b 

Ans: b 

28. Optical fibers are fabricated from glass or a plastic polymer 
because  

a) To get electrical isolation                 b)To get  
Electromagnetic Interference 

c) To get high tensile strength for flexibility   d) Both a and c 

Ans: d 

29. The phenomenon employed in the waveguide operation is  
(a) reflection     (b) refraction    (c) total internal reflection   (d) 

absorption  

Ans. : (c)   

Grade your understanding 
1. A ray has infinite wavelength [ 

] 
2. We get perfect images of objects in the realm of paraxial 

optics 
[ ] 

3. Chromatic aberrations are independent of  
monochromatic aberrations 

[ ] 

4. For an achromatic doublet, the two lenses must be of 
same materials 

[ ] 

5. The aberrations produced by a lens due to optical 
system are monochromatic 

[ ] 

6. The deviation of light ray from an object by the lens is 
independent of object position 

[ ] 

7. The spherical aberration produced by a concave lens is 
positive 

[ ] 

8. Huygens eyepiece is an example of Achromatic 
doublet(Lenses are in contact) 

[ ] 

9. For a point object on the principal axis of a lens is free 
from Coma 

[ ] 

10. Optical fibers carry very large information compared to 
copper cable 

[ ] 
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11. Electromagnetic wave in entire frequency region can be 
used as carrier in optical fiber communications 

[ ] 

12. Delay distortion of light pulses in optical fiber is because 
of spreading of pulses with time 

[ ] 

13. Our atmosphere is an example of graded index medium [ ] 
14. The focal lengths are shorter for shorter wavelengths 

and longer for longer wavelengths for both convex and 
concave lenses 

[ ] 

15. The most difficult lens aberration to correct is Coma [ ] 
 Ans : 1.No  2.Yes  3.Yes  4. No  5.Yes  6. Yes  7. No  

8.No  9.Yes  10. Yes  11.No  12. Yes 13.Yes 14. No 15. 
Yes 
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Glossary 

Aberration 
The defect of a lens in  convergence of rays at one 
focus  

Acceptance 
angle 

The angle over which the core of an optical fiber 
accepts incoming light and is measured from 
fiber axis 

Achromatism Inability of separation of colours 

Aperture An opening by which light enters the fiber  

Aplanatic 
points 

Two points on axis of optical system having the 
property that the rays from one point will all 
converge to, or diverge from the other 

Barrel 
A cylindrical container bulging out in the middle, 
traditionally made of wooden staves with metal 
hoops round them 

Buffer 
A layer that protects or acts as a barrier for the 
cladding of an optical fiber from outer 
environment 
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Chromatic 
aberration 

The effect produced by the refraction of 
different wavelengths of light through slightly 
different angles, resulting in a failure to focus 

Cladding 
A layer that  surrounds the core and reflects 
light/ information back in to the core 

Concave lens 
Lens with more thickness at centre than at edges 
which converges light beam from a source 

Convex lens 
Lens with less thickness at centre than at edges 
which diverges light beam from a source 

Core 
The transparent centre of an optical fiber where 
light is internally transmitted 

Corrosion 
A natural process that converts a refined metal 
into a more chemically stable oxide 

Critical angle 
The smallest angle of incident at which total 
internal reflecton occurs 

Encoder 
A sensing device that provides feedback, also 
used to convert (a message, information, etc.) 
Into meaningful code. 

Fiber/fiber A thread or a structure that look like a thread 

Fiber scope 
An optical instrument that examine the output 
of fiber bundles 

Focal length 
Distance between optical centre and focus of the 
lens 

Gaussian 
Optics 

Geometrical optics with the approximation of 
Snell’s law where sine angle is replaced with 
tangent angle for paraxial rays 

Geometrical 
optics 

The branch of optics that describes the light 
propagation in terms of rays 

Lens 
A piece of transparent  material that concentrate 
or disperse light rays 
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Light guide 
An optical fiber that guides electromagnetic 
waves 

Line width The range of wavelengths in a signal 

Marginal Ray 
A ray which hits towards edges of the lens and 
hence away from optical axis 

Negative 
refraction 

Refraction of electromagnetic wave at 
metamaterial surface where it’s propagation gets 
reversed and values of permittivity & 
permeability become negative 

Numerical 
Aperture The light gathering ability of a fiber 

Opaque 
Preventing light from travelling through the 
material, and therefore not transparent or 
translucent 

Optical axis 
An imaginary line that pass through geometrical 
centre of optical system ,also called principal axis 

OFC cable A fiber-optic cable is composed of very thin 
strands of glass or plastic known as optical fibers 

Paraxial ray A ray that makes small angle to the lens optical 
axis 

Petzval 
curvature 

An aberration in which Flat object normal to the 
optical axis cannot be a flat image(Petzval - 
Scientist name) 

Petzval lens 
A two-element highly achromatized camera 
objective having low transmission loss 

Poly chromatic 
aberration  Failure of a lens to focus all colours at a point 

Provoking 
To cause the occurrence of (a feeling or action) 
to make (something) happen 
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Refractive 
index 

Ratio of Speed of light in vacuum to speed of 
light in the material which measures how 
material refracts light 

Sagittal A plan that divides a body into left and right 

Silica Silicon di oxide 

Splice Permanent junction between two fiber ends 

Thin lens 
Lens with negligible thickness when compared 
with radii of curvature of its surfaces 

Wave guide A system that guides electromagnetic waves  

 

 



  

 

  

 

 

 

UNIT-5 

LASERS and  

HOLOGRAPHY 
�స� � మ�� 

���� 

 



             �స� � మ�� 

         ���� 

��ణ ల��� 
ఈ అ��యం� ����� � ఈ �ష�� ����ం��, 

1. ��ం��య� మ�� �� ���� ఎ�ష� ��ం�,. 

2. ���ష� ఇన�ర� �, �స� �� ����, ఐం�� � �ఎ��ఎం��. 

3. He-Ne �స� మ�� �� �స� ��ం�,   

4. �స� �క� అ�� �ష�� 

5. ��గ� � �క� �� ��ప� మ�� అ�� �ష��. 

అభ�సన ఫ��� 

అ��యం ��� సమ���, �����  ఈ �� ంద� �యగల�.  

1. ఆక��క, ఉ�� �త ఉ�� ��, జ�� ��మం అం� ఏ�� మ�� ���� � 

అం� ఏ�� �వ�ంచగల� .. 

2. జ�� ��మం �జ� చర�� ఎ� ����� ం� మ�� ���� �� ఎ� 

��ం�ం�� �వ�ంచగల� . 

3. He-Ne మ�� Ruby �జ�ల �పకల�న� �జ� ��� �� వ�� ంప�యగల� . 

4. 3 �� � మ�� 4 �� � �జ� �స� �ల� ��ం� చర�� ��� �ంచగల� . 

5. �����  ���� � అం� ఏ�� �వ�ంచగల�. 

6. ��ధ రం�ల� �జ�� మ�� ���� �ల అవస��� సమ�� ంచగల�. �జ�� 

మ�� ���� �ల� ఉప��ంచడం �సం �� ��ౖ � �డ�ల� అ�వృ��  

�యగల�.. 
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  LASERS AND 
HOLOGRAPHY 

Syllabus 
Lasers: Introduction, Spontaneous emission, Stimulated emission, 
Population Inversion, Laser principle,  Einstein  coefficients,  Types  
of  lasers: He-Ne  laser,  Ruby  laser,  Applications  of lasers. 
Holography: Basic principle of holography, Applications of 
holography. 

Learning Objectives 
In this chapter students would learn about, 

1. Spontaneous emission and stimulated emission. 
2. Population inversion, Laser principle, Einsteein coefficients. 
3. He-Ne laser, Ruby laser 
4. Applications of Lasers 
5. Principle and Applications of Holography 

Learning Outcomes 
By the end of the chapter, student would be able to 

1. Describe what spontaneous, stimulated emission, 
population inversion is and what a hologram is. 

2. Explain how population inversion leads to laser action and 
how to generate a hologram. 

3. Apply the laser principle in designing He-Ne and Ruby 
lasers. 

4. Analyse the lasing action in 3 level and 4 level laser systems. 
5. Justify need of lasers and holograms in various fields. 

6. Develop prototype models for using lasers and holograms. 
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��ధ �� �� ం ల� �ం�న ��� ష�  ఫ��� మ�� భ�ష�� 

����� శ�� 
ఈ అ��యం ��� సమ��� ��� ష�  �ర�క� �ల� �ం�న ����� � �� ం� రం�ల� 

�జ�� మ�� ���� � అవస��� ��� ంచగల�. 

1. ��క�స� ం: �జ�� ���య� �� ��ం� మ�� ���య� ���క� �ౖ �ష�� 

�� అ�� �ష�ల� క��ం��. 

2. ర�యన �స� ం:�ౖ  �జ�� ���� � ప��� నం అవసరం మ�� ��� అ�క �డన 

ర�యన ప� �చర�� �జ�ల ��� స�యపడ��. 

3. కం��ట� �ౖ ��:��॓ ప�క��, �మ� ప�క�� మ�� క����ష� 

ప�క�ల� అ�వృ��  �య��� LASERల� ఉప��ంచవ��. ��  �జ� అ�వృ��  

అ�� �� �ల� ప�క�ల� ఒక �ౖ ��� ఆ�ష�రణ. ���� �॓ ఆ��ం�� 

���� అ�� కం��ట� �ౖ ��� ప� �న ప��ధ� అంశం. అ�క �జ� అ��� � 

స�� క� ��� మ�� ��క� డ�గ��� ॓ ��� � �ర��ంచ��� త�న �� �� �ం� 

స���  అవసరం. 

4. �గర� �స� ం:���క న�� ��� షణ� �జ�� ఉప�గపడ��, ���ౖ � 

�జ� ఇ��ం� మ�� LIDAR �ం��కతల� �జ�ల ప��� నం అవసరం. 

5. ఎల�� ��॓�:�ౖ �� �� త��, �ౖ ��� పవ� �� ���ష�, ఆ�� క� ����� మ�� 

ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ� క����ష�� �జ�ల� ఉప���� �. 

6. �న���దక శ�� :��� పం� �జ�ల� �� పవ��  ��� �� ���ష�, ��� పవ� 

���ౖ �ల� ఉప���� �. 

7. గ�ం��:��� ష�  అ�వర� �ల �సం ప� ��క ప� �జన �జ�ల� అ�వృ��  �యడం� 

�జ� ��ల గ�ంక ��� షణ అవసరం. 

.�ప��తం �ం� అప��తం �� 
� 12వ తరగ��, � ఆ�� ॓� అ��యం�, �జ� �ల� ��� � ఎ� ఏర�డ�� 

�� ����� ఉండవ��. �� ఆ�� ॓� అ��యం�, �� వ��� అర� ం ���వ��� �జ� 

�ం�� ఎ� ఉప��ం�� �� ����� ఉండవ��. పర���ల అ��యం�, �� 

LASER �క� సం�ప�  పదం, �జ� �క� ల��� మ�� శస� ��త��, క�� ం�, ��� ం� 

మ�� చం�� � �రం �లతక �ద�ౖ న ��� అ�వర� �ల� �స� �ంచడం ��ం� �� 

ప�చయం �� ఉండవ��. ఈ అ��యం� �� �జ� ల��ల� �వరం� ����ం��. 

��� �ద� తరం �జ�ల ���ణం మ�� ప� �యడం, �జ�ల �క� ��� అ�� �ష�� 

మ�� ��గ� � �క� ఫండ�ంట��, ఇ� �జ� �క� ప� �న అ�� �ష�ల� ఒక�. 

.  
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Course Outcomes specific to program and Future 
directions 

By the end of this chapter students from specific programs 
would be able to identify the need of central forces in the following 
fields.  

8. Physics: Lasers find their applications in material processing 
and material characterization.  

9. Chemistry: Dye laser requires knowledge of chemistry and 
some high pressure chemical reactions are assisted by lasers. 

10. Computer Science: LASERs can be used to develop logic 
devices, memory devices, and communication devices. 
Development of blue laser is a landmark invention in data 
storage devices. Holographic augmented reality is a major 
research area in computer science. Handling somany laser 
assisted surgicsl tools and medical diagnostic tools require 
suitable programming support. 

11. Geology: Lasers are useful in geological sample analysis, 
Satellite laser imaging and LIDAR techniques require 
knowlwdge of lasers. 

12. Electronics: Lasers are used in microchip fabrication, wireless 
power transmission, optical sensors and in optical fiber 
communication. 

13. Renewable energy: Solar pumped lasers are used in beam 
powered space propolution, solar power satellites. 

14. Statistics: Statistical analysis of laser modes is essential in 
developing special purpose lasers for specific applications. 

Familiar to Unfamiliar 
In your 12th class, in the chapter on ray optics, you might 

have learned how images are formed in laser shows. In the chapter 
on wave optics, you might have learned how laser light is utilized to 
understand polarization. In the chapter on Atoms, you might have 
been introduced to  the expansion the acronym for LASER, 
properties of laser and some of the applications like surgeries, 
cutting, welding and distance to moon measurement etc. In this 
chapter you would learn in detail the properties of laser, 
construction and working of a few first generation lasers, some  
applications of Lasers and the fundamentals of Holography, which 
is one of the prime applications of Laser. 
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5.1 ప�చయం  

�జ� అ�� "�ౖ � �ం�� ��ష� �ౖ  �� ����� ఎ�ష� ఆ� ���ష�" �క� సం�ప�  �పం. 

�ం�� ��ష� అ�� �� �క� �ం�� ��� � �ం� ప� �� య. �� �క� �ం�� ��� � 

�ంచ���, కంస� ��� � ఇంట����� ఉప�గప��ం�. కంస� ��� � ఇంట����� జర�లం�, 

�ప� ఇం��  �ం��న� తరం�� ఒ� �� � క�� ఉం��. �� ���� ఎ�ష� అ�� ఒక 

రక�ౖ న �ం� ఉ�� ర ప� �� య, ఇక�డ అ�� ��ద�ౖ న �ం� తరం�� ఒ� �� � క�� ఉం��. 

ఆ �ధం� �జ� ల�, �ం� తరం�ల �ం�� ��� కంస� ��� � ఇంట����� ��� ����ం�, 

మ�� ఇక�డ అ�� �ం� తరం�ల� ఒ� �� ఉండటం, �� ���� ఎ�ష� ��� 

సంభ��� ం�. 

ఐ� �� � తన 1916 �ప� � "��ంటం ��� ంతం� ���ష� ఉ�� ర మ�� �షణ" �  

�� ���� ఎ�ష� �క� సం�వ�త� ప� ���ం��. 

 

 

       

https://einsteinpapers.press.princeton.edu/vol6-trans/224 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laser#History 

https://doi.org/10.1117/1.3483597 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flat_Earth  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Copernican_Revolution  

https://tinyurl.com/Heliocentrism-htm  

 
E - Corner 

Prepare a study report on working of atomic clocks 

and optical time keepers. 

Activity 
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5.1 Introduction 
LASER is an acronym for “Light Amplification by Stimulated 

Emission of Radiation”. Amplification is the process in which the 
amplitude of the wave increases. To increase the amplitude of a 
composite wave, one needs to have constructive interference.  For 
constructive interference to happen, the waves that are 
superimposing should have the  same phase. Stimulated emission is 
a type of light emission process where all the emitted light waves 
are made to have same phase. Thus, in lasers, the amplitude of light 
waves is increased by constuctive interference, where same phase 
for all light waves is ensured by the stimulated emission process. 

Einstein has proposed the possibility of stimulated emission 
in his 1916 paper on “Emission and Absorption of Radiation in 
Quantum theory”. The concept was first experimentally tested in 
microwaves regime in 1953. The end product is MASER. (Microwave 
Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation.) These are the 
real time keepers in atomic clocks and deep space spacecraft 
communication with ground stations. Further the letter M in 
MASER is abbreviated as Molecular instead of Microwave as the 
technology is extended to radio and infrared frequency radiations. 

 

  

Did You Know? 

        Atomic clocks use Cesium or Rubidium or Hydrogen 

atoms cooled down near to absolute zero. A particular energy 

level transition in those atoms is selected whose frequency lies 

in microwave region. (Rubidium 6.8GHz, Cesium 9.19GHz, 

Hydrogen 1.4GHz) Those oscillations are maintained with 

nanosecond accuracy using MASER technology. Recently Room 

temperature solid state MASER has been developed using 

Diamond which will become a major breakthrough due to its 

convenient operational temperature. Optical timekeepers also 

have been developed which are more accurate than MASER 

technology but are not stable yet for long term usage. 
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ఈ ����� � 1953� �ౖ �� ��ల ��నం� �ద���� ప� ��త�కం� 

ప��ం��. �� ఉత���  MASER. (�ౖ �� �� �ం�� ��ష� �ౖ  �� ����� ఎ�ష� ఆ� 

���ష�.) ఇ� అ� గ���ల� �జ సమయ �ప��  మ�� �� ం� �� ష�ల� ��ౖ న 

అంత�� అంత�� �క క����ష�. �ం��కత ��� మ�� ఇ��� �� �� ���� ���ష�

ల� �స� �ంచబ�నం�న MASER�� M అ�రం �ౖ �� ��� బ��� ����ల�� 

సం��� క�ంచబ�ం�. 

�ౖ �� �� �� ంతం� ప��� �ం��కత క��ం� �� ం��� �స� �ంచబ�ం� మ�� 

�ద� �జ�� 1960� ��డ� �ౖ �� అ�వృ��  ���. ��� �దట ఆ�� క� 

�జ� అ� �����. త��త ��� �జ� � �� ����. 1957� ఆ�� క� �జ���ౖ  

ప���� న��� �జ� అ� ��� ��� � ���  తన ప� �గ�ల ���॓ల� 

ఉప��ం��.  

అప�� �ం�, ఘనప��� �, ద� �� మ�� ���� వం� ��ధ ప�ర�  �ధ��ల� 

�జ�� అ�వృ��  �యబ�� �. ��� శ�� వంత�ౖ న �జ�� �� �� �ంతక ఆ�ధ 

అ�వృ�� � ప��ధన� తమ అ�� �ష�ల� క�����. ప� �� త ���� , ���� ��న�ల 

�ం� ఉ�� గ� త ��న�ల వర� �జ�� మన ���� ��తం� ఒక �గం� ���; 

�ల� ల �మ� �జ� ���ల �ం� �� �ంతక ఆ��ల వర�; ��ం����  ��క� 

ఇ��ం� ప�క�ల �ం� స�� క� �జ�ల వర�; ���య� ���క� �ౖ �ష� �ం� 

���య� �����ష� ���॓ల వర�. ఇం���ం� ���ష� మ�� ��� ���ష� 

అ�� �ష�ల వర�. ఈ అ��యం� మన�  �జ� �క� ల��ల� మ�ంత� 

అధ�యనం ��� �, అ� ��� ప� ��క�ౖ న�� ��� మ�� ఇ� ఆ�� ॓� �క� 

ఉప�ఖ �� రం��� ����ం�, అ� �వ�� ఆ�� ॓� ప��ధన �క� ప� �న �ఖ� 

ప��మం �ం�ం�.  

�జ� �క� ల���: 

ఏకవర� త: 

 �జ��, అ�� ���� ఒ� �ధ�ౖ న శ��  �� �ల �ం� ఒ�� ఉన� ���� 

అ��ల� ��దల���. అం�వల�  �జ� �ం� �� ర�ౖ న తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం మ�� �� ����� 

�ర���� ం�. �బ��  ��� ���� మ�॓ ���ష� అం��. ఎ�వ �జ� �� � దగ� ర� �� 

�యబ�న శ��  �� �ల� క�� ఉం�, అ�� ఉ�� ర ����  దగ� ర� �� �యబ�న 

�నః���� �� తరంగ�ౖ �� �ల� క�� ఉం��. �నః�న�ం మ�� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం�� ����� 

వ�స� � + Δ� మ�� � + Δ� ��� ���� , �� మధ� సంబంధం ఇ� ఉం�ం�. 

Δ� = − �
�

��� Δ� 
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A technology that worked in microwave region has been extended to 
visible region and the first LASER was developed in 1960 by 
Theodore Maiman. It was first called as Optical MASER. Further it 
was renamed as LASER. The name LASER was first used by Gourdon 
Gould in his laboratory notebooks, while working on Optical Masers 
in 1957. 

 Since then, LASERs have been developed in various material 
media like solids, liquids and gases. Some of the more powerful 
lasers also have found their applications in research to lethal 
weapon development. In the present day, lasers have become a part 
and parcel of our day to day life from barcode scanners to 
temperature scanners; from kid’s toy laser guns to the lethal 
weapons; from handheld medical imaging equipment to surgical 
lasers; from material characterization to material manipulation 
techniques. Engineering navigation and ranging to space navigation 
applications. In this chapter we further study the properties of laser 
that made them unique and which led to the inception of a 
subbranch of optics that eventually evolved into a major branch of 
optics research. 

Characteristics of Laser: 

Monochromaticity: 

 In Laser, all photons emit from same set of energy levels in 
different identical atoms.  Hence the laser light maintains constant 
wavelength and frequency. Thus it is called monochromatic 
radiation. If the upper laser level has closely separated energy levels, 
then the emitted photons will have closely separated frequencies or 
wavelengths. If the spread in frequency and wavelength are denoted 
respectively  by � + Δ� and � + Δ�, then they are related by  

Δ� = − �
�

��
� Δ� 

Directionality: 

 Ordinary light diverges highly as it travels through a 
medium. But laser light diverges less. If � is the wavelength of laser 
light and if � is diameter at the source, then it propagates as a  
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����� శం: 

 ఒక �ధ�మం ��� ప� ���� న��� ��రణ �ం� �� ఎ��వ� ����  

�ం��ం�. �� �జ� �ం� త��వ� ����  �ం��ం�. �జ� �ం� �క� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం � 

ఉం� మ�� �లం వద�  ��సం � ఉన�ట� ��, అ� ��దం ��ం� ��/� �రం వర� 

స�ంతర �ంజం వ� ����� ం�. �జ� �ంజం �క� �ౖ వ�� �� �ణం ∆��� �ం� ఇ� 

ఇవ�బ�ం�, 

tan
�

2
≃

�

2
=

(�� − ��)

2(�� − ��)
⇒ � =

(�� − ��)

(�� − ��)
 

�జ� �ం� �  � = 10��, ��య�� . అం�వల�  �ంప� ��క �ం� వన�ల� ����  

�ౖ వ�� �� �� త��వ� ఉం�ం� మ�� అం�వల�  �జ� �ం� �� ��త�కం� 

ఉం�ం�. 

����� శం: 

 ఒక �ధ�మం ��� ప� ���� న��� ��రణ �ం� �� ఎ��వ� ����  

�ం��ం�. �� �జ� �ం� త��వ� ����  �ం��ం�. �జ� �ం� �క� తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం � 

ఉం� మ�� �లం వద�  ��సం � ఉన�ట� ��, అ� ��దం ��ం� ��/� �రం వర� 

స�ంతర �ంజం వ� ����� ం�. �జ� �ంజం �క� �ౖ వ�� �� �ణం ∆��� �ం� ఇ� 

ఇవ�బ�ం�, 

tan
�

2
≃

�

2
=

(�� − ��)

2(�� − ��)
⇒ � =

(�� − ��)

(�� − ��)
 

�జ� �ం� �  � = 10��, ��య�� . అం�వల�  �ంప� ��క �ం� వన�ల� ����  �ౖ వ�� �� 

�� త��వ� ఉం�ం� మ�� అం�వల�  �జ� �ం� �� ��త�కం� ఉం�ం�. 

�����: 

 ��రణ �ం� �లం�, �ం� తరం�� �దృ��క సమ���  �దృ��క �శల� 

��దల���. �� �� ��త ఉ�� ర ప� �� య�, అ�� ����  ఒక��� ఒక� ఖ��త�ౖ న దశ 

సంబంధం� ��దల ��� �. ఇ� �జ� �ంజం అత�ంత �ం�క� ��� ం�. �ం� ర�ల 

�����  ఉ���. 

�ం�ర� ����� (�ల సంబంధ �ం�క): ఒ� ���� �ం� తరం�� �� �ం� �� �ౖ ��  

���� సమ���  అంత�ళం � �� ర�ౖ న �ం�� వద�  �� ర�ౖ న దశ వ������ క�� ఉం� అ� 

����క �ం�క� ఉం��. 

����� �డ�:(����)�ౖ � �� �ౖ � �� దశ� ఊ�ంచగ��� �ర��ం� �డ�� 

����� �డ� అం��. 
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parallel beam up to ��/� distance without divergence. The angle of 
divergence of laser beam is given from ∆��� as, 

tan
�

2
≃

�

2
=

(�� − ��)

2(�� − ��)
⇒ � =

(�� − ��)

(�� − ��)
 

For laser light, � = 10�� radians. Thus for laser, divergence is very 
less compared to the conventional light sources and hence the laser 
light is highly directional.  

 

 

Fig: Ordinary light and Laser light divergence. 

Coherence: 

 In ordinary light source, light waves emit at random times 
in random directions. But in the stimulated emission process, all the 
photons will emit with definite phase relation with each other. This 
makes the laser beam highly coherent.  There are two types of 
coherences. 

a. Temporal coherence: Two waves or two wave trains in a 

single wave are said to be in temporal coherence if they  
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����� సమయం:(����)�ౖ � �� �ౖ � �� దశ� ఊ�ంచగ��� �ర��ం� 

సమ��� ����� సమయం అం��. 

 ఈ �ం�ం�� సంబం�ం�న����� = � ����  ఇక�డ c  అ�� �ం� �గం  
���య� ����� (�� ��క �ం�క): ఒక ��� ష�  సమయం� అంత�ళం � �ం� 

���� ��ంట�  వద�  �� ర�ౖ న దశ వ������ �ర����  �ం� తరం�� �� ��కం� 

�ం�క� ఉం��  
ఇక�డ మన�  �� �క� కద�క �శ� లంబం� �ం� తరం�ల మధ� దశ సంబం��� 

అధ�యనం ��� �. అం�వల�  ��� "�ర�॓ �ం�క" �� "�ర�� (పక��ౖ �) �ం�క" అ� 

�� అం��. 

�ం�క �� ంతం:(����)�ౖ � �� �ౖ ��  �� దశ� ఊ�ంచగ��� ఉం� �� ం��� ����� 

ఏ�� అం��. 

 �జ� �ం� �క� �ం�క �డ� ��� �టర�  �ం� �� �టర�  వర� ఉం�ం�. 

�వ� త: 

�జ� �ంజం �� సన��ౖ నం�న, ��� �� శ��  �త� ం ఒక �న� �� ంతం� ఎ��వ� 

�ం�� కృత�ౖ  ఉం�ం�. �క� ఒక ��రణ �జ� 10��� అ���� కల�  ∼ 10��  −

10�� �ℎ�����/��/�  ఉత���  �యగల�, అ�� 1,000� వద�  ఉన� నల� � శ�రం ∼

10�� �ℎ�����/��/� ఉత���  �యగల�. 

 5.2 �ం�-ప�ర�  పరస�ర చర� మ�� ఐ��� � 

�ఎ��యం�� 

ఏ�ౖ � ప�ర� ం�ౖ  �ం� ప�న��, అ� ప�ర�  �ధ�మం� ఇంట��॓  అ��ం� 

మ�� ఈ దృ��ష��� �ం�-ప�ర�  పరస�ర చర�� ���ం��. �ం�-ప�ర�  పరస�ర చర� 

సమయం� �� �ధ�మ�� ప� �� య� జ����. �� �సం, Δ� = �� − �� =

ℎ� శ�� � �� �యబ�న �ం� �� � ��, �� వ�వస� � ప�గ�ంచగల� . �ం� �� �ల  

మధ� ప�వర� న� �� ��ంచగల ���ష�/��� �క� �� ���� � ఇక�డ ఉం�. �� 

�ధ�మ�� ప� �� య� �� ం� �ధం� ఉ���. 

ఉ�� �త �షణ: 

ఒక పర��� �� �� �� ఉన�ట� ��, శ��  �క� ��� �షణ ��� ��� అ�క శ��  �� � 

�� � �ంచవ��. �� � 1 �ం� �� � 2 వర� ఉ�� �త �షణ సం�వ�త ���ష� �క� పతన  

శ��  �ంద� త� అ�����తం� ఉం�ం�.ℎ� = �� − ���(�) 

��� = ��� �(�) 

ఇక�డ������������� ����������� ��� ���������� ����������. 
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maintain a constant phase difference at a fixed point in space at 
different times. 

Coherence length (����): The length up to which the light wave 
train maintains its phase predictable is called coherence length.  

Coherence time (����): The time up to which the light wave train 
maintains its phase predictable is called coherence time. 

 These two are related by ���� = � ���� Where � is velocity of 
light. 

b. Spatial coherence: 

Two waves are said to be spatially coherent if they maintain a 
constant phase difference at two different points in space at a given 
time. 

 
Fig: Spatial coherence 

Here we study the phase relation between two waves perpendicular 
to the direction of motion of wave. Hence it is also called 
“Transverse coherence” or “Lateral (sideways) coherence”. 

Coherence area (����): The area over which the light wave trains 
maintain their phase predictable is called coherence area. 

 

Fig: Spatially and temporally coherent waves. 

The coherence length of laser light is of the order of a few meters to 
kilo meters. 
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ఆక��క ఉ�� రం: 

 అ�� �� రంభం� �� ఉ�� �త �� �� ఉం�, శ��  �క� ��� � ��దల �యడం ��� 

అ� తనంతట ��� �� ��వ �� �� �వ��. ��� ��ం��య� ఎ�ష� అం��. �క� 

సం�వ�తℎ� = �� − �� 

ఆక��క ఉ�� �� 1 మ�� 2 �� �ల  ల��ల�ౖ  �త� � ఆ�రప� ఉం��. 

���
� = ��� 

ఇక�డ������������� ����������� �� ����������� ��������.  

ఉ�� పన ఉ�� ��: 

 �� ��త �� �� ��త ఉ�� �ల అవ���� ��� ం�న �ద� వ���  ఐ� �� �. ℎ� =

�� − �� శ��  క��న  ��� అప��� ఉ�� �త �� �� �� ఉన� అ��� సంకర� ణ �ం��, అ� 

��  �� � �ం� �� � ప�వర� న� �� ���� ం�. �ం� ఉ�� ర ����  ఒ� దశ� ఉం��. ��� 

�� ����� ఎ�ష� అం��. ఈ �� ��త ఉ�� �ల సం�వ�త ఇ���ం� ���ష� �క� శ��  

�ంద� త �(�) �ౖ  ఆ�రప� ఉం�ం�. 

���
�� = ����(�) 

ఇక�డ������������� ����������� �� ���������� ��������  

�� �ం� �� �  ఉ�� ర ప�వర� న �క� �త� ం సం�వ�త ��� ఇవ�బ�ం� 

��� = ���
� + ���

�� = ��� + ����(�) 

ఐ��� � �ణ�ల మధ� సంబంధం: 

 �� �� � �� � అ��ల సంఖ� �� మ�� ఉ�� �త �� � ��   � అ��ల సంఖ� 

��  ఉండ�వ�ం�. అ�� �� � 1 �ం� 2 వర� �షక ప�వర� న సం�వ�త  

����� = ������(�) 

�� � 2 �ం� 1� ఉ�� ర ప�వర� న �క� �త� ం సం�వ�త  

����� = ��[��� + ����(�)] 

ఉష�  సమ�ల�త వద� , �షణ సం�వ�త మ�� ఉ�� ర సం�వ�త �ం� స�నం� ఉం��. 

�బ��   

����� = ����� 

⇒    ������(�) = ��[��� + ����(�)] 
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Intensity: 

As the laser beam is very narrow, almost all of its energy is highly 
concentrated into a small region. A typical laser output of 10��� 
can produce ∼ 10��  − 10�� �ℎ�����/��/�, whereas a black body 
at 1,000�can produce only ∼ 10�� �ℎ�����/��/�. 

 

5.2 Light-Matter interaction and Einstein 
Coefficients 

When light falls on any material, it interacts with the 
material medium and this phenomenon is termed as light-matter 
interaction. There are three possible processes that take place 
during light-matter interaction. For that, consider a two level 
system with energies �� and �� respectively, separated by an energy 
Δ� = �� − �� = ℎ� . Here �  is the frequency of the 
radiation/photon which can induce a transition between the two 
states. The three possible processes are as follows. 

Stimulated absorption:  

 

If an atom is in the state ��, it can be raised to higher energy level 
��  by the absorption of photon of energy ℎ� = �� − �� . The 
probability of stimulated absorption from state 1 to state 2 is 
proportional to the energy density �(�) of the incident radiation.  

��� = ��� �(�) 

Here ��� is ���������� ����������� ��� ���������� ����������. 

Spontaneous emission:  
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�� �ం� �హ� ఏ�ం� �క� ల�ణం, ���ష� �క� శ��  �ంద� త, 

⇒   ������(�) − ������(�) = ����� 

⇒   �(�) =
�����

����� − �����
 

⇒  �(�) =  
���

��
��

��� − ���

 

���� �� �క� పం�� �యమం  �ం�,  

��

��
=

����/��

����/��
= � (�����)/�� = ���/��  

⇒ �(�) =
���

������/�� − ���
=

���

��� �
���
���

���/�� − 1�
 

�� ం॓ �క� ���ష� చట� ం �ం�,  

�(�) =
8�ℎ��

��

1

���/�� − 1
 

�ౖ  �ం� స�కర�ల� ��� ��� ,  

��� = ��� 

���

���
=

8�ℎ��

��
 

�ౖ  �ం� స�కర�� �� ఐ� �� � �ణ�ల మధ� సంబం��� ��య��� �. �ౖ  �ం� 

సంబం�ల �ం� ఈ �� ం� ����� ���వ��. 

1. �� ��త �షణ సం�వ�త ఉ�� పన ఉ�� �ల ����� ఉం�ం�. అన�; అ� ��� 

ఉ�� ర మ�� �షణ ప� �� యల �ం�ం�� �ధ�త వ��� ం�. 

2. ��� ∝ �� సంఘటన ���ష� �క� �� ����� ఆక��క ఉ�� �ల సం�వ�త 

����ంద� ఇ� ���� ం�. అన�, పర���� ఎ��వ మ�� అ�క 

ఉ�� �త �� �ల� (�ద� �) ఉన�ం�న, ఆక��క ఉ�� ��� ఎ��వ సం�వ�త 

ఉం�ం�.� 

3. ���/��� ∝ ��పర���� అ�క మ�� అ�క శ��  �� �ల� ఉ�� �తం �వడం 

వల�  ఆక��క ఉ�� ర ప� �� య ఆ�పత�ం ����� ం�. అం�వల�  �� �� �� దగ� ర� 

ఉన� �జ� �� �ల� ఎం���ల� ��ంచబ�ం�. 
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 If the atom is initially in an excited state ��, it can come 
down to lower state �� on its own by emitting a photon of energy 
ℎ� = �� − �� . This is known as spontaneous emission. The 
probability of  

 

 

spontaneous emission depends only on the properties of states 1 
and 2. 

���
� = ��� 

Here ��� is ���������� ����������� �� ����������� ��������. 

Stimulated emission: 

 Einstein was the first to identify the possibility of induced 
or stimulated emission. If a photon of energy ℎ� = �� − �� 
interacts with an atom which is already in the excited state ��, it 
will induce the transition from the state �� to ��. The two emitted 
photons will be in same phase. This is known as stimulated 
emission. The probability of this stimulated emission depends on 
the energy density �(�) of the incident radiation. 

���
�� = ����(�) 

Here ��� is ���������� ����������� �� ���������� ��������. 

The total probability of emission transition from �� to �� is given 
by  
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��� = ���
� + ���

�� = ��� + ����(�) 

Relation between Einstein coefficients: 

 Let there be �� number of atoms in the ground state �� and 
�� number of atoms in the excited state ��. Then the probability of 
an absorptive transition from state 1 to 2 is given by 

����� = ������(�) 

The total probability of emissive transition from state 2 to 1 is given 
by  

����� = ��[��� + ����(�)] 

At thermal equilibrium, the absorption probability and emission 
probability are both equal. Thus we can write, 

����� = ����� 

⇒    ������(�) = ��[��� + ����(�)] 

From this the characteristic of the external agent, namely the 
energy density of radiation is obtained as, 

⇒   ������(�) − ������(�) = ����� 

⇒   �(�) =
�����

����� − �����
 

⇒  �(�) =  
���

��
��

��� − ���

 

From Boltzmann’s distribution law, one can write 

��

��
=

����/��

����/��
= � (�����)/�� = ���/��  

⇒ �(�) =
���

������/�� − ���
=

���

��� �
���
���

���/�� − 1�
 

From Plank’s radiation law, we have 

�(�) =
8�ℎ��

��

1

���/�� − 1
 

Comparing the above two equations, one can get 
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��� = ��� 

���

���
=

8�ℎ��

��
 

The above two equations give the relation between the three 
Einstein coefficients. The following conclusions may be drawn from 
the above two relations. 

4. The probability of stimulated absorption is same as that of 
stimulated emission. i.e.; the same photon may stand 
responsible for both the emission and absorption processes. 

5. ��� ∝ �� which implies that the probability of spontaneous 
emission increases with the frequency of the incident 
radiation. i.e.,  as the atoms are in higher and higher excited 
states (larger �), the more probable is the spontaneous 
emission. 

6. ���/��� ∝ �� which means that the spontaneous emission 
process   dominates as the atoms are excited to higher and 
higher energy levels. Thus it is suggestible to choose laser 
levels nearer to ground state. 

5.3 Population Inversion 
Consider a two level system with energies �� and �� containing �� 
and ��number of particles respectively. Let �� be the total number 
of particles, then the total number of particles  in the states �� and 
�� are given by  

�� = �� ����/�� 

�� = �� ����/�� 

Here it is assumed that temperature is the only mechanism to excite 
the particles to higher energy levels. 

In the above equations, since �� > �� ⇒ �� < ��.  

i.e., in general lower energy levels will have higher population. The 
situation where the population of lower energy level is more than 
the population of the higher energy level is known as population  
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5.3 జ�� ��మం 

శ�� � �� మ�� �� క�� ఉన� మ�� వ�స� �� క�ల �� సంఖ�� �ం� �� � వ�వస� � 

ప�గ�ంచగల� . �త� ం క�ల సంఖ� ��, ఆ�ౖ  ��, �� �� �ల �� �త� ం క�ల సంఖ� 

మ�� ఇవ�బ�న�  

�� = �� ����/��  
�� = �� ����/��  

క�ల� అ�క శ��  �� �ల� ఉ�� జప�� ఏ�ౖ క యం�� ంగం ఉ�� గ� త అ� ఇక�డ 

��ంచబ��ం�. 

�ౖ  స�కర�ల�, �ం� .�� > �� ⇒ �� < �� 

అన�, ��రణం� త��వ శ��  �� �� అ�క జ��� క�� ఉం��. త��వ శ��  �� � 

జ�� అ�క శ��  �� � జ�� కం� ఎ��వ� ఉన� ప��� �� జ�� ��మం అం��. త��వ 

శ��  �� �� ����  అ�క శ��  �� � జ��� �ం� ప� �� య� పం�ం� అం��. 

�స� � �క� �� �క� �� ం� �� � ��రణం� ��� శ�� � క�� ఉం�ం�. ఆ సందర�ం�, �� ం� 

�� ��� క�ల సంఖ�, .�� = ����� = �� 

ఉ�� గ� త �� ఎ��వ ��వల� ����, అ�� క�� అ�క శ��  �� �� ఉ�� �తమ���, ఆ 

సందర�ం�, .�� = ������/� = ����� = �� 

ఈ �ధం� �ం� �ప��ల�, అ�� క�� వ�స� �� �� �� �� ఉ�� �త �� �� 

ఉం��. �� �స� � �క� సమ�ల� ఆకృ�కరణ� ప�గణన�� ���ం�, అ�� �� 

�� � మ�� ఉ�� �త �� � �ం� స�న సంఖ�� క�ల� క�� ఉం��. అన�; �� = �� =

��/2. అం�వల�  �ం� �� �ల వ�వస� � స��� �ౖ � అ��ల� అ�క శ��  �� �� 

ఉ�� జపరచ��. అం�వల�  జ�� ����� ��ంచ���, వ�వస� � క�సం �� శ��  �� �� 

ఉం��. 

 5.4 �జ� �త� ం 

�జ� ���: 

 �త� ం� ��న �ధం� ఏ�ౖ � �జ� వ�వస�  �� ప� �న ��ల� క�� ఉం�ం�. 

1.  శ��  వన�: 

 �జ� చర�� �ంద���,  �స� �� జ�� ����� క�� ఉం��. �� �సం 

పర���� అ�క శ��  �� �ల� ఉ�� �తం ���. ఈ శ��  వన� ఏ�ౖ � ఆ�� క� �� ఎల�� �క� 

�� ర�యన ప� �� య �ం� �ందవ��. �జ� వ�వస�  �క� ఈ �గం పం�ం� ���జం వ� 

ప���� ం�, ఇ� జ�� ����� అవసరం. 
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inversion. The process of increasing the population of higher energy 
level compared to the lower energy level is known as pumping. 

Classical ground state of the system has zero energy usually. In that 
case, the number of particles in the ground state will be, �� =

����� = ��.  

If the temperature is increased to extremely high values, so that all 
particles get excited to higher energy level, in that case, �� =

������/� = ����� = ��. 

Thus in both the extremes, all the particles will be either in ground 
state or in excited state respectively. But if equilibrium 
configuration of the system is considered, then both ground state 
and excited state will have equal number of particles. i.e.; �� =

�� = ��/2. Thus one can’t excite more than half of the atoms to 
higher energy level in a two level system. Hence in order to achieve 
population inversion, one needs to have at least three energy levels 
in the system. 

5.4 Laser Principle 
Components of laser: 

 Any laser system contains three major components as 
shown in the figure. 

 

1. Energy source: 

 To get the laser action, we must have population inversion 
in the system. For that atoms must be excited to higher energy 
levels. This energy source can be obtained from any optical or 
electrical or chemical process. This portion of the laser system acts  
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1. �� ��ల �ధ�మం: 

 ఉ�� పన ఉ�� �� జ�� �ధ�మం ఇ�. �లం �ం� శ�� � ���న� త��త, 

అ��� మ�� క�� ఉ�� �తమ���. �-ఎ�ౖ ��ష� ప� �� య�, �జ� �ం�� ఇ�� 

ఉ�� �త ఉ�� �� జ���ం�. �� ��ల �ధ�మం �క� ర��� బ�� , మన� ఘన �� �, ద� వ 

�� �, �� మ�� ��కండక� � �జ�� ఉం��. 

2. ఆ�� క� ��� �� ���ట�: 

�� ��ల �ధ�మం �ం� ప� ��ం�ం� ఉప�త�ల మధ� �ట� బ� ఉం�ం�. �ం�ం�� 

ఒక� సం�ర� ం� ప� ��ం��� ం� మ�� మ�క� ��కం� ప� ��ం��� ం�. �� ��ల 

�ధ�మం�ౖ  ఆ�రప�, ప� �ధ�� �హరం� ఉప��ం� అ�� �, �� స� � �� జ�� ఉ���. 

��కండక� � �జ�� �� ��ల �ధ�మం �క� ��ం� ఉప�త�� ��� ��న త��త 

అ��దం � ప� ��� �. �� ��ల �ధ�మం�, మన�  ఒక ��� త�నంత �వ� త �జ� 

�ం�� �ంద�� మ�� �� ��ల �ధ�మం �క� �డ� ���� మన�  జ�� ����� 

ఏక��� �ర��ంచ��. ప�ప� ప� ��ం�ంచడం ��� ఈ క�� �� అ�గ�ంచడం� అ��ద  

�హరం స�యప��ం�. అం�వలన అ��ద �హరం ప� �వవంతం� (�ం� �ంజం �క� 

బ�ళ ��� ల �రణం�) �� ��ల �ధ�మం �క� �డ�� �ం��ం�. స�ౖ న ����త�క 

�క�ం మ�� �స� రణ �సం �హరం �క� �డ� తప��స�� �/2 ��� ంకం �ణ�రం� 

ఉం��. �ం� ప� ��ం�ం� ఉప�త�� ఉన�ం�న, ప� �శ��� న �త� ం దశ వ���సం � +

� = 2�. ��� ���� ప�గ�ంచవ��. 

�జ� �త� ం: 

�జ� �క� �� థ�క ప� �� దశల� క�� ఉం�ం�. 

1. పం�ం�: 

పం�ం� అ�� స�� య �ధ�మం�� పర���� (���� �� �� �ల� ఉన� 

పర����) త�న �త� ం� శ�� � సరఫ� �యడం ��� ���� �� �� �ల� 

ఉ�� �తమ�� ప� �� య. �� ��ల �ధ�మం �క� ప�ర� ం �క� �� �� బ��  పం�ం� 

�క� ��ధ �ధ��ౖ న పద� �� ఉ���. ఘన మ�� ద� వ ప��� ల �సం, ఆ�� క� 

పం�ం� �� �న�త ఇవ�బ��ం�. అ�క శ��  ప��� అ����ల �సం ��� �� �� 

ఉప��ంచడం ��� ఆ�� క� పం�ం� �యబ��ం�, అ�� ఆ�� ��ం�� �రంతర 

మ�� �త�ౖ న అ����ల �సం ఉప��ంచబడ��. అ�క తరంగ�ౖ ర� �ం �జ�ల� 

ఉత���  �య��� �జ� �ం�� పం�ం� �లం� �� ఉప���� �. ��� � 

��యం అంత� �ం� ఏక��� పం�� �యబ��. ద� వ ప��� ల �సం, ర�యన 

పం�ం� ������  ఉప��ంచబ��ం�   
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as the pumping mechanism, which is essential for population 
inversion. 

2. Active medium: 

 This is the medium where stimulated emission takes place. 
After taking energy from the source, atoms and molecules will get 
excited. In the de-excitation process, stimulated emission takes 
place which gives laser light. Depending on the type of active 
medium, we have solid state, liquid state, gaseous and 
semiconductor lasers. 

3. Optical cavity or resonator: 

The active medium is enclosed between two reflecting surfaces. 
Out of the two, one is perfectly reflecting and the other one is 
partially reflecting. Depending on the active medium, there are 
mirrors, Brewster prisms that are used as resonance cavity. In 
semiconductor laser the end surfaces of the active medium itself 
acts as a resonator after polishing. In an active medium, we can not 
get sufficient intensity laser light in one pass and we can not 
maintain population inversion uniformly if the length of the active 
medium increases. Resonance cavity helps in overcoming this 
difficulty by repeated reflections. Thus resonance cavity effectively 
(due to multiple passages of the light beam) increases the length of 
the active medium. The length of the cavity must be an integer 
multiple of �/2  for proper constructive interference and 
amplification. Since there are two reflecting surfaces, the total 
phase difference introduced will be � + � = 2� . This can be 
considered as zero. 
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�� ప��� ల �సం, ���� పం�ం� ��రణం� �� �న�త��� ం�. ��� �ౖ న�॓ 

పం�ం� �స� ��, �� ప�ర� ం అ�క �డ�ల� ��ంచబ��ం�. ఇ� అ��ల� 

ఉ�� జప�� ఉ�� గ� త ���దల� �రణమ��ం�. అ�� ��� అ����॓� 

(అక���� �) �స� �ంచబ��ం�. ఈ అ����॓ ప� �� య ఆక��క �త�కరణ� ఉత���  

��� ం�, ఇ� అక���� � �జ� �ం�� ఉత���  �య��� అ��ల� ఉ�� జప��� ం�. 

������  అ� శ��  �� ప� త�� �ర �ం� శ��  �� �జ�ల� పం� �య��� 

ఉప��ంచబ��ం�. 

2. జ�� ��మం 

త�నంత �ద�  సంఖ�� పర���� ���� �� �� �� ఉ�� �తం అ�న��, జ�� 

��మం జ���ం�. జ�� ��మం ఉన���, �ం�� ��ష� జ���ం�. ఎం�కం� 

ఉ�� పన ఉ�� �� మ�� ఉ�� �త �షణ ���  ఒ� �ధం� ఉం��, �షణ కం� ఉ�� ��� 

ఎ��వ పర���� అం���� ఉన�ట� �� �త� � అ���� �ం� �ం�� ��� 

����ం�. 

3. ఆక��క ఉ�� రం 

�స� ��� �ద� ���� ��దల �య��� ���� �� �� � �ం� ఆక��క ఉ�� �� 

జర��. 

4. ఉ�� పన ఉ�� రం 

ఒక�� ఆక��క ఉ�� �� జ���, మ�ంత ��� ఉ�� �� ఉ�� �త ఉ�� �ల ��� 

జ����. ఈ ప� �� య�, ఒక ��� అదన� ���� ��దల �య��� ఉ�� �త 

అ��� �� ం�� ��� ��� ం�. ఈ �ధం� ఒక ��� �ం�, �ం� ����  4 ����  

�ద�ౖ న� ఉత���  ��� � మ�� ఈ ప� �� య �మ�తం వ� ��న� � ఉత���  ��� ం�. 

  

Fig: Stimulated emission avalanche  
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Laser Principle: 

The basic working of laser involves three stages. 

1. Pumping: 

Pumping is the process where the atoms in the active medium 
(atoms with metastable states) are excited to metastable states, by 
supplying suitable amount of energy. There are various possible 
methods of pumping depending on the state of the material of the 
active medium.  For solid and liquid materials, optical pumping is 
preferred. Optical pumping is done by using Xenon flash for high 
power pulsed outputs while arc lamps are used for continuous and 
moderate outputs. Laser light is also used as pumping source to 
generate higher wavelength lasers. The light must be distributed 
uniformly throughout the active medium. For liquid materials, 
chemical pumping is sometimes used. For gaseous materials, 
electrical pumping is usually preferred. In gas dynamic pumping 
system, gaseous material is compressed to high pressures. This 
causes a rise in temperature that excites atoms. Then the gas is 
expanded adiabatically (suddenly). This adiabatic process produces 
sudden cooling that suddenly de-excites atoms to produce laser 
light. Sometimes nuclear energy or direct solar light energy is also 
used to pump lasers. 

2. Population inversion 

When sufficiently large number of atoms are excited to 
metastable state, population inversion takes place. Only when 
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population inversion  exists, does the amplification take place. This 
is because stimulated emission and stimulated absorption rates are 
same, the amplitude of output light increases if and only if there are 
more atoms available for emission than absorption. 

3. Spontaneous emission 

Spontaneous emission should take place from metastable state 
to release the first photon in the system. 

4. Stimulated emission 

Once spontaneous emission takes place, further photon emissions 
take place by stimulated emission. In this process, one photon 
pushes down an excited atom to release an additional photon. Thus 
one photon produces two, two photons produce 4 photons etc. and 
the process produces an avalanche of photons. 

5.5  Ruby Laser 
Ruby laser is the first laser developed in 1960 by Theodore Herald 
Maiman. The major parts of ruby laser are as explained. 

1. Active medium: 
In ruby laser the active medium is the Ruby crystal cut in the shape 
of a rod. The ruby crystal is an ����� crystal with 0.05% of ���� 
ions are replaced by ���� ions. Here the energy levels of ���� ions 
have metastable states, where population inversion occurs and 
lasing action takes place. 

2. Energy source: 
The energy source consists of a xenon flash lamp  which emits green 
light at 5500Å. The xenon tube lamp is wrapped around the ruby 
rod. The output of xenon lamp is in the form of millisecond pulses 
and power is a few megawatts. Due to this high power output, the 
ruby rod may get heated up. Hence the whole arrangement is placed 
in a circulating water bath/liquid nitrogen bath to keep the system 
cool. Now a days the lamps are enclosed by concave mirrors to 
increase the light exposure to ruby rod. 

3. The resonance cavity: 
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The resonance cavity is obtained by polishing the ends of ruby rod. 
The ends are made optically parallel and then a fully reflecting 
mirror is placed at one end and another partially reflecting mirror is 
placed at the other end. 

 

Fig: Ruby laser block diagram 

4. The laser action: 

 The energy level diagram of ���� ion is as shown in the 
below figure. It is a three level laser system. The chromium ion 
absorbs green light (5500Å) from xenon flash or any blue light 
(4000Å) from alternative sources and goes to excited states �� and 
�� respectively. They give a part of the energy to the crystal in the 
form of heat and reach a meta-stable state �� . Thus the number of 
ions in the ground state keeps on decreasing due to pumping and 
number of ions in the metastable state keeps on increasing due to 
long life time. Finally population inversion is established between 
the metastable and ground state. 

 When any ion from this metastable state comes to ground 
state spontaneously, it will start further stimulated emissions. The 
laser light has two wavelengths 6943Å and 6929Å. Out of these 
two, 6943Å only gets amplified by the resonance cavity as the 
length of the cavity is selected suitable for this wavelength.  
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5.5 �� �జ� 

�� �జ� 1960� ��డ� ����  �ౖ మ� � అ�వృ��  �యబ�న �ద� �జ�. �� 

�జ� �క� ప� �న ��� �వ�ంచబ�� �. 

1. �� ��ల �ధ�మం: 

�� �జ�� స�� య �ధ�మం �� ఆ�రం� క�� �ం�న �� �� స� �. �� �� స� � అ�� 

���� అ�న�  �� నం� 0.05%  ���� అ�న� � ��న �����  �� స� �. ఇక�డ ���� అ�న�  శ��  

�� �� ���� �� �� �ల� క�� ఉం��, ఇక�డ జ�� ��మం సంభ��� ం� మ�� 

��ం� చర� జ���ం�. 

2. శ��  వన�: 

శ��  �లం ��� �� � ��ం�� క�� ఉం�ం�, ఇ� 5500Å వద�  ఆ�పచ� �ం�� ప� స��� ం�. 

��� ��� �పం �� �� ���  �ట� బ� ఉం�ం�. ��� �పం �క� అ���� 

��� �కన�  ప��ల �పం� ఉం�ం� మ�� శ��  ��� ����� . ఈ అ�క పవ� అ���� 

�రణం�, �� �� ��క�వ��. అం�వల�  వ�వస� � చల� � ఉంచ��� �త� ం అమ�క� 

ప� స�ం� �� ��నం/ద� వ �ౖ �� జ� ��� ఉం��. ఇ�� ����  �� ��� �ం�� 

బ�ర� తం �య��� ��ల� ���ర అ�� ల ��� ����� ���. 

3. �����  �హరం: 

�� �� �వరల� ��� �యడం ��� �����  �హరం �ందబ��ం�. �వరల� 

ఆ�� క�� స�ంతరం� ��, ఒక �వర ��� � ప� ��ం�ం� అద� ం మ�� మ�క �వర 

��కం� ప� ��ం�ం� అద� ం ఉంచబ��ం�. 

1.  �జ� చర�: 

 ���� అ�� �క� శ��  �� � ���త� ం �� ం� �త� ం� ��న �ధం� 

ఉం�ం�. ఇ� �� �� � �జ� వ�వస� . �� �యం అ�� �� ఏ�ౖ � ప� ����య 

��ల �ం� ��  �ౖ � (4000Å) ��� �� � �ం� ఆ�పచ� �ం�� (5500Å) గ� ��� ం� 

మ�� వ�స� ��, �� ఉ�� �త �� �� ���ం�. అ� శ�� � �ంత ���� స����� 

�� �పం� అం��� � మ�� ��-�� ర �� � ��  � ���ం��. ఈ �ధం� 

పం�ం� �రణం� �� ం� �� ��� అ�న�  సంఖ� త�� �� ఉం�ం� మ�� ��ర�  

��త�లం �రణం� ���� �� �� �� అ�న�  సంఖ� ����� ఉం�ం�. �వర� 

���� �� మ�� �� ం� �� � మధ� జ�� ��మం �� �ంచబ�ం�.  
ఈ ���� �� �� � �ం� ఏ�ౖ � అ�� ఆక��కం� �� �� �� వ��న��, అ� 

మ�ంత ఉ�� �త ఉ�� �ల� �� రం��� ం�. �జ� �ం�� �ం� తరంగ�ౖ �� �� ఉం�� 

6929Å మ�� 6943Å . ఈ �ం�ం��, �హరం �క� �డ� ఈ 6943Å తరంగ�ౖ �� ��� 

అ��లం� ఎం�క �యబ�నం�న �����  �హరం ��� �త� � 

�స� �ంచబ��ం�.   
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Fig: Ruby Laser Energy level diagram 

Disadvantages: 

1. Since the lower laser level is connected to ground state, one 
needs to excite more than 50% of the ions in a short span 
of time to achieve population inversion. This requires very 
high pumping energies. 

2. Since more than 50% of ions will be in the excited state, 
one has to wait till they de-excite for next series of laser 
action to take place. Thus the laser output is pulsative. 

3. Since the lower laser level is connected to ground state, 
there is a possibility of self-absorption which reduces the 
output intensity. Due to this, the efficiency of Ruby laser is 
about 1%. 
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ప� ��లత�: 

1. ��వ �జ� �� � �� �� �� అ�సం��ంచబ�నం�న, జ�� ����� 

��ంచ��� త��వ వ�వ�� 50% కం� ఎ��వ అ�న�  ఉ�� �తం ���. ��� 

�� ఎ��వ పం�ం� ఎన�� � అవసరం. 

2. 50% కం� ఎ��వ అ���  ఉ�� �త �� �� ఉం�� �బ�� , �జ� చర� �క� 

త�ప� �� � జరగ��� అ� ఉ�� �తమ�� వర� �� ఉం��. �బ��  �జ� 

అ���� ప����� ఉం�ం�. 

3. ��వ �జ� �� � �� �� �� అ�సం��ంచబ�నం�న, అ���� �వ� త� 

త�� ం� ��య-�షణ� అవ�శం ఉం�. �� �రణం�, �� �జ� �క� 

�మర� �ం ���� ఉం�ం�.1% 

 ప� �జ��: 

1. ఇ� �� త��వ �మ�� ��� క�� ఉన�ప���, అ���� పవ� �� ఎ��వ� 

ఉం�ం�. అం�వలన ఇ� �ౖ మం� క�� ం� మ�� ��� ం� �సం �� 

ఉప��ంచబ��ం�. 

2. ప��� అ����� ��గ� � వం� ��� ప� ��క అ�� �ష�� ఉ���. 

3. ఇ� ��� �� � ��ౖ � �బ�� , ఇ� �� త��వ �ర�హణ ఖ��� క�� ఉం�ం� 

మ�� �ర�� �� ఉప��ంచవ��. 

అ�� �ష�� : 

1. �� �జ�ల� �ౖ  �జ� �సం పం�ం� �స� �� ఉప���� �. 

2. �� − ���  �జ�� క��� �ం�, పచ����  మ�� ���  �ల�ం� �సం 

�� �జ�� ఉప��ం��. 

  

Fig: Components of original Ruby Laser 

  

Think … 

Is it possible to generate continuous laser in 3 level 

system if top most level is chosen as laser level? 
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Fig: Ruby laser output intensity 

Advantages: 

4. Though it has very low efficiency, the output power is very 
high. Thus it is used for diamond cutting and welding also. 

5. The pulsed output has some special applications like 
holography. 

6. Since it is a solid state device, it has very low maintenance 
cost and can be used roughly also.  

Applications: 

3. Ruby lasers are used as pumping system for dye laser. 

4. Before the discovery of �� − ��� laser, ruby laser was used 
for tattoo and hair removal. 

5.6 Helium-Neon Laser 
 This is a low power, continuous wave laser developed in the 
year 1962 after the discovery of ruby laser. 

Active medium: 

 Here the active medium is a mixture of helium and neon 
gases in the ratio 10: 1 filled in a quartz tube at a pressure of 0.1��  
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5.6 ��యం-��� �జ� 

 ఇ� �� �జ�� క��న� త��త 1962 సంవత�రం� అ�వృ��  �యబ�న త��వ 

శ�� , �రంతర �� �జ�. 

�� ��ల �ధ�మం: 

 ఇక�డ �� ��ల �ధ�మం �ష��� � ��యం మ�� ��� ���ల 10: 1 

�శ� మం 0.1�� �దరసం ఒ�� �� �����  ���� �ంపబ� ఉం�ం�. ఇక�డ ��యం �దట 

ఉ�� జప��� ం� మ�� ���� శ�� � సరఫ� ��� ం�, ఇక�డ జ�� ��మం 

జ���ం�. 

శ��  వన�: 

 ���� dc క�ం� �� rf AC క�ం� ��� ���� ఉత�ర� � ఉప��ంచడం 

��� ఉ�� �తమ���. 

�����  �హరం: 

 �ం� ర��� �����  �హ��� �ందవ��. ���� ఇ��ౖ �� స�ంతరం� 

ఉం� అ�� � �� ��� ���  స�ౖ న �� వణత �సం �� స� � �� జ�� ఉప��ంచబడ��, 

ఎం�కం� ����� ఎల�� �॓ ����� � అ�� � �బ��ం��. 

�జ� చర�: 

 ��యం మ�� ��� �క� శ��  �� � ���త� ం �� ంద �పబ�ం�. 

ఇ� ��� �� � �జ� వ�వస� � ఉ�హరణ. ��యం �క� శ��  �� �� ఈ �� ం� �ధం� 

��� �యబ�� �. 

        1��    (↑ ↓) → 1��� 

1��2�� (↑ ↑) → 2 ��
�  

 1��2�� (↑ ↓) → 2 ��
� 

��� అ�� �క� శ��  �� ��. 
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of mercury. Here Helium excites first and supplies energy to Neon, 
where population inversion takes place. 

Energy source: 

 The gases are excited by using electric discharge either by dc 
current or by rf ac current. 

Resonance cavity: 

 The resonance cavity can be obtained by using two optically 
parallel mirrors on either side of the tube,  or some times Brewster 
prisms are used for proper polarization as  electric discharges in the 
tube may damage the mirrors. 

 

Fig: He-Ne laser Block diagram. 

Laser action: 

 The energy level diagram of helium and neon are as shown 
below. 
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2 ��
� �� � 2 ��

�  మ�� ��యం� ��-�� �� �� ��. ఈ �� �ల� ఉ�� �త 

పర���� ��నడం ��� �త� � �-ఎ�� � అ���. ఈ �ం� ఉ�� �త �� �� 

20.61��  ���  ఉ���. ఈ శ��  ���� బ�� �యబ��ం� మ�� ��� 

పర���� 20.66�� ���  ఉన� 3�  �� 2� �� �� �ళ��. శ�� � వ���సం ��� ��� 

వ�� ం�. ��� �క� ఈ �ం� �� �� మ��  ���� �� �� ��. ఈ �ం� ���� �� 

�� �ల �ం� �� �ధ�ం �జ� ప�వర� �� ఉ���. 

3� → 2�     6328Å 

2� → 2�   11523Å  (��) 

3� → 3�  33900Å  (��) 

ఇక�డ ప�వర� నం క��ం� �� ంతం 6328Å � �త� � ఉం�ం�. �����  �హరం �క� స�ౖ న 

�డ�� ఎం��వడం ��� ��� ���పరచవ��. 

2� �� � �ం�, అ��� 1� �� �� �గం� ప�వర� న �ం���, ఇ� మ��  ���� �� 

�� �. అక�డ �ం� అ��� ఎ��� �॓ ���  ఎన�� � ���వడం ��� మ��  2�  �� �� 

ఉ�� �తం �వ��. 

ఇ� 2� �� �� జ��� �ం��ం� మ�� జ�� ��మ ప��� � �ఫలమ��ం�. ��� 

���ంచ���, ��� ఇ��ౖ న�� �యబ��ం�. ���, పర���ల మధ� �భజన 

త�� �ం�, ఘర� ణల సంఖ� ����ం� మ�� పర���� 1� �ం� �� �� �� 

�ష����� �. 

ప� �జ��: 

1. పం�ం� �సం అ�క శ�� � అవసరం ��. �జ� �� �� �� �� �� 

అ�సం��ంచబడనం�న, ���� �� �� �� �� త��వ అ��ల� ఉంచడం 

జ�� ��మ ప��� �� సంతృ�� ప��� ం�. 

2. ఇ� �రంతర �జ�. ���� �� �� �� అ� త��వ సంఖ�� పర���ల� జ�� 

��మం ��ంచబ��ం� �బ�� , త�ప� �జ� ప�వర� �ల �సం మన�  �� 

�సం �� ఉం���న అవసరం ��. 

3. ఇ� త��వ శ��  క��న ప�కరం �బ�� , �� �ర�హణ ఖ�� �� త��వ. 

ప� ��లత�: 

1. ���� ���  �ంచడం �� ��� �డ�� �ంచడం ��� �� అ�క శ��  

ఉ��దనల� ��ంచ��. ఎం�కం� ఇ� ఎ�వ �జ� �� � 33900Å � త�� ం� 

ప�వర� న� �ం��ం� మ�� జ�� ��మ �ఫలమ�� ప��� �. 
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Fig: He-Ne laser energy level diagram. 

This is an example of four level laser system. The energy levels of 
Helium are labeled as follows. 

        1��    (↑  ↓) → 1��� 

1��2�� �↑  ↑� → 2 ��
�  

 1��2�� �↑  ↓� → 2 ��
� 

The energy levels of Neon atom are  

 

The 2 ��
�  level and 2 ��

�  are meta-stable states in Helium. The 
atoms excited to these states will de-exite only by collision. These  
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అ�� �ష�� : 

1. ఇ� ఇం��� �� �� �� �డ�ల� ఉప��ంచబ��ం�. 

2. ఇ� �జ� శస� ��త� మ�� �జ� క�� ం�� ఉప��ంచబ��ం�. 

3. ఇ� స���ం�� ఉప��ంచబ��ం�, ఇ� �� సన�� �ంజం �డ�� 

�రణం� అ�క ఖ��త���� అం��� ం�. 

4. https://www.google.co.in/books/edition/A_Co
urse_Of_Experiments_With_He_Ne_Laser/tiX
qqh85Nz8C?hl=en&gbpv=1  

5. https://www.optica-
opn.org/home/articles/volume_22/issue_10/fe
atures/recollections_of_the_first_continuous_
visible_lase/  

6. https://web.archive.org/web/20120618234059
/http://technology.niagarac.on.ca/lasers/Chapt
er3.html 

 
 

 

 

(Left to right) Dane Rigden, Alan White and Bill Rigrod having a discussion 

in the laser lab at Bell Labs, 1963. The long HeNe laser on the bench is 

emitting about 80 milliwatts of power at 632.8 nm. 

Think … 

Why Neon gas is not directly excited using electrical 

discharge in He-Ne laser? 
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two excited levels lie at around 20.61�� . This energy will be 
transferred to Neon and neon atoms go to 3� or 2� states that lie at 
around 20.66�� . The difference in energy will come through 
collision. These two levels of Neon are again metastable states. 
There are three possible laser transitions from these two metastable 
states. 

3� → 2�     6328Å 

2� → 2�   11523Å  (��) 

3� → 3�  33900Å  (��) 

Here the 6328Å transition only lies in the visible region. This can be 
enhanced by choosing appropriate length of resonance cavity. 

From 2� state, the atoms makes a rapid transition to 1� state which 
is again a metastable state. From there atoms may excite to 2� state 
again by taking electric field energy. This increases the population in 
2� state and population inversion condition fails. To avoid this, the 
tube is made narrow. With that, separation between atoms reduces, 
number of collisions increase and the atoms will de-exite to ground 
state from 1�. 

Advantages: 

4. High powers are not necessary for pumping. This is because 
laser levels are not connected to ground state, keeping a 
very few atoms in the metastable state will satisfy the 
condition for population inversion. 

5. This is a continuous laser. Since population inversion is 
achieved with very low number of atoms in metastable 
state, we don’t need to wait for them for further laser 
transitions. 

6. Since it is a low power device, its maintenance cost is very 
low. 

Disadvantages: 

2. High power outputs cannot be achieved even by increasing 
electric charge or increasing length of the tube. Because it  
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5.7 �జర�  అ�� �ష��  

1. �ౖ ద� రంగం� కం� ��� �, దంత శస� ��త��, ��మల �ల�ం� మ�� ఇతర 

����॓ సర� �ల� �జ�ల� ఉప���� �. 

2. ������ ��� ంచడం మ�� ��� �ం� �� ప��ణ ప��� ల కణ ప��ణం 

��� షణ �సం �జ�� ఉప��ంచబడ��. 

3. అ�� ����  ప�� �జ�ల� �� ప���� అ�గ�ంచడం ��� ���ట� మ�� 

����ట� �ౖ � వ�� �ల� ��� క�ంచ��� క��ం� �ం�� ఉప��ం� 

�� ��ం� �ౖ �� ��� � ఆ�� క� ��జ�ల�, అ�వృ��  �య��� ఉప��ంచవ��. 

4. �ౖ  ఇం���� �జ�� ఆ�� ॓�� �త�  �� ం�� అ�వృ��  �య��� �స� వం� 

����, అ� అ�� ����  ఆ�� క� ����� మ�� �ౖ  �జ��ష� ���� ����� 

అ�� �ష�ల� క��� ��-��య� ఆ�� ॓�. 

5. �జ� అ�� ష� పద� �� ���� �క ప��� ల �ౖ ��  �� �� ం�� అ�వర� �ల� 

క��ం��. 

6. �� ��� ���ష� అ�� �ష�ల �సం �జ�ల� ఉప��ం� అ�� �ౖ �� ఇం��

ల� అమ� �యవ��. 

7. ఇం���ం� రంగం� �జ�� ��� (�ౖ � ���� మ�� �ం�ం�) అ� ��� 

����� ��� ంచడం మ�� సం�ర� అ�� �ష�ల �సం ఉప��ంచబడ��. 

8. ఆ�� క� �� ���ల� �� �ల� మ�� �� ��� వ� �సం �జ�� 

ఉప��ంచబడ��. 

9. ఆ�� క� �ౖ బ� క����ష� మ�� ���� �॓ ���॓ల� �జ�� �ఖ��ౖ న 

�గం. 

5.8 ��గ� � �త� ం 

 ��గ� � అ�� 1948� ��� � అ�వృ��  �యబ�న ఇ�� ���� ం� పద� �. 

��రణ ��గ� ��, వ�� � �ం� ప� ��ం�ం� �ం� �క� �వ� త స��రం �త� � న�� 

�యబ��ం�, అ�� ��గ� ��, దశ స��రం �� న�� �యబ��ం�. ఇ� అ� 

���� � ����  �ం� వ�� � �క� మ�క ��ణ ���� ��ం�ంచడం �ధ�ం ��� ం�. 

���ణం: 

�లం �ం� �ం� �క� స�ంతర �ంజం �ం� ���� �భ�ంచబ�ం�. ఒక �గం 

వ�� ��ౖ  ప�, ప� ��ం�ం� తరంగం ���� ం� �� �� ���ం�ం�. ��� ఆ�� �॓  �� 

అం��. మ�క �గం అద� ం �ద ప� ���� ం� �� �� ���ం�ం�. ��� �ఫ��� �� 

అం��. ఆ�� �॓  �� మ�� �ఫ��� �� �క� ఇంట����� న�� ���� ం� �� �� న�� 

�యబ��ం�. 
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will enhance the 33900Å transition which depopulate the 
upper laser level and condition for population inversion 
fails. 

Applicatiopns: 

7. It is used in integrated bar code readers. 

8. It is used in laser surgery and laser cutting. 

9. It is used in surveying, which offers a high accuracy due to 
its narrow beam width.   

5.7 Applications of lasers 
10. Lasers are used for eye suegeries, dental surgeries, acne 

removal and other cosmetic surgeries in medical field. 
11. Lasers are used for pollution detection and particle size 

analysis of micro to nano size materials. 
12. Ultrashort pulse lasers can be used to develop optical 

tweezers, fluoorescent microscopes that use visible light to 
photograph nanometer and femtometer size objects by 
overcoming Rayleigh limit. 

13. High intensity lasers made it a reality to develop a new 
branch of optics namely, non-linear optics that finds 
applications in ultrafast optical sensors and high resolution 
spectroscopy. 

14. Laser ablation techniques find applications in micro drilling 
of industrial materials.  

15. Ion drive engines can be run using lasers for deep space 
navigation applications. 

16. Lasers in engineering field are used for detection and 
ranging applications similar to radar namely LIDAR (Light 
detaction and Ranging). 

17. Lasers are used for data storage and data retrieval in optical 
data disks. 

18. Lasers are essential part of optical fiber communication and 
holographic techniques. 
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ఆ�� �॓  �� ��� ఇవ�బడ�వ�ం� 

�� = ������   − − − (1) 

మ�� �ఫ��� �� ఉండ�వ�ం� 

�� = ������   − − − (2) 

���� ం� �� �� న�� �యబ�న ఇంట����� న�� �క� �వ� త ��� ఇవ�బ�ం� 

�� = |�� + ��|� = ������� + ��������������� + �������� 

= ��
� + ��

� + �������(�����) + ���(�����)� 

= �� + �� + ���� cos(�� − ��)  − − − (3) 

అం�వల�  ���� ం� �� ��, �వ� త స��రం� ��, వ�� � �క� దశ స��రం �� 

న�� �యబ��ం�. 

�న����ణం: 

���� ��ౖ  ����  �యబ�న ఆ�� �॓  స��రం ���� �� �న����ం� తరంగం� 

ప� ��ంప�యడం ��� �న����ంచబ��ం�. �న����ణ తరంగం ���� ం� సమయం� 

ఉప��ం�న �ఫ��� �� వ� ఒ� ల��ల� క�� ఉం�ం�. ���� �॓ �� � �క� మ�క 

�ౖ �న, పతన  �ఫ��� �� ��� �ంత ����ష�� �డవ��, వ�� � �క� �జ�ౖ న 

�త� ం ఎడమ-�� �� � మ�� ఎడమ-�� ��ం� వ�� � �క� వ��వ� �త� ం. 

��� గ�త�స� పరం� అర� ం ���వ���, �న����ణ తరంగం� ప�గ�ంచగల�  

�� = ������   − − − (4) 

ప� �రం �యబ�న తరంగ ����  ��� ఇవ�బ��ం� 

�� = ���� = ���������
� + ��

� + �������(�����) + ���(�����)�� 

= (��
� + ��

�)������ + ����
����� + ����

������������ − − − (5) 

ఇక�డ �ద� పదం 0�� ����� ���� �ం�� ��� సవరణ� పతన  �న����ణ తరం��� 

���� ం�. �ండవ పదం 1�� ����� ���� అ� దశ స��రం� వ�� � �క� వ��వ� 

ఇ��� ���� ం�. �డవ పదం 1�� ����� ���� �ప�బ�న దశ స��రం� �జ�ౖ న 

�త� ం� ఉం�ం�. 

ఇక�డ వ��వ� ఇ�� ����  �యబ�న�� ఆ�� �॓  ఉన� ప� �శం�� ఏర���ం�. అద� ం 

�త� ం �క� దశ ల��ల� (ఎడమ �ం� ��� �ప�బ�ం�) అస� వ�� � �క� �ర� � 

ఇ�� �� నం� �జ�ౖ న �త� ం ఏర���ం�. 
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5.8 Holography Principle 
 Holography is a method of image recording developed by 
Gabor in 1948. In ordinary photography, the intensity information 
of reflected light from the object is only recorded, whereas in 
holography, phase information is also recorded. This makes it 
possible to generate another view angle of the object from the same 
hologram record. 

Construction: 

The parallel beam of light from the source is devided into two parts. 
One part falls on the object and the reflected wave reaches the 
recording plate. This is called object wave. Other part falls on a 
mirror and reaches the recording plate. This is called reference 
wave. The interference pattern of the object wave and reference 
wave is recorded on the recording plate.  

Let the object wave be given by 

�� = ������   − − − (1) 

and let  the reference wave be 

�� = ������   − − − (2) 

The intensity of the interference pattern recorded on the recording 
plate is given by 

�� = |�� + ��|� = ������� + ��������������� + ������� � 

= ��
� + ��

� + �������(�����) + ���(�����)� 

= �� + �� + ���� cos(�� − ��)  − − − (3) 

Thus on the recording plate, in addition to intensity information, 
phase information of the object is also recorded. 
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Fig: Hologram construction principle 

Reconstruction: 

The object information recorded on the hologram can be 
reconstructed by illuminating the hologram with a reconstructing 
wave. The reconstruction wave will have identical features as the 
reference wave that was used while recording. On the otherside of 
the holographic plate, one can see the incident reference wave beam 
with some modulation, a real image of the object with left - right flip 
and a virtual image of the object without the  left - right flip.  

To understand it mathematically, consider the reconstruction wave 
to be 

�� = ������   − − − (4) 

The transmitted wave amplitude is given by 

�� = ���� = ���������
� + ��

� + �������(�����) + ���(�����)�� 

= (��
� + ��

�)������ + ����
����� + ����

������������ − − − (5) 

Here the first term represents the 0�� ����� ���� which is the 
incident reconstruction wave with amplitude modification. Second 
term represents the 1�� ����� ���� which is a virtual image of the 
object with the same phase information. Third term represents the 
1�� ����� ���� which is a real image with flipped phase 
information. 
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Here the virtual image will be formed at the same location as the 
object when it was recorded. The real image will be formed at the 
mirror image location of the original object with the phase features 
of the mirror image (flipped left to right). 

 

Fig: Hologram image reconstruction 

5.9 Holography Applications 
1. Holographic image of the battle field can be used to train 

soldiers to travel and fight in unknown geographical 
locations.  

2. 3D holographic projections may be helpful for doctors and 
surgeons for better understanding and practice of surgeries 
and disgnostics. 

3. 3D holographic projections may be used to run virtual 
reality tours and conferences. 

4. Holographic microscopy can be used to record high 
resolution image of the microscopic objects which can be 
analyzed in different perspectives at later times. This is 
highly useful in biology and materials science research. 

5. Multiple ordinary images taken from different perspectives 
of the object can be replaced by a single hologram, thus a lot 
of space in image storage can be saved with complete 
information records. 
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6. The hologram can be reconstructed even from a small piece 
of the original recording. Thus, data loss due to image 
damage can be minimized. 

7. Holographic interferometry is used for non-destructive 
testing of damage, cracks, ware and tare of machine parts. 

8. Holographic images are tamper proof. Therefore they can be 
used for genuinity verification of consumer products, 
antique art pieces and paintings.  

9. Dynamic holography provides a possibility for real-time 
observation of war fields, medical surgeries etc. 

5.9 ��గ� � అ�� �ష�� 

1. �ద�  �త� ం �క� ���� �॓ �త� ం ��య� ���క ప� ��ల� ప� ��ంచ��� 

మ�� ��డ��� �ౖ ��ల� ��ణ ఇవ���� ఉప��ంచవ��. 

2. 3D ���� �॓ �� ����  �ౖ ��� మ�� సర� న� � సర� �� మ�� ��� ��� క� � �� 

అర� ం ���వ��� మ�� �ధన �య��� స�యపడవ��. 

3. వ��వ� ���� పర�టన� మ�� స���ల� అమ� �య��� 3D ���� �॓ 

�� ��న� � ఉప��ంచవ��. 

4. ���� �॓ �ౖ �� ���� �ౖ �� ���॓ వ�� �ల �క� అ�క �జ��ష� ఇ��� ����  

�య��� ఉప��ంచవ��, ��� త��� సమ���  ��ధ ����  ��� �ంచవ��. 

�వ�స� ం మ�� ���య� �ౖ �� ప��ధన� ఇ� �� ఉప�గకరం� ఉం�ం�. 

5. ఆ�� �॓  �క� ��న� దృ���ల �ం� ��న బ�ళ ��రణ ��� ల� ఒ� ���� � 

��� భ��  �యవ��, త��� ���  స��ర ���� ల� ఇ�� �� ���  �� స� ��� �� 

�యవ��. 

6. ���� � అస� ���� ం� �క� �న� �గం �ం� �� �న����ంచబ��ం�. 

అం�వలన, �త� ం నష� ం �రణం� �� నష� ం త�� ంచవ��. 

7. ���� �॓ ఇంట������  అ�� యంత�  ��ల నష� ం, ప��� , �� మ�� ��  �క� 

��-�స� ��� � ��� ం� �సం ఉప��ంచబ��ం�. 

8. ���� �॓ ��� � ��ంప� �� �. అం�వల�  ��� ���గ�� ఉత��� �, ��తన 

క�ఖం�� మ�� ��ం�ం� ల �స� �కత� ధృ�క�ంచ��� ఉప��ంచవ��. 

9. �ౖ న�॓ ��గ� � �ద�  ��� �, �ౖ ద� శస� ��త�� �ద�ౖ న �� �క� �జ-సమయ 

ప��లన� అవ���� అం��� ం�.   
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Solved Problems 
1. Find the ratio of population of the two states in a He Ne 

laser that produce a light of wave length 6328 Ao at a 
temperature of 37oC. 

Ans: Given that Wavelength of light    (λ) = 6328 Ao 

            =6328 x 10-10 m 

    Temperature (T) =370C =310K 

Ratio of population of the two states  

��

��
= ��

∆�
�� , �ℎ��� ∆� =

ℎ�

λ
 

∆� =
6.63 x 10���� 3 � 10�

6328 x 10��� 
= 3.143 �10��� ������ 

∆�

��
=

3.143 �10��� 

1.38 � 10���� 310
= 73.5 

��

��
= ����.� = 1.2 � 10���  

2. A white light has frequency range from 0.45x1015 Hz to 
0.65 x1015 Hz. Calculate the coherence time and 
coherence length of the light source. 

Ans: Given that the Range of frequency for white light is 0.45x1015 
Hz to 0.65 x1015 Hz 

∆v=0.65 x1015 Hz - 0.45x1015 Hz = 0.2 x 1015 Hz 

Coherence time, t= 1/∆v= 1 (/0.2 x 1015) = 5 x 10-15 

              Coherence length, l= ct = 3 x 108 x 5 x 10-15  = 15x 10-7 m 

3. A typical He-Ne laser emits a radiation of λ=6328 oA. Find 
the rete of photons emitted by a 1mW He-Ne laser? 

Ans: Given, Wave length of He-ne laser light is light    (λ) = 6328 Ao 

                   =6328 x 10-10 m 

                     Power of He-Ne laser (P)= 1mw  = 10-3W 
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Number of photons (n) = Energy of Pulse/ Energy of Photon 

Energy of photon, ε = hc/λ  = 6.63x10���x3x108
 / (6328 x 10-10) 

          = 3.1x 10-19 J 

                    Energy of laser pulse E= P x 1s 

     = 10-3 x 1 = 10-3 J  

                    Number of photons (n) =E/ε  = 10-3/ 3.1x 10-19 

     n  = 3.2 x10-15   

4. Find the intensity of laser beam of 1mw power and having 
a diameter of 1.5 mm. Assume the intensity of the beam 
to be uniform across the beam area. 

Ans: Given, Power of laser (P) =1 mW= 10-3 W 

                      Diameter of beam (d) =1.5 mm=1.5 x 10-3m 

The intensity of the laser (I) = P/A 

Where A is Area =  ���

�
 

              � =  
���

�
=  

�.�� �� �.�������
�

�
= 1.77 � 10��  

 ��������� (�) =  
�

�
=  

����

�.�� � ���� =  560 �/��  

5. A laser company produces a He-Ne laser consisting of a 
tube 5 mm in diameter, 25 cm long, containing 4 torr of 
the gas mixture; the laser tube requires an operating 
voltage of 520 V. The producer wants to reduce laser tube 
diameter to 3 mm and its length to 15 cm. Calculate the 
pressure and the operating voltage that are required in 
this laser. 

Ans: Given that  P1=4 torr  P2=? 

 D1= 5mm,     D2= 3mm 

 L1=25cm  l2=15cm 

 V1=520V  V2=? 
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From the scaling law 

Pressure x  Diameter = Constant 

P1D1= P2D2 

Therefore , new pressure P2= P1D1/ D2   = 4x5/3 

   = 6.67 torr 

Also we know that, P1E2= P2E1        and E=V/l 

P1V2/l2= P2V1 / l1     Therefore, V2= P2 l2V1 / P1 l1      

V2= P2 l2V1 / P1 l1 

    =  (6.67 x 15 x 520)/ (4 x 25) 

    = 520V 

6. The signal gain of a ruby laser amplifier using a 15 cm 
long rod is 12. Neglecting gain saturation, calculate the 
signal gain of a 20 cm long rod with the same population 
inversion. 

Ans: The signal gain of active material of length l is given by  

G = exp( � � [N� − �
g�N�

g�
�]) 

log � /� = σ  [N� − �
g�N�

g�
�] 

Given that G1=12 for l1=15cm 

Then G2= ?   for l2=20cm 

σ  �N� − �
g�N�

g�
�� =

log �1

�1
=

log 12

15
= 0.166 ���� 

log �2

�2
= σ  �N� − �

g�N�

g�
�� = 0.166 ���� 

log �2 = 20 x 0.166  

G2 = exp(20 x 0.166) = 27.5  

7. A laser cavity consists of two mirrors with reflectivity 
R1= 1 and R2 = 0.5, while the internal loss per pass is Li = 
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1 %. Calculate the total logarithmic losses per pass. If the 
length of the active material is l= 10 cm and the 
transition cross section is � = 3.57 x 10-19 cm2, calculate 
the threshold inversion. 

Ans: The threshold inversion is given by 

N� =
γ

σ l
 

Where  

γ = γ� + 
γ� + γ�

2
 

γ� = − ln(R1) = −ln (1) = 0  

γ� =  − ln(R2) = −ln (0.5) = 0.693 

γ� = − ln(l − Li) = 0.01 

Therefore γ = 0.357 

N� =
0.357

3.57 x10��� x 10
= 1x 10�� cm�� 

8. An Laser has a pump efficiency of  ηp = 10x 10-4 at 5 kW 
electrical pump power. Find the pump efficiency at 10 kW 
pump power. 

Ans: The pump rate is directly proportional to the pump efficiency 
of the laser 

   Therefore,  Rp α  ηp 

ηp1/ ηp2= Rp1/ Rp2 

ηp2 = ηp1 Rp2/ Rp1 

Given that 

ηp1 = 8x 10-4      at    Rp1 = 5kW 

ηp2 = ?             at  Rp2 = 10kW 

ηp2 = 10x 10-4  x 10/ 5 

ηp2 = 2x 10-3 
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9. The ratio of Reference Beam to Object Beam intensity is 
4:1, then find the beam splitter ratio required having the 
object of efficiency of 40%.  

Ans: Given that  

����

����
=  

4

1
 

���� =  10 % ��������� 

���� =  4 � 
10

100
 ��������� 

����

���������
=  

2

5
 

Therefore, we require a beam splitter with ration of 2:5 

10. A transmission hologram is recorded using a He–Ne laser 
(632 nm) with the object and reference beams making 
angles of -40° and 40°, respectively, with the normal to 
the photographic plate. What is the average spatial 
frequency of the hologram fringes? 

Ans: Average spatial frequency of the hologram fringes (ξ) = 
��� �������� ����

�
 

Given that θ= 30°   and λ = 633nm = 633 x 10-9 m 

Therefore  

ξ =   
sin(45) − sin(−45)

632 x 10��
=

2 sin 45

632 x 10��
= 2240 �����/��  

11. A hologram is recorded using a Ruby laser (650 nm), and 
illuminated with a He–Ne laser (630 nm) to view the 
image. The reference beam in the recording system 
appears to diverge from a point at a distance of 1 m from 
the hologram. How far from the hologram should the 
beam from the He–Ne laser be brought to a focus to 
ensure that the image is reconstructed with unit lateral 
magnification? 
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Ans: The condition for the image to be reconstructed with unit 
lateral magnification is 

 
��

��
=

��

��
 

where ZP and ZR are the distances from the hologram of the sources 
used for 
reconstruction and recording, respectively, and λp and λR their 
respective source wavelengths.  

Given that ZR= 1m and λp = 650nm and λR= 630nm 

�� = ��  
��

��
 = 1 � 

650

630
= 1.032� 

12. A hologram is to be recorded with a He–Ne laser on a 
Holographic plate correspond to an exposure of 
approximately 1.5 J/m2. The illumination level in the 
hologram plane due to the object beam is 0.005 W/m2, and 
that due to the reference beam is 0.01 W/m2. The plate is 
to be processed to produce a phase hologram. What is the 
exposure time required? 

Ans: To obtain good diffraction efficiency after bleaching, the 
exposure should 
result in an optical density of at least 25 seconds after development.  

The holographic plate is exposure energy density of approximately 
E= 1.5 J/m2. 

Accordingly, the exposure time required would be  

T=E/(Power density of object + power density of reference beam) 

T= 1.5/(0.005+0.01) = 100 seconds 

The exposure time yielding the maximum diffraction efficiency can 
be selected 
from trials with exposures ranging from 75 seconds to 125 seconds. 
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MCQs 
1. Hologram records -------of light 

a) Intensity   b) Phase   c) Both  intensity and phase d) either 
intensity or phase 

APPGCET2022 

Ans: c 

2. Which of the following is a three level LASER 

a) Nd:YAG laser   b) Ruby lasers    c) He:Ne laser   d) Semiconding 
lasers  

APPGCET2021 

Ans: b 

3. In holographic storage, the data is stored in  

a) Pendrives   b) Cells    c) Crystals   d) Diodes  

APPGCET2021 

Ans: c 

4.  In Holography  

 a) Amplitude distribution is only recorded  

 b) Phase distribution of light only recorded  

 c) Amplitude & phase distribution are recorded  

 d) Both are not recorded  

AUCET 2020  

Ans: c 

5.  In laser action which occupy an important role  

a) Pumping      b) Inversion    c) Meta stable state     d) both (b) & (c)  

AUCET 2020  

Ans: d 

6. One of them belongs to gas lasers  
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 a) dye lasers    b) Ruby lasers    c) excimer lasers   d) YLF lasers  

AUCET 2020  

Ans: c 

7. Ruby Laser belongs to  

  a) a five level laser  b) a two level laser  c) a four level laser d) a 
three level laser  

AUCET 2020  

Ans: d 

8. The angle of divergence of laser beam is of the order of 

a)10�� Radian  b) 10�� Radian    c) 10�� Radian    d) 10 Radian 

Ans: a 

9. Probability of stimulated absorption is proportional to 

a. Number of atoms in ground state 

b. Incident radiation energy density 

c. Number of atoms in excited States 

d. All 

 Ans: b 

10. The process of increasing population of higher energy level 
compared to lower energy level is known as 

a. Population inversion 

b. Pumping 

c. Stimulation 

d. Absorption 

Ans: b 

11. The Active medium of a laser system is enclosed between two 
reflecting surfaces which are 

a. Both perfectly reflecting surfaces 

b. Both partially reflecting surfaces 
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c. One partially reflecting surface and other perfectly 
reflecting surface 

d. Both reflecting as well as transmitting surfaces 

Ans:c 

12. The energy levels of which ions in Ruby laser have metastable 
state 

a. ����       b) ����            c) ����       d) ���� 

Ans:b 

13. Laser medium in Helium:Neon laser is a mixture of helium and 
neon gases in the ratio of 

a) 10:1       b) 1:10 c) 3:2  d)1:2 

Ans:a 

14. If an image is seen out of an hologram and appears in front of 
the film, the image is called 

a. Virtual Imag    b) Real image   c)Pseudoscopic image 
d)None  

Ans: b 

Grade your understanding 
1. There is a constant phase difference between photons 

emitted in stimulated emission 
[ ] 

2. Lasers have been developed in all media like solid, liquid 
and gases 

[ ] 

3. White light laser are also available in the market [ ] 

4. The wavelength for laser include in only visible region [ ] 

5. Laser light maintain constant wavelength and frequency 
by emission of photons from same atom 

[ ] 

6. The coherence length of laser light is of the order of few 
km also 

[ ] 
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7. When atoms are in higher excited States the more 
probably is the spontaneous emission 

[ ] 

8. One cannot excite more than half of the atoms to higher 
energy levels in two level system 

[ ] 

9. Spontaneous emission may or may not takes place in a 
laser 

[ ] 

10. The lower level of laser is always connected to ground 
state in all types of lasers 

[ ] 

11. The atoms in metastable state will be always de-excited 
only by collision 

[ ] 

12. Interference place an important role in recording of a 
hologram 

[ ] 

13. If a hologram breaks, the whole image can be visible in 
each piece 

[ ] 

14. Multiple ordinary images of an object can be replaced by a 
single hologram 

[ ] 

 1.Yes   2.Yes  3.No  4.No   5.No    6.Yes    7. Yes   8.Yes  
9.No  10.No 11.  No 12.Yes 13.No 14. Yes 
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Beam splitter 
An optical device that divides a beam of light into 
two beams. 

 Diffraction 
The change in direction of a wave front 
encountering an object 

Adiabatic 
A process or condition in which heat does not enter 
or leave the system concerned. 

Amplification 
The process of increasing the amplitude of the 
signal 
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Avalanche 
A sudden arrival or occurrence of something in 
overwhelming quantities. 

Brewster 
Prism 

It designed to have an apex angle such that a p-
polarized ray incident at Brewster’s angle will pass 
through the prism parallel to the base at minimum 
deviation, and exit also at Brewster’s angle.  

Cavity 
A cavity is a space or hole in something such as a 
solid object  

Coherence 
An ideal property of waves that enables stationary 
(i.e., temporally or spatially constant) interference. 

Collimated 
beam 

 (The production of) a beam of light that 
neither  converges nor diverge 

Diverge 
To follow a different direction, or to be or become 
different 

Dye Laser 
 A laser that uses an organic dye as the lasing 
medium, usually as a liquid solution. 

Hologram 
A picture of a "whole" object, showing it in three 
dimensions. 

Holography The study or production of holograms 

Induce To lead on to some action, condition, beli 

Metastable 

Pertaining to a physical or chemical state that is 
relatively long-lived, but may decay to a lower 
energy state when slightly perturbed or through a 
quantum transition. 

Optical 
Tweezer 

A highly focused laser beam to hold and move 
microscopic and sub-microscopic objects like 
atoms, nanoparticles and droplets, in a manner 
similar to tweezers. 

Population Number of atoms / molecules in the energy state 

Probability 
It describes how likely an event is to occur or the 
relative possibility that an event will occur 
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Resonator 
A device or system that exhibits resonance or 
resonant behavior 

Stimulate 
To encourage something to grow, develop, or 
become active 

Ultrashot 
wave 

A wave having a wavelength below 10 meters 
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